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SECTION V.

DENTAL AND ORAL SURGERY.

Chairman, T. W. Brophy, M. D., D. D. S., Chicai^^o, 111.

Vice-Chairman, M. H. Cryer, M. D., D. D. S., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Secretary, W. C. Wardlaw,* M. D., D. D. S., Atlanta, Ga.

OPENING SESSION.

The Section was called to order on Tuesday, August

15th, at 2:30 P. M., by L. P. Dotterer, D, D. S., of Charles-

ton, S. C.

The following paper was then read :

THE SURGICAL ENGINE AND ITS USES.

By M. H. Cryer, M. D,, D. D. S., Philadelphia, Pa.

The use of the surgical engine, as now adapted for oper-

ations on bone structure, has taken a place secondary to no

other means.

The first requirement of the machine is a motive power

that will give to its drills, burs, saws, trephines, etc., a veloc-

ity of at least from two to three thousand revolutions per min-

ite, such velocity to be maintainable under varying pressure.

The handpiece and the chuck for holding the instruments

are to be light, capable of easy adjustment, and of such

arrangement that the instruments can be carried in any

direction to any part of the body. There should be no

* Deceased. 5 1

3
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appreciable vibration to interfere with tactile recognition of

the character of a tissue being cut. The device for clamp-

ing the instruments in the handpiece should be such as to

permit of easy and quick exchange. When in position

instruments must be firmly held in order that they shall not

come unshipped. The source of the driving force is of little

import ; it may be steam, electrical or hand power, but, how-

ev^er obtained, must be under perfect control, and insure

steadiness and uniformity of speed.

The first means for employment of this method in bone

surgery was the ordinary dental engine with surgical appli-

ances, which is still in use for light operations ; for exam-

ple, the removal of diseased or abnormal bone from the

nasal chambers. But it lacks sufificient power for cutting

harder tissue.

There have been introduced to the profession in the last

sixteen or seventeen years several engines denominated
" surgical." Experience with these has shown that the best,

up to within a few weeks, is the Bonwill, which, as your

essayist has learned from the inventor—\V. G. A. Bonwill,

D. D. S., of Philadelphia^—was brought out about 1875 or

1876. The thanks of the surgeon and the gratitude of

ver}' many patients are due to Dr. Bonwill for this inven-

tion. One of this make that has been in constant use by

Prof. Garretson and myself in private and public clinics

since 1881 is before you. The power in this engine is ap-

plied by a crank which is geared to a large driving wheel,

over which passes a cord-belt leading up the shaft over two

pulleys at the top, then along the arm over other pulleys

finally to one in the handpiece. This portion of the engine

is nearly all that one could desire. In connection with the

handpiece, however, there are certain imperfections with re-

spect to surgical requirements. The shanks of the instru-

ments have to be the same in size as those used with the

various dental engines, and are too small for the easy ac-

complishment of surgical work. They are liable also to bend

or break. The chuck is badly arranged as to capability for

convenient change of instruments, while it does not prevent
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them slippin<i^ or droppiiii^ from its <^rasp. The arrany;e-

ment of the cog-gearin«; in the upper end is also defective.

About three years ago the Bonwill improved dental hand-

piece was tried, and found better in some respects than the

original, as it did away with the defective cog-gearing.

This one is often used when only light work is required. It

is the impression of your essayist that the defect in the

handpiece here alluded to is the explanation of the dissatis-

faction expressed regarding the surgical use of the engine

by many who fail in its manipulation.

About ten years ago the S. S. White Dental Manufactur-

ing Company introduced a surgical engine. This is some-

what similar to their first dental engine, differing from it in

little but an arrangement which turns it by hand, and in a

heavier and stronger arm and cable. The surgical advan-

tage lies with the handpiece, which is larger, and takes the

shaft of an instrument about twice the thickness and length

of the ordinary dental bur. The tool is held in place by a

latch-like bolt, which cannot come unfastened accidentally,

yet, when necessary, allows speedy change of instruments.

Unfortunately this engine is not adapted for heavy work.

The driving power is too light, and the arm does not permit

the handpiece to be carried to all desired positions. Heavy
pressure upon the instrument produces a vibration and

back-lash that is very annoying. About eighteen months

ago I had that part of the White surgical handpiece which

holds the instruments adjusted to the driving portion of the

Bonwill improved dental handi)iece, and have since used this

combination with the greatest satisfaction in all kinds of

light and heavy operations in conjunction with the remain-

ing portion of the l^onwill surgical engine.

Last winter, while having some instruments made for

thi^ engine, I consulted Mr. C. Doriot, whose ability in the

construction of ap[)liances of this character is well known.

During one of our interviews he suggested a new engine

which should have greater power and better mechanical ar-

rangements than those now in use. The S. S. White Dental

Manufacturing Co. gave him facilities to work out ideas about
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which we had mutually agreed, and I have great pleasure in

introducing the result, this surgical engine, to the profes-

sion at this meeting. The general appearance is similar to

the Bonwill, though it is a much stronger machine, while its

mechanism is of a higher grade. Near the driving wheel

there is an extra pulley that so carries the driving belt or

cord as to bring it into contact with a greater extent of the

periphery of the driving wheel, giving it a stronger grasp,

which prevents slipping, without the defect of extra tension

on the cord. The upright shaft has a fine arrangement for

taking up the slack, and in the first portion of the arm there

is an automatic appliance for maintaining the tension of the

belt while in motion. The handpiece is larger, and its ar-

rangement for carrying various drills, right-angle attachments,

etc., is very good. The engine is so arranged that the

heavy handpiece can be removed quickly and a lighter one,

even the dental handpiece, placed in its stead. It has been

completed only a few weeks, too late for an opportunity to

use it in the clinic, but its work, as tested upon dead bone,

is fully satisfactory.

The manifold uses of the surgical engine may be best

understood by the citation of a few typical operations in

which it is successfu-lly employed ; for example, the removal

of sequestrse, caries, osteoma, and for cutting into and

through bone for the resection of nerves.

I. Removal of Sequestra.—An interesting case of

a sequestrum which came under my notice was that of a

surgeon, wounded during our civil war in the lower third of

the left thigh, the ball splintering the femur and causing

subsequent abscesses and fistulse. At different times the

bone had been cut down upon, and the parts chiseled and

scraped without effecting a cure. About five years ago the

patient came to the Hospital of Oral Surgery for treatment.

After probing through several fistulae it was decided to open

the parts, which being done, the bone was found to be

diseased to the extent of six or seven inches; there were

also several cloacae, through which a sequestrum could be

felt encased within the shaft of the bone. By means of the
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surgical engine, a bur and circular-saw being used, a longitu-

dinal section of bone was cut out, exposing the sequestrum.

Upon its removal, the rough edges and remaining dead bone

were burred away. The parts healed remarkably well, and

have since given no trouble. Similar results in caries of like

nature are numerous. The percentage of recoveries is

Fig. 3. To be used instead of Guard F of Fig. 2.

greater than when performed after the ordinary manner, by

reason of lessened shock and local disturbance.

II. Removal of Caries.—One accustomed to the use

of the engine will be at a loss, without its aid, when treating

caries. Case after case of pre-eminent success attained in

this department of bone surgery might be quoted, especially

when diseased parts of delicate and thin bones are to be

operated upon, or where the pathological tissue is closely

associated with vital parts, and healthy portions of bone are

worthy of being saved, as, for example, with bones of the
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tiG. 5. Full Size of Instrument,

Instruments for Opening the Bone Case.

face, cranium, vertebrae, and the ribs. The resection of a

carious superior

maxilla can be

Fig. 4. Twice the Size of Cutting-Tool. seldom accom-

plished in the
old way—usin^^

bone-forceps,
chisel and gouge
— without injur-

ing healthy ad-

joining parts. By
the use of the en-

gine a diseased portion can be harmlessly cut away. In

extreme caries of the inferior maxilla, a rim of healthy

bone, with overhanging fig. 10. fig. 6. fig. 9. fig. 7. fig.s.

edges of periosteum, can

be and is often saved.

III. Removal of
Osteoma.—The citation

of one case will be suffi-

cient to show the useful-

ness of the en.gine for

this requirement. A
young lady, about eigh-

teen years of age, had an

enormous growth cover-

ing the anterior surface

of the right superior

m a X i 1 1 a. This enlarge-

ment, consisting of an ivory-like

exostosis, was removed by Prof.

Garretson and myself. No exter-

nal cut was made. The lip was

raised and the cheek dissected

from the osteoma. \W using dif-

ferently shaped long-shanked burs. IJ ^"^- 7 and 8 are Spiral

,, , , , ^ I Osteotomes,
the hard tumor was cut awa\'. Il m , ,,

Il Nos. 9 and 10 are Hurs.

During the operation the instru- || No. 6 Trephine.
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ments were often withdrawn, and the cheek allowed to

fall into place, thus making sure that the proper contour

was being obtained. Had the hammer and chisel been

used, the face would necessarily have been opened, thus

making an additional risk, and leaving a very deforming

cicatrix.

IV. Cutting for the Resection of Nerves.—
During the meeting of the American Dental Association last

year I reported a new operation for the resection of the in-

ferior dental nerve; see Transaction of the Association for

1892, page 66, as follows: "In neuralgia of the mouth and

jaw, the inferior dental nerve has been operated upon in

various ways, with which, no doubt, all the members of the

Association are acquainted, though it may be well to review

a few of them. In one of the several devised by Prof.

Garretson an incision is made in the soft tissue along the

lower border of the body of the inferior maxillary bone, the

tissue elevated so as to raise the opening upon the bone in

line over the inferior dental nerve ; then, holding the lips of

the wound apart with retractors, the covering of the canal is

removed by a circular saw and bur, driven by a dento-

surgical engine. In this way the entire canal within the

body of the bone can be exposed and the nerve removed,

the soft parts being allowed to assume their normal position,

and the wound closed. The small scar from such an oper-

ating is almost unobservable. Another operation, devised

by Prof. Agnew, is to make a trap-like opening over the

lower half of the ramus, then remove a portion of bone by

the use of a trephine, thus uncovering the canal, when a

portion of the nerve can be taken out. These operations

often fail to cure. It is claimed by several surgeons that

the mylo-hyoid nerve is involved, thus accounting for the

failure. Prof. Joseph Pancoast's operation was to remove

the coronoid process. The objection to this is that it

causes, to a great extent, the loss of the temporal muscle.

It is also difficult by such operation to reach the nerve, on

account of ,thc awkward position and the interference of

adipose tissue." " The difficulty in taking the nerve up
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from this point suggested to me some two years ago that,

instead of cutting away tlie coronoitl process, the sigmoid

notch could be deepened to the inferior dental foramen.

The bone being exposed, take a large spear-pointed drill,

and, using the dento-surgical engine, perforate the part of

the bone to be removed ; then, with a barrel-shaped surgical

bur having a smooth or safe end, remove the bone nearly

down to the foramen." With the power in the new hand-

piece, it is not necessary to perforate the bone with a drill.

" In working with the engine, either with a saw or bur, it is

well to have a large bottle filled with antiseptic fluid sus-

pended above the operating table, allowing the fluid, by

means of a small tube, to flow over the parts while oper-

ating, thus preventing the bur from clogging or heating,

and, as well, keeping the parts free, so that the operator can

see what he is doing. After removing the bone, the nerve,

artery and vein can readily be lifted up by the use of a

tenaculum. The nerve must then be separated and taken

hold of by hemostatic forceps above the point at which the

mylo-hyoid nerve is given off ; draw as much of the nerve

out of the canal as will come, and cut the mylo-hyoid nerve

as near to its ]:)oint of distribution as possible. Still holding

the nerve in the forceps, dissect it out from the tissue, and

cut it off near the oval foramen. It is much better to cut

the nerve than to break it." The proper amputation of the

nerve at this point is one which involves no little difficulty

at times, b\- reason of the hemorrhage and the limitation

inij)osed by surrounding tissue, which interferes with direct

vision, obstructing the field of operation. The bony struc-

ture also offers an unyielding resistance to the use of small

scissors, curved bistouries, or, in fact, any of the special

instruments which have heretofore been used for the pur-

pose. To obviate the difîficulties \\hich I have noted, and

to furnish a means for the amjiutation of the nerve with

certainty and precision at the e.xact point desired (in the

case under consideration, the foramen ovale\ I have devised

the instrument here shown to you, which I call a '* Neuro-

tome " (Fig. 1
1
). It is constructed of steel, and consists of
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t,

an outer tube with a fenestrated end, the free ex-

tremity of which is rounded or tapered, and having

on its inside surface, near the end, a projecting

shoulder \\-hich is continuous around the inner peri-

phery of the outer or canular tube. The inner or

cutting portion of the instrument consists of a steel

spindle \vhich fits closely and smoothly within the

outer tube, and has its free end fashioned into a

tubular knife, similar to a cork-borer or leather-

punch. In use, after the nerve has been dissected

out from its canal, its end is passed through the

distal opening of the neurotome, and out through

the fenestrum in its side. The instrument is gradu-

ally pushed along the nerve and worked in the di-

rection of its foramen of exit. When it has been

ascertained that the end of the neurotome has been

brought into close contact with the bone at the

foramen and the nerve is made tense by traction, the

central cutting punch of the neurotome is driven

home with a rotary motion against the shoulder

before mentioned, at the end of the outer canular

tube, cleanly severing the nerve at the point desired,

with no risk of injuring the deeper structures or

the adjacent blood-vessels. At the time of the

Niagara meeting the operation had only been per-

formed twice; but since then, many times with en-

tire success. The most interesting example was one

in which eight distinct and separate operations, by

some of the most skillful surgeons, had been per-

formed for the relief of neuralgia of the lower jaw.

Two attempts at cure were made preceding the one

I suggested. On October S, i<S92, the lower lip

was opened through the median line to the lower

border of the mental process, and an incision made

'along the body of the bone to the insertion of the

masseter muscle. The lip and cheek were then dis-

sected from the bone, and the inferior dental

canal opened by suitable burs driven by the
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engine. The nerve was taken out of the canal, and the

soft parts readjusted. On return to consciousness, the

patient felt no relief whatever. The seat of the pain seemed

to be localized upon the body of the bone, especially on the

inner side. On the following Saturday, October 15, it was

thought best to reopen the parts, and by the use of the

engine bur the greater portion of the body of the bone on

the left side was removed, but no relief was obtained.

Time was given for the parts to heal and for the patient to

recover from shock, in the hope that the pain might pass

away, but it became, if possible, more and more aggravated.

The patient's sufferings were so great that he would throw

himself on the floor and cry for relief. Finally, Prof.

Garretson decided to perform the operation that I had sug-

gested. After deepening the sigmoid notch by the use of a

barrel-shaped engine bur, the nerve was fully exposed to

view. The patient was well under the influence of ether,

anci did not respond to the cutting of the bone or other

tissue; but as soon as the nerve was seized he exhibited, by

his movements and outcries, the agony of pain. The nerve

was drawn out of the canal, and cut off as high and near the'

foramen as possible. Upon the section of the nerve which

was removed there were two large and distinct neuromata,

the lower one being impinged upon by the triangular pro-

cess of bone at the opening of the inferior dental canal; the

upper one was under the external pterygoid muscle. Be-

yond a doubt, here was the cause of the neuralgia. Several

arteries were ligated before the parts were closed. The
patient came from under the influence of the ether without

the slightest pain, and has not had a twinge of any kind

whatever up to this time. It is now over nine months since

the operation was performed. If those who, at the last

meeting of the American Dental Association, unfavorably

criticized this method of resecting this nerve, had been

present, they would have seen how useless any of the opera-

tions suggested by themselves would have been in the case.

Had an attempt been made to reach these neuromata, either

through the mouth or superior maxillary bone, as described
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at the meeting of the Dental Section of the American Med-

ical Association last year at Detroit, it would probably have

resulted in failure, 'or possibly death. Even when in the

accessible position which this operation assures, the hemor-

rhage at times is so difficult to arrest, that grave doubts

may be expressed as to whether any other ~ method would

be equally successful.

These cases are given rather as typical illustrations of

the very many in which the engine has been successfully

employed. In my personal experience, comm.encing about

1876, with the ordinary dental engine, and with the Bonwill

surgical engine in 1881, from which date they have been al-

most in weekly use in the Hospital of Oral Surgery, and by

several eminent surgeons of Philadelphia. In addition to

these cases, there might be named, without going into de-

tail, many that have been quickly and successfully per-

formed, viz. : Resection of the elbow joint, resection of a

portion of the ramus, near the angle of the inferior maxilla,

in order to make a false joint to relieve a true ankylosis of

the temporo-maxillary articulation. The removal of a dis-

eased portion of the calvariorum, measuring three by four

inches, without inflicting an injury to the membranes of the

brain. Osteoma from the floor of the orbit. Osteoma from

the inferior surface of the body of the sphenoid bone.

This tumor plugged up the posterior nares and filled the

greater portion of the naso-pharyngeal space. Caries of the

mastoid process of the temporal bone. For the relief of

coxalgia by the removal of the coccyx through an external

opening, without disturbing the perineum. Treatment of

alveolar hypertropy. For freshening the edges of a recto-

vaginal fistula.-. In freshening the edge or surfaces of soft

tissue, coarse corundum wheels or stones are used, with a

free flow of water running over the parts.

I have recently received two communications relating to

the use of the surgical engine in the removal of large cal-

culi from the bladder. The first, from Dr. Bonwill, and the

second from J. G. Kerr, M. D., LL. D., of Canton, China,

who is a specialist in this line of surgery.
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The gist of Dr. Bonwill's letter is as follows:

In 1876 or ^'j'j, he had a diamond drill made for his surgi-

cal engine with which he removed a stone two inches in

diameter, from the bladder of a woman, who was forty-five

or fifty years of age.

It being embedded in the tissue, a hole was drilled in it,

with so little pressure that the stone was not dislodged, as

the drill cleared itself thoroughly. He riddled it internally

with many holes, and then cut these into one with a corun-

dum wheel made for the case. After this there was little

trouble in opening the mass with the finger, when the cal-

culus was taken out in many pieces. It could not have been

crushed, as the forceps could not have grasped it, and being

so large and dense, would have required more than hand-

power. He stated the above case was on record in the

Woman's Hospital of Philadelphia.

From Dr. Kerr: "The removal of large calculi from the

human bladder has been a subject to which much attention

has been given and various methods have been proposed.

The bilateral operation has had its advocates, powerful

crushing forceps having been made ; the supra-pubic opera-

tion has been in favor, has fallen into disuse, and is again

advocated, with the great advantage of asepsis. Having

often had occasion to remove large calculi from the bladder,

I have been compelled to give much thought to the subject.

In more than half a dozen cases I have used a chisel and

mallet through the ordinary lateral incision, to break up a cal-

culus, and then removed it piecemeal, with favorable results.

" Observing the facility with which a dentist uses a drill,

propelled by an engine, in the cavity of a decayed tooth,

the idea was suggested to me that a larger drill, made to

move more rapidly by a similar engine, was all that was re-

quired to honeycomb a stone in the bladder so that it could

be easily broken into small fragments, and extracted through

an ordinary lateral incision.

" During my late visit to Philadelphia, I found that Dr. M.

H. Cryer was perfecting a surgical engine for operating on

bones, and that this engine, with suitable drills adapted to
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it, would fulfil the purpose I had in view. The drills are to

be made of several sizes and to work in a tube, as a shield

to protect the soft parts. A light pair of forceps, occupy-

ing but little space, is all that is required to hold the stone

in place, and protecting the drill so as to impinge on the

blade of the forceps (non-fenestrated) will prevent injury of

the coats of the bladder. By slightly changing the posi-

tion of the stone in the forceps another hole can be made,

and another, until it is honeycombed. Then, with an instru-

ment like that used to stretch glove-fingers, the stone can

be broken into fragments and removed. By this process,

the shock of blows made with a mallet will be avoided, and

the whole proceeding can be conducted with gentleness."

It must be seen that the surgical engine has a wide field

of usefulness before it, not alone in bone-surgery, but in

that of other tissues as well.

As yet it has not been much employed for operations in

brain surgery, but it is to be assumed that the time is not

far distant when it will be universally used whenever the

brain-case is to be opened.

At the conclusion of his paper, Dr. Cryer explained the

operation of his new engine, and gave practical illustrations

of its work.

Dr. W. St. George Elliott asked at what speed the instru-

ments could be run.

Dr. Cryer could not give the exact speed with which the

engine was usually operated, but estimated it to be from

ten to twelve thousand revolutions per minute. In operat-

ing the engine, the power should be uniform. He showed

the applicability of the engine for many uses in general sur-

gery, and said it was especially useful in operations for tre-

phining the skull. One of the advantages of the engine is,

that in removing the inferior maxillary bone, and cancerous

growths, it is possible to remove the disease, and the bone

down to the periosteum, and the bur which removes the

bone will not cut the soft tissues. In this way all the dis-

eased parts can be removed much better than by the old
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method of using tlic chisel and mallet, which would break

the bone, and injure the periosteum and soft tissues. In

working in the back part of the mouth, there is no danger

whatever of cutting the soft tissue, while it will perfectly

cut all of the bone. By using corundum-wheels, under a

free flow of water, soft tissues can be cut away.

At this point Dr. T. W. Brophy, Chairman of the Section,

arrived and took the chair.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. Crver. I have said in my paper that it was better

to cut a nerve in these section operations than to break it.

I would like to know if any here differ with me in regard to

it— I mean, where the nerve is dissected out of the canal,

whether it is better to break it at that point or to cut it.

Dr. J no. S. Marshall, of Chicago. I had supposed

from my reading, observation, and work, that the method

of avulsion was the best means. Pull it away and break it

off, as far as you can, in the canal. The best results that I

have seen in that way, and are better than cutting.

Dr. Crver. There arc objections to breaking a nerve.

It is known that a single nerve fibre consists of an axis-cyl-

inder sheathed within the white substance of Schwann, this

being covered b}' the neurilemma. The ordinary electrical

bell wire has a similar arrangement. The copper wire rep-

resenting the axis-cylinder, next to it is a white insulating

wrapper, and outside of this another covering representing

the neurilemma. In the office of hotels there is an annun-

ciator connected by wire to each room. The clerk knows
in which room a button or " peripheral end-organ" has been

touched by his indicator or " central organ." If a mis-

chievous bo)' should fray the insulation of the wires and

bring the copper in contact at some intermediate point, the

bell would ring as though the button had been pushed.

In the same way, if the coverings of the nerve are fra}-ed

and the axis-cylinders are brought in contact, pain will

be produced and will be indicated, not at the point of
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injury, but the end-organs of the said nerve. A girl in fall-

ing through a skylight injured her arm, destroying about

two inches of the median nerve near the elbow. As the

wound healed she complained of great pain in the hand. It

was decided to open up the wound, when the ragged ends of

the nerve were found to be entangled in the cicatrix ; a

square cut was made above the frayed portion and the

wound closed, when instant relief was obtaiiied. From ex-

perience with similar cases, I have come to the conclusion

that it is better to cut the nerve than to break it. I agree

with Dr. Marshall in drawing the diseased nerve out of the

canal as far as possible, but instead of breaking it, pass it

into the neurotome, as described in the paper, and cut it

off as far up as possible.

Dr. Marshall. The only difference is. Dr. Cryer fol-

lowed it up, and cut it off, instead of breaking it.

There is one point that it seems to me can be explained

in another way; in my mind, the cause of the trouble was

the cicatricial tissue over the injured nerve. As soon as he

removed the tissue from the nerve, he cured the case.

Dr. Cryer. In answer to Dr. Marshall's last point, I

wish to say if the covering of the axis-cylinder of one or

more nerves be destroyed and contact made, there will be

pain, but if the coverings of the nerves are intact, ordinary

pressure will not produce pain. If it is applied with force,

as, for example, in striking the ulnar nerve at the back of

the elbow against the bone, pain is felt in the hand over

the points of its distribution.

Dr. Marshall. There is another point I am told

was in your paper—the question of painless cutting.

Dr. Cryer. The question asked by Dr. Marshall is not

in the paper. The question was asked by Dr. W. St. George

Elliott on the conclusion of the reading of the paper.

Dr. Marshall. It has always been recognized that if

we could get impressions rapidly enough so that a cut could

be made faster than the impressions could be carried to the

brain and returned, we would have painless dentistry or sur-

gery. It is calculated that the conductivity of impression
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to the brain is about eighteen thousand inches in a second,

and if we could get something that would cut faster than

that, it would be painless. I would like to know if Dr.

Cryer has made any experiment with this engine in that

direction.

Dr. Crver. As I stated to Dr. Elliott, there has been

no test by measurement for exactness, but it is known that

the instruments can be driven to nearly eighteen thousand

revolutions per minute. The greater portion of the inferior

maxillary bone has been removed by the engine bur run-

ning at high speed without giving much pain, but when the

engine was running slowly there was great pain.

Dr. W. C. Barrett, of Buffalo, N. Y, Dr. Cryer's theory

of tearing the nerve instead of cutting it off, presumes that

the neurilemma is a perfect insulation. I am not ready to

grant that that is its ofifîce. In the use of electricity, by which

you get contraction of muscular tissue through conveyance

of the electric current by the nerve, it must be by transfer-

ence of electricity into nerve-force. I would ask Dr. Crj'er

if he desired that there should be contraction in a blood ves-

sel which he had severed, like a small vein, which would cause

the contraction of that, and the cleanest healing of it, the cut-

ting of it, or the bruising of it ? We all know that when we
wish to stop bleeding, we use a torsion. I think that is

more nearly the analogue of the nerve than the insula-

tion of the wire. I take issue with him on the ground that

it is better to tear it asunder, providing there is not too

much violence used, and too great a shredding of the tissue,

or white substance of Schwann.

Dr. Cryer. I am glad Dr. Barrett has spoken of this

matter. I am not ahistologist in any sense of the word, and

when uncertain about a point I consult the best authorities

available ; the conception received may be wrong in regard

to the insulation of the nerves, but from the best works and

demonstrations of leading teachers, I am compelled to think

I am right. I cannot agree with the doctor that a vein or

artery is an analogue of a nerve.
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Dr. Barrett. I did not say it was an anologue, but as

near that as the other.

Dr. Crver. We all know that if we use torsion in case

of a blood vessel, the walls of the vessel will unite and a

clot is almost instantly formed. In nerve tissue there is an

axis-cylinder with its insulating coverings. If it is frayed

and broken up, and the nerve filaments of the axis-cylinder

come together, there Avill be pain, as the example given of

the pain in the girl's hand, when the injury was between

that and the nerve center. Where the nerves can be squarely

cut across or even frayed out, it does not heal up as in a

vein or artery. If there has not been too much destroyed

or resected the nerve will unite, and the current or nerve im-

pulse will again be established between the center and peri-

phery, similar to the uniting of a broken electrical wire
;

this cannot take place in an artery or vein.

Dr. Thos. Fillebrown, of Boston, Mass. Perhaps there

is another reason for this pain, that has not been described.

When we do torsion for a vein or arter}- we do not wait for

inflammation to stop the hemorrhage, we stop it right off, as

soon as we have done the torsion. It mutilates the part and

entangles the blood, which coagulates, and stops the circula-

tion. As I understand, in the case of this nerve-pain, it is the

cicatricial tissue that produces the pain by pressure. Dr.

Cryer says, if we cut it off smoothly we do not have pain.

If the nerve is torn out there is a chance for a large amount

of cicatricial tissue to contract and bring the fibers together,

and causes a pressure over a large piece ; but if we cut it off

squarely there is only a small place covered. The cutting of

the nerve is physiological, scientific, and right, and will no

doubt relieve pain. But the main question raised by Dr. Mar-

shall was, that you get more of the nerve-tissue away by pull-

ing than by cutting. Now, if Dr. Crycr has an instrument

that goes into the canal, and reaches the same point as if it

was pulled out, there is so much clear gain by that means.

Dr. Brophv. I desire to explain a method which I fol-

low, for the removal of the inferior dental nerve. It is a

well-known fact, that if the nerve is divided and a piece re-
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moved, it will re-form, and the disturbance which prompted

the surgeon to remove it will recur. Now, after we have

removed a good liberal portion of the tissue covering it, we
draw it forward as far as we can and divide it. After this is

done, the engine-bur should pass along the entire length of

the canal to the inferior dental foramen, thus removing the

surface of the bone within the canal, the exudation following

fills the canal, ossification follows, and absolutely prevents

the re-formation of the nerve. I have a number of patients,

and could demonstrate the merits of the operation, by show-

ing the nerve has not re-formed. It only takes a few days

f®r the exudate to form and permanently plug it. and prevent

any possible chance for the nerve to re-form. I am glad Dr.

Cryer has brought this powerful and excellent engine before

us. I have used an engine for many years for surgical pur-

poses, and found it very useful, although it is not as powerful

as this. With this engine, the dental surgeon will be better

able to perform his work, and the regular surgeon will be able

to perform many operations in surgery, such as trephining,

and removal of osseous growths, far better than it could be

done by chisels and saws, and other instruments now em-

ployed for that purpose.

Dr. Fillebrowx. Ordinarily, the resection of the nerve

is sufîficîent. I believe in ordinary cases it is sufficient to take

out an inch or an inch and a quarter of the nerve. In some

cases, I would say that Dr. Cryer's operation is an excellent

one to perform, and exceedingly efficient. I think with that

explanation, whatever criticism that I made last year must

be well softened down and removed.

SECOND SESSION.

The Section was called to order at 2:30 r. ^L on Wednes-

day, August i6th, by the Chairman, Dr. T. W. Brophy.

The Chairman then delivered the following

ADDRESS :

The Chairman of this Section was expected to make some

remarks at the opening yesterday. The remarks that I de-
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sire to make are, in brief, that surgery pertaining to the oral

cavity is within the domain of dentistry. Surgery, as prac-

ticed by the oral surgeon, may be done by anyone taught

in our dental schools on the special subject. It has been

said that dentists should not make operations beyond the

teeth, because if the oral or dental surgeon makes an opera-

tion, and it results in injury, or is not a success, he lays him-

self open to legal prosecution for want of education in that

particular department. I hold, and always have held, that the

graduate from a school of dentistry, who has listened to lec-

tures upon any subject pertaining to his profession, may prac-

tice in his special line without fear of being prosecuted.

These topics have been so frequently discussed in dental

and medical societies, it seems to me that the domain of oral

surgery should be defined. I hold that any dentist educated

in a dental college which has a full curriculum, is authorized

under the laws of the state chartering the institution, to

practice in any department, and has equal rights to admin-

ister remedies and perform operations in oral surgery with

the general surgeon.

Dr. Crawford, of Nashville, was called to the chair, and

the following paper was read :

SURGICAL TREATMENT OF PALATAL DEFECTS.

By Truman W. Brophy, M.D., D.D.S., Chicago.

Congenital fissures of the palate, accompanied with

hare-lip, are so conspicuous, and of such frequent occurrence,

and their influence upon the patient so depressing, that

measures looking toward their successful treatment have

always been regarded by surgeons with deep interest.

Hare-lip, with cleft palate, is no doubt one of the most

distressing deformities which befalls mankind.

The unfortunate sufferer, conscious of his deformity, and

his inability to speak distinctly enough to be understood by

his associates, too frequently isolates himself and refuses the

society of his fellow-men.

Palatal defects may be congenital or acquired. True cleft
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of the palate, including the velum, hard palate and alveolar

process, with hare-lij), either single or double, is almost

invariably congenital, and is more frequently met with than

the acquired form. Mare-lip and cleft palate are the results

of arrest of development in the early weeks of embryonal

life, dependent upon heredity and other causes.

The want of a meat diet on the part of the mother, and

food having abundance of calcium phosphates, the elements

of food essential to furnish the material with which to build

up the osseous tissues, is, no doubt, in many cases, the

explanation of congenital cleft

palate ; and yet we find in cer-

tain instances abundance of tis-

sue to form a perfect palate,

but the palate is ununited ;

other factors, therefore, operate

in causing the deformity.

Hereditary tendency is, in

the history of several of my
own cases, convincing evidence

that, as in other abnormalities,

the child's defect is transmitted

from progenitors. Influences

which produce rickets in chil-

dren operate to cause cleft of

the palate. Reference has been made by Mr. Lawson Tait,

F.R.C.S., to certain localities in which cleft palate is

endemic. In my experience I have had seven cases from

one little village, and while this by no means proves Mr.

Tait's statement, which he firmly believes, it tends that way.

Sir William Ferguson states, in his work on Surgery, that

intermarrying is an element always to be considered in fix-

ing the cause of cleft palate.

Maternal prenatal impressions are firmly beliexed in by
many mothers, but the difificulty in establishing proof in

such cases places this alleged cause as a doubtful one. Cleft

palate has frequently occurred in families not known to in-

herit the malformation, and it ma\- be the result in some

J-U
Fig. I.

Simplest Form of Cleft Palate.
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cases of a low state of health of the mother in the early-

weeks of pregnancy, or that the pregnancy has followed very

closely upon a previous one, or has occurred during lactation.

VARIATION AND INFLUENCE OF MALFORMATIONS.

In the event of the intermaxillary bones failing to unite

with the lateral or maxillary bones proper, we find, should

this failure occur on both sides, double hare-lip ; if on one

side, single hare-lip. It is

asserted that in the ma-

jority of cases in which

the fissure is single, it is

to be found on the left

side. In the double fis-

I
sure the vomer usually has

1 its support below, in the

Fig. 2.

Illustrates Separation of Vomer from

Hard Palate and Double Hare-lip.

intermaxillary bones only.

These intermaxillary

bones appear as append-

ages to the vomer, and are

held in position by fibrous,

mucous and cartilaginous

tissue.

The deformity in such

cases, when accompanied

by a double split or fissure of the alveolar circle, is most

striking. - The incisor teeth, both temporary and permanent,

are contained within the intermaxillary bones, and usually in

complete double cleft, the central incisors only are well

formed, while the laterals are defective, malposed, or some-

times absent. Cleft of the hard palate and fissure of the lip

in the median line is of rare occurrence. Sir William Fergu-

son states he never saw a case, but two have been recorded.

Congenital cleft of the palate, in its simplest form, is a

division only of the uvula. It may extend through the

soft palate or velum ; it may extend forward separating the

palatal bones ; it may pass anteriorly separating the palatal

plates of the maxillary bones into the alveolar ridge, or it
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may divide the ridge and have as a comphcation hare-lip,

single or double, with or without a complete separation of the

intermaxillary bones from their lateral attachments. In the

latter case, the attachment of the intermaxillary bones is to

the nasal cartilage and vomer only. The vomer may be at-

tached to one side of the hard palate, or it may not be fast-

ened to cither side.

As in other surgical cases, the parts present various types

of anatomical malformations. To consider the require-

ments of hare-lip and cleft palate patients, we take up :

L THE TIME OF LIFE WHEN SURGICAL OPERATIONS
PROMISE THE BEST RESULTS.

These operations should be performed in early infancy,

the opinion of distinguished authors to the contrary not-

withstanding. It is weil known that many infants born with

this defect die v\ithin a short time after birth, when the cleft

is of a marked character. Mr. Lawson Tait says that one-

half of the children born with extensive clefts die from

starvation within a few days after birth, and thinks we might

possibly save many of them, if we could help them to suck

by early giving them a roof to the mouth, and therefore

advocates doing the operation for closing the hard palate as

early as the third week. In the complication of hare-lip,

with cleft palate, the practice has almost invariably been to

oj)erate upon the lip, and allow the fissure of the palate to

remain unclosed. This, in my judgment, is a mistake. The
palate should be first operated upon, for various reasons.

1. The fissure of the lip enables the operator to gain a

little more room in which to work.

2. The closure of the palate is an operation attended

with great difficulties in its performance ; besides, the closure

of the cleft through the alveolar process, if it exists, may be

more surely accomplished when fully exposed to view

through the divided lip, than when covered as it would be

subsequent to the closure of the lip.

It is unnecessary to say that the bones are soft, and will

easily yield in early infancy. The tissues unite kindly, and
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the shock following the operation is not so great if performed

within the first month, as it would be later in childhood. It

is a well known fact that the nervous system of a child is

not so well developed in early infancy as it is later, hence

one of the advantages of performing this operation before

the nervous system has developed to a point which would
subject the child to a more severe shock. The operation,

therefore, should be performed as soon as the functions of

the organs of the body are well established. This may be

wàthin the first week, or any time within the first month.

3. The child will be better nourished.

4. If performed, it will bring into action the muscles of

the palate and develop them, whereas, if they are not thus

put into use they will atrophy, and later it will be found, as

it is often the case, that there is insufificient tissue to restore

the palate to its natural form. It is scarcely necessary to

say that muscular tissue which is not subject to action and

use soon becomes atrophied.

5. One of the most important reasons is, that the parts

operated upon early not only develop well, but the child

when arriving at the age when articulation in the form of

speech is attempted, finds that he can speak as other children

do, and does not acquire the habit of articulating through

the nasal passage, which is characteristic of this deformity,

for the nasal accent when once acquired cannot be easily

corrected. Fissures or clefts of the palate, not closed in

early infancy, are almost invariably accompanied with

pharyngitis.

6. Before the calcification of the bone is far advanced,

and also before eruption of the teeth, the operation on the

hard palate can be more easily and successfully accom-

plished ; if made subsequent to the eruption of the teeth it

is always attended with more difficulty, and the results are

less satisfactory.

n. THE CONDITION OF THE PATIENT.

The patient should be free from any of the diseases

of childhood, and from specific inheritance. The bowels
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should be natural, the circuhitiun iKjrmal, and the appe-

tite usually good. It would not, of course, be wise to

operate on a child who was suffering fronm a specific taint,

or otherwise suffering from afïections of the skin or blood.

The patient should be deprived of solid food at least four or

five hours prior to the operation, and but small quantities of

liquid food should be given. The parents or guardians

should be informed as

to the extent of the op-

eration, the possibilities

of failure and the ad-

vantages of success.

III.

MODKS OF ol'ERATINt;.

Tlie modes of oper-

ating are n u m e r o u s .

From the date of the

first operation upon

cleft of the palate,

which was performed in

1764, by La Monier, a

dentist of Paris, down
to the .present time,

changes and improve-

ments have been made.

The method of proced- p^^ Dr. Pearce's Oral Speculum.

the velum varies but "—Rest fov superior teeth. (^—Toii.srue depressor.
(—Rest for inferior teeth, rf— Ratchet for the

little, but the skill of retention of Speeuhun. r-Handles.

the operator has been ta.xed in securing proximity of the

edges of the cleft of the hard palate. It was Warren who
first proposed the elevation of the periosteum, and the a[)-

proximation of the mucous membrane of the two sides

to bridge over the osseous fissure; and it was Ferguson

who proposed approximating the bones l)y lifting them and

bringing them into apposition.

In my judgment, it is sometimes best to divide the oper-
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ation into two stages, making first the operation on the

hard palate, and subsequently, after the process of repair is

complete, on the soft palate.

If, however, the operation is to be made on both the hard

and soft palates at the same time—and this is sometimes

admissible—the edges throughout the entire length of the

fissure should be first prepared. The operations that have

been performed by Ferguson, Warren and others on the

hard palate, have their advantages, and are commendable in

cases of adults often-times, but in early infancy the new
operation for the radical closure of the hard palate, as de-

FiG. 4.

Needles with which to carry the sutures through the substance of the

maxillary bones.

vised by me, will now be dealt with. The operation for the

closure of cleft palate is one more or less dreaded by

the general surgeon, both on account of tediousness, and

the not always satisfactory results. The operation is as fol-

lows: First, place the patient on the table with the face

toward the light. Introduce the oral speculum and vivify

the edges of the fissure; do it thoroughly, and with a bold

hand. A mere scraping of the mucous membrane will never

suffice to bring about union which wUl be permanent and

satisfactory. On the hard palate trim the opposing surfaces

of the bone as well. If this is well done it will secure a

sufficient exudate to make the operation a successful one, in

this respect at least. The knife will easily cut through the

soft bone of the hard palate and the alveolar process of

young patients. Then raise the cheek, and well back to-

wards the posterior extremity of the hard palate, just back
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of the malar process, and high enough to escape all danger of

not being above the palatal plate of the bone, insert a large

braided silk suture, carrying it through the substance of the

bone, so that it will come out at a corresponding position

upon the opposite side. The silk suture is more easily in-

troduced by the needle, but a wire suture of silver should

be substituted for it, and drawn through in its place, and

this wire may be doubled in case the condition of the parts

and the tension upon the tissues necessary to approximate

them seem to require it.

Nearer the front portion of the palate insert another wire,

carrying it through the substance of the bone above the

palatal plates, and out through the other side in a position

corresponding to the place of entrance. Thus we shall have

one wire passnig over the palate in front of the malar pro-

cess of the bone and another behind it.

The next step is to take a lead button, moulded to fit the

convexity of the part, and long enough to pass beyond the

exit of the wire sutures, so that they will pass through it.

Have it provided with eye-holes, through which are passed

the protruded ends of the wires upon each side ; twist them
together—that is, the right end of the anterior wire, and the

same on the left. It is better practice always to twist wires

in one way, either from right to left, or from left to right.

These are heavy tensioned sutures, and once approximated,

the parts cannot be separated by the patient. If we are

unable to close the fissure with these wires, if from lack of

tissue or from firm resistance of the parts it cannot be done,

there is a further method to be employed which will obviate

these difficulties. With your knife, after the cheek is well

raised, divide the mucous membrane just o\'cr the malar

process. Here insert a knife in a horizontal direction, and

when well inserted, sweep the handle around from one side

to the other, as from behind forward. In this way a maxi-

mum amount of bone is divided, and a minimum amount of

the mucous membrane. This done on each side, the bone

can very readily be moved toward the middle line. Having

"thus divided the bones upon either side, the wire sutures
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..Lead button.

.Silver wire
carried through
bones and fixed
through button.

passing through the lead buttons may again be twisted, and

the cleft of the hard palate will be easily closed by approxi-

mation of the two sides. The incision in the mucous mem-
brane in making the separation

of the bones is as small as pos-

sible, for the rea-

son that this mem-
brane must serve

to retain the bones

in proximity, or to

hold them nearly

together." If, after the parts

are approximated, they are kept

antiseptically clean, the bones

will kindly unite, and the pal-

ate will be restored, so that its

^^^- 5- full function will be performed.

Separation of the bones is attended with little hemor-

rhage, and the parts do not usually cause more incon-

venience to the patient than the ordinary operation of lift-

ing the hard palate according to the practice of Ferguson.

The germs of the teeth are sometimes disturbed, as I

have found later, when they are erupt-

ed, that certain teeth were imperfectly

formed. This applies only to the mo-

lars of the temporary set, but it is not

unlikely that the germs of the perma-

nent teeth may also be disturbed, and

the teeth made imperfect by this pro-

cedure. The palate, too, may be con-

tracted to an abnormal extent
;
and

yet it is a well known fact that the

alveolar process develops with the

eruption of the teeth, and my experi-

ence has convinced me that in mouths thus treated, the

teeth of the upper antagonize in a normal way with those

of the lower jaw. If, however, the upper superior arch

should be abnormally contracted, and when the teeth erupt

Fig. 6. Lateral View.
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Fig. 7.

Wire and Buttons in Place.

fail properly to antagonize with their fellows of the lower

jaw, the means well known to the modern dentist may be
employed by which the arch can be expanded, and the slight

abnormality removed.

After the approximation of the edges in the manner I

have described, the parts should be thoroughly dried, the

edges of the wound
carefully e.xamined, and
if need be some fine

sutures inserted here

and there to insure per-

fect coaptation of the

parts. The after-treat-

ment is very simple,

consisting solely in antiseptic cleanliness, nourishing of the

patient upon liquid food, the prevention of disturbance of

the parts by the child, or of the introduction into the mouth
of anything that might interfere with the sutures. Abra-

sions of the mucous membrane caused by the buttons need
not disturb the operator, for they are usually slight. So
much for the operation

for the radical closure

of the hard palate.

The soft palate ma\-

be closed in the usual
1^

way, and it may be best

accomplished by the

use of a needle invented

by Dr. Prince, of Jack-

P^io. 8.

Cleft Approximated.

sonville, Illinois, with Dr. Black's " pick-up," which sim-

plifies the operation and renders its performance easy.

I regard silver sutures the best. I particularly desire

to enter a protest against the division of the tensor

palati muscle, so frequently divided by surgeons with

a view to relieving the tension upon the palate, and thus

rendering its union more certain. This muscle once divided

will never unite, as retraction of its fibres, will instantly occur

after its division, and we have consequently one of the most
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Fig. 9. Dr. Prince's Needle.

aa—Shaft and needle point.

hhb—Slide for fixing needle point
(c) in the tissue to be perforated.
Upper (b) the thumb-piece. Mid-
dle (b) the shaft. Lower (b) the
foot piece with an orifice to receive
the needle point under (ci. c—The
needle point of the shaft (aa)

curved and perforated for the
thread fee) repre.sented in the cut
as passing through a piece of
pasteboard, il—The thumb-piece
of the shaft or a pick-u]) pin which
seizes the thread and holds it after
the slide ("bbbl is withdrawn from
the needle. The lower end of the
thread (e) is behind the pasteboard
which represents the tissue to be
worked upon, and the iipper end is

shown in the cut as having been
hooked up by a tenaculum.
p—Parts representingthe palate or
othertissue. ^— Tenaculum for lift-

ing up the thread after it has been
drawn forward by the slide (l)bb).

important factors in the anatomical

structure of the palate destroyed.

The tension upon the freshly ap-

proximated surface or edges of the

wound of the palate may be re-

lieved in another, and what I con-

sider a far better, way—better

because the functions of an impor-

tant portion of the palate is by this

means not destroyed. It consists

in passing a wire through the

borders of the tensor palati muscle,

as it passes around the hamular

process of the sphenoid bone, and

fixing the loop with a large bead

resting upon the visible surface of

the hard palate, directly over the

tensor palati muscle. The wire

passing through the bead and mus-

cle is carried also to the opposite

side, and thus pressure is brought

to bear upon the fibres which will

temporarily paralyze it, and thus

remove the tension from the

freshly approximated surfaces of

the palate.

After the process of repair is

complete and this tension suture

removed, the muscle will soon re-

sume activity. It must be remem-

bered that a surgical operation, to

be a success, must leave the patient

with sufficient palatal tissue to per-

fectly close the posterior naris

during articulation. An operation

may be surgically a success, but if

there is insufficient tissue to close

the naris in the articulation of
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sound, it will not be a physiological success. Where

...-.-|...A

Fig. io.

Illustrating the position of the tensor palati muscle as it passes under the
hani\]lar process.

there is insufficient tissue in youni^ persons and adults

to secure the closure of the posterior naris by operating,

the correction of articulation

is best accomplished by means

of artificial vela ; but whatever

method of treatment of con-

genital cleft palate may be

adopted, after the patient has

become old enough to speak,
"

improvement in the voice must

be gained to a very great extent

by education. The patient has

in the first few years of life ac-

quired imperfect habits of

speaking, particularly in assum-

ing the guttural and nasal tone,

which requires great care to

overcome. It is essential that he should be taught to speak

with his lips, and to thrtnv the voice forward. With proper

Fig. 1 1.

Manner of rendering inactive the ten-

sor palati muscle until the freshly
approximated surfaces of the

palate unite.
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teaching and diligent practice he will in time speak as

distinctly as the majority of persons whose palates are

normal. Lastly, I desire to say that the subject of hare-lip

is one which is so extensive as to preclude its introduction

into this paper.

At the close of the paper, Dr. Brophy exhibited a mouth-

speculum, specially prepared for use in operations upon the

palate. A patient was also introduced showing the result of

a successful operation fbr cleft palate.

DLSCUSSION.

Dr. Barrett, of Buffalo, N. Y. I have known of this

operation and have watched some of the cases, and I believe,

honestly and candidly, that it is the most important and note-

worthy improvement in surgery that has been presented by a

dentist. I believe it is something that is radical. I wonder
that the world of surgery has not seen the point before. I

have heard all sorts of objections urged against it. But I have

had an opportunity to see a number of operations, and the

improvement made is marvelous. I saw the child yesterday

from whom this impression was taken. This was a new and

untried operation, and yet its success in this case has been

far beyond what could have been anticipated. The child

was poorly nourished. There was almost inanition, yet not

such as to make the operation dangerous. It was performed

at the age of ten days. Previous to that, it was with the ut-

most difficulty that the child could take any nourishment.

Its parents told me that almost from the day of this opera-

tion, the child commenced to improve. This has continued

down to the present time, and the child is now two years

and six months old. It is a complete and radical cure. The
child had double hare-lip. It had complete fissure, not only

of the soft palate, but of the hard palate, complete and en-

tire. The idea of passing a suture above the alveolar arch and

maxillary plate, and forcing the sides together, so as to

make a complete union possible, was rather a daring op-

eration for the first one, yet the success is marked. The
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child is not forward in its intellectual growth, yet it speaks

some words, and all the sounds the child makes are com-
plete— I do not mean to say perfect, because you do not

expect them to be perfect in such a case as this.

Dr. Brophy has said very little about the operatipn, and

one reason I presume is, that he wished to have ample time

to have it thoroughly established. Prof. Senn says it is one

of the few original surgical operations, and he proposes it to

be known as the "Brophy operation." It is entirely origi-

nal. It is radical. If the palate can be closed together by
nature, is not that better than the wearing of any artificial

appliance? It seemed to me, when first presented, that the

idea of such a radical operation to be performed on a child

so premature, and at the early age he recommends, was a

dangerous procedure, but I have changed my mind. The
nervous shock to a child is not what it is to an adult. If

the child be sufficiently nourished, there is nothing more
than the mere surgical shock, and not the shock which
would be produced by apprehension upon the mind of an

adult, and I believe he is quite right from that standpoint

in operating at the early age which he does ; and another

reason, we know the bones are more easily brought together.

It is only necessary to remove enough tissue so the edges
can be adapted. What can be more surgical or physiolog-

ical than that? Here is the cast of a mouth upon which the

operation was performed nearly two and one-half years ago.

The muscles have developed. Muscles must necessarily

atrophy from disuse, but in this case they have been brought

into partial use, and you have a pharnyx almost equal to

that of the child born with a natural palate.

I believe, when a man has done something that is a

credit to each of us, that credit should be given to him, and
I know the whole credit of originating this operation should

be given to Prof. Brophy.

Dr. Brewster, of Brooklyn. I think, with Dr. Barrett,

that this is something which we will all appreciate more
and more as time goes on, and the method of bringin«''

those parts together is better understood.
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Dr. C. S. Case, of Chicago. I have been aware that

Dr. Brophy has been doing this operation for some time. I

have seen him operate, and seen the result of the operation.

It is certainly successful in every way, and is perhaps the very

best method of closing the opening produced by a congen-

ital cleft of the palate. This operation should be performed

soon after the child is born. But, gentlemen, after all, what

is the object? It is for the perfection of speech, almost

entirely and alone. Within the past few months I have had

as many as four cases operated upon for cleft of palate late in

life, where the cleft was entirely closed, and speech has not

been restored, simply because there was not sufîficient tissue

to close the naso-pharyngeal opening. When an operation is

performed in that M^ay it is not a success, but if it had been

taken in early childhood, then the muscles and all the tissues

will develop with the growth of the child, and speech will, no

doubt, be perfect. But in later life, while the operation may
be successful, subjects rareh* talk with perfect distinctness of

tone and articulation. I have had a patient wearing an ar-

tificial palate, and no one would detect anything wrong with

his speech. He com.menced early in life, at ten or twelve

years of age, and "has worn it about ten years. Even later

than twenty years of age it is difficult to succeed with an

artificial apparatus, so they will speak distinctly without the

nasal tone.

I agree with Dr. Barrett that too much praise cannot be

awarded Dr. Brophy for the very ingenious and perfect

manner in which he performs this operation.

Dr. Parsons. I have never seen an operation performed

thus early in life, and I would like to ask if the closure is

immediate at this early age.

Dr. Brophy. Yes, the closure is immediate.

Dr. Molvnlaux, Cincinnati. I would like to ask whether

any conditions beside those of health would prevent him

making that operation, or would preclude the possibility of

successful speech, regarding the size of the cleft, the posi-

tion and arrangement of the palatal muscles.

Dr. BropiH'. If the bone is divided at the point of the
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palate where the greatest tension comes, the tension of

those muscles would be relieved, and that is one of the

features of this operation that I regard as especially import-

ant. After the hard bone is brought together, the strain

upon these muscles of the palate is thereby relieved. The
paring of the edges is made in the usual way, and I think I

enumerated in my paper all the conditions that are unfavor-

able. It is not well to operate during any eruptive or skin-

disease. The child must be in good health.

Dr. Molvneaux. The object of treatment of the cleft

palate is to produce a perfect articulation. In the patient

exhibited to-day, it showed excellent results, and it seems

to me that one must consider the possibility of successful

speech before beginning the operation. There are physical

conditions which would preclude the possibility of articu-

lation. I have two patients that I know of, where the oper-

ation was made after the plan of Langenbeck, and there

was complete closure of the parts, hard and soft, before the

patient was a year old. The child came from a bright fam-

ily, and had good training, but never learned perfect articu-

lation, from the very fact there was not sufficient tissue for

the soft palate to perform its function. In making these

operations, considerable time must be spent in taking the

size and quantity of tissue. See that it is sufficiently closed

to have the soft palate perform its function properly. I

have seen some two hundred cases of cleft palate, and made
casts of them, and you will find every form and size in the

pharyngeal cavity. There are cases where the pharyngeal

cavity is shallow, and the operation is then a success, but if

there is any considerable distance between it and the poste-

rior wall of the pharyn.x, then the operation will not do any
good to the patient. I know that patients can usually speak

as perfectl\- with an artificial palate as I am speaking to-day.

I hope the time will come when good results can be reached

in infant life.

Dr. G. L. Curtis, of New York. I would like to ask what
success Dr. Brophy has had after the eruption of the teeth.

Dr. Broi'IIV. The only difficulty is, the breaking up of
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the antagonism of the teeth ; and that is one reason why
this operation should be performed while the child is young.

That is one of the principal disadvantages in later life, that

the occlusion of the teeth is broken up, and the operation is

more difficult at a greater age, because the bone is harder and

does not so easily yield. It must not be understood that

this bone is cut the entire length, like the plaster cast ; the

bones are only divided at the malar process. I have oper-

erated on children eighteen months old, while the teeth

were in, and succeeded in getting the parts together, and

proper antagonism of the teeth. I might advise such an

operation in an adult. I have made but one operation on a

person beyond twenty years of age in the manner I have

described, and that was successful.

Dr. Thos. Fillebrown, of Boston, Mass. What gain is

there in doing it in this way where a person is over twenty

years of age, over the old method?

Dr. Brophy. There is no special gain in subjects of

that age, only it takes the tension off from the muscles, and

enables the parts to heal without being separated by tension

of the muscles. If the tensor muscle is divided, it will not

unite ; and if once lost, no matter how well the operation

may be performed, or how successfully it may unite, the

tension of the palate will be forever lost.

Dr. Fillebrown. I should differ with the Chairman,

judging from cases I have seen and on which I have operated.

Only a few months ago I made such an operation, and if I

know what I saw, I separated the muscles, and the function

of the palate was increased. I saw a patient some years

ago operated upon by Dr. Gordon. I defy any man to tell

that any operation had ever been performed, unless they

looked closely into the mouth and saw the cicatrix. I

understand that Dr. Rose, in his late work, says the function

of the palate was destroyed after the muscles had been sep-

arated. I do not .see why it should not be so ; if a nerve

should unite after two inches was cut away, or if a tendon

will unite where two or three inches were separated, I do

not see why the cicatricial tissue cannot unite the tensor

muscles. My own experience is that it is done.
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I am not saying this in criticism of Dr. Brophy's opera-

tion. I admire it, and it is a good thing. I would ask a

question further, whether it does not cause a subsequent

contraction and narrowness of the face that might be

avoided by the other operation ? Or does it expand itself

again afterwards?

Dr. Brophv. These models will answer the question

better than I can otherwise do.

Dr. Barrett. Dr. Brophy proposes to perform this

operation very early in life. He proposes by paring down
the edges, and forcing together the sides of the superior

maxillary bones, to reduce the size of the arch and reduce

the tension upon the muscles.

He objects to the severing of the palatal muscles, and I

think with good reason. He simply brings together the

sides of the maxillary bones, and by reducing the ten-

sion there is opportunity for growth of tissue that will fill

up there, whereas, if it is a staphylorraphic operation, it is

taken away. Dr. Brophy's operation commends itself tome
because it saves those muscles, the action of which is so

supremely important in after-life. He does not claim it is to

supersede other operations, but if it is adaptable in one case

out of a hundred, it is important.

Dr. M. H. Crver, of Philadelphia, Pa. I have had an

opportunity to see a few of these cases at the College of Oral

Surgery, with which I have been connected for the last twelve

years. I admire this operation in early childhood, before the

eruption of the teeth. After that, I have my doubts of the

operation. The advantage of placing the sutures in position,

before freshening the edges, is that the blood does not in any

way interfere with the seeing or causing the patient to move
while the stitches are being placed. Since using the corun-

dum-stone driven by the surgical engine for freshening the

edges of the soft tissue, it strikes me that it can be used to

a great advantage in freshening the edges in the staphylor-

raphic operation, as very important tissues can be saved in

this manner. The objection to cutting the tensor palati

muscle is on account of its relation to the opening of the
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eustachian tube. If it is cut, the function of the tube is

interfered with, which is Hable to produce deafness. A
better name for the muscle is the palatal eustachian.

Dr. Morgexthau, of Chicago. I took great pleasure

in listening to the address of Dr. Brophy. I think the

author ought to be congratulated upon devising a means to

avoid the cutting of the palatal muscle. As an aurist, I com-

mend very highly Dr. Brophy 's operation.

Dr. Brophy. In closing the discussion, I only desire to

give the Congress and the individual members my thanks

for the compliments they have so generously bestowed upon

me.

Adjourned.

THIRD SESSION.

The Section was called to order at 2:30 P. ^L on Thurs-

day, August 17th, by the Chairman, Dr. T. W. Brophy.

The following paper was then read :

HISTORY AND THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE TRANSPLAN-

TATION OF DENTAL TISSUES.

By Louis Ottofy, D.D.S., Chicago.

The transplantation of dental tissues in the oral cavity is

practically confined to the teeth themselves, and hence this

paper will treat of that subject alone. Transplantation of

teeth has been practiced in a more or less crude form for sev-

eral centuries ; it has, however, remained for the latter part

of the nineteenth century to devise scientific means for the

proper performance of the operation. I refer to the subject

of antiseptics. In the light of our present knowledge it

seems almost impossible that successful transplantation could

have been practiced without these necessary precautions.

The apparently reliable cases of successful operations per-

formed without the slightest precaution to subsequent infec-

tion only proves the rule and necessity for the observance of

the well known and now generally accepted laws of asepsis.

In speaking of transplantation, we include the subject of
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implantation, the latter bein<^ practicalh' transplantation,

without reference to the time when the tissue to be trans-

planted was procured. While when we speak of transplanta-

tion, we imply, without so statinf^, that the tissue to be trans-

planted was at the moment secured from some other living

individual. There is some difference in the modes of oper-

ation and in the results, of course, but with that subject we
do not deal in this paper.

Jolin Hunter is credited with the introduction of the sub-

ject of tooth transplantation, and his claim to the distinction

has never been questioned. So far as the subject of im-

j)lantation is concerned, I desire, without authoritatively

placing the credit to anyone, to cjuotc the following from

dental literature :

In Volume XXI, No. IV, October, 1881, of the Deutsche

Vierteljahrsschrift für Zahiiheiikuiide, pp. 417-419, occurs

the following in the report of discussions before the Central

Association of Dentists held at Heidelberg, August 2, 1881 :

" Question i is as follows : Are there positive indications

for the replantation of teeth ?

M. WnzEL. ' Gentlemen, before endeavoring to reply

to that question I wish to submit to your examination sev-

eral casts. They are two casts of a lady's teeth. She is

fifty years of age, and in her case I replanted i\x\\nc\sor which

had been diseased, and implanted a dead incisor. After a

careful examination of the clear and distinct casts you will

be unable to distinguish which is the tran.s- and which the

implanted member. The arch, as shown by the casts, is

normal and possesses healthy alveoli, whose prominences are

plainly distinguished, and b}- which it may be seen that the

dead tooth is also firmly attached. The gums surround the

teeth alike, and the results of the operation are such that

dentists who have seen the patient could not distinguish the im-

planted dead tooth from the living one. Such results again

lead to the question : Are there positive indications for the

replantation of teeth? M. Herbst has materially simplified

the treatment of replanted teeth by the introduction of his

very useful rubber-dam ligature, and I believe that the ques-
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tion of tootJi implantation, which was first scientifically ob-

served by Dr. Mitscherlich, is now again open for discussion.

'The most disagreeable procedure in the treatment of im-

planted (or transplanted, as Mitscherlich designates the im-

plantation of dead teeth) is the use of the gutta percha shield

recommended by him, and which the patient is obliged to

wear for from four to six weeks, thus covering and protecting

the implanted tooth. This covering, under which the gums
and soft tissues usually become inflamed, is made useless by

the one recommended by M. Herbst. It does not interfere

with the patient and need be worn but eight days, for by that

time, if the operation proves successful at all, there will be

sufîficient attachment formed by the gums to retain the tooth

in position. A further advantage of this bandage is found

in the fact that the patient is enabled to cleanse the surfaces

covered by the rubber-dam with a camel's-hair brush dipped

in alcohol, hence the chances for success are materially in-

creased, as the inflammation which almost invariably follows

the use of the gutta-percha shield is entirely obviated.' "
. .

'M. Sauer . . . does not believe the transplantation of

dried teeth rational. The speaker mentions a case of trans-

plantation occurring in his own practice, in which he replaced

a lower right molar by an upper bicuspid. As the molar had

been missing for some time M. Sauer was obliged to make a

new alveolus with the use of the dental engine (certainly a

heroic undertaking, German Editor), and in this the tooth

was fastened. The tooth apparently became firm ; the

patient, a young medical student, exhibited it freely. The
frec|ucnt ocular and digital examination to ascertain the

nature and extent of the attachment finally caused the tooth

to drop out."

Dr. Bogue, of New York City, in 1885, said: "I was also

informed in Paris, two years ago last winter, that a certain

gentleman several years previously had gone so far as to im-

plant teeth into sockets artificially prepared by himself, which

teeth had been taken from a patient in an adjoining room
;

that those teeth were deprived of their pulps, the roots filled,

the teeth and sockets antiscpticized, and every precaution
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known to modern dental science observed ; tliat the teetli

became firm, remained so for over a year, and then gradually

loosened from absorption of the roots, and at the end of two

years there remained but one of ail that were implanted."

As is well kno\\n. it was some years subsequent to this

that Dr. W'm. J. Younger, of San Francisco, Cal., re-intro-

duced the subject to the profession of the United States.

So that here too we liaxx-, if you please, the Vikings followed

by Columbus. To whom credit, and in what measure, it is

due, is for you gentlemen to say. So much for history.

Regarding the present status of the subject I ha\'e but a

few words to sa\'. The operation has received but limited

recognition in the permanent literature of the last few years,

and reference to h is made more in the spirit, as if the oper-

ation were mereh" a curious experimental novelt}-. My ob-

servation and experience in implantation leads me to make
the following statements:

1. Implantation has been practiced for a sufiFiciently long

period to entitle it to be accepted as a legitimate operation

in oral surger\-, which the dental surgeon should have the

privilege to perform, assuming the attendant risks as he is

doing in other operations. This statement is made as the

result of observations extending over a period of nearly eight

years.

2. That in view of the fact that all dental operations are

of more or less of a transitory character, implantation de-

serves to be classed as a permanent operation in the same
sense in which other operations performed by dentists are

considered permanent, and that it should not be considered

merely a fanciful experiment.

3. That no operation of the dentist so nearly reproduces

nature as that of an implanted tooth, and the result, when
successful, in appearance and comfort can not be excelled by
any other operation within the domain of the entire science

of dentistry.

4. That the operation should not be performed in cases,

except those that have been as carefully selected as they

would be, and as they are, for other operations.
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It is not within the province of this paper to describe the

modes of operation and the various details, but to have the

subject considered by this representative international body

in order that this branch of oral surgery may receive its

proper recognition.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. D. D. Lester, of Christianburg, Va. Some years ago,

at the Southern Dental Association, I had a tooth implanted

that did good service for two and a half years, and if I had

been careful of the tooth it might have been serviceable to-

day. I was constantly biting hard substances to test it, and

at the end of the time stated the tooth loosened, and was lost

as temporary teeth are. A year or so afterward. Dr. Linden

implanted another tooth in the same place, but it formed no

attachments. In drilling into the jaw, he made a large

socket, and his tooth came out, as you would naturally sup-

pose, and the socket filled with new bone, which was not as

solid as the original bone. I presume that the drilling into

the newly-formed bone caused an irritation, and conse-

quently no attachment formed. I have myself implanted

quite a number of teeth, and if it was not for the absorp-

tion of the root of the tooth implanted, the operation would

be, in my opinion, a success in many cases. Many patients

desire the operation if they can be assured of success. The

tendency of loss by absorption of the root is so great, that

unless it can be overcome I think there is no future for im-

plantations. This case of which I spoke was a superior sec-

ond bicuspid.

Dr. Chas. Godon, of Paris, France. I made a trans-

plantation of the first superior bicuspid, and when the tooth

was placed in the socket it was loose. I fixed it by a splint

and it remained, and I presented the case before the Odon-

tological Society in France. This remained in place about

eighteen months. 1 had no inflammation or suppuration,

and the tooth remains solid. 1 have made many trans-

plantations, the same as Dr. Ottofy describes. I only trans-

plant bicuspids because we have no front teeth to transplant.
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Dr. C. C. Carroll, of Chicago. This subject is one of

great interest to me, by virtue of its being a bold attempt by

a bold, talented man to do a great service for humanity. I

have watched the operations since they were first announced,

and many of them have been very beautiful; but what I am
trying to get at now is, what is the consensus of this body of

men here to-day, as to the usefulness of these implantations.

Dr. W. J. YoUNuÇR, of San Francisco, Cal. I have a cast

which I wish to show you. (The doctor here exhibited sev-

eral casts showing conditions existing before implantation,

and the results accomplished.) I recently heard from a lady

in Paris for whom I implanted five teeth, four bicuspids and

one molar, over eight years ago, and she reports they are

now perfect. Also another case of her son, over five years

ago, and in each case no one would know from examination

but what they were teeth that were indigenous to the mouth.

Dr. F. Aguilar, of Cadiz, Spain. I would like to ask if

Dr. Younger uses ligatures to hold the teeth in place.

Dr. Younger. Strings, principally ; occasionally a small

gold plate.

Dr. Barrett. In implanting teeth where there is an

absorption of the alveolus, do you get a development of the

alveolus around the tooth when it was outside?

Dr. Younger. Yes, sir, it is done within two or three

months. So we have a deposit of the alveolus, the same as

where the tooth had grown in the first place.

Dr. Aguilar. If I am not mistaken. Dr. Younger at-

tributes the attachment of the implanted tooth to a dor-

mant vitality that exists in the tooth. I would ask whether

that dormant vitality will continue, and how long it will re-

main.

Dr. YouN(;er. I have used teeth that were eight years

of age, but I prefer to use them fresher. I was asked to

use upon one occasion the tooth of a mummy, but I did

not wish to do it, fearing it would hold the profession up to

ridicule. I said I would implant that tooth, while I had no

confidence in its remaining, and I did it, to find out whether

there was any possibility of its being retained. After ten
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days, the tooth shpped out because it had no vitahty. Last

year I showed two cases in Brooklyn, one where a tooth

had been implanted, and kept it in five weeks, and the gen-

tleman came in for whom I had transplanted teeth before.

I planted a bicuspid that had not a particle of pericemen-

tum. Half an hour afterwards the patient came back with

the tooth in his hand. I immediately sent for this gentle-

man, who was going abroad, and showed him the result. In

those two cases I implanted two teeth that were well covered

Avith pericementum, and in four days there was attachment,

and in five weeks they were perfectly sound, and remain so

to this time: I do not understand how gentlemen can say it

is well not to have the pericementum.

The question was asked. Does the pericementum become
rejuvenated?

Dr. Younger. The cicatrical tissue forms a pericemen-

tum around the tooth.

The question was asked. What has been the condition

of the pericementum upon extractions where they have been

failures?

Dr. Younger. One case I reported, I had implanted

in Dr. Kingsley's office, for a lady, and next morning I dis-

covered a fissure, and so I removed the tooth, after being in

only one night', and I laid it by; and three years afterward a

gentleman came in from San Francisco, who had lost three

teeth during the war by the explosion of a cannon, and this

tooth was the only one I had to match his. The patient

said he did not care for the beauty, but for the utility of the

.

tooth. So I implanted those three teeth, and about two

and a half years after the tooth split. One portion was

firmly fixed in the alveolus, and the other v/as loose, and

yet gave him pain when he tried to pull it out. I tied the

teeth together, and tried to get the rest of that root out,

and, knowing how hard they are to get out, I took a very

high hold, and extracted the portion that had become at-

tached, and that portion seemed to be perfectly covered

with healthy pericementum. I immediately put it in cold

water, and sent for Dr. Jacobs, who was recommended to
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me. He had read a paper before the local society, saying

there could not possibly be any vitality in the tooth after it

had been extracted, and I thought I had rather have it in

the hands of an enemy than a friend, so I sent for him, and
he said, " If that is what it seems to be, I will have to ciiew

my words." He came back and said that he had found it

to be pericementum, and that the tissues underneath were
healthy tissues.

Dr. C. E. Bentley, of Chicago. How do you account

for the absorption of some of these roots?

Dr. Younger. I only know they do absorb.

Dr. Ottofy. Dr. Godon said he confined transplanta-

tion of teeth to bicuspids, because no other good teeth are

available. We can use the roots of teeth and attach an

artificial crown. It is very seldom that a tooth is found

unchecked unless it has been kept moist ; hence recently,

when not having the opportunity to get good teeth, I have

placed a crown upon a natural root.

In regard to the question asked by Dr. Barrett about the

formation of new bone where teeth had been transplanted, I

am very much in doubt about that having taken place, but

it does seem from examination that new bone has been

formed. We generally cut the gum so that there is an

excess of gum
;
part of this afterwards absorbs and leaves

the root properly covered. I believe they are not generally

entirely covered with bone. They may be two-thirds of the

way, but not over the entire circumference.

Dr. Younger. In answer to Dr. Barrett, I make under-

cuts in the gum, and bring it to the front.

Dr. Aguilar. If I am not mistaken. Dr. Younger
recommends sterilizing the tooth to be implanted, in bi-

chloride of mercury. After sterilizing in that way, do you
think that dormant vitality still exists?

Du. Younger. Yes, I think it will. I do not use as

strong a solution as formerly, and you must remember there

is a tissue life as well as bacterial life. The beef you eat is

not dead, for if it was you could not eat it. The German
solution was so strong, that now I use only half the strength
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of the solution that I formerly used for sterilizing. I cal-

culate upon about twenty per cent, of unsuccessful implanta-

tions. The first operations of which I took a record were

thirty-six, and out of those I am not able to find any more

than nine that have been failures, and those have been in

eight or more years.

Dr. .Barrett. When this operation was first proposed,

Avith my usual impetuosity I pronounced it unsurgical and

unphysiological. I have learned something since that time,

I trust, but I cannot give my consent to the theory of Dr.

Younger, as to the persistence of life in the pericementum,

for it seems to me to be unphysiological ; but that he suc-

ceeds, and that there is a pericementum around the tooth

afterwards cannot be denied, though I cannot believe there

is a persistence in its life. Why should life continue in that

any more than in any other analogous tissue? We know
this, that where we supposed formerly that bone and

tooth-tissue was always due to the pericementum, we now
find that it is not so. We find interspersed throughout the

tissue of the bone, the osteoblast, and wherever that osteo-

blast exists, there may be a reproduction of the bone-tissue.

Now he makes in his operation an artificial cavity in the

bone itself. What is the consequence? The reproduction

of periosteum or pericementum. I conceive that there is a

reproduction of periosteum or pericementum, but that there

shall be any persistence of life of the periosteum after the

tooth has been entirely desiccated seems to be utterly im-

possible.

We arc all under great obligations to Dr. Younger for

the persistency with which he has urged this, until it has, as

I believe, come to be an established system of practice. It

has come to stay, and it is not a matter of experiment here-

after. That teeth are occasionally lost is a matter of course,

but do you never make a second plate? If a tooth is lost,

as it occasionally will be through some malnutrition of the

system, implant another ju.st as you would put in another

artificial tooth. It is not a failure of the operation, either

from a surgical or physiological standpoint. We had an ex-
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hibition of this same thing here yesterday, where a number

objected to the application of a surgical operation because it

could not be used ui)on every occasion.

Dr. J. M. Whitnkv. of Hawaii. I had the great pleas-

ure of becoming acquainted with Dr. Younger in his early

trials of this system, and was very much impressed in seeing

him operate upon the third or fourth case. I went home

and commenced this practice six or seven years ago. Just

before I left Honolulu, a lady on whom I had performed

one of my first operations of a bicuspid, came into my office

and I thought she had lost some of her friends. She said:

"Doctor, something has happened to that tooth." I looked

at it. and saw it had been split from top to bottom. In at-

tempting to remove the split portion, I found it very firmly

attached, as any live tooth I had ever found that had been

split off from a section of the tooth. 1 attempted to ex-

tract it with my fingers, but could not. I then drew a

thread around it, and afterwards a ferrule, and it remains

thereto-day. Now the question is, what held that ? Was
it a living connection ? I examined it, and could not see

that there was any difference between that and any other

living tooth that I had ever examined.

Dr. YouNdER. I think there is no proof of vitality like

sensation. I have known of an implanted tooth upon

which was a little tartar, and upon touching it found it hurt.

So I pretended to touch another tooth, and put the point

on that same one, and that tooth was as sensitive as any

other tooth that had been grown in the patient's mouth. I

called my brother and another gentleman as witnesses to

the fact. They were astonished.

Dr. Barrett. I can readily conceive of there being

sensibility of the tooth, not necessarily as the result of re-

production of the pericementum. The persistence of life is

true as regards vegetable life, but not true as regards animal

tissues.

Dr. Parsons. It was my pleasure last June to spend the

greater part of a week in Dr. Younger's office, and I must

have seen as many as five cases of these implantations. I
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had ample opportunity to examine those cases thoroughly,

and the effects in every instance were beautiful, and to all

appearances were lasting.

Dr. BROrHV. There is another subject for discussion

before the meeting, but with the consent of those present I

will ask Dr. Younger to explain his method of using liga-

tures, and the process by which he moves the teeth and ob-

tains such results as we see upon these casts.

Dr. Younger then explained his method of using liga-

tures, after which the Section adjourned.

FOURTH SESSION.

The Section was called to order on Friday, August i8th,

at 2:30 P. M. by Dr. T. W. Brophy, Chairman.

The following paper was then read :

ESTHETIC SURGERY.

By Norman J. Roberts, D.D.S., Waukegan, III.

Since the introduction of cocaine as a local anaesthetic, it

has been possible to perform a number of minor surgical

operations which heretofore have not been successfully per-

formed on account of the painfulness of the operation, or

the difficulty in the way of using a general anaesthetic.

Among the operations which the use of cocaine has sim-

plified is the removal of large or small portions of maxillary

process after extraction, the stitching of the edges of torn or

ragged gums, and the removal of sufficient process in pro-

truding superior maxillaries to make a better appearance in

using artificial dentures.

When the teeth have been extracted at intervals of a few

years, the ones extracted last leave high ridges, while the

older places have been absorbed, and when we are obliged

to extract a large number of teeth it is desirable to have

prompt healing and a smooth process, for convenience as

well as appearance, and by stitching the gums together we
can prevent food from collecting in the lower sockets, there-

by preventing pain and slow healing, particularly in sockets

of the lower molar teeth.
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The use of cocaine is as valuable to the oral surgeon in

performing operations on hare-lips and closing cleft palates

as it is to the dentist, for, as oral 'surgeons well know, it

takes more time, and more trouble is caused by the swallow-

ing of blood and the manipulation of the chloroform than

the performance of the operation.

The mode of procedure is simple and short, for it simply

necessitates a general readiness of all surgical instruments, a

thorough cleanliness of the parts and the instruments, as

well as complete antisepsis of everything pertaining to the

operation.

First, with a good hypodermic syringe, having a handle

on each side to give more force to the operator's fingers, the

parts should be injected with a two per cent, solution of

cocaine properly antisepticised, or the tablets furnished in

the drug trade for physicians' use can be substituted.

The following formula has proved efficacious in my
hands :

Hydrochlorate of cocaine, 10 grains.

Carbolic acid, i grain.

Distilled water, i ounce.

Place the bottle of solution in the sterilizer (or a basin of

water) and keep at the boiling point for one hour, then filter

through filtering paper.

Be sure that the drugs are pure, and everything they

touch is sterilized, or sloughing may occur, and not more

than one and one-half grains of the cocaine should be injected

at one time ; better not use more than one grain, as it sel-

dom requires even that amount.

Now, with sharp curved scissors or a sharp curved lancet,

denude, as surgeons term it, the edges of the parts to be

united, and if it is to unite the surfaces over the alveolar

process the gums should be carefully dissected back on each

side as far as it is desirable to remove the process, then with

clean, sharp bone burs or alveolar forceps cut away the bone

and then polish or smooth the edges with a large, clean finish-

ing bur so that no sharp points are left, and thoroughly cleanse

the cavity with a four per cent, solution of carbolized water
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(having previously been boiled) and see that no small par-

ticles of bone remain in the cavity or are attached to the

tissue.

Now take a round surgical needle with a curved point and

a fine silk-worm ligature and stitch about every quarter inch

along the process, being careful not to tie the ligatures too

tight so the tissue turns white, and also that no tension is

made on the parts ; if the flap is too long trim it off, if too

short cut away more process until it comes into apposition

easily.

If the process is not necrosed and the parts are cleaned the

stitches can be removed in about seven days, but should not

be taken out until the parts are united, unless sloughing

occurs.

Where necrosed bone is removed it is well to make an

opening at the lowest point of the pocket and allow a piece

of ligature to pass into the opening and remain there to keep

it free for drainage until granulation has taken place.

Great care must be exercised to prevent the cocaine from

getting into the mouth by placing absorbent cotton about

the syringe point ; it is also well to give a moderate amount

of brandy to the patient before operating and a teaspoonful

of aromatic spirits of ammonia should be placed in half a

glass of water to be administered in case of nausea or faint-

ing.

The success of the anaesthetic will depend on the skill of

the operator to inject into the tough tissues and not " raise

bubbles " on the soft ones, which can be done by practice, and

absolute anaesthesia of the parts will follow.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. Roberts, before leaving the floor, desired to say that

of late the dental and medical professions looked with much
distrust upon the efliciency of cocaine as a local anaesthetic,

but this should be no particular criterion against its true

principles, and he hoped the dental profession, especially,

would liberally view the advances in anaesthesia, local and

general. The reason, he believed, why so many dentists
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were meeting with failure in the use of cocaine was not so

much from the inefficiency of the medicine as with the ope-

rator. He believed that the young element in the profes-

sion were doing the just thing in giving new ideas a trial,

while the old practitioners, who looked with reluctance on

recent inventions and improvements, retarded progress. Dr.

Roberts further stated that, as far as he knew, he was the

first dentist to advocate the clipping of process after extrac-

tion, using cocaine to relieve the pain of cutting and stitch-

ing, to further the esthetic healing of the gums.

Dr. Crawford, of Nashville, Tenn., regretted that he

had not heard the entire paper, but from the very title of

the article—.(4Lsthetic Surgery—he was anxious to speak

words of appreciation. This departure in surgery has not

as yet received the attention it deserved, and he predicted

that much good would result if the general practitioners

took more pains in extractions, especially in removing entire

sets of teeth.

Dr. Crvkr, of Philadelphia, was pleased to know that

aesthetic surgery was meriting a part of the Section's pro-

gramme, and expressed himself strongly in favor of the

points brought forth in the paper. He, however, took ex-

ception to two of the author's claims: First, he did not be-

lieve that Dr. Roberts was the originator of the clipping ofi

process after extraction, with a view of having the aK'Colar

ridge heal cXsthetically. This operation. Dr. Cryer claimed,

was advocated some years since by prominent eastern sur-

geons, and some of the text books as well ; leading dental

journals advanced this identical idea. " In fact," continued

Dr. Cryer, " had Dr. Roberts been present at my talk in

this Section on ' The Surgical Kngine and Its Uses,' he

would have learned from my remarks that I advocate remov-

ing excessive process after extraction, with the large surgi-

cal engine bur propelled b\- the engine, thus effecting the

same results, and perhaps in a simpler way than the essayist

with the nipping process." Second, Dr. Cryer was not pre-

pared to speak so faithfully in favor of cocaine, and wished

to emphasize the fact tliat the profession, as a whole, better
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go " slow and sure " while the true principles and effects of

cocaine were yet under serious discussion.

Dr. Gilmer, of Chicago, asked the essayist what per-

centage of the cocaine experiments were successful and

what were the preliminary preparations for the patient?

Dr. Roberts replied that he had kept no accurate ac-

count of the cases, but he could say that the operations

were generally a success. As to the patient's preparation

he advocated giving them a moderate amount of brandy.

In case of nausea or fainting, he administered a teaspoonful

of aromatic spirits of ammonia.

As to his being the first to advocate the removal of

process after extraction. Dr. Roberts explained that he

intended to convey the idea that it was by the use of

cocaine that the removal of deformed, elongated or pro-

truding process could be easily and painlessly cut and the

membrane stitched aesthetically. This he believed was a

new departure.

Dr. Brophy. We are honored this afternoon for the

first time by the presence of one of the officials of the

Congress, and I desire to introduce to the members present

Dr. A. W. Harlan, secretary-general. (Applause.)

Dr. a. W. Harlan. Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen : It

has been impossible, on account of the numerous duties I

have had to perform, to visit personally the various Sec-

tions, but to-day it has come my way to visit this Section,

and from the reports that have been published from day to

day we learn that some of the most valuable papers of the

whole Congress have been presented here. The object of

my visit at this time is in the interests of oral surgery.

Dr. Harlan then announced that Dr. Younger would

give a clinic upon implanting one or more teeth at the

clinic rooms.

Dr. Brophy. One of the topics which has been sent to

this Section to be discussed, and which I will now bring be-

fore the meeting is, " What neoplasms, both as to kind and

degree, necessitate the excision of the inferior maxilla in

whole or part when associated with that bone?"
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DISCUSSION.

Dr. M. H. Crver, Philadelphia, Pa. In order to open

up this subject I will take the stand-point of the surgeon

rather than that of a pathologist, and will classify diseases

of the inferior maxilla into two kinds, explainable and non-

explainable. An ordinary fistula situated in the alveolar

process, is called an alveolar fistula. If a tooth is devital-

ized and there is an abscess and fistula, it is called a dento-

alveolar abscess or fistula; when there are growths of abnor-

mal tissue found between the teeth, and sometimes cover-

ing them, by passing a probe down the side of the teeth it

will be found in some cases that this growth comes out from

a tooth and is recognized as a fungoid pulp. These three

cases would be known as explainable diseases. Another

fungoid growth is formed between the teeth, that comes

from the bone and gum tissue, the teeth arc healthy and

normal though sometimes loose; this belongs to a class of

the non-explainable diseases. The explainable diseases as a

great rule can be treated and cured ; on the other hand, the

non-explainable ones are not curable: there is but one of

two things to do, cut them out or let them alone. Do not

use caustics, as they stimulate the parts to greater activity.

The question is asked. How far shall the bone be removed

in cases of neoplasm ? In any case, when an operation is

indicated, remove the neoplasm ; if it includes a small por-

tion of the bone remove it. if a larger portion remove a

larger portion, if it includes the whole jaw remove it. Here

is a bone specimen which by accident I have with me. The
disease was pronounced a neoplasm, and was situated be-

hind the first bicuspid tooth. The fleshy portion extended

up over several teeth, filling a greater portion of one side,

until the patient could not close the mouth. The opinion of

a great majority of surgeons was to remove half of the jaw.

Fortunately he fell into the hands of a surgeon that origin-

ally came from the dental profession, whose principle is to

save all tissue possible. The lip was opened in the median

line and dissected back from the jaw, fully exposing the
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parts. The loose soft tissue was removed and by the use of

the circular saw the portion of the bone before you was cut

out ; as it did not remove all the diseased tissues, surgical

burs were then used, taking away the remainder and going

a little beyond to smooth up the edges. In these cases it is

well to let all the healthy periosteum remain that is possible.

The operation took place some eight years ago. The pa-

tient is quite well and has been acting on the stage in vari-

ous parts of the United States. What a difference it would

have made to this man's life if half of the jaw had been

removed, or had there been a complete resection made
through the jaw. Therefore, I repeat, cut away a neoplasm

and a little beyond it, but no further. Do not take out half

a man's jaw if you can save even only a slight rim of it.

All who have had any experience with this kind of opera-

tions know that the bone of the lower jaw, to a very large

extent, will be reproduced when there is a rim left with

periosteum. An artificial appliance with teeth attached can

be placed in the mouth to take the place of lost tissue and

the patient will almost present a normal condition.

Dr. Younger. I have had to treat a number of cases,

and found by the use of lactic acid I could remove the dis-

eased bone without the use of the knife. I had a case where

all the surgeons were against me. They were going to re-

move the jaw for a cancerous structure. The doctors said

the only way was to remove the bone. When the lady

came to me I found the pus discharging from several differ-

ent places, and I had been experimenting with lactic acid in

similar cases, and so I suggested its use. I used lactic acid

with equal parts of warm water, as I find that is more effec-

tive than cold water. Afterwards I used a stronger solution.

The operation was successful.

Dr. Bropiiy. Upon the closing of our .Section and the

closing of the work which has been put before us to do, I

feel that we have occasion to congratulate ourselves. A
month or two ago it looked as though this Section would

not be able to accomplish much. This afternoon I feci that

when the records arc prepared and published, the work of
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this Section will compare quite favorably with that per-

formed in any other Section of the Congress. I feel that

the work done here will reflect credit upon those who
brought about this great meeting, and that our transactions

when put in book form will fill an important place in the

history of dental and oral surgery.

Adjourned sine die.
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SECTION VI.

OPERATIVE DENTISTRY.

Cliairnian, W'iLi.iAM JARVIE, M. D.S., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Vice-Chairman. Daniel Neall McQuillen. D.D. S., Phila-

delphia. Pa.

Secretary, Henkv W. Morgan, M.D., D.D. S., Nashville,

Tcnn.

OPENINCx SESSION.

The Section met on Tuesday, Auijust 15th, at 2:30 r. M.,

Dr. Daniel N. McOuillen, of Philadelphia, in the chair.

Dr. William Jarvie, of Brooklyn. Chairman of the Sec-

tion, read his opening address:

ADDRESS r.V WILLIAM JAR VIE. M.D.S.

Gentlemen :

The time has arrived when, according to the arrangements

adopted by the Executive Committee of the World's Colum-

bian Dental Congress, I, as Chairman, must call you to order

and ask your attention to that which pertains to the Section

of Operative Dentistry.

You ha\e listened yesterday morning to the very able and

interesting addresses of welcome by Hon. C. C. Bonney and

Dr. J. Y. Crawford, and Dr. L. D. Shepard, President of the

Congress, and therefore I shall not make a long draft upon

either your time or your patience, but confine the very few

569
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words in which I shall address you to the practical work of

this Section.

Until a little more than a century ago, the scope of oper-

ative dentistry was confined 'to the extraction of loose or of

aching teeth and the occasional filling of simple cavities of

decay with lead.

About the year 1785 gold was first used for filling teeth,

and toothache was relieved sometimes by the use of medi-

cines rather than by extraction. In 1822 tin, and in 1826

amalgam, were discovered to be useful materials for filling

teeth, and about the year 1835 it was found that the disease

now known as pyorrhoea alveolaris was not necessarily fatal

to all teeth attacked by it. In 1855 the cohesive property in

gold was made known ; and, following in succession, gutta-

percha, oxychloride of zinc and the oxyphosphate of zinc

were added to the list of useful filling materials.

Exposed pulps were devitalized, dead pulps were extir-

pated, abscessed teeth were treated and cured, and researches

were made into the realm of antiseptics that we might bring

about the best condition attainable in the roots of pulpless

teeth. The rubber dam was introduced and its scope and

usefulness constantly enlarged by the invention of a great

variety of retaining clamps, and the dental engine was

invented and has been frequently improved.

These last two improvements have so enlarged the sphere

of usefulness of the dentist in the way of restoring the form

and saving the natural teeth, that they may truly be said to

have revolutionized the art of operative dentistry.

To-day a patient presents himself in the reception room

of the well-informed dentist, and is ushered into the operat-

ing room, and placed in a chair which is raised or lowered

or held in position by hydraulic power, and the back and

head rest and foot platforms of which are adjustable to

any height or any figure.

By the use of mirrors and the electric light, the mouth is

illuminated, and abcessed teeth, dead pulps, exposed pulps

and all decay diagnosed, and all territory invaded by pyor-

rhœa alveolaris discovered. With the aid of a competent
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assistant, the rubber dam is applied, and, where advisable,

exposed pulps are capped ; with delicately formed flexible

drills, canals are enlarged ; by the use of properly shaped

and delicately tempered barbed broaches, putrescent or dead

pulps are extirpated and all septic matter removed ; by the

use of proper medicines, abscesses are treated and cured,

and an antiseptic condition attained and assured, where for-

merly there was putrescence. Pulp canals are filled, and

where discoloration of enamel or dentine be present, the

proper agents are applied and the desired color obtained.

By the use of the engine driven by foot, water or electricity,

decay is removed, cavities arc properly shaped and surfaces

are polished ; and, aided perhaps by the hand, or the auto-

matic (^r the electric mallet, the tooth is filled, either with

gold in one of its various forms, or with tin, or with one of

the many amalgams, or with gutta-percha, or with the oxy-

chloride or oxyphosphate of zinc, and restored to its former

beauty of outline and usefulness.

Firm crownless roots are also treated, and by the adapta-

tion and attachment of a crown of porcelain or of gold, or

of one composed of both, such roots are made to resume

their sphere of usefulness.

By the use of proper solvents and well-shaj)ed instruments

serumal calculus is removed from the roots of the teeth, by

the application of antiseptics and stimulants the gums are

restored to health, and the loosened teeth become firm

under our administrations.

Where there are spaces caused by the former extraction

or non-eruption of teeth, we make a new socket, select an

appropriate natural tooth, and implant it with the assurance

of a fair chance of success, provided the proper conditions

have been observed. And in the course of time this same

patient is dismissed with exposed pulps capped, dead pulps

removed, abscesses cured, cavities of decay all filled, roots

with crowns upon them, and former spaces occupied with

natural teeth.

With all this accomplished in operative dentistry, and

realizing to what a condition of seeming perfection the art
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has already attained, it would appear that there is little

advancement possible to be made in the future. But, gen-

tlemen, much as has been attained, high as the standard of

acquirements is to-day, I believe that there will be much
more revealed to us in the future.

At no time in the history of dentistry has there been so

high a standard of intelligence among the young men who
are seeking to enter the profession through the dental col-

leges, and, thanks to laws in many countries, few can com-

mence the practice of dentistry without the diploma which

attests to their study and attainments. Can we fail, then,

but to be impressed by the conviction, that with greater in-

telligence, with a large proportion of the dentists trained in

the studies and in the researches incident to their profession,

that much which is new and much that is valuable will yet

be discovered ?

Notwithstanding the high standard of operative dentistry

of to-day, as I have pictured it to you, do we always accom-

plish all we would wish ? Do not our patients have ab-

scessed teeth occasionally, because we have been unable to

remove all the putrescent or dead pulp in some roots, such

as buccal roots in superior molars, or anterior roots in infe-

rior molars, or the small roots in bicuspids? Not because of

lack of effort, nor because we have failed to realize the im-

portance of succeeding, but either from lack of necessary

appliance or lack of finger craft, we have been unsuccessful

in our honest and best endeavors.

Have we yet that filling material whose shades may be

as various as the colors in the natural teeth are many, whose

translucency shall rival the enamel itself in brilliancy and

beauty, whose integrity shall not be impaired in the least

degree by the most powerful corroding influences that may
be brought to bear upon it in the mouth, whose plasticity

will permit of its being adapted to any shaped cavity,

and of being moulded to any form, and yet when in place

shall become hard as adamant?

In spite of all our knowledge, in spite of all our skill and

in spite of all our efforts, do we not see tooth after tooth, in
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some mouths, loosen and fall out, a victim to that dread foe

of teeth of the soundest and the densest structure, pyorrhœa

alveolaris? And shall we rest satisfied until our search has

revealed to us just what constitutional treatment may be

administered which shall prevent the deposit of any serumal

calculus upon the teeth, or in cases where this has already

occurred, shall we rest satisfied until, equipped with suflficient

skill, with well-shaped appliances and with proper solvents,

we shall be able to remove, not only every particle of lime

that may have found lodgment upon the roots even to the

apex, but also any which may have found a seemingly secure

place of retreat in the bifurcations?

These are vital unsolved problems, forcing themselves

upon our attention every day, but they are only three of

many that might be presented to demonstrate to you that,

notwithstanding the degree of learning and of art and of pro-

ficiency to which dental science has already attained, our

daily necessities prompt us to seek after and to search for

that of which we are yet ignorant, and the discovery of

which would be a proud reward to the profound thinker and

the conscientious student.

Judging from the progress that has been made in art, in

science and in medicine during the past few decades, it would

not seem unreasonable to believe that all the unsolved prob-

lems regarding dental operations now confronting us, would

sooner or later be made plain, and that the day might come
when every adult member of the human family would have

thirt}'-two teeth, the dental arch symmetrical and beautiful in

outline, each tooth as a pearl perfect in form, without spot

or blemish, and gums pink and hard as the choicest coral.

But, gentlemen, this would be the millennium and involve

a condition of affairs that is not likch' to prewiil in our day

and generation. Just so long as salivais aught but neutral,

and mucous secretions are vitiated, just so long as fermenta-

tion and decomposition take place in the mouth, just so long

as man falls short of a perfect being and just so long as life

itself, will there be lesions of the teeth and a necessity exist

for services in operative dentistry, and it is that we may be
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better equipped to combat this departure from perfection,

that we come together from all parts of the civilized world

to counsel together, to compare experiences and to learn

from each other that the great aggregation of all that is

known may fit us to the uttermost to ameliorate the condi-

tion of humanity suffering from imperfect teeth.

And now, gentlemen from Great Britain, from France,

from Germany, from Italy, from Spain, from Belgium, from

Holland, from South America, from Canada, from whatever

country and whatever clime, I bid you all welcome to this

Section of the World's Columbian Dental Congress. It is

your Section and I invite you all to a share in its delibera-

tions, and not only to its deliberations, but I invite you and
urge you all to take part in the discussions incident to the

various papers read before you, for frequently the paper is

but the presentation of the subject and it is left for the dis-

cussion following to bring out the full benefit to be derived

from it

It is not only your privilege to take part in the proceed-

ings of the Section, but it is also your duty. The great and

rapid advances that have been made in operative dentistry

are largely due to the constant, free and fraternal interchange

of thought and discovery, and while each individual member
of the profession may have contributed little to the total of

what we know, the aggregate is the knowledge, the skill and

the learning represented in this gathering. And when the

meetings of this Section shall have ended and the proceed-

ings have been published, I trust you will find that much has

been added to our knowledge, that we shall all be the better

fitted to practice the operative part of our chosen profession,

and that our work here has done something to elevate the

standard of dentistry throughout the civilized world.

The Secretary of the Section, Dr. Henry W. Morgan,

then read the following paper :
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TIN-FOIL FOR FILI.INH; TEETH.

Hy H. L. Amhi.f.k, D. D. S., M. D., Clkvelani), O.

One of the main reasons which induced us to begin the

use of tin-foil for filling teeth twenty-eight years ago, was

the fact that amalgam fillings were dail)' presented which

were complete failures, so we entirely abandoned amalgam,

and for the next seven years used tin, oxychloride and

gutta-percha instead. When we take a retrospecti\'e view

and consider what a {)oor excuse tin-foil then was, we do

not wonder that such a large number failed to make tight,

good-wearing fillings; when it came from the manufacturer

it looked fairly bright, but after being exposed to the air it

assumed a light brassy color, and lost what small amount of

integrit}' it formerly possessed ; number four was generally

used, but it would cut and crumble in the most provoking

maimer. At this time fillings were made by using mats,

cylinders and hand pressure, on a similar plan for using non-

cohesive gold, and it was very difficult to insert a respecta-

ble proximal filling. But several years ago a radical change

came about, and the manufacturers should ha\-e their share

of the credit, for with the tin we now have, you can begin

at the base of any cavity, and with mallet and hand force,

produce a filling which will be one compact mass from be-

ginning to end, so that it can be cut and filed the same as

gold, but not as hard a surface can be given as when gold is

used. You can sa\' that tin adheres, coheres or welds, call

it what you please, it makes a saving, solid, tight filling, and

with less malleting than gold requires, for if it is over mal-

leted the receiving surface is injured. It is a good material

for filling many cavities in the temporary teeth, and children

will bear having it used, because it can be done quickly and

does not require much mallet or hand force to condense a

single or double layer of number ten.

Up to the age of fourteen, and sometimes longer, we find

many teeth which are quite chalky, and in some mouths the

fluids are in such a contlition that oxychloride and oxy-

phosphatc do not last long, and for some reason amalgam
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and gutta-percha soon fail ; in all such cases we recommend
tin, even in the incisors, for as the patient advances in years

the tooth structure generally becomes more dense, and if

desirable the fillings can be removed, and good saving oper-

ations made with gold ; we have treated numerous cases in

this manner and thus prevented any loss of tooth substance.

Proximal cavities in young teeth, filled with cohesive gold

by good operators, we have often seen fail in one or two

years, but they have been refilled with tin and well pre-

served. White decay is the most formidable variety known,

for all components of the tooth are acted upon and disinte-

grated as far as the disease extends; in proximal cavities

thus attacked we would separate freely from the palatine

or lingual side and fill carefully with tin. It is invaluable

when you are limited for time or means, and also for filling

the first molars where we so often find poor calcification.

Dr. S. B. Palmer says :
" Tin not only arrests decay

mechanically, but in frail chalky structure, acts as an anti-

acid element in arresting the electric current set up between

the tooth structure and the filling material." When fillings

have been removed, we have often found that the dentine

was considerably discolored, and greatly solidified as com-

pared to its former condition, and we believe this condensa-

tion or calcification is more frequent under tin than gold.

We have seen cases where the pulps had calcified under tin,

and it has been known for years that tin would be tolerated

in large cavities very near the pulp without causing any

trouble, and wc think one reason is on account of its low

conducting power, which is only 300 as compared to gold at

1,000. No doubt Dr. Herbst was aware of its good qualities

for he recommends the following operation : After ampu-

tating the coronal portion of the pulp, burnish a mat of tin

into the pulp cavity, thus creating an absolutely air-tight

covering to the root canal containing the remainder of the

pulp ; this is the best material for the purpose. There has

been a great deal said about this method, but we have had

no practical experience with it. In many mouths it does

not oxidize, but retains a clean gray color, but the only
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objection to oxidation is the color assumed ; still, to offset

that the oxide fills the ends of the tubuli and often arrests

further decay. Where fillings are subject to a great amount

of attrition, they wear away sooner or later, but this is not

a great detriment, for they can easily be replaced, and owing

to their concave form the patient is liable to know when a

large amount has been worn away ; as that portion against

the walls is the last removed, further decay is prevented as

long as there is any reasonable amount of tin left ; if at this

time the tooth structure has become sufficiently solidified,

you can cut proper anchorage and cover the tin completely

with gold. Owing to its softness and ductility, it may be

driven into or onto the tubuli so as to completely close

them from outside moisture, and you may often see in bur-

nishing a filling by hand force, when it is perfectly dry and

the tubuli slightly rough, that the tin has taken such a hold

that it requires a cutting instrument to remove it. The extra

tough foil now manufactured retains a bright surface, and

does not lose its good qualities even after considerable

exposure to the atmosphere, but we prefer to prepare only

what is needed for each case, keeping the rest in the book

placed in an envelope. Tin of this kind well condensed by

mallet or hand force, stays up against the walls of a cavity

and makes a tight filling and ought to be called perfect,

because it preserves the tooth, probably expanding and con-

tracting less than gold and giving a surface which will wear

from five to ten years, depending upon the size and location

of the cavity. Buccal cavities in the first molars, and pala-

tine cavities in the incisors, filled for children eight years old,

are still in good condition after a period of fifteen years, and

we have seen fillings last twenty-five years. Strips of

number ten, from one to three thicknesses, can be welded

together and will cohere as well or better than semi-cohesive

gold, and can be manipulated much more rapidly ; therefore

if desirable you can produce any contour.

Some operators have advocated using gold and tin folded

together in alternate layers, thus exposing both metals to the

fluids of the mouth, claiming that fillings can be made
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quicker and are not as subject to thermal changes, and can

be inserted nearer the pulp than when gold is used ; these

claims are entirely met by only using tin. Others say

that this union of gold and tin will preserve the teeth quite

as well as a correct gold filling, making no conditions or

restrictions as to tooth structure or location of cavity, but

we do not see that it offers any advantage over either tin or

gold, except that it wears somewhat longer than tin. Of

late we have not known of this combination being used only

to a very limited extent, and journals are not teeming with

articles on the subject as they were a few years ago. In-

struments with square ends, and sides, and mediumi serra-

tions, are best adapted for hand force, and the majority of

medium serrated hand-mallet instruments will work well on

number ten tin of one, two, or three layers, using a four-

ounce mallet with a fair, steady blow, but in force of blow

you will be guided by practice, thickness of tin, size of instru-

ment, and depth of serrations, the same as in using gold
;

any instrument which will best reach the cavity is admissible

with the above modifications, and in order to meet with the

best results, you must have absolute dryness and use care,

not thinking because it is tm that it will be all right anyway.

Fold the tin into strips of different widths, thicknesses, and

lengths, according to the size and location of the cavity, but

for a large crown or proximal cavity, the strips may be folded

into mats or rolled into cylinders, only more force is required

to condense them, so we generally prefer strips for frail

teeth. To make the most pliable cylinders, cut a strip of

any desired width from a sheet of foil and roll it on a broach,

cutting it off at proper times in order to make cylinders of

different thicknesses. When the cavity is full go over the

tin thoroughly with mallet or hand force, cutting down crown

fillings with burs or corundum wheels, and proximals with

sharp instruments, emery strips or disks ;
after partially

finishing, give the filling another condensing with the

burnisher, then a final trimming and moderate burnishing;

by this method you secure a smooth, hard surface. By trim-

ming fillings before they get wet, you can remedy any defects
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with a sharply serrated phjgger and thin strip of tin, as easily

as if you were using gold.

Generally cavities are prepared the same as for gold,

except the grooves or pits, which should be a trifle larger;

still many cavities can be filled after less excavating than

required for gold, and some proximals in bicuspids and

molars can be well filled without removing the masticating

surface, and here especially should the cavities be cut square

into the teeth so as not to leave a feather edge of tin when

the filling is finished. But usually in proximals we cut the

cervical margin down to a smooth, strong edge, even if it

goes beyond the gum or enamel margin ; now cut a slight

groove across far enough from the margin so that it will not

be broken out, make each end of this groove square or with

slight pits, then from each pit cut a groove which will extend

to the masticating surface. In nearly all proximal cavities

in bicuspids and molars you will find some form of matrix of

great advantage ; we make them of soft steel or German sil-

ver of different degrees of thickness cut out with shears and

file, and bent to suit the case, often using a wooden wedge

to bring them into closer adaptation to the margins. Then
by driving the tin firmly against the matrix you secure a well

condensed surface and the teeth will move apart slightly, so

that with a bevel, or thin plugger, you can force the tin

between the matrix and the edge of the cavity ; thus you will

be sure of having a tight filling, and plenty of material to

finish well ; then after removing the matrix condense with

thin burnishers, and complete the finish same as for gold.

Where no matrix is used, or where it is used and removed

before completing the filling, it is well to trim the cervical

border, for in either case there is more light and room to

work when only a portion of the cavity has been filled. Tin

cuts so much easier than gold we believe that it is more
liable to be trimmed down level with all cervical margins.

Be sure of all margins as you progress, and if the cavity is

deep and a vvide matrix shuts out the light, you can use a

narrow one which can be moved toward the masticating sur-

face as the work progresses. In the incisors and cuspids
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where the labial or palatine wall is intact, this matrix can be

bent at either end as the case requires, so as to make room
for operating. We prefer to save the labial wall and line it

with five layers of semi-cohesive gold folded into a mat and

extended to the outer edge of the cavity ; this gives the

tooth a lighter shade, and bicuspids can be treated in the

same way ; this method was originally used by Dr. Corydon
Palmer. One reason why some operators formerly abandoned

its use in proximal cavities, was because it would crush or

slide out so easily during the process of filling, but this ten-

dency is entirely overcome by using a matrix.

For the last eight years we have been using tin at the

cervical margin of every deep cavity, and we find that it

prevents further decay more often than any metal or com-

bination of metals we have ever seen used. In filling such a

cavity we adjust the rubber-dam, and use a matrix that has

a lip which will pass just beyond the cervical margin
;
this

will generally push the rubber out of the cavity, but if it

does not, then form a wedge of wood and force between the

matrix and the adjoining tooth, thus bringing the matrix

against the cervical margin, and if a small film of rubber

still remains in the cavity, it may be forced out by using

any burnisher which will reach it. We fill from one-fourth

to one-half of the cavity with tin, and complete the remain-

der with gold when the tooth is of good structure; this gives

all the advantages of gold for a masticating surface. Before

beginning with gold, have the tin solid and square across

the cavity, and the rest of the cavity a good retaining form,

the same as for a gold filling; then begin with a strip of

gold slightly annealed and mallet it into the tin, but do not

place too great reliance upon the connection of the two

metals to keep the filling in place. On a similar plan to the

above, we have sometimes filled incisor and cuspid proximal

cavities along the labial margin with gold, when the tooth

was of medium structure. The fee should be reasonably

large, for you can save many teeth for a longer time than

they could have been preserved with cohesive gold. At
present we see no good reason for abandoning this method
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of practice, for time has proved its salvatory effects in hun-

dreds of cases where cohesive gold or amalgam have failed

in one or two years. Every good dentist, with a little prac-

tice, can accomplish all that the writer claims can be done,

as there is no special secret connected therewith.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. E. T. Darby, of Philadelphia, Pa. The author of

this paper has certainly paid a very high, and I don't know
but a very worthy tribute to tin. There is nothing new in

the paper, as far as I know ; the use of tin almost antedates

the use of gold as a filling material. The French first used

lead, then tin ; tin was used as early as 1800 in this country,

to the exclusion of almost every, other material. In the

earlier years of my practice tin-foil was used a good deal

and amalgam very little. There was a prejudice in the

minds of many practitioners against the use of amalgam,
because it was composed of equal parts of silver and tin

combined with mercury. Consequently, the chief metal

used was tin. Soon after I began to practice for myself,

some one suggested to me a good method of preparing tin.

Make an ordinary sand mold and then melt chemically pure

block tin in a spoon and pour it in this mold, making the

tin in the form of a corundum wheel. This is put on a

lathe, then with a very sharp chisel the tin is turned off,

making shavings as thin or thick as desired. They can be

made exceedingly thin, and are exceedingly tough.

During my college days some members of the faculty

said tin would weld, and others said it would not. I took a

tooth to my .room, cut the crown off, and invested the roots

in plaster of paris, restoring the whole crown to its natural

size with tin-foil. I polished it up nicely, then took it to

one of the professors who questioned the cohesive properties

of tin, and said to him, "This tooth has been built up with

ropes of tin on two retaining points." He said :
" You

have melted that tin." I said, '" No sir, I built that up in

my room under the eye of my college mates, and it has

been done as I said." He expressed surprise. I have kept
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that tooth, and show it every year as one of the evidences

of the cohesive properties of tin.

I have always said that tin was one of the best filling

materials we have. I believe more teeth could be saved

with tin than with gold. Whether tin possesses the anti-

septic properties in as great a degree as is claimed by many,
I sometimes question, but I do know that tin has a saving

quality that we do not always find in gold. The method of

combining tin and gold is not new. Dr. Abbott, of Berlin,

was the first advocate of filling teeth with tin and gold.

I have been in the habit of combining tin and gold in some
cavities, but I do not see any especial advantage in it.

I cannot see that the filling is any better by incorporating

the gold with the tin. There is but one disadvantage that

tin possesses, so far as I am aware ; that is its color, but in

all proximal cavities that are not exposed to view, I be-

lieve the average dentist will do as well with tin as with

gold. I believe if the dental profession would use more tin

they would save more teeth. For children's teeth I know
of nothing better for masticating surfaces. A good tin will

condense upon the masticating surfaces of children's teeth,

and I think save them better than anything else. I should

use it much oftener than I do if it were not unsightly in the

mouth. I indorse heartily and emphatically the tribute

which the essayist has paid to tin.

Dr. R. R. Freeman, of Nashville, Tenn. You don't know
how happy I feel to hear the subject of tin foil brought up

before this Congress. I learned something of tin in the den-

tal school, when I had the honor to be upon the stage with

Madam Hirschfeld, when we received our diplomas. I have

written upon tin foil, I have talked upon it and advocated its

use. I remember Dr. Truman said that tin foil was one of

the best fillings, not excepting gold. I know what it is doing,

and I know what it has done for twenty-five years.

All through our southern country we have those who
are using tin foil for its therapeutic properties ; it exerts

that property in children's teeth, hardens them, and it was

only a few years ago that one of our best practitioners said,
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"I must acknowledge that tin does preserve teeth." A
wealthy family was once summering with me, and while there,

their teeth needed some attention ; some of the teeth looked

dark, and I found that the teeth were decaying. It was with

considerable effort that I tried to save those teeth ; and their

dentist came to me with the inquiry why I had filled teeth

for patients with tin, who were abundantly able to pay for

gold. I told him, in order that the teeth might become

developed and hardened under the tin, and that it did so,

was evident by the trouble he had in trying to cut away the

tin fillings. I remember reading an article by Dr. Chase, of

St. Louis, in 1869, advocating the placing of tin oversensitive

dentine, in order to secure a gentle galvanic action ;
the

galvanic action was said to be therapeutic, and hardened the

teeth. I remember a case in which I tried it. I made a tin

disk and adjusted it nicely over the soft dentine, and pro-

ceeded to fill the tooth with gold. After removing the rub-

ber dam, I found the tin had slipped out to the margin and

made a form like a crescent. It was for one of a family

whose teeth were exceedingly soft ; this was a bad tooth,

and was sensitive at the time. I called the patient's atten-

tion to the fact, and watched that tooth with considerable

care ; after three or four years I had to renew the fillings of

teeth that had not been so lined, but this tooth was in a

perfect condition, and it stands to-day since 1869, a perfect

tooth at the cervical margin. I am glad to give my testimony

in behalf of tin foil.

Madam Hirschfeld Tiburtius, of Berlin, Germany.

I heartily endorse the use of tin and gold, after a practice with

this material for twenty-four years. Like Dr. Darby, I have

tested the cohesive properties of tin by building up some
crowns with it. My practice has been mainly confined to

women and children, and I think for filling children's teeth

there is no better material than tin and gold. Sometimes

these fillings were put in when the child was seven or eight

years old, and at the age of seventeen the fillings were still

perfect. I make a filling of tin and gold that looks nearly

as yellow as gold. For this filling two sheets of No. 4 gold
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and one of tin, very thin, are used. It looks just as bright

after having been worn two years as when it was first put in.

Dr. Albert H. Brockway, of Brooklyn, New York.

It is the tendency of all discussions, especially on papers of

this kind, to run into one channel. At the outset I will say,

I am especially pleased with the paper which we have heard

read ; but we must not forget that we have a great variety

of cavities to fill in a great variety of situations, in a great

variety of teeth of different character, so that if we are to

do the best thing for the patient, we should be extremely

eclectic in practice. I think that is a self-evident state-

ment, and the question for us is to determine from discus-

sions and investigation what is the best material to use for

a given case under given conditions. I am a strong believer

in the use of tin foil in such cases as will admit of it. I use

it more or less, and I use it for two reasons especially. The
first is, from its adaptability and the facility with which

saving fillings can be made with it in favorable cases. I am
also inclined strongly to believe in its therapeutic proper-

ties. I am not so sure of this, but experience seems to bear

it out, and consequently it is indicated in soft chalky teeth.

But where the conditions are not favorable for it, we have to

resort to other materials. I use it especially in children's

teeth, for which it has been strongly recommended, and in

which recommendation I quite agree. There are many
cases in children's teeth, however, where it seems to me that

tin foil cannot be used so successfully as other materials,

notably gutta-percha.

I wish simply to speak of the limitations of the usefulness

of tin foil.

Let us take, for instance, the approximal cavities in tem-

porary teeth running into the grinding surface, as they fre-

quently do. In young subjects who present themselves with

such cavities, we have to use something that can be easily

introduced without much preparation of the cavity, and

which is reasonably certain to preserve the teeth for a few

years. For such cases I have found nothing better than

gutta-percha. I have been using the plate (red) gutta-
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percha, not stopping to fill the cavities individually, but

bridging across to the neighboring tooth, which is almost

always decayed, and I have had most satisfactory results.

With this method of practice, in conjunction with the use

of nitrate of silver, as exemplified by Dr. Stebbins, I have

been able to do what I consider saving work for children's

teeth with less trouble than with any other means I have

ever employed.

Dr. Gordon White, of Nashville, Tennessee. I claim

for tin, after having used it for nine years, that it is the best

filling material that has yet been given our profession,

excepting that it will not stand friction. I think it is the

best tooth preserver that we have. When I first commenced

using tin, I combined it with gold, and found that the two

foils worked very harshly in my hands ; but after using it a

couple of years in that way, I began to use the foils sepa-

rately, filling the larger portion of the cavity with tin, and

then filling over it with gold. I simply throw that out as a

suggestion. I find it works very much softer when you

introduce the foils separately.

Dr. C. S. Stockton, Newark, New Jersey. The wheels

of time go around, and it does not seem possible that

twenty-five years ago I sat in the same room and listened to

the same lectures as my friend from Germany (Madam
Tiburtius), and now, as one of the officers of this Congress,

I heartily welcome her to America and to this Section.

Again, the cycles of time roll around, and it seems that they

come in certain periods of longer or shorter duration. We
advocate for a time one thing and then another. It is in

the recollection of every one in this room when copper

amalgam was the great thing to save poor teeth. I think

we are all willing to admit to-day that copper amalgam was

and is as great a fad as the dancing girls of Midway
Plaisance.

It is not necessary for me to go over the ground so well

covered by Dr. Darby ; but there are people come to us who
are unable to pay the large fees requisite in cases where we

would use gold. I recall to mind two fillings that 1 saw
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only a short time since, which were put in twenty-three

years ago, I think. They were central incisors. I filled

those teeth by a plan recommended by Dr. Palmer, using

mats of Abbey's soft foil packed up against the labial sur-

faces of the enamel, filling the balance of the teeth with tin

foil. They are in as good condition to-day as they were

twenty-three years ago. It is necessary and right to save

the teeth of those who are not able to pay the large expense

of gold work, and if we have a material that will save teeth,

it seems to me it is our duty to use it. Tin is one of the

best materials for saving teeth, and we should use it more

than we do.

Dr. W. St. George Elliott, of London, England. It

is to me a very great pleasure to return to this country and

find that tin is at least beginning to have a large number of

advocates. In Europe we all look upon Dr. Abbott, in

Berlin, as the father of modern dentistry there, whether you

call him an American or not. He was one of the earliest,

though not the first, to use tin foil. He was one of the ear-

liest to advocate it, and he used it very successfully in his

practice, and his son-in-law. Dr. Miller, took it up, as did

Dr. Jenkins, of Dresden. For ten years I have used it very

largely ; I have averaged from four to five or six fillings a

day with tin and gold. The greatest advantage of tin and

gold has not been spoken of. You know if you get a

preparation of tin and gold in correct proportions, there is

practically a chemical union between the two, and you get

not only hardness, but a certain amount of expansion. It is

exceedingly valuable in filling crown cavities of molars. Its

hardness is not immediately gotten; it takes from one to

three years to harden. Its color is its disadvantage; it

approaches that of amalgam. If you will use certain pro-

portions you will get a better color, but you get it at the

expense of hardness.

Dr. James Truman, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. It is

with a great deal of gratification that I find tin foil is

coming up again with honor. I have long been satisfied

that the profession has lost much in the abandonment of
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this material, and perhaps the reason has been largely due
to the fact that tin foil originally, as my friend Dr. Darby
said, was not well made. Then again, less attention was
paid to having the surfaces of the tin clean, and also from

the fact that very few who practiced with this material used

it as I would, that is, strictly upon the cohesive prmciplc. In

using tin foil, it is necessary, as far as my observation goes,

that the foil be packed in the cavity as solidly as gold.

When this is accomplished, you have a filling that will

resist wear upon occluding surfaces. I have tested this for

years, and I find that the surfaces filled with this character

of material last well from twenty to twenty-five years.

Tin foil is much better adapted for use in soft teeth. It

has been asserted that it is more valuable for children's

teeth, but I would place it in all teeth except perhaps the

anterior teeth ; though I would not hesitate to fill these

when of a chalky character. Instead of universally using

amalgam, take tin, and it will be found more valuable in its

place than any other material. I agree with my friend Dr.

Darby in regard to its use at the cervical border, and I

remember very well when in Dresden, on one occasion, in

Dr. Jenkins' office, he said to me, " I cannot, as some other

men seem to do, preserve the cervical border of tueth with

gold, and therefore I invariably use tin and gold." This was
correct practice, not only for him, but for others in treating

this vulnerable part of the cavity.

One word in regard to tin and gold. I have used it to

some extent, and have seen Dr. Abbott operate with it in

Berlin. I agree fully with Dr. Miller's conclusions regard-

ing it, and am satisfied that it has a positive value as a fill-

ing material. One thing that has not been spoken of in the

discussion thus far is that tin and gold can be placed in wet,

and if it is placed in wet it is better than when drv, owing
to the action of the fluids of the mouth doubtless producing

galvanic action between the two metals, practically resulting

in an alloy of great density. I remember on one occasion I

was obliged to remove an anterior approximal filling of Dr.

Abbott's, a tin and gold filling, and I found that the tin and
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gold was as hard as amalgam, and I experienced great diffi-

cult}' in cutting it out. If we can reach this condition with

tin and gold properly placed, it, in my opinion, should prove

in many cases invaluable.

A MEMBER. I would like to know if tin is cohesive

under water?

Dr. Truman. Not very, but I have filled cavities under

water. If you make a filling from shavings, you get the

most cohesive property possible.

Dr. a. W. Freeman, Chicago, Illinois. None have yet

spoken of finishing tin foil with gold that I remember. I

fill approximal cavities nearly full, or three-fourths full,

oftentimes with tin and gold or tin alone, and then finish

with gold, using sometimes first a little soft gold and then

finishing with cohesive gold. If you have your masticating

s-urfaces carefully prepared, and if you are careful about

some little under cuts, you can very often make a filling

that will be just as durable as any gold filling you can put

in. I have been surprised in looking back over my expe-

rience for eight or nine years to see how beautifully tin and

gold, finished with gold, has preserved the teeth. The first

cases I remember to have had my attention drawn to were

by Dr. Allport, who is now deceased. He said he used

cohesive gold on the outside; now we use more tin and less

gold, but always wrap the tin on the inside of the gold.

I had a patient who went across the water, and was gone

one or two years. When she went away I thought she

would have to visit some dentists. The time was short, and

I filled bicuspids and molars on the approximal surfaces

with tin and- gold, and I rejoice to-day that those fillings are

there after over five years, and that when I went to cut out

part of one I found the condition that has been referred to

by Dr. Truman, namely, the fillings so excessively hard that

I could hardly cut them. I think there is a chemical action

of the gold and tin combined. Perhaps we get the same
thing when lining the walls of the cavity with gold, and then

using tin. I endorse the use of tin and gold, and especially

do I believe in its chemical action.

Adjourned.
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SECOND SESSION.

The Section was called to order on Wednesday, August

l6th, at 2:30 P. M., by Dr. D. N. McQuillen.

The following paper was then read by Dr. Emil Schreier,

of Vienna, Austria:

DIE BEHANDLUNG INFICIRTER WURZELCANÄLE MIT

KALIUM-NATRIUM.

Von Dr. p;mil Schreier, Wien, Österreich.

Ich habe mir die grosse Freiheit genommen, mich in

dieser angesehenen Versammlung zum Worte zu melden,

weil ich hoffe, dass meine Ausführungen wegen ihrer Wich-

tigkeit für die tägliche Praxis bei einem grossen Theile der

Anwesenden Interesse zu erregen, im Stande sein werden.

Es ist meine Absicht, Ihrer Begutachtung ein Verfahren

der antiseptischen Behandlung von inficirten Wurzelcanälen

vorzulegen, welches wegen der grossen Einfachheit und

Leichtigkeit seiner Anwendung, und wegen der vielen aus-

gezeichneten Resultate, die damit bi.sher erzielt wurden,

würdig ist, Gegenstand der Berathung einer so ausgezeich-

neten Körperschaft zu werden. Ich meine, die von mir ein-

geführte Behandlung mit Kalium-Natrium.

Ich werde mich, um kurz zu sein, darauf beschränken,

den dieser Methode zu Grunde liegenden Gedankengang zu

entwickeln. Sollte es mir gelingen, dadurch das Interesse

der Zuhörer zu erregen, so wird ohne Zweifel eine Discussion

sich entspinnen, und ich werde Gelegenheit haben, mich

ausführlicher über diesen Gegenstand, den ich genau durch-

gearbeitet habe, zu äussern.

Gelangt ein Zahn mit einer gangränösen oder abgestorbe-

nen Pulpa zur Behandlung, so steht der Arzt vor der Auf-

gabe, aus einem capillaren Canale eine breiige, wenig con-

sistente Masse so weit als möglich auszuräumen und, nach-

dem dieses geschehen, in denselben Canal zum Zwecke der

Desinficirung ein Antisepticum einzuführen. Sie alle wis-

sen, welcher Aufwand von Zeit, Mühe und Geschicklichkeit

zur Vornahme dieser Operation nothwendig ist. Für den
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mittelmässigen Zahnarzt ist es in vielen Fällen schon so

schwierig, mit einer dünnen Nadel den Canal nur zu sondi-

ren, dass er gar nicht daran denken kann, ihn auszuräumen,

oder gar zu füllen, und von der Erhaltung des Zahnes ab-

sehen muss.

Diese Ausräumung nun ist nicht nothwendig, wenn es

gelingt, den septischen Inhalt des Canales innerhalb dessel-

ben in einen aseptischen zu verwandeln, und die Operation

wird bedeutend erleichtert, wenn es möglich wird, diese

Umwandlung durch blose Einführung einer Nervnadel zu

erreichen.

Meine Methode nun sucht die erste Bedingung durch

eine chemische Zersetzung des jauchigen Inhaltes zu erfül-

len, wobei der Wurzelcanal als Epronvette zu dienen hat;

die zweite, indem sie dazu ein Material verwendet, welches

mit Leichtigkeit auf eine Nervnadel aufzunehmen ist, und

genügend haftet, um an derselben in den Canal eingeführt

zu werden.

Dieses Material nun, welches sie hier sehen, besteht aus

Kalium und Natrium in metallischem Zustande. Ich stosse

durch den Paraffinverschluss eine beliebige Nervnadel ein.

Sie sehen, dass ein ganz leichter quecksilber-ähnlicher Belag

an ihr haftet. Ich tauche nun die Nadel in das neben-

stehende Glas Wasser; die Nadel beschreibt darin eine feue-

rige Bahn. In den zu behandelnden Wurzelcanale nun be-

findet sich Jauche. Diese besteht aus Wasser und den

Zerfallsproducten von Eiweisskörpern, zu welchen insbe-

sondere Fette und Fettsäuren gehören. Diese Zerfallspro-

ducte sind unter der Einwirkung von Bactérien entstanden,

und können den verschiedensten Formen, die sich demge-

mäss auch darin finden, zur Nahrung dienen. Wenn ich

nun mein Präparat an der Nervnadel in den Canal einführe,

so wird der wässerige Inhalt unter bedeutender Wärmeent-

wicklung zersetzt. Es bildet sich Kalium und Natriumhy-

droxyd, welches von den in der Jauche befindlichen Fetten

zu Seife gebunden wird. Demgemäss wird der Ihnen allen

genügend bekannte gangränöse Geruch sofort in einen deut-

lich seifigen umgewandelt. Ein Theil der Alkalien wird
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nicht gebunden, sondern bleibt frei. Bekanntlich haben

AlkaHen die Fähigkeit Eiweisskörper in lösshche Form zu

bringen. Dadurch werden die der Wand des Wurzelcanales

etwa anheftenden Gewebsfetzen losgelöst, die Wände des

Canales werden macerirt, und es ist eher, als bei jedem ande-

ren bisher verwendeten Mittel, ein Eindringen in die Dentin-

canälchen und eine Zerstörung ihres organischen Inhaltes

möglich. Sie sehen leicht ein, dass in Folge dessen, die

sonst so häufig auftretende unschöne Verfärbung unterblei-

ben wird, sowie, dass die kalkhaltige Zahnsubstanz keinerlei

Schaden durch die Behandlung nehmen kann.

Ich habe also, indem ich das Kalium in den Nervcanal

eingeführt habe, sofort erreicht, dass ich die vorhandenen

Bactérien, theils durch die erzeugte Hitze, theils durch die

gebildeten chemischen Producte getödtet habe ; ich habe

den Inhalt des Canales in eine sterile, wahrscheinlich sogar

antiseptische Masse umgewandelt und dadurch verhindert,

dass wieder Bactérien sich ansiedeln können ; ich habe Alles

gethan, was dem definitiven Verschlusse des Zahnes voraus-

zugehen hat.

Die nun von selbst sich aufdrängenden Fragen, ob durch

die Reaction nicht Theilchen des septischen Inhaltes vor

erfolgter Sterilisirung durch das foraviai apicalc ausgetrie-

ben werden und die Alveole inficiren, ob eine Abtödtung
der Bactérien sicher nachgewiesen ist, und ob endlich das

Präparat genügend fest an der Nervnadel haftet, um leicht

in den Canal eingeführt zu werden, wird mir, in befriedigen-

der Weise zu beantworten, nicht schwer fallen. Ich hoffe,

Gelegenheit zu bekommen, meine Methode am Lebenden
demonstriren zu können, und sie werden sehen, wie die ver-

setzte Jauche nach dem Orte des geringsten Widerstandes,

also der Pulpenkammcrmündung des Canales, ausweicht und
neben der eingeführten Nadel hervorquillt. Besser, als alle

theoretischen Deductionen aber, beweisen die Erfolge der

Praxis die Grundlosigkeit dieser Befürchtungen. Es existi-

ren bereits von verschiedenen Seiten Mittheilungen über die

mit dem Präparate in der Praxis erzielten Erfolge. Sämmt-
liche äussern sich sehr befriedirend darüber. Das wäre
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nicht möglich, wenn in einer nennenswerthen Anzahl von

Fällen auf die angeführte Weise eine Infection der Alveole

erfolgte.

Dass die Bactérien getödtet werden, habe ich durch Cul-

turversuche nachgewiesen, mit deren ausführlicher Beschrei-

bung ich sie nicht ermüden will. Die Möglichkeit auf dem
von mir dazu eingeschlagenen Wege organisches Leben zu

vernichten, wird kaum Jemand ernstlich bezweifeln. Dass

das Präparat genügend fest an der Nadel haftet, davon

werde ich Sie am Besten überzeugen, indem ich es mit der

Nadel circuliren lasse.

Ueber verschiedene noch schwebende Fragen werde ich

wohl Gelegenheit bekommen, mich in der Discussion zu äus-

sern. Ich glaube aber nicht, besonders erwähnen zu müssen,

dass meine Behandlung nur unter Cofferdam vorgenommen
werden sollte. In dieser Versammlung wird das Jeder als

selbstverständlich voraussetzen. Es ist weiter natürlich, dass

man mit dem Präparat vorsichtig umzugehen hat. Aber mit

dieser Vorsicht angewendet, ist das Präparat vollständig

ungefährlich.

Eine andere Frage ist es, ob die vorhandenen, bisher ge-

übten Methoden der Wurzelbehandlung nicht so gute Resul-

tate ergeben, dass es unvorsichtig wäre, wieder eine neue zu

versuchen.

Ich glaube nun sagen zu dürfen, dass meine Behandlungs-

methode auf sicherer Grundlage aufgebaut ist und von

klaren Voraussetzungen ausgeht. Was Leichttigkeit und
Raschheit der Ausführung and Wahrscheinlichkeit des Er-

folges anbelangt, ist sie jeder anderen Methode reichlich

ebenbürtig. Ohne besondere Vorbereitung, ohne umstand

liehe Hilfsmittel wird mit Hilfe meines Präparates Jeder-

sofern er nur einige Sorgfalt walten lässt, mühelos, rasch und

beinahe sicher arg verfallene Zähne erhalten können. Da-

durch wird aber die Wohlthat der Wurzelbehandlung den

grossen Massen zugänglich.

Insofern nun, als der grösste Theil der Bevölkerung ge-

zwungen ist, seine Zähne verfallen zu lassen, weil er die Mit-

tel nicht besitzt, rechtzeitig die Hilfe des Zahnarztes in
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Anspruch zu nehmen, stehe ich nicht an, 7.u behaupten, dass

meine Methode einen bedeutenden Fortschritt in der Wur-

zelbehandlung darstellt, und wage es, Sie zu bitten, meine

Ausführungen Ihrer eingehenden Beachtung zu würdigen.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. E. T. Darby, of Philadelphia, Pa. I would like to

ask if these chemically prepared needles vary in size and can

be used in extremely small roots; and also if it is a painful

operation?

Dr. Schreier. The operation is not painful at all,

because the teeth are not sensitive.

A MEMBER. Can you regulate the heat by the strength

of the chemical preparation which you use?

Dr. Schreier. No, not at all. I can only regulate it

by taking more or less of the preparation. If you take too

much of the preparation it is dangerous, because it might

cause an explosion. It is therefore always better to take as

little as you can on your needle and repeat the operation

three or four times, as you deem necessary.

Dr. J. R. Callahan, of Cincinnati, O. I know nothing

about the chemical combination ; I have been using this prep-

aration for some time. The heat evolved is perfectly harm-

less. I have tried several experiments, and have put water in

the tooth and used a larger quantity of the preparation to

see if it would cause any damage, but I do not think I ever

injured a tooth in any way by doing so. I have not had

a single case of complaint of pain in the introduction of it.

Dr. p. J. Kester, of Chicago. I would like to ask Dr.

Schreier what his after-treatment is when he has used this

preparation in the root canal ?

Dr. Schreier. I beg you to bear in mind that I do not

recommend any further treatment, because every man may
proceed with the treatment as he is accustomed to. Some
fill the canal with cotton, others with oxyphosphate, while

others do not fill it at all. I only wish to give you an

account of my process of cleansing the canal. This manner

of procedure in my opinion is certain, and I am quite con-
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vinced that all injuiy that may follow such treatment arises

-wholly from micrococci, and if you have a putrescent or

destroyed pulp you have always to deal with micrococci.

You must always wait some days to give an opportunity

for the wound to heal. Such a wound cannot heal without

producing some secretion.

Dr. Kester. I do not think you entirely understood

my question. I want to know how you wash the canals

after using the preparation.

Dr. Schreier. After using the preparation the canal is

filled with a soapy matter as the result of the chemical

action. I wash the canals with water, or I prefer to take

some weak solution of carbolic acid and water, so as to be

sure not to carry into the canal any bacteria. For getting

out all the particles of the soapy matter, I wrap a few fibres

of cotton around the broach, dampen it with water, and

then revolve it rapidly in the canal, because the soapy mat-

ter is soluble in water. This procedure will quickly clean

the canal.

Dr. a. H. Brockway, of Brooklyn, N. Y. I have had

some experience with this preparation, and I suppose that

experience will be valuable to those who have not used it.

Some weeks ago I got the preparation and have used it in

quite a number of cases, and I must say I am extremely'

pleased with the results so far. The question has been asked

with regard to the danger of producing too great a heat by

its use. I have not experienced any trouble from that; but

in the first instance of using it I got a little fourth of July

pyrotechnic display, by using too great a quantity and inad-

vertently getting a droj) of water on it. It startled mc, but

the patient did not see it, because his mouth was covered

with the rubber dam. The question has been asked in what

manner can the soapy contents of the canal be gotten rid

of; my method is to use barbed instruments, but I mainly

rely upon hot water, which is one of the best disinfectants,

and water being a solvent of the soap, when the canal is

thoroughly syringed out with that, you have it in as whole-

some a condition as you could desire. With the further
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treatment I suppose every dentist knows just how to pro-

ceed.

Dr. W. T. Reeves, of Chicago. I have used the prepa-

ration since May in about a dozen cases, and the patients

did not know anything about the heat developed by the

chemical action. In removing the soapy contents of the

canal I have used peroxide of hydrogen, and after drying

the canal thoroughly with cotton, put in some essential oil

and leave it there for a week, and then I find that the canals

have a cleaner feeling than by any other method I have

used. I ha\e used it in two cases where I could not remove
all of the pulp from the mesial canal of lower molars, and it

was successful.

Dr. Schreier. It is of course dangerous if you use too

much of the preparation, because it is explosive.

Dr. J. G. Reiu, of Chicago. What is the proportion of

sodium and potassium?

Dr. Schreier. It is not a fixed quantity, but usually

I use two parts of sodium to one of potassium, prepared in

such a manner that it will adhere to the nerve broach.

Dr. W. V. B. Ames, of Chicago. I would like to know
in what sort of cases this preparation would be used ? Would
it be used in a case where the pulp had been de\'itali7.ed a

day or two, or two or three weeks ?

Dr. Schreier. I use it immediately after destroying

the pulp if there is insensibility. Any hemorrhage will be

stopped by the introduction of the preparation.

Dr. Ames. Would this combination of sodium and

potassium act the same on the blood as upon pus?

Dr. Schreier. It would.

Dr. Ames. I want to know whether in Dr. Schreier's

experience there is much after-inflammation for a few days.

Dr. Schreier. No. There is no soreness following the

application. W^e should bear in mind that soreness follow-

ing such a treatment may ha\'e been established before this

treatment was applied.

Dr. Ames. The reason wh\- I asked this question is,

that I have adopted a treatment somewhat similar to this.
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I have used nitrate of silver for removing devitalized pulp

tissue from the canals. After using nitrate of silver, I

always expect inflammation within a few days. This being

a somewhat similar process, I want to know in what per-

centage of cases you have inflammation. In the method I

employ I always expect inflammation to follow.

Dr. Schreier. If a patient presents himself with a

sore tooth I proceed in the same manner as I do with the

others. I cannot give the exact percentage of cases of

inflammation.

Dr. Otto Arnold, of Columbus, Ohio. Would Dr.

Schreier's method of treatment be different from what he

has explained if there had been absorption in the apex of

the tooth ; or if a blind abscess was present, would there be

any difference in the process then ?

Dr. Schreier. I do not make any change in the treat-

ment; I always find that the fistulous openings close after

three or four days.

Dr. Florestan Aguilar, of Cadiz, Spain. I desire to

say a few words and to give my experience with the prepa-

ration referred to. I received a sample of it last September.

I have used this preparation in all sorts of cases where the

pulp had been devitalized for a long time, and also in cases

where the pulp has been devitalized only for two or three

days ; and I have used it in teeth which had abscesses, and

my experience has almost always been satisfactory. In very

few cases have I met with failure, but I did not blame the

preparation. I think everybody has some failures in treating

root canals. I am very much pleased with the result of this

preparation of sodium and potassium. I have gone a little

further than Dr. Schreier in the employment of the prepara-

tion. He says he waits two or three days. I desire to say

that I have had as good results by filling the canals immedi-

ately after cleaning them. I am always very careful in

removing the rubber dam, because if you let a little drop of

the preparation fall on the cheek or gums it is apt to leave

an injury on the face or gum, which is very painful to the

patient. The heat evolved, and which has been spoken of

in the discussion, is of comparatively no account.
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Dr. h. J. McKei.I.OPS. of St. Louis, Mo. I am very

much interested in this subject, having tried for many years

to save pulpless teeth. In upper molars, you can get into

the posterior buccal and the palatine roots, but when you

come to the anterior buccal root v.'hat can you do? It is

practice that shows me what these things amount to. When
I started out to treat pulp canals, we used creasote, and I

have a case of thirty-five years that is standing to-day. That

tooth was treated and filled with creasote, and it was cured

simplv by that treatment. The case was brought from the

South, by Dr. Clark, of New Orleans, formerly of St. Louis.

When you insert cotton in the canal with a broach, suppose

you break the broach off. You have these things to contend

with, and there is not one man in a thousand who can do all

he says he can in treating these canals.

Dr. S. S. Harris, of Helena. Mont. I can endorse

what Dr. McKellops has said. I have seen some of his

delicate and expert work in the last three years in Montana,

in the case of a young lady for whom he operated seven

years ago.

Dr. H. E. Beach, of Clarksville, Tenn. I want to en-

dorse a feature set forth by the essayist, that is, the necessity

for the destruction of all septic matter that is found in the

tooth. His method is a good one. We all know that there

is nothing that will destroy germs more readily and certainly

than fire, and because of our knowledge of that fact there

have been many inventions for drying out the roots of teeth

where the pulp is dead. It seems to me that this method

which has been introduced b\' the essayist is an eas}- one,

because we can use very fine broaches. Wherever you can

get a broach you can produce heat. I admit that the same

thing can be done by the use of electricity. When you

throw an electric current on to a piece of metal in the root

of a tooth it is impossible to know to what extent that cur-

rent is burning the tooth. With the method that has been

outlined we ha\'e some knowledge of the amount of heat

that has been produced. The idea of getting saponaceous

matter out of the canal, after it has been changed to that
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condition, is to me a very plain one. There are so many
solvents for soap, that the best way to get the saponaceous

matter out of the canal is to wash the canal out. In the

tubuli there may be some remnants of septic matter from

suppuration or otherwise, and you can use the same remedy,

changing the contents into soapy matter, and washing it out

thoroughly with alcohol, then evaporate the alcohol, and put

in your filling with some degree of certainty as to whether

or not your tubuli are filled with septic matter.

Dr. J. E. HiNKlNS, of Chicago. I endorse the ingredients

of kalium-natrium. It is a scientific preparation, and its

chemical action is likewise. I want to say a word of caution,

however, about this compound, and it is this, that all sodium

and potassium compounds are soluble in water. There is

no better preparation to clean out this compound than water.

I hardly think that any dentist puts a preparation in a tooth

and depends upon its antiseptic properties to save the tooth.

If he does, there will be a chemical mass and he will soon have

decomposition.

The following paper was then read :

OXYPHOSPHATES.

By W. V. B. Ames, D.D.S., Chicago.

It is from a physical rather than a chemical standpoint

that we can look into the subject of oxyphosphate cements

most profitably for the reason, that in such cements at our

command, there is less difference in their chemical than in

their physical characteristics.

It is to call attention to these physical variations, to

classify them, and give the conclusions arrived at after

several years experimentation, that this paper is written.

The combination of elements—hydrogen, phosphorus, and

oxygen—can exist under such an infinite variety of condi-

tions and properly be termed phosphoric acid that much
might be said of these conditions, physical and chemical,

ranging from pure ortho-phosphoric to pyro-phosphoric and

on to mcta-phosj:)horic without deriving much more benefit
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tlian to simply state that, in all cements known to me at

present, with two exceptions, the acid is intended to be

either pure ortho-phosphoric or an ortho-phosphoric solution

of alkaline phosphates. Meta-phosphoric acid can only be

utilized by converting it into ortho-phosphoric by boiling with

an excess of water.

In a very few of the cements upon the market the liquid

seems to be t[uite pure ortho-phosphoric acid, the large

majority having a liquid in which the working properties of

the cement have been modified by making an acid solution

of an alkaline phosphate, or by using the glacial meta-phos-

phoric acid from which to make the ortho-phosphoric. This

glacial acid is usually made from sodium phosphate and

retains a considerable quantity of this compound, on which

depends its glassy nature, pure meta-phosphoric acid being

softer.

In either case the result is the same. I propose to claim

that any oxyphosphate cement in which such an adulterated

acid is used, is inferior to one in which pure ortho-phosphoric

is used under proper conditions. My reasons for claiming

this are that the adulteration, while it gives some desirable

working qualities, detracts from the definite cr}-stallization,

and also that it remains in the hardened mass as a soluble

material which, by its solution in the fluids of the mouth,

necessarily renders the cement less permanent. The alkaline

phosphates are all soluble in water, and these are the only

phosphates which will remain in solution in phosphoric acid

for any considerable time. All metallic phosphates in such

solution will in time recrystallize, partly or wholly, which

precludes their use for the purpose of modifying the working

properties of cements. The object accomplished by the

addition of phosphates to phosphoric acid is, in cement, to

retard the setting and render it less caustic. A reliable oxy-

phosphate cement is, I consider, necessarily one that is

irritating to pulp or other vital tissue. The cements in

which I believe ortho-phosphoric, unadulterated by alkaline

phosphates, to be used, are Justi's Insoluble, Justi's Lapides-

cent, Ames' Crystalline, the Harvard of Richter of Berlin,
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Eisfelder's Dental Porcelain, which is simply oxyphosphate

of zinc, made in Germany, Globe, made in Germany, the

Concrete made in Germany for Claudius Ash & Sons, and

Poulson's Mineral Plombe. I suspect that there are others

of the German cements that would come under this class,

but I have only been able to test these. I will not enumerate

those in which I have found the alkaline adulteration of the

acid, but will say that I have gone to some pains to secure

all on the market. There are cements upon the market

which are labeled and advertised as pyro-phosphates.

Although these are meritorious preparations, I am skeptical

as to the reliability of this form, because of extensive en-

deavors on my own part to utilize pyro-phosphoric acid for the

purpose. An occasional specimen will be all that could be

desired, but the impossibility of duplicating it with any

degree of exactness causes me to handle with unusual caution

any cement in which the acid is of this variety.

The conditions under which pyro-phosphoric acid is pro-

duced render the obtaining of a definite article extremely

difficult, and if this were not the case I am of the opinion

that there is no advantage in the use of pyro-phosphoric acid

over the ortho-phosphoric.

In cement powders there is less difïerence chemically than

in the liquids, but physically they differ very radically.

The basis of all light colored cement powders is oxide of

zinc. This material can exist under many physical condi-

tions, and yet be simply ZnO. There is the ordinary zinc

white, which is amorphous and does not answer any useful

purpose as a cement ingredient until it has been vitrified.

After thorough vitrification and subsequent pulverizing the

specific gravity and physical characteristics have been radi-

cally changed. There arc various forms of crystalline oxide

of zinc produced chemically but having invariably the

same composition. It is my belief that a thoroughly

crystalline zinc oxide is much better adapted to the require-

ments of an ideal oxyphosphate cement than the vitrified

amorphous oxide. The crystalline oxide is pleasanter to

maniinilatc, giving freedom from that curdy, clotty condition
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SO objectionable during mixintj, and gi\'ing a harder, more

durable mass after setting.

The crystalline oxide is also better adapted to be used in

connection with straight ortho-phosphoric acid than is the

vitrified. So it is in the cements in which this acid is used

that we naturall}' find the best samples of crystalline oxide.

The difficulty is apt to be that this crystalline oxide is not

in a sufficiently fine state of division, and a cement that is

practical as a filling or pulp capping material may not be

adapted for crown setting. I have found that I can get

better results by using a cr}-stalline oxide such as the Har-

vard or Ames, witii many of the adulterated liquids, than

by using the oxide that is furnished with them. Then with

the group of cements in which ortho-phosphoric acid with-

out alkaline adulteration, is furnished, I find that I can use

the powders which are most satisfactor}', with the liquids of

those in which the powders are not adapted to some pur-

poses, as will be seen in the following description of these

cements.

In the Har\'ard cement of the variet)- furnisiied with acid

which is permanently licjuid the powder is almost if not ([uite

identical with that furnished with the crystallized acid. This

powder is thoroughly crystalline, and in a very fine state of

division. The difference physically in the cements furnished

from this source (Dr. Otto Hoffman, Berlin), is that this one

sets rather >lowly, too much so for most practical purposes,

the crystallization being so slow that the surface is some-

what effected by saliva after having been kept dry for a

longer time than is usually practicable.

A more rapici crystallization can be obtained b\' using

with the acid of this cement the Ames powder.

Eisfelder's dental porcelain, so called, is essentiall)- a fill-

ing cement, as the powder is too coarse for any work in which

cement is to be pressed from a small ajîcrture as in crown

setting, or similar operations. It has the characteristics of

a good filling cement. By using with the licjuid, either

Harvard or Ames powder, a good crown cement is obtained,

the Harvard powder giving slower setting than Ames', but

either being rapid on account of the nature of the acid.
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The Globe cement is similar to Eisfelder's in that the

powder is very coarse. The liquid does not give such rapid

setting when mixed with Harvard or Ames powder, and

these combinations can be used to advantage for crown set-

ting, etc.

Concrete cement comes nearer being generally useful

than Eisfelder's or the Globe, because the liquid is of a

proper nature and the powder is in a fairly fine state of di-

vision. Rather better working qualities can be obtained,

however, by using with this liquid the Harvard or Ames
powders.

Justi's Insoluble cement is too well known to need much
comment here. It was for years the most reliable cement

upon the American market, and depended for its superiority

upon the facts that it was the only one in which the liquid

did not contain an alkaline adulteration, and the powder was

of a crystalline nature. The powder, however, was at times

too coarse to allow of the cement being used for crown set-

ting. The liquid of this cement has been quite extensively

used to advantage with the powders of others.

Justi's Lapidescent cement, a recent production, has a

liquid differing but slightly from the Insoluble, and a pow-

der that is much finer and better adapted to crown setting

than its predecessor, but not as practical for filling, as it is

less crystalline and does not give that desirable crispness ob-

tained by using a crystalline powder. Most satisfactory

results can be obtained with the Lapidescent liquid and

Harvard powder. From this combination I have derived

great satisfaction in crown, bridge and inlay setting. It

allows sufficient time in mixing and handling, will press out

through small apertures, and harden rapidly enough for

ordinary purposes. While some of the other combinations

seem to be about the same, this is the one which I have

made most practical use of and which I feel that I can

safely recommend.

Ames' Crystalline cement is a compound which was got-

ten together when I was at a loss for a cement suited to my
needs. I was able to produce a thoroughly crystalline
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powder in a fine state of division and a liquid which would

i^ive a very satisfactory crystallization, with some desirable

working qualities. If Justi's Lapidescent and the Harvard

had been obtainable a few years earlier, or if I had been

familiar with Ash & Sons' Concrete, the Ames Crystalline

would never have been produced. My efforts have, how-

ever, given me an insight into the peculiarities and proper-

erties of phosphoric acid and oxide of zinc, which enables

me to use the cements obtainable to better advantage.

A practical test of the value of cement is to place a bit of

partly hardened combination of liquid and powder in the

mouth and allow the hardening to proceed while immersed

in saliva, using the organs of taste to test it for alkaline

adulteration and the teeth to judge of its hardness. I

seldom use cement at my chair without taking notice of its

action by placing a bit of the surplus into my mouth. A
cement in which the acid contains an alkaline phosphate

will have an alkaline taste that will continue to an extent

for all time. Any of these herein mentioned as ha\-ing

ortho-phosphoric acid unadulterated with alkaline phos-

phates will have a decided acid taste for a moment and then

give no signs of solution. There are other oxyphosphate

cements which, on account of color, cannot be made use of

extensively, and need not be mentioned with these zinc

oxide cements on which we will probably continue to place

our main reliance.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. E. T. Darby, of Philadelphia, Pa. I am surprised

that Dr. Ames said so little about the value of Poulson's

cement. I have never found anything equal to it. I think

he very rightly spoke in the highest terms of Eisfelder's

cement, but it is not fit for crown or bridge setting, it sets

too quickly, it cannot be squeezed through a small aperture.

Neither of these cements is suitable for crown or bridge

setting, but the Ash & Sons' cement is best for that purpose.

I would like to ask why Dr. Ames said so little about Eis-

felder's and Poulson's cements.
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Dr. Ames. I said very little for the reason that in my
experience Poulson's acid has not been uniform on account

of its crystalline nature. I have always believed that this

is pyro-phosphoric acid, and it is very difficult to produce

that of a uniform character. Another reason I did not

speak highly of Poulson's Mineral Plombe is that it has not

a highly crystalline powder, and after the cement is pretty

thoroughly crystallized it will drag somewhat under the in-

strument. You can use the powder of the Harvard cement
and get more satisfaction than with the other.

Dr. H. J. McKellops, of St. Louis, Mo. I am a little

astonished that the essayist did not allude to oxyphosphate
as a filling material. I look upon oxyphosphate as a great

thing in filling children's teeth, or the teeth of persons where
gold work will not stand. Take a young child, and you can

nurse its teeth with oxyphosphates until a time when you
can fill with gold, and you will not find any decay where
oxyphosphate filling is put in properly and the tooth prop-

erly prepared. When you remove it you do not find any
decay. Tell me any other preparation that we have got

where that does not occur with any filling you may put in?

A Voice. Tin.

Dr. McKellops. I can save more teeth in children by
the use of oxyphosphate where everything else fails. The
fillings wear out, some in one year, some in three or four or

five, but they can be replaced. I believe I have one in my
mouth that has been there twenty years. This is a question

I want the profession to think a little about. I want the young
men of the profession, those who are ambitious to succeed,

to become artists, and not amalgam stuffers—men who will

do some good to themselves and to the profession. I want
every man in the profession to try oxyphosphate, and at

some future time tell me wliat he thinks of it. I take

children and fill their teeth with oxyphosphate until they

are twelve or fourteen years of age, and then I put in gold.

I have good mouths in which to do my work, and the fillings

do my patients some good.

Dr. J. R. Knapp, of New Orleans, La. Considerable in-
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struction has been afforded by the reading of the able paper

to which we have just listened. One point was not touched

upon, which I think is very important, and that is, in the

setting of crowns or bridges, we desire a cement that will

set rather slowly, and yet be hard when it is crystallized.

There are directions accompanying the packages of some of

the cements mentioned to-day, giving a process by which the

setting is accomplished slowly ; in other words, it does not

set quite so rapidly when instructions are followed. One of

the instructions is to place ice water inside of a bottle and

then mix the cement on the bottle. I have tried that, and

find that water condensed on the outside of the bottle and

mixed with the powder materially interferes with the working

qualities of the cement. This point was not touched upon

by the essayist, and I hope he will give us some information

on it.

Dr. H. a. Smith, of Cincinnati, O. Dr. Ames refers to

the Harvard cement and says it is the best of all. My expe-

rience, however, is that it does not quite justify that state-

ment. One quality it has, it sets rather slowly, and when
crystallized it presents an ivory-looking surface. Ash &
Sons' cement is a good all around cement for filling and

setting crowns. Dr. Flagg's statement that oxyphosphates

are wretchedly poor filling materials is probably true in

many instances, and my advice to the young practitioners is

never to give any guarantee to oxyphosphates, other than

to tell patients to come to the office in three weeks or six

months and you will inspect the operation. Try to make
them believe that they will endure for a short time, but not

that they will last.

Dr. Louis P. Dotterer, of Charleston. S. C. I desire

to say a few words about oxyphosphate, as it is one of our

filling materials. I think one of the failures in using this

material is due to it not being properly mixed, and that the

operator is not familiar with the material he is using. We
should thoroughly familiarize ourselves with a certain quality

and stick to it.

In regard to the cause of failure in the use of oxyphos-
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phate, its washing out at the cervical border, that is some-

thing we cannot overcome very well. I find a good plan is

to fill the floor with Hill's stopping, then put oxyphos-

phate above that. In children's mouths, where they are

young and we expect the teeth to last a little while, the

proximal cavities are difficult to fill
;
we cannot put on the

rubber dam, and we put in an oxyphosphate filling. My
plan is to take a thin wafer of gutta-percha to reach from

the cavity of the one to the floor of the cavity of the other to

protect the cement from coming in contact with the gum, and

put oxyphosphate on top of that, which makes the filling

extend between the teeth. It will last for a long time. In

young subjects it is an excellent plan.

I do not altogether agree with one of the speakers, who

said that amalgam should not be used. We should be glad

to talk of amalgam because it is one of our filling materials.

We have used it a good many years, and it has come to

stay. A great many teeth are saved a long time by the use

of amalgam that cannot be saved with gold.

Dr. J. Taft, of Cincinnati, O. I am much interested in

the subject under discussion, and I desire to express my ap-

preciation of this material for special purposes in filling teeth.

It, like almost everything else, is well adapted for certain

purposes ; for example, for covering exposed pulps, for cov-

ering sensitive dentine, for any partial filling, for large cavi-

ties which are to be completed with gold, or some other

appropriate material ;
for setting artificial crowns and bridges,

for temporary fillings, and for filling the temporary teeth.

In using oxyphosphate and oxychloride of zinc, several

things should be kept in view. It will be remembered that

the quality of this material varies; that the different manu-

facturers do not attain uniformity in the preparation of the

material ; and even the good, or the best, may be inefficient,

because of defective method of using it.

The temperature at which it is used has much to do with

the solidifying process. An increase of temperature above

70 or 80 degrees hastens the setting process, and usually,

with the result of making the mass much less dense than it
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ou<jht to be. In mixin<^, the temperature of the cement

may be kept sufficiently low by mixini,^ on a cold slab or

some similar substance, chilled by being placed in ice-cold

water. The mixing and kneading should be very thoroughly

done. The consistenc)- to which it should be kneaded,

should depend u{)(m the purpose for which it is to be used.

For filling cavities ordinarily, its consistency should be much
greater and more putty like, than for use in setting crowns

and bridges.

This material, if usetl for filling cavities entirely, is sub-

ject to destructive influences, viz.: wear by attrition and

the solvent influences of the secretions of the mouth. These

forces, however, will var\- much in different cases. The
location of the surface of the filling will modify the attrition

and the condition of the oral secretions will vary the dis-

solving processes.

This material is valuable for setting inlay tîUings, whether

of metal or porcelain ; indeed, the use of inlay fillings

would be hardly practicable without this or some similar

material. When used with care, thoroughness, and discrim-

ination, I regard oxyphosphate and oxychloride of zinc as

valuable materials, but if they are used carelessl}-, thc\' are

worthless.

Dr. Ames. I refrained from speaking about a great num-

ber of cements because I could not say anything good of

them. I would not use for filling Ash & Sons' Excelsior,

which has been spoken of. If I want a cjuick setting one, I

use one combination ; where I want slow setting for crown

and bridge work, I use another combination. I think you get

a better result from Justi's acid than you do from the Har-

vard. The riar\'ard powder is the finest that I have used.

A powder that is satisfactory for crown or britlge setting is

often just as desirable for a filling. It strikes me as pecu-

liar that in the better cenients we und no one manufacturer

who has produced an ideal compound. I can get almost an

ideal compound b\' taking the liquid of one cement and the

powder of another, and mixing them. I believe if a cavity

is properly prepared and drietl, there will not be a failure or

wasting at the cervical border.
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If you use a bottle of ice water, be careful not to place

the cement ingredients upon it until you are ready to use

them. I would not put my liquid on the cold bottle ten or

fifteen minutes before I wanted to use it, for I would expect

condensation of atmospheric moisture that would materially

affect the cement.

Dr. H. E. Beach, of Clarksville, Tenn. I want to state

one fact in reference to the mixing of oxyphosphates that

has not been referred to. When the weather is warm the

powder and the liquid should be of the same temperature, to

overcome rapid crystallization of the cement. You can re-

duce both the liquid and the powder to the temperature of

ice water and then mix it as rapidly, or it can be mixed and

adjusted for a filling before it gets too hard without any

reference to the cooling of the glass slab, by cooling the

substance itself with crushed ice or ice water until it gets

thoroughly cold.

Dr. J. Ward Hall, of Shanghai, China. I should like

from the far East to sound a warning note, that the verdict

should not be altogether arbitrary. The part of the world

in which they are used, the temperature and humidity of

the atmosphere, should be taken into consideration. It is

impossible for a man who lives in the United States to state

facts with respect to the various kinds of cement which may

be used on the other side of the world, where the wet and

dry bulb of the barometer, unlike silver and gold, are not

maintained at a parity. Many cements that are manufactured

at home are useless abroad. I have no doubt many of the

good results attained in this country by the use of cement

are due to the age of the material that is being consumed,

the temperature and the condition of the atmosphere.

Let us not commit ourselves to the folly of endorsing

any one or any number of cements; let us rather recognize

the conditions under which they arc used and the subjects

upon whom they are employed. There are distinct finalities

that we should have settled in respect to the use of cement,

as we might simplify the code of practice by having a few

fixed facts to work upon. I should be very sorry to see the
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dentists of the world, in convention assembled, as we are

to-day, pass a general resolution implying any absolute con-

clusion as to the qualities or working of cements in general.

The following paper was then read :

SUR LE TRAITEMENT DE LA CARIE DENTAIRE DU
DEUXIÈME, TROISIÈME ET QUATRIÈME DEGRÉ.

Par le Dr. Caracatsanis, Athknks, Grèce.

Après ^voir fait l'expérience des traitements indiqués pour

les différents degrés de la carie dentaire, j'ai trouvé que le

meilleur moyen de s'assurer de la guérison des dents que

l'on traite est d'employer les obturations provisoires.

Voici comment je procède depuis quatre ans à mon entière

satisfaction.

Deuxième degré.—Nettoyage de la cavité, cautérisation à

l'alcohol absolu, et obturation immédiate. Si la dentine a

une sensibilité extrême, j'enduis la cavité (après l'avoir bien

nettoyée et .séchée) d'une préparation liquide de gutta-percha,

dissoude dans du chloroforme ou de l'essence de cajeput.

J'obture ensuite la cavité avec de la gutta-percha simple, que

je laisse pendant huit jours.

Si la sensibilité a disparue au bout de ce temps, j'obture

définitivement ; si le contraire a lieu, j'enlève la gutta-percha,

et je recommence la même operation, qui peut se répéter

jusqu'à quatre fois pour les sensibilités les plus tenaces.

Troisième degré.—Enlargissez les bords de la carie; en-

levez les restes d'aliments et de dentine ramollie, lavez

soigneusement la cavité avec une solution antiseptique

tiède. Faites deux préparations:

lière Préparation—
Essence de girofle, - - - - 3 grammes.

Essence de menthe poivrée, - - 2 "

Chloroforme, . . . - - 5
"

Acide phéniquc, . . - - i
"

Colodion, ------ 2
"

Cocaïne, i
"
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2me Preparation

—

Cobalt métalique, - - - - - 5 parties.

Acide d'arsénicum - - - - i partie.

Plongez une très petite mèche de coton dans la première

préparation, ensuite dans la deuxième
;
posez-la légèrement

â l'orifice de la pulpe, sans la presser ; recouvrez ce panse-

ment de coton simple.

Ces pansements seront changés plusieurs fois avant que

les nerfs soient complètement détruits. Je nettoyé ensuite

soigneusement les canaux; s'ils sont extrêmement petits, je

ne cherche nullement à les ouvrir—chose inutile puisqu'on ne

pourra jamais les ouvrir jusqu'à l'apex, et on courrait encore

le risque de perforer la racine. Je me contente après m'être

assuré que la dent n'a aucune sensibilité sous la pression des

pansements, de nettoyer et de sécher soigneusement la

cavité; j'introduis à l'aide d'une poire de l'acide borique en

poudre, et j'obture avec de la gutta-percha.

Au bout de huit jours, si tout va bien, j'enlève l'obtura-

tion provisoire, j'obture des canaux autant qu'il est possible

avec le liquide de gutta-percha qu'on laissera également

pendant huit jours. Si pendant ce laps de temps une inflam-

mation se déclare, j'enlève toutes les matières obturatrices

et je recommence le traitement jusqu'à complète guérison.

Je n'obture jamais une dent du troisième degré, même si les

canaux sont largement ouverts, avant d'y introduire (après

la destruction de la pulpe) des pansements composés d'huiles

aromatiques.

J'ai traité à un pâtissier, âgé de quarante-cinq ans, une

grosse molaire supérieure, à canaux serrés, pendant une

année. A chaque essai d'obturation provisoire, j'eus affaire

à line succession de périostite, d'inflammation avec fistule

alvéolaire. Enfin la dent est guérie, obturée définitivement,

et depuis deux ans elle rend les plus grandes services à la

mastication. Cet homme est mon voisin
;
je suis donc par-

faitement renseigné sur les suites de mon traitement.

Vous me contesterez que tout le monde n'a pas la patience

de suivre un traitement aussi long, mais l'exemple que je

vous ai cité est une exception, et j'ai soigné une quantité de
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dents dans les mêmes conditions, mais qui se sont guéries

beaucoup plus vite. J'ai toujours eu soin de faire revenir

ces personnes longtemps après la guérison pour m'assurer de

la réussite, et être sûr de ma statistique.

Pour les dents du quatrième degré, s'il y a abcès alvéolaire

ou non, j'emploie, comme tous, les desinfectants et les anti-

septiques. Je ne C(Hnmence l'obturation cju'après plusieurs

séances qui ont toujours pour but Tantiseptie complète. A
la première obturation, au lieu d'acide borique, je mets du

iodoforme à l'aide d'une poire. C'est surtout pour ce degré

que les obturations provisoires sont précieuses.

Conclusions: D'après mes expériences et une statistique

consciencieuse, on ne doit jamais obturer définitivement:

Proniercniciit—Une dent du deuxième degré, qui a une

sensibilité extrême, et que l'obturation provisoire à base de

gutta-percha dissoute dans le chloroforme est la meilleure

thérapeutique pour ce degré.

DcHxiejjioit— L'impossibilité de conserver la pulpe dans

une dent du troisième degré, et la nécessité de soumettre la

dent à l'épreuve de l'obturation provisoire.

Troisihncnt—Qu'une dent du quatrième degré ne peut

être que rarement désinfectée et obturée en une seule séance,

et que surtout pour ce degré l'obturation provisoire est in-

dispensable.

Adjourned.

THIRD SESSION.

The Section was called to order on Thursday, August

17th, at 2:30 1". M., by Dr. Wm. Jarvie, the Chairman.

The following pai)er was then read :

SOFT TEETH AND GALVANIC ACTION BETWEEN GOLD AND
BASER METALS.

By George W. Whitefield, M.D.. D.D.S., Evanston, III.

In response to a request b}- one of your Committee that

I should write a paper on this subject which I former!)'

brought before the profession, and realizing how little the
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subject has been discussed by the profession, and its truly

great importance, I will partly go over the ground again.

Before going on with my subject, let me consider part of

the conditions present in the average cavity we are called

upon to fill. The dentine is soft ; what does this fact con-

vey to your mind? Let me give you a crude illustration

of what this condition of the dentine is : Here is a bundle

of excavators, by grasping them by their points the handles

diverge. This, though crude, is a good illustration of the

condition of the dentine in the soft tooth. The rods of dental

tubuli being far apart do not support each other as they do

in a dense tooth. This alone, without the lessened strength

of the dentinal rod, will be enough to illustrate our position.

Now, what will be the result of inserting a gold filling in a

tooth of such soft structure that the force necessary to prop-

erly condense the gold will break down the frail tubuli? We
all have seen the results of such broken down dentine ; the

dentine will disintegrate and a dark line betrays the failure

of what may have been a good or well inserted plug. Surely

gold is not a success for soft teeth, and it is almost the ex-

ception to find teeth that are not soft in young people's

mouths, or where the decay has been rapid and extensive in

the teeth of adults. If this is true—and I think few will

deny the fact—what ought we' to do from an aesthetic, as

well as from a utilitarian point of view, for the good of our

patients and our reputations, since our patients' interests

and ours must be identical and our reputations should be

governed by our success or failures, not by our ability to

hypothecate results of our work when we meet in our

societies.

As the violence necessary for the insertion of gold plugs

in soft teeth will cause to break down or more or less dam-

age the walls of the cavity, depending on the care of the

operator and the preparation of the gold foil used, gold is

not our ideal filling material in such cavities. We turn to

the plastics—amalgam being the oldest we will consider its

merits first. Amalgam, in the esteem of the profession has

see-sawed into prominence and into shade, by some lauded
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as the ideal filling material, by others deemed the invention

of the Evil One. Knowing its own utter worthlessness, in

shame it shrinks from cavity walls when placed there to

protect them. By its shrinking, and the inter-tubular spaces

permitting moisture to enter, it stains the walls of the cav-

ity, and permeates the structure of soft teeth until the gums
recede from contact with the poisoned tissue. Roots filled

with amalgam in time will sliow signs of exfoliation; this

latter fact is probably due to the chemical or galvanic action.

In the paper read before the Oral Section of the American

Medical Association, in May, 1891, I dwelt at length upon

this subject and shall quote from that paper as 1 find it con-

venient.

First, we will consider the mysterious form of vibration

we call electricit)', as it will be an aid in explaining con-

ditions we find when we bring dissimilar metals together in

the same mouth.

We find that all molecular disturbances give rise to dis-

turbed electrical equilibrium,—all motion tends to produce

this condition. We notice the result only when the condi-

tions are favorable, that is, when the conditions are such

that the equilibrium is not too easily re-established.

Electricity is termed positive when it has an accumula-

tion of electrical force to impart ; negative, when it will

require such an amount of electrical energy to restore the

electrical equilibrium. The difference of electrical conditions

is termed the difference of potential.

Difference of potential is a difference of electrical con-

ditions, by virtue of which, work is done by the electrical

vibrations in moving from the point of higher to that of a

lower potential.

The passage of electricity from the point of higher to

that of lower potential, is termed electrical current, and the

bodies along which it passes are conductors. The opposi-

tion to the passage of the current is termed the resistance.

Conductors are good or bad as they convey or resist the

passage of the electrical current. Different metals vary in

their conductivity, silver and copper being high in the scale,
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while German silver and steel retard the current; moisture

is a good conductor, while glass, rubber, and dry air are

among the poorest conductors ; the resistance varies with

the length of the circuit, the conductivit}^ and cross-section

of the conductors.

As the current is the same strength throughout its entire

length, it naturally follows that the larger the conductors^

other things being equal, the less the resistance, and on the

other hand, the lessened surface, or poorer the conductor, the

lessened current and reduced activity of the battery. When
the current is too great for the conductors the wave length

is shortened to that of heat, which varies according to the

current and the conductors. The wave length may be short-

ened to that of light vibrations so that the conductors may
glow as in the incandescent lamp or cautery snare.

Galvanic, voltaic or dynamic electricity, is the particular

manifestation of this force, most interesting in a practical

way to the dentist. The current derived from the battery

is called galvanic or voltaic, in honor of the experimenters,.

who, about one hundred years ago, discovered the method

of generating and collecting the force through chemical ac-

tion. It is this manifestation of electrical energy that is

employed in the arts, consequently the name dynamic.

Where the extensive use of electricity is required, the

dynamo is employed for economical reasons. Batteries con-

sist of positive and negative elements, immersed in an

exciting fluid or fluids. The fluid employed varies accord-

ing to the construction of the battery and kind of work to

be done, being acid or alkaline ; though even pure water

will generate a current, if two metals are immersed in it,

where one metal is more readily oxidized than the other.

(Note the fact that action would take place if the elements

were composed of two samples of amalgam, if one was,

composed of less oxidizable metals than the other.)

The positive element of the battery is the one upon which

the exciting fluid acts, that is, the fluid destroys the positive

element, molecule by molecule, while the negative element

should sustain no loss of structure. If the negative ele-
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ment is acted upon by the fluid, counter currents are gener-

ated which interfere with the usefuhiess of the battery. I

spoke of the resistance of the conductors ; the fluids of the

batteries impose resistance termed the internal resistance.

The electrical energy of a battery is the energy of the cur-

rent, less the internal resistance, and the resistance of the

circuit. The resistance, both internal and of the circuit,

modify- the action of the battery. If the elements are con-

nected with wire of sufîficicnt size to convey the current, the

(K. M. F.j electro-motive force will be reduced in proportion, as

the length of the wire is increased, or the size (cross-section)

of the wire is reduced ; while if the elements touch in the

fluid, the action is most violent and the batteries soon be-

come polarized ; that is, the surface of the elements becomes

so changed that the fluid ceases to affect them, or the fluid

becomes so saturated with the waste product of the com-

bustion of the positive element that action practically

ceases, unless provision is made for it by having the fluid

constantly renewed, as in some kinds of batteries designed

for constant work.

Now, to appl\' the foregoing to the battery formed by

dissimilar metals in the mouth, where the fluids of the

mouth are the exciting media, gold will be the negative ele-

ment, as the fluids of the mouth have no action on this

metal. The positive element is the baser metals, whether

used separately, as tin. or, as most commonly, the combina-

tion of mercury with tin, siher, zinc, and copper, as in the

amalgams in use.

With gold and tin to form the voltaic pair, the base metal

soon becomes coated, and the current practically ceases, but,

with amalgam, the mercury performs the same ofifice in the

mouth that it does in the laboratory; it presents the metal

in a form that is easily acted upon by the exciting fluid.

We always have good conductors in the fluids of the

mouth, containing, as they do, mucus and various earthy

salts, while often the fillings touch in the same tooth, or are

approximate, fillings of gold in one tooth, and amalgam
in another. Resistance varies in each individual case, ac-
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cording to the character of the secretions or the situation

of the fiUings.

The action will vary according as the conditions are

changed : naturally, where food is left between the teeth to

decompose, the acid resulting from such fermentation will

form a more exciting medium than normal alkaline saliva.

Where a filling is left rough and jagged, overhanging and

irritating the gums, it presents an exaggerated surface to be

acted upon, besides, by irritating the gums, it causes a secre-

tion from them that forms an excellent exciting fluid. This

is unfortunately the too frequent result of careless oper-

ating.

This in theory sounds correct, but can galvanic action be

demonstrated? The Western Electrician of February ii,

1888, says, in reference to a talk given before the Chicago

Electrical Club :

"Dr. Whitelield succeeded in settling a question that has

been in dispute among dentists as to the electric action of

amalgam and gold fillings in the same tooth, or even in the

same mouth. That a current was generated by amalgam
and gold fillings when placed in water even when they were

insulated from each other was conclusively shown by bring-

ing a galvanometer into circuit. The point is one that may
be combated, but the evidence produced by the galvanom-

eter cannot be controverted." Galvanic action is produced

by chemical change. There must be a destruction of one

element and a change in the substance surrounding the other

element.

The element that is destroyed will be the baser metal,

and the change must be in the fluid surrounding the gold

filling, which causes the destruction of the tooth structure

surrounding the gold filling, largely dependent upon the

density of the tooth structure and the conditions of the

fluids of the mouth.

If gold and amalgam touch in the same tooth there is

practically less destruction around the gold filling. This is

easily explained, as the galvanic action is so violent that the

surface of the amalgam filling is soon destroyed ; that is, all
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the baser metals arc consumed from the face of the plug,

leaving the silver, gold, or platinum, of which it is com-
posed, on the surface, which practically changes the amalgam
to nearl}' a silver surface, thus raising it to nearly a negative

metal, while beside this the coating protects even the surface

of the silver.

This statement holds true with regard to very old plugs

of amalgam; their surface is no longer amalgam, it is nega-

tive metal. Ikit at what fearful cost are such old fillings

raised to the dignity of negative elements. This fact I

learned to my sorrow in the case of one of my patients in

whose mouth I thoughtlessly polished a large number of

exceedingly rough old amalgam fillings, and by doing so

started up much violent galvanic action between those fil-

lings (the polishing restoring the amalgam surface), and

some gold fillings that I had placed in the mouth about a

year before, not only this, but old gold fillings, and some
that I had just inserted. The action was so violent that the

])atient could hardl)' chew or brush her teeth. Nothing re-

lieved this condition until 1 removed the offending amalgam
plugs and filled the cavities with either gold or cement,

then the relief was immediate.

Now let us note some of the harmful phases of this

subject :

First: Galvanic action has a tendency to accelerate the

blood flow, producing hyperji^mia and hyperaesthesia, and in

some cases, \iolent nervous phenomena. This is especially

the case where, from the situation of the fillings, the energy

is accumulated, then suddenly discharged, producing shock,

as each can demonstrate b\' touching a bit of zinc or a blade

of a pen-knife to a filling in your own tooth. The benefit

attributed to the use of amalgam as a filling material is

probably due largely to moderate action of this kind, pro-

ducing a hardening effect b\- increasing the circulation in the

vessels of the pulp.

Second: The current is generated from all parts of the

elements that come in contact with moisture, and is not pro-

tected by a coating. The portion of the amalgam filling
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that is protected by tooth structure becomes so coated that

there is practically no action except on its exposed surface
;

on the contrary, gold remains bright on all its surfaces, and

as moisture pervades the whole tooth, no matter how well

the filling is inserted, moisture will reach it by way of the

inter-tubular spaces, consequently electrolytic action can

take place from all portions of the gold element, naturally

causing considerable destruction around the gold filling;

only a small amount of E. M. F. is required to produce

great results in electrolytic action. The dynamos employed

in electro-plating have an E. M. F. of three or four volts.

In the laboratory of the Northwestern University, in Evans-

ton, Professor Crew tested to ascertain the voltage of a bat-

tery composed of a small gold and a small amalgam filling,

the fillings being held in the mouth so that the saliva should

be the exciting fluid. The battery yielded nine-tenths of a

volt, equal to a Daniel cell.

Among the commonest elements found in the mouth is

chloride of sodium (salt)
;
galvanic action readily breaks up

this compound, the chlorine liberates oxygen and unites with

the hydrogen of the water, forming hydrochloric acid.

Other acids may be formed in this way. The electrolytic

action and the acids thus formed are sufficient to roughen

the surface of the teeth to give lodgment to colonies of

microbes.

Chlorine, in its nascent state, will readily unite with the

mercury of the amalgam, and the chlorides of mercury may

be formed in sufficient quantities to produce symptoms of

mercurial poisoning in those susceptible to its influences.

These salts of mercury may also explain the immunity from

decay of teeth stopped with ill-fitting amalgam plugs, the

germicidal effects of the mercury being sufficient to prevent

colonization by micro-organisms, and consequent destruction

of the tooth.

The oxygen might, from peculiarities of the individual

case, unite with other salts than those of the teeth, and the

same with the acids. We all know that the neglect some

mouths get would be total destruction in others. The ele-
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merits that usually produce decay seem to be inert in such

cases, and the same condition undoubtedly explains why
electrolytic action that would destroy in one case, is appar-

ently harmless in others, although such cases are in the

minority.

The usual result of placing amalgam in the back teeth,

while gold is placed in the front teeth of children, will ex-

plain why the gold fillings have to be renewed so often ; also,

that in the electrical action is a clue to the oft repeated tale

brought us by the laity, that amalgam stands better than

gold, as the amalgam still remains and the gold fillings, that

have been replaced several times, are loose again.

If amalgam must be used, use those grades that will

readily become coated, as the coating will reduce the gal-

vanic action, protecting the plug from the fluids of the

mouth, except where attrition and brushing keep them

bright. Gold and amalgam, in fact any metallic filling,

should be avoided for teeth that are of such soft structure

that the pressure produced in inserting gold would tend to

break down the tubuli, while metals never stand well in

teeth of very soft structure ; in fact, you may as well expect

to prevent water flowing under the edge of a board resting

on the ends of the blocks in cedar block pavement in the

street, as to expect to exclude moisture from a soft tooth

with a metallic filling, as moisture is bound to penetrate

between the tubuli. Even the normal plasma exuding from

the tubuli will have a tendency to assist the destruction of

the hard structure when it becomes vitiated, as it must in

the temperature of the mouth, since it is as foreign a sub-

stance when lost from the tubuli. as is the blood that weeps

from abraded tissue.

Fortunately, we have other than metallic filling mate-

rials,—cements and gutta-percha. Often in practice, where

called upon to do what is best for teeth, where it seems

almost beyond belief that the [)ulp's vitality can be retained,

yet by thoroughly preparing the margins of the cavity, ster-

ilizing the decay covering the pulp, and filling with cement,

we find that in from one to three years, the disintegrated
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dentine is easily scraped from the extremely hard dentine

which has hardened by the rational treatment of sealing up

the ends of the tubuli. Now, we have an ideal condition,

—

dense hard dentine—and when such a tooth is well filled

with gold it is the monarch of all filling materials.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. J. Y. Crawford, of Nashville, Tenn. If this paper

is to invite discussion and investigation on the subject of

electricity from a dental standpoint, it is certainly entitled

to consideration ; if it is to combat the use of amalgam in the

oral cavity, for the treatment of dental caries, then I must

give it my additional endorsement. It is my conviction that

it is the duty of the dental profession to denounce three evils :

One is the unnecessary and ruthless extracting of teeth, an-

other is the use of methods which develop galvanic action

in the treatment of teeth, and the third is the use of amalgam

in the treatment of dental caries. I believe the aggregate

results following the use of the baser metals have been more

hurtful than beneficial to the human family. In the discus-

sion of this question, I have been usually met with the

citation of isolated cases to prove that amalgam is good to

fill teeth with. All this must be determined by common
sense, from a scientific standpoint ; scientific truths are com-

mon sense made exact. I was told a good many years ago

that I could not practice dentistry without the use of amal-

gam. I say to-day, this statement is false, because I do so

practice more successfully than when I had the nefarious

stuff in my office. When modern bacteriologists and work-

ers with the microscope scientifically demonstrate a truth,

there is no man in the world more ready to receive it than

myself ; but the observations that I make from the aggre-

gate work upon the subject of electrical action, as exhibited

in the demonstration to-day, tell me that it is wrong to put

two metals in the mouth, and particularly when you make

one of the combining elements mercury. I want to sup-

port the moral force of the paper that has been read, and to

encourage my profession along the line of trying to reach

higher attainments.
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Dr. E. Parmly Brown, of New York City. I feel

that I must offer an apology, as I only heard the latter

part of the paper that has been read. I heard sufficient,

however, to have an intelligent idea of the subject under

discussion. To begin with, any man who denies the exist-

ence of galvanic action between the baser metals, may just

as well deny its existence in the mouth with or without

metal fillings there. He may just as well get up and

deny the existence of electricity or anything else in the

world. It has been claimed by some that the galvanic

action does all the damage. The man that puts in a

perfect filling will find galvanic action along with all the

chemical action that takes place in the mouth. If a

dentist does perfect work in filling the cavity of a

tooth, the galvanic action will move around and get at

the filling in a defective and botched way, whether it is gold

or amalgam. I can not recall to mind now a single failure

in filling teeth that I could attribute to galvanic action

alone. Other things combined to make it, and among them

a chemical reaction. The man who puts gold in a tooth

must know how to do it, or find out, and he must do the

best he can and get the best gold. The man who puts

amalgam in a tooth must do the very same thing. In our

work we must consider the price question. The back teeth

are hot so accessible as the front teeth, and how many can

do perfect work on the front teeth with gold? We have no

business in worrying ourselves to death trying to pack gold

fillings in the inaccessible portions of the mouth.

The Chairman. It would seem that the use of amal-

gam was to be utterly condemned by the dental profession,

and I think it would be unwise to allow that statement to go

on record without a statement from those who think quite the

contrary. We have a variety of filling materials,—gold, tin,

amalgam, gutta-percha, and oxyphosphate. Each one has

its uses ; without any one of those I have mentioned we
would not be able to save the number of teeth we do save

constantly. There are teeth that indicate the use of some-

times one, and sometimes another, of these materials, and in
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the discussion of a subject like this we frequently generalize

altogether too much. We are speaking generally when we
have in mind only a certain class of teeth. The paper deals

largely with soft teeth, if you notice its title.

I will now call upon Dr. Whitefield to close the discus-

sion.

Dr. Whitefield, of Evanston, 111. I think I made the

statement in my paper, that where gold and amalgam came
in contact, the galvanic action was most violent, but that it

soon ceased on account of the coating formed, which pro-

tects the amalgam plug. Some claim that they can produce

teeth that have been saved by the use of amalgam and gold.

In shame, I confess I can show the same kind of work.

I used to place amalgam and gold fillings in the same teeth,

and have accidentally placed some such as others have. I

ask any one how well he has saved teeth with gold when
there Mere other teeth filled with amalgam in the same
mouth. In such a case, there will be galvanic action

between the fillings, and there must be loss of tooth

structure. I stated, in the paper, that a moderate galvanic

action would stimulate the vessels of the pulp, so that there

is a deposit of calcific matter and the teeth will become
harder. We have all seen such results. I think it is impos-

sible to demonstrate that there is galvanic action between

tooth structure and gold, as has been said. It cannot be

proven, because tooth structure is a non-conductor, or nearly

so. If you fill with amalgam and gold, I said use those

grades that will readily become coated. The coating arrests

the galvanic action. It is equivalent to polarization in a

battery. The chemical change in the experiment will show
that around the gold the litmus paper was blue, and around

the amalgam red ; which means acid around the amalgam,

and alkali around the gold. Alkali destroys the organic

portion of tooth structure. I think there would be fewer

occasions to put in beautiful gold fillings in the front teeth,

if less amalgam were placed in the back teeth. We place

amalgam in the back teeth and gold in the front teeth, and

galvanic action loosens the gold filling, or, at any rate, soon
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destroys the structure around the gold filling, and when the

fillings are replaced some of the tooth structure is cut away.

If cement had been used in the back teeth, we would soon

have dense teeth, and not so much work to do. It is abso-

lutely impossible to bring two dissimilar metals together and

moisture without galvanic action taking place. Galvanic

action is not as great where tin is the filling involved, as

polarization soon takes place.

When a pulp needs treating before a tooth is filled we do

it ; when a tooth is soft it needs treating to make it harder

before it is permanently filled, and cement fillings will pro-

duce the hardening desired. I think Dr. Brown is wrong in

making the statement that back teeth are too inaccessible

to fill with gold. I believe we should do conscientious work
regardless of the discomfort to ourselves.

The Chairman then requested Dr. Ciordon White, of

Nashville, Tenn., to explain his operation of the treatment

of chronic abscess caused by diseased roots.

Dr. Gordon White. At the request of the Chairman,

I make what is practically my third report on the treatment

of chronic abscesses caused by diseased roots. I have had

quite a good deal of experience in this character of opera-

tion. We are all familiar with the treatment by removing

the apex of the root with an ordinary bur. Very frequently

the disease extends from one to two-thirds of the root from

the apex. What are we going to do with these cases? A
great many of us will amputate the root, and a great many
will leave the cavity in the bone to take care of itself.

Several years ago, I began the treatment of filling such cav-

ities with a sterilized sponge, after having burred out the

diseased bone. I have quite a number of these cases which

have proved very successful. Of course every instrument I

use is sterilized, and I simply fill the ca\ity w ith a little

piece of .sponge, and I find I have no further trouble. I

suppose most of you are familiar with the sterilizing pro-

cess.

Dr. Woolley, of Chicago. What is your process?
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Dr. White. I depend greatly upon warm water, wash-

ing my instruments thoroughly in it.

Dr. Pruvn, of Chicago. What do you mean by warm'

water?

Dr. White. I mean water that has been boiled. I use

water at about i6o to 1 80 degrees. Just dip your instru-

ment in, and wash it with water that has been sterilized by

boiling. I then dip the instrument in chloroform, which

also aids somewhat in the sterilization, and dry the surface.

I then dip it in carbolic acid and proceed with the operation.

I cut off the end of the root with an enamel bur that is

furnished by Ash & Sons. I frequently amputate the entire

root of the molars, just as a surgeon would take off a finger.

Dr. Pruyn. What do you use for an anaesthetic?

Dr. White. Only cocaine.

Dr. Pruvn. What per cent?

Dr. White, Anywhere from four to ten per cent. I

have quite a number of lower molars that are doing excel-

lent service after the entire distal root has been removed at

the bifurcation, as a surgeon would take off your finger at

the joint. I sterilize the sponge by keeping it in a solution

of two grains to the ounce of bichloride of mercury, at a.

degree of 164, for perhaps half an hour.

Dr. Pruyn. Isn't that practically the method adopted

by Magitôt, and which he practiced many years ago so ex-

tensively ?

Dr. White. I received my first idea of this operation

from our old friend, the late Dr. Atkinson. I have since been

practicing it pretty generally, and my friends in the South

know of quite a number of my successful cases. I just

dismissed a case a few days ago before I left home, where

I amputated the anterior root of a left superior bicuspid,

and filled it with sponge, and have had no further trouble

from it. The patient came in a day or two before I left,

and the wound was entirely well.

The Chairman. Is this your general treatment for

encysted abscessed roots?

Dr. White. For chronic fistulous openings, where the
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roots have been filled and there is still a fistulous opening

there, I treat them that way almost invariably, particularly

if the root is denuded. That I do not cut right off. I fre-

quently grind off the end with a bur where it is denuded

some considerable distance. I remove the root, and have

quite a number of cases where I have removed two-thirds

of the root of a lateral incisor. When the wound is well,

the tooth is almost as firm as its neighbor.

Dr. Pruyn. How long have you had such cases since

operating, where you take ofif two-thirds of the root in a

central incisor?

Dr. White. Since 1885, and a tooth treated then is

doing well to-day. I had a letter from the gentleman a

short time ago, stating, "Your pet is doing well, and I hope

you are enjoying the same blessing."

A Member. What becomes of the sponge?

Dr. White. It is absorbed.

Dr. E. L. Clifford, of Chicago. How long do you
wait to make the operation, after putting the sponge in the

solution ?

Dr. White. I keep it in a solution of two grains of

bichloride of mercury to the ounce. I keep it in a bottle,

and put it right in the wound. The gum will heal entirely

over. There may be, however, the slightest mark after the

operation. Of course, the pulp canal is always filled before

the operation is performed, and the part of the root that is

remaining you want in perfect condition.

A Member. What kind of instruments do you use?

Dr. White. I take a lancet and make a crucial incision

in the gum. I take a lot of these enamel bur? that have

been sterilized ; I pass the bur down to the side of the

root, and grind it towards the crown slight!}', until I am
sure that I strike healthy bone, cut it right across, and,

with a finishing bur, smooth the ends. Then with a large,

ordinary bur I grind the diseased bone out of this cavity,

wash it out thoroughly with warm water, and perhaps use a

little bichloride of mercury with it. The patient has no

trouble at all, and in a day is not conscious of having sub-

mitted to the operation.
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Dr. George Cunningham, of Cambridge, England. In

discussing this question, the new point is the use of steril-

ized sponge for filling up the cavity; at the same time, a

good deal of interest is shown in the question about

the amputation of the end of the root. I am happy to

say, it has been a good many years since I learned

the operation of the amputation of roots. I am also glad

to say, that I do not find the same necessity to have

recourse to it. I am not prepared to announce any ob-

jection to the sterilized sponge, nor am I prepared to

endorse the suggestions that have been made here as

to its objection, because I have used the sterilized sponge

in another way, possibly to even a greater extent than

the essayist has. The sterilized sponge, which I have

placed in a similar cavity to what we have here, has been

for the purpose of producing artificial dentine. I should

say that the sterilized sponge might give very satisfactory

results indeed. At the same time, I am not quite clear as

to its advantages over the other methods, for the reason

that we do get good results. The difficulty I have is to

find out where the end of the root is.

Adjourned.

FOURTH SESSION.

The Section was called to order on Friday, August i8th,

at 2:30 P. M., by the Chairman, Dr. Wm. Jarvie.

/

The following paper was then read :

CONSERVATIVE METHODS OF TREATMENT OF FRACTURES

OF THE ANTERIOR TEETH.

By Geo. W. Whitefield, M.D., D.D.S., Evanston, III.

As long as children play and stone sidewalks are hard, so

long will teeth occasionally be broken. Sometimes a whole

tooth is knocked out or broken at the gum line, but most

often simply a corner is chipped off. Again, the whole in-
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cising edge is snapped off far enough down to involve the

pulp. What should be done in such cases ? These acci-

dents most often occur in childhood, so that we, as consci-

entious practitioners, must consider what is best, not only

to remedy the present disfigurement, but to secure the best

results for a lifetime.

If the pulp is destroyed, the remnant of the tooth cut

off and 'a crown put on, even if the crown is made in the

most artistic manner— in fact, an ideal crown—by cutting

off the tooth are we doing the best we can for our patient ?

Emphatically, no, not if the tooth can be saved for a few

years; the crown should be the last resort.

Let me call your attention to one or two cases in my
practice :

During the skating season a young lad fell on the ice,

breaking a large portion of the central incisor, leaving the

pulp exposed. He came almost directly to my office ; it

was in the early evening. I will describe in detail my treat-

ment to save the exposed pulp, as I knew that the death of the

pulp at that time would mean imperfectly formed root and,

consequently, early loss of the tooth. With bibulous paper

I removed the blood from the exposed portion of the pulp,

bathing it with a mild antiseptic, and after thoroughly dry-

ing the fractured end of the tooth, including the exposed

portion of the pulp, I flowed collodion over the pulp, allow-

ing it to extend a short distance beyond the exposure.

After this was dry I repeated the operation two or three

times, then, before the last coat was quite dry, I covered

the spot with a small piece of No. 4 gold foil. I repeated

this operation with the collodion and gold foil several times,

then being careful to remove all collodion from the margins,

I flowed Justi's cement, mixed to a cream, over the end of

the tooth, partially restoring the contour of the tooth.

About six (6) months later, finding the pulp alive and not

very sensitive, I fitted an open-faced gold crown to the

tooth. The pulp remained alive more than two years. This

case I reported to the Chicago Dental Club, in 1889, describ-

ing the case and my method of elongating teeth. My in-
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tention was to do in this case what I shall have the pleasure

of showing and describing to you in the case I have with

me.

Mr. B. had a right central incisor broken by being hit by

a carelessly thrown stone. The break extended as in the

illustrations (Figs.

I and 2). When
the case came to

me the pulp was
alive, tooth some-

what sensitive at

the exposed den-

tine. I restored

with gold the cor-

ner of the lingual

and mesial angle,

allowing the gold

to just appear at

^^^- ^- the mesio-Iabial

angle, and then, holding a piece of ice against a carborundum

wheel to keep it from heating, I ground off the tooth to

a level with the

gold, as shown in

the accompanying

illustration (Fig.

3). This left the

tooth much shorter

than its compan-

ion. I then fitted

a gold cap extend-

ing to the gingival

margin, soldering a

hook on the labial

surface, close up to

the gum line.

At another operation I adjusted bands around the lateral

and remaining central near the incisive edge, each having a

loop of hollow wire soldered on the labial surface. Taking

Fig. 2.
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Fig.

a piece of fine piano wire (Donaldson Broach would do), I

filed it down so that it would bend as a bow. Resting it in

the loops in the bands on

either side of the broken

tooth, I sprung the piece

of steel into the hook on

the gold crown— a very

weak spring was all that

was needed to bring the

tooth to the line with its

mate. (^Fig. 4.) The un-

evenness of the gum line

is not noticed. The mov-

ing of the tooth was ac-

complished in less than a

week, with no disturbance to the pulp. This method is

applicable to partially erupted teeth, only in such cases it

will be more difficult to adjust the crown.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. E. J. Perry, of Chicago. I would like to ask Dr.

Whitefield if the pulp had been dead when the little patient

he mentioned in his

paper came to him,

would he have put

the crown on, or built

it up with gold, or

elongated it?

Dr. Whitefield.
That would depend on

how extensive was the

fracture. If it could be

done as I have de-

scribed, I should pre-

fer to do so. It looks
Fig. 4.

better in every way because putting a crown on in early

childhood is not very satisfactory. \Vc know that there

will be more or less recession, and the band will show,
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depending more or less upon the skill of the operator.

Often we find that the pulp has been devitalized, and a

crown put on, when the pulp might have been retained

for some time. The longer the pulp is retained, the denser

the tooth will be, and the longer it will last.

Dr. William Jarvie, of New York City. At the meet-

ing on Wednesday, a paper was read on oxyphosphates, and

it was stated that to retard the setting of the oxyphosphate

it was wise to mix the materials upon the outside of a bottle

filled with ice water. This was questioned by several in

the room, among them, by Dr. Knapp, of New Orleans,

and he is prepared now to demonstrate the fact that it is

im|DOSsible to properly mix the oxyphosphate on the out-

side of a bottle filled with ice water, on account of the

condensation of moisture that is in the atmosphere.

Dr. J. Rollo Knapp, of New Orleans, La. I would

state that in the printed directions which come with ; ome of

the cements, we find this instruction given us: "Changes

in temperature of the cement or mixing-slab produce vari-

ous changes in the setting of all cements." It will be

found that mixing the cement on a flat flask or square

bottle filled with cold water, will retard its setting, when
this is desired.

I simply stated here the other evening that these state-

ments were not correct, for I had tried the experiment.

Two gentlemen called in question my statements in regard

to the matter. I have here a bottle filled with ice water,

and any gentleman can take that and wipe it off with his

handkerchief, and he will find that in a moment or two the

moisture will appear again on the surface so as to preclude

the possibility of mixing any cement there. Another gentle-

man said we could take a glass slab, not a bottle, and place it

in ice water, thereby chilling it, and so retard the setting of the

cement. You will see moisture collected on the surface,

and I will wipe it off. I then replied to that gentleman

that the glass slab would do just the same as the bottle

would. He replied that that was true whenever there was

difference in temperature between the surrounding atmos-
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phere and that of the glass slab. It was an unsatisfactory

answer. The point I wish to make is simply this, that no

solution has yet been given by any of the members. I am
sure that it would be highly edifying to all of us to have some

gentleman tell us how the crystallization of cement can be

produced more slowly for setting bridge pieces, particularly

where there are three or four caps to be filled with cement.

This information would be of material assistance to us. I

will simply say that Dr. Brophy told me to-day that a gen-

tleman had made the statement that some liquid, when

mixed with our fluid in these preparations, caused the cement

to harden more slowly. If the gentleman is here, we shall

be pleased to hear from him. These slabs and a bottle

filled with ice water are here, open to the inspection of any

one who wishes to see them.

The following paper was then read :

OPERATIVE TECHNICS.

By D. M. Cattell, D.D.S., Chicago.

The name, "Operative Technics," is understood as the

title of a department recently added to the curriculum of a

few Dental Schools.

Since students generally began matriculating in Dental

Schools as their first step in the study of our profession,

rather than placing themselves under the guidance and di-

rection of competent practitioners, where they acquire a

certain amount of manual training before entering college,

it has been noticed with regret by observing men, that stu-

dents in the clinical departments were not so well trained

in the use of instruments at the beginning of their career

at the chair as was desired ; nor were those so apt who came
first to college, as those who had taken advantage of pre-

liminary work under a preceptor.

So marked was this lack of manual dexterity, that when
Dr. G. V. Black took charge of the infirmary of the Chicago

College of Dental Surgery, he immediately set about to

devise some means by which this deficiency might be over-
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come. His cogitations resulted in a lengthy paper given

before the Odontological Society of Chicago, June 21st,

1888, entitled, "Outlines of a Course of Study in Operative

Dental Technics." The culmination of this cogitation,

paper and discussion following, was the inauguration of the

''Operative TecJinic" course of study in the Chicago College

of Dental Surgery, at the opening of its next school term,

September 26th, 1888.

When the first class of thirty-six students was organized,

it became known as the "World's Pioneer Class in Opera-

tive Technics." The particular field of labor designated

(the ground never having been "broken"), was somewhat

uneven ; here and there good rich soil was found, with now
and then a rough and stony spot to till.

But considering the newness of the course established,

the inexperience of the instructor in that kind of work, the

lack of practical experience as a guide to better effort, with

no text book applicable to any one of the many lessons

gone over, the "Pioneer Class" is one long to be remem-

bered in the annals of that school's history. Many members of

the class, since graduating, have taken responsible positions
;

and 'one of its members is the present instructor in the

Operative Technic department of the same school.

The second year's work, with the path somewhat beaten

by the previous year's treading, was much easier to travel
;

although many places low in the path of progressive instruc-

tion had to be built up ; at other points, knolls too high had

to be graded down.

The third year was marked as one of decided progress,

owing to the fact that Professor G. V. Black had issued,

during the latter part of the previous year, a book entitled,

"Anatomy of the Human Teeth." This was just such a

work as we had needed from the start, and it was gladly

adopted as our text-book in the study of human teeth.

Five years have now passed since the inauguration of the

first class in Dental Operative Technics. In that time much
improvement has been made in methods of teaching ; much
care has been given to systematizing the work, so that stu-

dents can readily grasp ideas.
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In its beginning, the course occupied three months time;

by adding new and important lessons, and by more careful

work in old ones, the course is now lengthened to six

months.

Two years ago, when the Northwestern University Den-

tal School 'was re-organized, an Operative Technic depart-

ment was established as one of its Freshman studies. Such

a course has been established in the Dental Department of

the University of Minnesota, and has been a success for two or

three years. It is understood that the American College of

Dental Surgery ; the Department of Dentistry, Vanderbilt

University; and the Ohio College of Dental Surgery, are

contemjilating establishing such a course in their curriculum

the coming year.

There are a few other schools that have talked vaguely

about the establishment of the course, but as to the number
of colleges, or the thoroughness of the work, the writer has

no knowledge.

The Technic department has for its aim four cardinal

points:

1. Manual training, or handicraft.

2. System. Each step following the other in methodical

order.

3. A greater familiarity ivitJi teeth. Outward forms,

inner channels, structure, and plan of development.

4. Individual reaso7iing. Teaching students how to think

for themselves, to believe nothing just because "Pa said

so."

The work of the department is divided into studies or

lessons. Each division has its own heading, and notes of

all work done under that heading must have its particular

allotment of space in the note book of each student. One
study may be extended over a period of from three days to

as many weeks, owing to the breadth and importance of the

subject; or certain lessons may be continued and taken up

again as opportunity presents. The present course as given

in the Northwestern University Dental School is divided

as follows :
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1. A Study of Technical Terms, a hundred or more

words with which the student will come in contact all

through the lecture courses and text-book reading. These

words, when thoroughly understood, become the key by

which students can often unlock and open to themselves the

meaning of many otherwise obscure sentences. Examples :

Abscess; ulcer; pulpitis; pericementitis; disinfectant; anti-

septic; incise or incisor; (scissors); aseptic; caries; ne-

crosis; mortification; gangrene; stimulant; anodyne
;
anaes-

thetic; deciduous; mesial; distal ; buccal ;
occlusal, etc., etc.

2. A Study of Typical Tooth Forms, including

their several surfaces and surface markings; noting certain

"Landmarks" peculiar to each denomination of teeth, also

malformations. In this lesson each student has the work of

Prof. Black, on the teeth, as a text-book. He is also sup-

plied with a "ring of teeth",—a set of typical teeth properly

arranged and strung on wire" bent in the form of a ring for

convenience in handling. When the study of a certain

tooth is taken up, the student has this tooth before him on

the ring. There are also charts hung up in the class-room.

These charts represent the same pictures, enlarged, as seen

in the text-book, showing the several surfaces of each

separate tooth. If possible, the student should have several

teeth before him of the same denomination under discussion,

that he may become familiar with the common variety of

forms. After going carefully over the several surfaces and

noting their lobes, developmental lines, sulci, and other sur-

face markings, each student is then invited to select a simi-

lar tooth as the one undergoing inspection, from a miscella-

neous lot of extracted teeth.

3. A Study of Pulp Chambers and Canals. The

student, having been supplied with a box containing some

twenty or more wooden blocks one and one-quarter inches

long by three-quarter inches thick, now fastens the tooth he

has just selected, lengthwise on the block with sealing wax.

The tooth and block can now be set in a small bench-

vise. Two or more teeth of the same denomination are to

be selected and so arranged upon the blocks that different
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faces of the tooth will be presented to view. With selected

files the student cuts away the tooth fastened on the block,

so as to expose the pulp chamber and canal throughout its

entire length. The cutting continuing until the central por-

tion of the chamber is reached, he then removes the block

and tooth from the vise. Now, using the block as a handle,

he "inks" the exposed cut surface of the tooth upon a slip

of selected paper, and the result is the so-called "silhouette

pictures," showing the pulp chambers and canals. Of each

tooth so dissected, the student makes a line containing not

less than five pictures. And of each denomination of teeth

there should be several aspects of the chamber opened.

When all the cuttings are made, the blocks to which they

are attached are arranged in proper order in the original box

and kept by the student as a memorial of his early profes-

sional studies. The silhouette pictures of each denomina-

tion are printed on separate pages of a specially ruled blank

book, and constitute when done a text-book, if you please,

on the subject, that the student may keep for ready refer-

ence.

4. The Physical, Anatomical, Chemical, and

Microscopical Divisions of Tooth Structure. These

studies are prepared by the means of lectures and charts,

and when possible, having students prepare both longitudi-

nal and cross sections, studying them through the micro-

scope. This work for the freshmen should be rudimentary,

as a more careful study of both hard and soft tissue will be

had in the* regular histological course. A special study of

enamel in reference to cavity margins is made. The idea is

to impress upon the student's mind the need of greater

care in preparing enamel margins of cavities preparatory to

filling.

5. Free Hand Drawing and Modelling. The

drawing of the different surfaces of the teeth by students,

helps to train the hand as well as to call closer attention to

form and certain surface markings. While the time is not

sufficient for a thorough course in drawing, yet much may

be done in the way of starting the students toward a better
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method of explaining or demonstrating a point in future

work before Dental Societies. Modelling teeth in clay or

its equivalent is excellent training for both hand and eye, and

should be indulged in as much as time will permit. The

models should average at least six inches in length.

6. A Study of the More Common Medicaments,

such as are generally found in dental of^ces. This is not

intended to supplant the systematic work of the Chair

in Materia Medica and Therapeutics, but is preliminary to

it ; not going into detail other than to give the origin of the

drug and the name of the dentist who proposed the remedy,

if known, and his method of using it ; also, from whence

the medicine is derived—many of these remedies are com-

pounds or mixtures. These remedies should be classified as

disinfectants, antiseptics, anodynes or obtunders, stimulants,

counter-irritants, etc. Each student should have in his case

some eight or ten bottles, and these should be supplied with

certain medicines for his experiments while in the class.

These drugs are to be handled, looked at, smelled, tasted

—

indeed, gotten thoroughly acquainted with.

7. Students Select from a Miscellaneous Lot of

Teeth Placed before Them, a Set, many of which

should contain cavities ranging from simple exposure of

dentine to large cavities involving pulp chambers. These

teeth should be properly arranged as to original position and

their roots imbedded in gutta-percha. This set of teeth, so

arranged, is to be considered a DUMMY PATIENT, for the

student to practice upon. A wooden block carved to the

shape of the human head with a movable lower jaw, and

instead of ridges to represent the alveolar processes, there

should be wide and deep grooves into which the gutta-percha

that is to surround the roots of the teeth is placed. (Mag-

nusson's Dummy Head is excellent.)

8. Pulp Capping and Devitalization. With the

"dummy" before him, representing a supposed patient, the

student seeks for slight pulp exposures; having listened to a

lecture on the subject regarding the diagnosis, prognosis,

treatment, and final capping or devitalization. As each
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pathological case is presented, the student applies the reme-

dies supplied in his case-bottles, as directed by the instructor;

after due treatment the supposed exposed pulp is capped or

devitalized according to the specific directions of the in-

structor in charge.

9. Supposed Cases of Dying Pulps, Putrescent
Pulps, and Entirely Decomposed Pulps. From the

medicines furnished him, each student applies treatment

to the different conditions suggested, until he becomes

familiar with the class of remedies required in each patho-

logical condition.

10. A Study of the Pathology and Therapeu-
tics OF Alveolar Abscesses,—blind or sleeping, acute,

chronic, fistulous. Also of ulcers, pulpitis, pericementitis,

etc. This is done by lectures and charts; students making

applications to supposed lesions from their medicaments.

11. Cleansing, Drying, and Filling Root Canals
is practiced until students become quite familiar with the

different methods of procedure
;
giving preference always

to the one considered the best.

12. Bleaching Teeth. This study is made by the

way of lectures and experiments in test tubes or beakers

upon vegetable matter, so that the results are soon observed

by the students. Also practical application to discolored

teeth found in the miscellaneous lot.

13. Instruments. Each student supplies himself

with a set of instruments and certain appliances according

to a list furnished him. No other patterns are allowed.

These instruments are a part of the set required of Junior

and Senior students on entering the infirmary the following

year. These instruments are classified and named. This

classification and naming are according to certain rules

recently proposed for the use of the School by Prof. G. V.

Black. Students are furnished brass wire of a certain size

from which they are to make models of those called for by

the list.

14. Preparing Cavities. Students are instructed re-

garding the opening up of cavities, and the proper shape
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they should assume. The simpler forms only are studied

here,—beveling of enamel margins ; what instruments should

be used and how to grasp them. (No engine is allowed in

this course.) Hand trainmg is one of the cardinal points.

Ivory, bone or certain compounds are often substituted for

teeth, in which to form cavities,-—typical shapes.

15. Filling Materials. Students practice filling these

cavities with the different classes of filling materials,—gutta-

percha and the different preparations of the same ; cements,

both phosphates and chlorides ; amalgams, alloys and copper
;

tin ; aluminum
;
gold, both non-cohesive and cohesive, and

combinations of two or more. These filling materials are

studied. Many of the cements and amalgams are made
before the class.

16. Miscellaneous Matters. Any matter that may
seem important that the Freshman Class should be informed

upon. These matters can be introduced at any time along

through the course that the instructor deems best.

This course of technics may be somewhat modified each

year, always with a view of bettering it. One essential con-

dition of the course is, that nothing must be taught here

that is not in accordance with the teachings of other special

Chairs ; nothing taught that must be untaught by succeed-

ins; instructors ; hence the technic teacher should be famil-

iar with the methods advocated by the other professors of

the institution with which he is connected.

Now, if by means of this course of instruction, students

can be benefited, manually and mentally, in a manner which

is unattained by other known methods or systems of teach-

ing, this effort will not have been in vain.

If the student has gained in handicraft, systematized his

daily course of procedure, become more intimately ac-

quainted with the organs on which his future labors will be

bestowed, has learned the art of thinking for himself, and

becomes logical in his reasoning, he is then ready to pass

into the clinical department, and there add practical knowl-

edge to the hints he has thus far received.

The value of this course, as a part of the curriculum for
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Dental Schools, is so aptly put by two well-known educators

that I will quote their thoughts upon the subject :

Dr. C. N. Johnson, Professor of Operative Dentistry in

the Chicago College of Dental Surgery, says:

"My experience as a teacher of Operative Dentistry has

impressed upon me one thing,—that no advance has been

made in college teaching equal to the establishment of the

course in Operative Technics. Before this system was

taught, the student who approached a patient for the first

time did so with a feeling of uncertainty. It was an exper-

iment with him. He did not know whether or not his

fingers would do what he had seen other fingers do. And
more often he blundered than succeeded in the beginning.

In fact, it was expected that he should make many mistakes

before he made any successes.

"With a rigid course of Operative Technics it is other-

wise. The student makes his first halting steps at the work

bench, and a mistake is not so serious and does not unman
him as it would if he were working on a patient. By the

time the course is completed he is in a position to take a

patient without doing the individual an injustice. He has

learned manipulation. He knows where to expect pulp ex-

posures. He is informed as to the number of pulp canals

in certain teeth, and where the openings ought to be. In

short, he has built tJie foiuidation, and I verily believe he has

built it in the proper way. I know of no other system so

effective and practical for the beginner. I do not believe

its importance is fully realized by the profession."

Dr. Geo. H. Cushing, Professor of Operative Dentistry

in the Northwestern University Dental School, says:

"The results of my observations as a practical teacher

in the operative department, as to the value of the teaching

of Operative Technics to the Junior dental students, are

that the difference between those who have not had this

training and those who have, is very marked. The latter

take hold of the practical work in the mouth with consid-

erable comprehension of that which is to be done, and with

some degree of confidence, and their progress is so much
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more rapid than that of the students who have not had

such training-, that the most superficial observer cannot fail

to note it.

"The students who have not been through the technical

course, commence their practical work in the mouth with a

lack of confidence, with hesitancy and uncertainty, and

require, for a long time, the personal instruction of the

demonstrator in every step of their operations, before they

reach the point at which the technically instructed com-

mence their practical work,

"I regard the thorough training in Operative Technics as

the greatest advance in the teaching of practical dentistry

that has been made in the last quarter of a century."

DISCUSSION.

Dr. H. p. Carlton, of San Francisco, Cal. I have lis-

tened with a great deal of pleasure to Dr. Cattell's paper,

and especially am I pleased to add that a course is being

pursued, similar to the one outlined by him, in the College

of Dentistry in the University of California. The course Dr.

Cattell outlines is only for Freshmen, and is intended to sup-

ply the lack of preliminary practice. It is intended to

thoroughly familiarize the students with working on the tis-

sues that they will have later in the infirmary. It also famili-

arizes students with ideal tooth forms and pulp chambers and

their treatment. We use a somewhat different dummy : it is

a little model of brass, very similar to a model of the lower jaw,

such as you would make in plaster, having a groove running

from heel to heel, which is filled with modelling compound.

The student is requested to find a full set of teeth for the

lower and upper jaws, containing cavities of all descriptions,

some with the pulps exposed. The model is screwed to

the bench in front of each student, in the laboratory, and

upon that model the work is performed. All classes of cav-

ities are filled, and all classes of fillings are used, and this

work is exhibited at the end of the term as individual work

in Operative Technics.

Dr. Cattell spoke of the teacher of Operative Technics
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following closely the work of the other Chairs. It occurs

to me that a man who instructs a class in Operative Technics

should inculcate his ideas through, and be associated with,

the Professor of Operative Dentistry, or he should inculcate

his ideas through the demonstrator of the Freshman class.

The three years' course in our College does away entirely

with the necessity of a young man taking any preliminary

work in the office. This, of course, gives the student such

a thorough familiarity with the work that he will find no
difficulty, when he reaches the infirmary, for practical work.

Dr. Andrew Rose, of Peterborough, Ontario. I feel

pleased at having heard Dr. Cattell's paper. I am sorry that

I do not see more of the practitioners of Ontario, Canada,

present. We have adopted in the Royal College of Dental

Surgery, in Ontario, a three years' course for our students,

and I sincerely hope that in all future teaching that firm

foundation will be laid during the first session. I think this

is the greatest essential for success, and I think that no
three terms can be successful without this careful early

training.

Dr. Thomas E. Weeks, of Minneapolis, Minn. I wish

to urge the importance of the student of dentistry at once
entering a college rather than taking private instruction under
a preceptor. While there are men in the profession who are

teachers, the majority who are willing to accept young men as

students have use for them only as laboratory assistants, and
the instruction that a young man receives is not commen-
surate with the services that he renders. He is not started

in a systematic way. It is fair to presume that the teachers

in a college, who are making teaching a study, are better

qualified to start young men in the right way than the prac-

titioner who is simply practicing dentistry as a means of

livelihood.

I might here ask the question. Who should teach Opera-
tive Technics? My friend Dr. Carlton, of California, has

said that the teacher of Operative Technics should be an
associate of the Chair of Operative Dentistry. I go a step

further: I say that the Chair of Operative Dentistry should
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either teach or direct the teaching of Operative Technics.

In other words, I think it is important that the man who
has a clear idea of the teachings of operative procedures

from first to last should take the "primer class," that the

beginner should start under the best man, and the best man
is, presumably, the Professor of Operative Dentistry. It is

important that the technical teaching received should be

carried out sequentially. It is important that when the

young man enters the infirmary to practice upon patients,

he should be directed by one in full sympathy with the per-

son who gave him his first lessons. There are points that

can be intrusted to a subordinate, to one recently graduated,

or possibly one who has not graduated at all, who has shown

a special adaptability ; but in the student's first operation,

the teacher or professor of Operative Dentistry should

start the man ; assistants should be relegated to minor divis-

ions all along the line.

I precede the cutting of sections by some instruction in

instrument-making. I have the students make some deli-

cate explorers of piano wire. They are easily made ; if

they spoil one they can easily make another. Any one who
has cut sections knows it is easy to enter the pulp chamber

first. Having entered the pulp chamber the broach can be

inserted into the canal or canals, as the case may be ; this

gives the student some training in the feeling of a broach

in the canal. It gives the manual training, digital training

in broaching canals. The broach may be left in the canal

and he may file until it is reached, which obviates the occur-

rence of that which I have found to ' be frequent with the

novice—the destruction of the canal before he knew he

had reached it. He strikes the steel, which warns him to be

careful. There are two points that might be added to the

efficiency of a silhouette print. Dr. Sudduth suggested to

me that a narrow groove might be cut, which would outline

the enamel. After the student has prepared the section

ready for printing a silhouette, I use a very fine wheel bur

and destroy the stratum granulosum, leaving a light, .fine

groove. The line is all at the expense of the dentine, leav-
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ing the enamel outlined when printed. This shows, first,

the position of the gingival line dividing the print into

crown and root, and indicates the thickness of the enamel.

This shows in the individual specimen the comparative thick-

ness of the enamel on the different portions of the crown.

These, compared with similar prints of other teeth, show
the relative thickness of enamel on the different teeth. It

also shows the form of the dentine. In reading hastily the

various text-books, we might be led to infer that the dentine

gives the form of the tooth crown. Every student of sec-

tions knows this is not so. The dentine is conical in every

aspect, in most cases, while the exterior form of the crown

may be markedly bell-shaped.

There is another point that has not been sufficiently

emphasized in the past, that is, instrument-making and

sharpening. Those who practice in cities, and can go to the

dental depot and get the most approved instruments at a

moment's notice, do not appreciate how important it is to

have such knowledge. I think the student should also un-

derstand the quality of the material ; so I have incorpo-

rated some lectures and instruction by demonstration, of

steel, what steel is, and the percentage of carbon that

steel instruments should contain ; the colors that indicate

different degrees of temper, how to temper an instrument,

and how to use a file in shaping an instrument. Then I

give some explanation by diagram of the different angles

for the instruments for different purposes, for the cutting of

enamel or dentine, and for scraping. It has been urged,

not only in this paper, but in much of our literature, and
upon the floors of our associations, that the student should

be required to do his first work only with hand instruments.

The dental engine is an important portion of our armament,

and while I would not deprecate the importance of hand
training, which should receive full attention and its share of

recognition, yet the dental engine is used, and the moment
the student leaves our hands he will use it to the exclusion

of everything else. It is our duty as instructors to teach

the student how to use the dental engine. I think by so
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doing less harm will be done than if we compelled him to

use only hand instruments, allowing him to instruct himself

in the use of the engine. I think the technical course is the

place. You may compel him to prepare cavities with hand

instruments alone, but he should have instruction in the use

of the dental engine, and the proper form of burs for each

kind of operation and each part of an operation, as well as

instruction as to what kind of hand instrument to use and

how to use it.

Dr. H. a. Smith, of Cincinnati, O. I want to bear testi-

mony to the statement made in the paper that the teaching of

technics in the manner described is a real advance in the meth-

ods of teaching, and I know the student that has taken this

training comes to the chair of the patient a much more intelli-

gent operator than without it. I might go further, and sug-

gest that some practitioners, like myself, might be benefited

by going through a course of technics. In the simple mat-

ter of root filling, about which we hear so much, the student

who has mastered the cutting of teeth as laid down and

taught now in colleges, will not meet the exaggerated difîfi-

culties which we have in treating and filling root canals.

Dr. Don M. Gallie, of Chicago. I desire to add my tes-

timony to the advantage of this department of study as one

who has been benefited by the system of technics outlined by

Dr. Cattell. I heartily recommend the systematic pursuit of

the study to all students, and even practitioners, who have

never practiced this method of cutting the teeth, thereby be-

coming more intimately acquainted with the different classes

of root canals and their peculiarities. Not only is this

course of benefit in regard to the treatment of root canals,

but in every branch of operative dentistry.

The Chairman. I understand that Dr. Black is in the

room, and we would like to have him come forward and

speak upon this subject.

Dr. G. V. Black, of Jacksonville, 111. I do not know that

I wish to discuss this subject, but it does me good to hear it

d'scussed. Some years ago I worked over this subject, and

talked about it, almost " against the wind," as is sometimes
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said. Many seemed to regard it as a wild scheme, but the

work was begun, and with Dr. Cattell's help it was made a suc-

cess, and its benefits seem to have been demonstrated. I think

it does not require pushing now, but it still requires discus-

sion, comparison of methods, etc., that it may be improved,

and I hope it will continue to be improved. It is young
yet, and its full good has certainly not yet been demon-

strated. The other department, prosthetic technics, is

going along with it, not in this discussion, perhaps, but it is

following the same path, and is doing the same good. This

good is not only to the student of the school, but it is a

great good to those patients who come to the school to be

treated. It is a terrible thing to turn loose a lot of boys

who know nothing about the structure of the teeth, to practice

upon the teeth of a lot of people; with dental engines, saws,

hammers, etc., having not only not practiced, but having no

practical knowledge of the anatomy of a tooth, who pass

their instruments into pulp chambers where there are live

pulps, etc. For the sake of humanity, these boys require

this training before they go to a patient.

Dr. Otto Arnold, of Columbus, O. I have been much
interested in this subject. It is an important one, but the

subject has been discussed principally from the standpoint of

college teachers. I want to endorse the method that has been

advocated. I am sure the profession as a whole will gladly

welcome the day when such instructions are generally

adopted. Our graduates of the present day are good, bad,

or indifferent, depending upon the institution from which

they have graduated. I have at the present time in my
ofifice a student with me, who has spent two years of nine

months each in a dental college. He has never opened a

tooth in his life, and knows very little about it. With my
consent, he brought a young friend of his into the office,

and I permitted him to try and fill a tooth for him. He
knew nothing about the handling of instruments, about the

structure or relative anatomy of the tooth, and of course he

could do nothing. From that standpoint, I believe the

whole profession will gladly hail the day when these instruc-

tions in operative technics are universally adopted.
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Dr. Cattell, in closing the discussion, said : My paper

must only be considered as a syllabus. I said the course

took now six months, and in that six months there is ample

time for many little details that could not be spoken of in

the paper. I have received many suggestions from Dr.

Weeks, and many others who are interested in this work, and

I want to take this occasion to thank all of those who have

made such suggestions, some in writing and others verbal,

which have been picked up and worked in somewhere in that

course, until it has become extended to six months.

Adjourned sine die.
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OPENING SESSION.

The Section was called to order on Monday, August

14th, at 2.30 P. M., by Dr. C. L. Goddard, Chairman, who

then delivered the following

ADDRESS :

Gentlemen :

We are called upon to open this afternoon one of the

most important sections of the World's Columbian Dental

Congress, the section on Prosthesis and Orthodontia. Our

subjects are the oldest and the newest branches of dental

practice, for one of the first operations of the practitioner,

who afterwards developed into a dental surgeon, was the

making of a substitute for lost parts— artificial teeth for

natural ones which had disappeared. These substitutes, or

artificial dentures, were at first crude and very unlike the

parts they intended to replace, but inventive genius tri-

umphed over obstacles till the rudely carved block of bone

or ivory gradually developed into the perfection of useful-

ness and beauty—the artistic and inimitable continuous gum
denture.

647
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In the history of the world, after the early civilization

and the establishment of the Christian era, came the dark

ages, when mankind relapsed almost to barbarism, and

when many of the earlier arts and sciences were forgotten

After this was developed the new civilization, and in this

new civilization mankind has reached the present height of

development.

So has been the history of prosthetic dentistry, or, as it

was first called, and I like still to call it, " mechanical den-

tistry." It grew out of the necessities of mankind, the

desire to hide deformity, and to furnish useful organs. Its

development was slow, and is familiar to you all, but though

slow, was more rapid than the development of other

branches of our practice.

Let us see what was accomplished by the mechanical

dentist when he had reached his highest development, and

whether to him does not belong more credit than is gener-

ally awarded. Let him take a case in which the forceps

have done their worst, and all the teeth have disappeared.

There being no organs of mastication, the food cannot be

properly prepared for the stomach, and imperfectly pre-

pared, can neither be properly digested nor assimilated.

The body cannot receive due nourishment, and soon

becomes enfeebled. Muscles become flabby; strength be-

comes weakness ; legs, arms, and the whole frame lose their

accustomed vigor, and the step becomes tottering and

feeble. Upon the face the effects become more marked
;

the cheeks and lips sink in ; chin and nose approximate.

The tongue, no longer confined by the teeth, strays beyond

its boundaries, and the former full, round voice is changed

to a feeble lisp. The whole man is but a wreck of his former

self. At this stage let the mechanical dentist begin his

work. Substitutes are made, which restore the sunken

cheeks and lips, and renew the power of mastication. The

food can be properly prepared for the stomach, and so can

be well digested and assimilated. The muscles of the jaws,

given work to do, regain their strength and fullness. The

body, properly nourished, regains its strength and round-
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ness, and the linibs, so long enfeebled, find restored their

elastic step. The tongue, confined again by its proper bar-

riers, renews its former usefulness, and the voice, restored,

proclaims in full, round tones. " Behold the recreated man.

Such is the work of prosthesis."

As in history came the dark ages when the highest arts

were neglected, so came the dark days of prosthesis, when
gold and silver, dies and counters, solder and blow-pipe were

laid aside. Rubber became the universal substitute, and the

office boy took the place of the skilled mechanical dentist.

Then it was that prosthetic dentistry began to be looked

down upon, and honor was given to the operator only.

Now, again, however, as in the world's history, the dark

days have disappeared. A new prosthesis has developed.

Substitutes in the form of crowns and bridges are mounted
upon roots, whose natural crowns the operator has failed to

preserve. The disused plate tools are hunted up, the rust

scraped from the shears and punch, the dust shaken out of

the blow-pipe, and the lungs expanded for a good long

blow. Crown and bridge work, constructed with care and
judgment, form the culmination of mechanical dentistry.

Orthodontia is really a new branch of practice. Twenty
years ago there were no text books on the subject. Articles

in the journals on the treatment of irregularities were rare,

and in dental text books a very few pages were deemed
sufificient to cover the field. In our colleges then, but few

lectures were devoted to the subject. We were taught to

tie a few knots, to construct a few plates, and told not,

under any circumstances, to extract the cuspid teeth. We
did not know then of the use of piano wire for springs, of

the Coffin split plate, of Farrar's screws and bands, of the

Magill band, the Talbot spring and retainer, the Patrick

system, the Farrar system, the Angle system or the Jackson

system. In fact, there was no system about the treatment

at all. We knew that a rubber band would draw teeth

together, and that a wooden or rubber wedge would spread

them apart ; that a band or ligature attached to a bar in

front would draw teeth forward, but of the many uses to
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which the screw could be appHed, or to which piano wire

could be bent, we had no conception ; and who would have

thought then of using the back of the head for anchorage?

The first text book that dwelt to any extent upon the

subject was Kingsley's Oral Deformities. This was followed

by Talbot's, Guilford's and Angle's, while a greater amount
of ground will be covered by Farrar's grand work, which we
regret is not yet completed.

Orthodontia is a branch of surgery, not of mechanics,

for we deal with living and sensitive tissues, and at an age

when their local injury is most apt to affect the general sys-

tem. As in surgery splints are used to retain parts in place

till nature can repair an injury, so do we use, first, movable

splints—that is, appliances for moving the teeth in new
positions, then immovable splints for keeping the parts in

place till nature has made them secure.

In orthodontia we are pursuing an art, or we may call it

artistic surgery. In the fine arts the painter deals with

color, and the sculptor with form. Each is at liberty to

produce ugliness or beauty, and the height of beauty to be

produced is governed only by the skill of the artist. We
have to deal with and mould the living features. We must

reduce ugliness and deformity to comeliness, regularity and

beauty.

To our brothers from across the sea and from other parts

of our own continent, who areworking in the same lines of

art and surgery, we extend a cordial greeting. We welcome
you to all that we can present, but at the same time must

remind you that we are selfish in this : that we have invited

you for our own benefit even more than yours, for we are

more anxious to learn new things from you than to show
you what we ourselves have accomplished. As countries

vary in climate, appearance and resources, so will men,

materials, instruments and modes of practice vary. We
shall expect you to show us many things that we have not

known before.

But our time is too valuable to be spent in reviewing
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history, or in prophecies of the future, so with yet another

expression of welcome, let us begin our work.

Adjourned.

SECOND SESSION.

The Section was called to order by the Chairman, Dr. C.

L. Goddard, on Tuesday, August 15th, at 2:30 P. M.

The following paper was then read :

METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING SPRING APPLIANCES FOR
CORRECTING IRREGULARITIES OF THE TEETH.

ILLUSTRATED WITH ORIGINAL CHARTS AND MODELS,

By V. H. Jackson, M.D., D.D.S., New York.

[Copyright, 1S93.]

A regulating appliance is an appliance for moving nat-

ural teeth that are out of the line of harmony into their

proper position.

In constructing an appliance for this purpose, the first

requisite is that it shall be sufficiently well anchored to

withstand either the constant or interrupted force necessary

to correct the irregularity without being materially chant^ed

in its position.

The comparative value of the different systems that have

been presented for this purpose can only be satisfactorily

determined and fully understood by having had experience

with each of them.

It is not the purpose of this paper to discredit in any

degree methods that arc in general use, but to introduce a

system, the value of which, when understood, will, in the

author's opinion, supersede any other yet presented.

Base Wire.—In this system the appliance is usually con-

structed of wire, with a base wire, which is so termed on

account of its being the foundation portion of the regulat-

ing appliance, to which cribs that clasp the teeth for anchor-

age are attached, and also springs that are to cause pressure

to correct the position of those teeth that are out of line.
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In determining where the different wires of the appH-

ance shall be extended, it is often advisable to use pieces of

small copper wire, forming them on the model of the teeth,

in the position it is intended the wires of the appliance

shall be arranged when it is completed.

In this manner a clear conception can be had of the ef-

fect of each spring.

The base wire can be made of any metal desired. Gold,

iridio-platinum, or German silver is usually preferred.

Metal used for this purpose alone should not be springy,

but stiff and unyielding.

It can be made any shape, round, square or flat. The
round is usually preferred, as it can be re-formed by bending

in any direction, while with the wire in any other shape it

would be difficult to attain the same results.

In most cases rigidity is required and the base wire

should be made correspondingly large.

The Crib.—In preparing to make the clasps, or cribs, as

I have previously termed them, that are to form the attach-

ment to the teeth chosen for anchorage, a perfect plaster

model of the teeth should first be made and carved, espec-

ially the gum portion at the necks of the teeth to be used

as anchors.

Partial Clasp.—A thin piece of metal, which we will term

a partial clasp, preferably of gold or German
silver, or any other metal applicable, about No. 33

to 36 standard wire gauge (Brown and Sharpe) in

thickness, is hollowed and shaped to fit accurately

the contour of one of the teeth that are to be

used as anchors, and is arranged to press well up

about the neck, and at the same time, made to

curve sufficiently over the prominences of the

tooth toward the grinding surface to prevent the appliance

from pressing on the gum (Fig i).

This is best done by first contouring the metal with con-

touring pliers (such as are recommended for contouring gold

crowns by the S. S. White Dental Mfg. Co.).

The partial clasp is arranged on the side of the tooth to

which the base wire is to be attached.
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If adjoining teeth are to be used as anchors, partial

clasps should be arranged on each so as to touch each other

at the junction of the teeth.

Crib Spring.—A spring wire, about No. 22 standard

wire gauge, or a little larger, as the case may require, is

formed so that it will fit the labial side of the tooth with

both ends passing over the arch at the junction with

the adjoining teeth, and curved about the lingual side

near the gum line, to rest on the metal described ; but it

should be made to fit loosely so as not to injure the plaster

model in removing it.

The wire is most easily formed by first bending it twice

at right angles with a small-sized clasp bender (Fig. 2), leaving

the width between the parallel sides equal to

the antero posterior width of the tooth to be

clasped.

The part that is to clasp the neck of the

tooth is then so curved with clasp benders that

it will be perfectly adapted to the curve of the

labial side of the tooth.

Both the parallel wires are then placed in

the clasp bender at proper distance from the

curved portion, and bent nearly to a right angle ^'^ *

to cause them to pass over the grinding surface at the junc-

tion of the adjoining teeth (Fig. 3.), and again

bent in the same manner, to extend toward the

neck of the tooth on the opposite side.

The ends are then bent toward each other

near the gum line, so that they will rest on the

partial clasp previously described, and as shown
in Figs. 3, 4 and 5.

The principle of the clasping power of the crib attach-

ment to the sides and neck of the tooth will be seen in

Fig. 3. The contoured partial clasp on one side extends

from the gum to the grinding surface, covering the prom-

inences of that side of the tooth, with the ends at the gum
line extending slightly between the teeth to clasp the tooth

antero-posteriorly. The ends of the spring wire extend
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from the partial clasp in a circular form up over the grind-

ing surface, and down on the opposite side to the gum line

where the wire passes across the full width of the tooth,

makinga spring, which in effect is similar to the rubber

dam clamp.

The clasping power of the crib depends much on the

spring properties of the metal used for the springs. Piano

wire is at present the most efficient, although spring gold,

German silver, and iridio-platinum wires are usually utilized.

When the appliance is adjusted in the mouth, proper pres-

sure is applied by making the necessary changes with the

clasp bender.

Soldering.—The uniting of the metals of the crib to the

base, wire is accomplished by soldering either with soft

solder, gold or silver solder. Soft solder is used for attach-

ing the parts constructed with piano wire, which can be

held in place on the model with the hand usually, and the

soldering done with a soldering iron.

When the iron is hot, a piece of solder sufificientl)^ large

to do all the soldering at once is laid in contact with the

metal, and the parts are fluxed by touching them with mu-

riate of zinc.

The soldering iron is then passed over the solder, which

usually flows covering all the parts at once, and if only

sufficient solder is used it will require no further polishing.

If silver or gold solder is to be used, the parts should be

held in position on the model and united with hard wax,

after which they should be removed together, and invested

sufficiently with plaster and sand to hold them in position

while soldering. It is desirable not to draw the temper of

the metals in soldering, as it interferes with the spring

properties. The parts can be carefully burnished, however,

which will reproduce the spring properties to a degree.

Sprhigs.—The springs for moving the teeth can be

formed in any shape desired : some of the more important

ones will be illustrated with the charts and models, as we
proceed.

They are most easily attached to the base wire with the
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soft solder b}' first winding- a narrow strip of thin metal, as

Tagger's tin, German silver or copper, which have an affin-

ity for the solder, around the base wire, and the end of the

spring to be joined. The soldering is done with the solder-

ing iron as described for joining the metals in the crib

portion.

To save time and repetition, I will here explain how the

force of the spring is to be modified. Pressure is increased

by removing the appliance and bending the spring in the

direction in which the force is desired. Thus, where a tooth

is inside the normal line, the pressure of the spring is out-

ward, and any increase of force is obtained by bending the

spring accordingly. On the other hand, when a tooth is to

be moved inward, the spring that extends to the outside of

it is bent in that direction.

Usually, after the appliance is inserted in the mouth I let

it remain untouched for about three days, so that the patient

may become accustomed to it. After that time, the pressure

may be changed once a week, or oftener if desired. Of
course much depends upon the character of each case. Please

recollect that these principles apply to all the modifications

of my system.

From experience it is found that a crib attachment to but

one tooth on each side of the arch is sufficient to retain and
anchor the appliance in a proportion equal to one-half or

more of the cases treated for irregularity.

In young patients the second temporary molar, if firm in

the arch, is usually utilized as an anchor, because of its shape;

the rounded contour being especially favorable for attach-

ment with the crib. From its position just in front of the

first permanent molar, it receives sufficient support to insure

good anchorage for moving the incisors forward, or spreading

the arch, etc.

If the appliance is to draw into line prominent incisors,

it is advisable to have the base wire terminate in a curve on

the distal surface of the first permanent molar to strengthen

the anchorage, with the crib attachment on the temporary

molar as before. See Fig. 4.
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In the mouth of the adult, or where the bicuspids, first

and second molars, are erupted, the attachments for anchor-

age should be to

those best suited

from their loca-

tion, usually to one

of the bicuspids,

or first molars on

each side. If the

second molar is

well erupted, a

stronger anchor-

age can be made
by attaching one

^^^- 4- crib to it, and an-

other to the second bicuspid, or, as is usually preferred, a

crib over the first molar and first bicuspid, and the base wire

made to extend beyond and terminate in a curve on the dis-

tal side of the second molar. See Fig. 5.

I have utilized for anchorage teeth that are not fully

erupted or where a portion of the crown is lost from decay,

by attaching a thin

piece of German silver,

or wire, to the crib

with solder, in such a

position as to pass be-

tween the teeth when

the appliance is in

place, and thus a good

attachment is secured.

Owing to the lim-

ited time at my com-

mand, only a few of

the spring appliances

I am using will be de-

scribed, and the de-

scription of those pre-

sented will necessarily be brief; but I think the principle

Fig. 5.
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will be understood from the charts and models with the

appliances in position.

Spreading tJie Arch.—Where the teeth are irregular, they

are usually much crowded in the arch, but the superior or

inferior incisors may be too prominent with spaces between

them.

If the teeth are crowded and some of them irregular, the

size of the arch is enlarged by placing the irregular ones in

proper line. Thus it is necessar}- before deciding to spread

the arch sufficiently to admit the irregular teeth, to study

the features of the patient, and to compare the articulation

of the superior ma.xillawith that of the inferior, to determine

whether spreading

will improve the ar- /:3:(^*'^'' 1 //

ticulation and expres-

sion, and facilitate

the correction of the

irregularity.

I have discouraged

the extraction of

teeth for this pur-

pose, but it often

leads one out of ex-

treme difficulty, and
attimes better results

are obtained by ex-

tracting, fiß- 6.

I will now describe my system of enlarging different por-
tions of the arch with the use of spring appliances and with-
out plates.

If the width of the arch needs to be increased to improve
the articulation or expression, the least complicated method
is to form a crib attachment to one or two teeth, as the case
may require, on either side of the arch (Fig. 6), connected by
a heavy base wire spring, which should be formed to the
shape of the circle of the arch passing just back of the inci-

sors, if the articulation will permit. The ends extending are

attached by solder to the center of the crib portion on either

side, about midway from the front to the back.

^^X,£Mf/J^^'
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If the lateral incisors, cuspids or bicuspids arc irregular

and need to be

if^

Fig. 7.

moved outward,

as. often occurs in

young patients

(Fig. 7). a crib

attachment to

one tooth on
either side is suf-

ficient, with a

base Avire follow-

ing the lingual

curve of the arch

and extending

back on either

side to the crib attachments to which it is soldered.

A piece of spring wire, about No. 20 or 21 -gauge (Brown

and Sharpe), is then formed into a loop which is arranged just

back of the central incisors, Avith the ends following the lin-

gual curve and sol-

dered to the base wire

usually just in front of

the crib attachments,

or a short German sil-

ver tube can be sol-

dered by the side of the

base wire at the same

time it is attached to

the crib, in position,

so that the spring can

be introduced or A\'ith-

drawn at any time for

the purpose of chang-

ing its form, or for the adoption of one of a different size.

If the incisors need to be moved forward to give proper

form to the arch, or to make room for erupting cuspids, and

at the same time to spread the anterior part of the arch

(Fig. 8), a base wire should be anchored by crib attachments

Fig. 8.
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on either side as described, and two loops arranged in a

spring wire, one opposite to each cuspid, and the end fast-

ened by solder to the base wire in the crib portion.

It is apparent that each method described has its advan-

tages over the other in special cases.

In spreading the arch the articulation is occasionally

such as to make it desirable that only one side should be

moved (Fig. 9).

This can be accomplished by first making an appliance

with a spring base wire with crib attachments on either side

for anchorage, made
as described, and
extending metal (^or

rubber vulcanite)

from it to cover

more or less of the

process of the arch

to assist the anchor-

age on the side that

is not to be moved.

The articulation

may be such as to

require both sides of

the arch to be moved
equally, and it is found that only one side is moving. In

this case the vulcanite or metal should be attached to the

appliance to assist the anchorage on the side that is moving
too rapidl)-.

Metal can be added to the appliance at any time for this

purpose, by placing it on a model of the mouth in exact
position and making a try-plate of wax in the shape the metal
is wanted. Moldine is then pressed carefully over the wax.
leaving the appliance exposed where the metal is to be

joined to it. The moldine is then removed carefully to

take the wax away, and replaced, forming a matrix. After
making proper openings for the metal to enter, tin. soft sol-

der or fusible alloy is heated in an iron spoon, or a stick of

it held against a large hot soldering iron, and run into
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the matrix which attaches it to the crib. (See author's

method of making fusible alloy plates with springs.)

Either of the methods described can be utilized for

spreading the arch of the temporary teeth, when it is appar-

ent that the permanent ones have not room to assume their

proper position.

Contracting the Arch.—A simple appliance for contracting

the size of the arch is made as follows: If the front teeth

are too prominent, with spaces between them (Fig. lo), a

simple method of

drawing them back

into position is to

arrange a crib to

one or more molars

on either side of the

arch sufficient for

anchorage, and to

extend a spring

wire, about No. 20

or 22 standard wire

gauge, across the

labial side of the

front teeth, follow-

ing the line of the

gum back to the anchorages to which it is soldered. There

should be one or more loops, or corrugations, formed in the

spring opposite to the bicuspids. The sides of the loops

should be made to conform to the contour of the gum so as

not to interfere with the action of the lip.

The spring is held in position on the incisors by forming

a piece of metal to the labial side of one or more teeth and

made to extend over the cutting edge, and soldered to the

spring wire.

By removing the appliance and closing the loops some-

what the tendency is to move the teeth in, which in effect

contracts the size of the arch.

Bicuspids.—We will now speak of methods of correcting

the position of the bicuspids where they are out of line, first

Fig. 10.
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1

telling how to correct the position of those that are inside

of the line of the arch.

E.xperience has proven that the bicuspids, like the inci-

sors, are more easily

regulated if the arch

is not overcrowded.

Unfortunately, how-

ever, the latter condi-

tion usually accom-

panies the irregularity,

the correction of which

necessitates the adop-

tion of an appliance

that will increase the

size of the arch and

at the same time cause

sufficient pressure to move into line those teeth that are

out of position.

If the first right superior bicuspid has erupted inside of

the line of the arch and the space between the cuspid and

the second bicuspid is sufîficient or nearly so to admit it

(Fig. 1 1), the most efficient method of correcting its posi-

tion is to extend a heavy spring wire from the irregular bicus-

pid forward, following the gum line on the lingual side of

the teeth, to the opposite side of the arch where it should

cross as many teeth as are desirable for anchorage, and

attached by a crib to one of them with partial clasps

arranged on the lingual sides of the others that are to assist

in the anchorage to which the end of the wire is soldered.

The opposite end of the spring wire is held in position on

the bicuspid that is to be moved, by a crib attachment, made
as described in " Methods of Making Cribs."

If a second bicuspid of the superior or inferior arch is

erupted inside of the normal line (Fig. 12), with insufficient

space for it between the first bicuspid and the first molar,

an appliance is made for correcting its position by placing a

crib wire over the bicuspid on the left side with partial

clasps arranged on the palatal side of it and the adjoining
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teeth for anchorage. A heavy spring base-wire, about No. 14
German silver or No. 19 piano wire, is then made to extend

from theanchor-

age following

the gum line on

the lingual side

of the arch to

cross a partial

clasp on the bi-

cuspid on the

right, with a

spring wire,

about No. 22,

attached for in-

Pjq j^ creasing the

space between

the bicuspid and the molar which is formed to cross the

partial clasp on the lingual side of the tooth to be moved
near the gum line, with the ends extending either side up

and across the grinding surface at the junction of the ad-

joining teeth similar to the wires of the crib.

The ends are bent sharply again toward the gum, then

separated so that they shall form a curve to rest on the

labial side of the adjoining teeth.

All the metals are then joined by soldering as previously

described, completing the appliance.

It will be observed that by removing the appliance and

separating the ends of the spring wire last described, and

replacing it, the tendency will be to increase the space

between the first bicuspid and the first molar, and at the

same time, to assist the base wire spring in moving the

second bicuspid into proper position. (Fig. 12 A.)

The latter portion of the appliance described can be used

to advantage for moving a bicuspid out, without the addi-

tion of the spring base wire crossing the arch, by fitting a

contoured partial clasp to the lingual side of the bicuspid

and using a small wire for a crib spring (see method of

making cribs), and forming a slightly heavier one to cross
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the metal on the Hntjual side near tlic gum hne with the ends

bent so as to extend up and across the grinding surface at

the junction of

tlie bicuspid and

adjoining teeth.

The ends of the

wire are then

bent down to-

w a r d the g u m
close to the bi-

cuspid and the

ends separated by

bending to con-

form to, and ter-

minating on, the

buccal side of the

adjoining teeth.

It will be observed that by removing the appliance and

separating by bending the ends of the spring last described

and replacing it, the tendency of the springs to separate will

make the space broader between the first bicuspid and the

first molar.

By curving the ends of the springs so that they will press

harder against the buccal surface of the first bicuspid and

the first molar, the effect will be to move the bicuspid into

line.

This principle can be utilized in many combinations for

moving different teeth in the arch, several of which will be

described in this paper.

1 hope that none of my hearers will be misled by the

drawings and conclude that the wires pass between the teeth

from the lingual to the labial side, as they are always

arranged to pass over the grinding surface at the junction

with the adjoining teeth if the arch is crowded. (See Fig. 13.)

If both the first superior bicuspids are erupted inside o{

the arch, it is occasionally better to extend the base wire

spring back so as to cross the palatine arch, ft)llowing its

contour, rather than to extend it forward as illustrated in
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Fig. 13 A, for moving out the first bicuspids, as it is formed
so as to improve the action of the spring.

The following appliance has been previously described

for drawing into

line a bicuspid
{Dental Cosmos,voX.

xxxii, p. 1079), but

it has not been

fully understood :

A spring wire in

form of a crib sur-

rounds the irregu-

lar tooth, and an

adjoining one on

each side, passing
^^^- ^3- well up next to the

gum on the labial and lingual sides, with the ends of the

spring wire terminating upon the bicuspid to be moved and

free to cause pres-

sure upon it, while

the center portion

of the wire oppo-

site to the bicuspid

to be moved, is

made in the form

of a partial loop,

w,h ich can be
opened to assist in

making space for

the bicuspid TFig,

13 B). Fig 13 A
Moving Bicuspids into line where they arc too prominent.—

With ordinary methods where the teeth are crowded, it is

more difficult to move a bicuspid that is outside of the nor-

mal line of the arch into line, than to move one out that is

inside of the line of the arch, because the direction of the

force is such as to tend to lessen rather than to increase the

size of the arch by moving the adjoining teeth toward the

center.
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If the first or second bicuspid is too [jrominent, and the

teeth in the arch are not much crowded ( Fig. 14), it is readily

moved into position

by making a crib

attachment for the

tooth out of position,

to which is soldered

tlie end of a heavy

spring wire, which

follows the gum on

the lingual side of the

teeth to the opposite

sideof the arch, where

it is anchored \^'ith a

crib attachment over

one or more teeth.

The bicuspid is moved into positic^n by bending the ends

of the spring base wire together slightly, and springing it

into place.

If the teeth in the arch are crowded and the right superior

bicuspid is too promi-

nent (h'ig. 15), a bet-

ter method is to an-

chor one or both ends

of a heavy base wire,

as pr(;\'iously de-

cribed. and to fasten

to it a spring wire,

about No. 21, or a

little larger, which

has been bent at

right angles twice,

with the width be-

tween the parallelFio. 14.

sides a little- more than the antero-posterior tliiimeter of the

tooth that is out of position.

It will be observed that there is a si)ace between the base

wire and the tooth to be moved, while the base wire is in

contact with the lingual surface of the atljoining teeth.
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The ends of the spring that extend from the base wire

should be formed to cross the space described, near the gum
Hne, and curved so as to pass over the grinding surface at

the junction of the bicuspid and the adjoining teeth, with

the ends bent again to extend to the gum Hne, then bent at

right angles, ter-

m i n a t i n g in a

curve on the la-

bial surface of the

bicuspid.

It will be seen

by removing the

appliance and

enlarging the
spring b}^ bend-

ing, and again
springing it into

position, that the
' '^' tendency is to in-

crease the space for the bicuspid, and at the same time, if

the ends of the spring are bent somewhat toward the base

wire, it will cause pressure on the bicuspid moving it into

proper line.

Cuspids.—We will next consider methods of moving the

cuspids into position where they have erupted either inside

or outside of the normal line of the arch, first describing

methods of correcting the irregularity caused by the cuspids

erupting inside of the line.

If both superior cuspids are inside of the line with nearly

sufficient space for them to take their normal position be-

tween the lateral incisor and the first bicuspid on either side,

the only requisite is to apply constant force to them to move

them outward, the space being increased by their movement

(Fig. i6).

For this purpose a spring wire, about No. 19, should be

formed into three loops, about three-eighths of an inch long,

and arranged just back of the incisors, the center one

pointing touard the roof of the mouth, with the (Hitcr sides
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w
Fig. 16.

of the other loops in contact with the hngual surface of the

cuspids to be moved, with the ends of the sprinij extending

backward following

the line of the arch

and attached to a

crib on either side

for anchorage.

A gold collar with

a lug soldered to it

i n s u i t a b 1 e form
should be cemented

to each of the cus-

pids to keep ^he ' /

appliance from slip- , f

ping out of position. '''^^y^,^j§//'

If the right su-

perior cuspid is

erupted inside of the line of the arch, with insufficient space

to admit it (Fig. ij), a heavy base wire is formed following

the line of the gum
just back of the in-

cisors extending on

either side to one

of the bicuspids or

molars, to which it

is anchored. A
spring wire is then

attached to the

base wire at or

near the crib on

the left side, ex-

tending f o rward
and formed into

one or more loopsFig. 17.

back of the incisors with the end crossing the cuspid at

proper angle, for the purpose of moving it outward.

The cuspid should have a collar with a lug cemented to

it to prevent the end of the spring from moving out of

position.
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An attachment to increase the space between the lateral

incisor and bicuspid is made by bending a small-sized wire

twice at right angles, having the width between the parallel

sides equal to the width of the tooth antero-posteriorly, which

is then attached by solder to the end of the spring that is to

move the cuspid outward, with one end either side and

formed so as to extend up over the grinding surface at the

junction of the cuspid with the lateral incisor and the first

bicuspid, then bent toward the gum line, and again bent in

a curve so that one end will extend to the labial side of the

lateral incisor, and the other to the labial side of the first

bicuspid.

It will be observed that by removing the appliance, and

separating the springs last described by bending and replac-

ing it, that it will increase the space between the lateral

incisor and first bicuspid, and if the end of the springs are

curved backward (by the use of the clasp bender), they will

cause pressure on the labial surface of those teeth, and thus

assist the spring previously described in moving the cuspid

outward.

This portion of the appliance can be used alone for mov-

ing a cuspid outward, by cementing to it a collar with a large

lug soldered on the lingual side, and then forming a thin

piece of metal so that it will fit accurately over the lug, simi-

lar to the partial clasp, then soldering to it the spring por-

tion made as described above, and also similar to Fig. 12A,
for moving the bicuspids.

We will now consider methods of moving cuspids into

line that have erupted outside of the normal line of the arch.

If the right superior cuspid is outside of the line and only

partially erupted, with insufficient space for it between the

lateral incisor and the first bicuspid (Fig. 18), an efficient

method for moving it into place is to anchor a spring wire

with a crib attachment over the bicuspids, or the first

bicuspid, and the first molar on the left side of the arch,

with the end extending forward following the gum line on

the lingual side of the teeth, with a loop, or several corruga-

tions formed in the wire just back of the incisors, with the
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end extending to, and passing through, the space between

the lateral incisor and the first bicuspid on the right side of the

arch. A loop is then formed as wide as the width of the

cuspid to be
moved, to extend

up to the gum
line on the labial

side, for the pur-

pose of causing

pressure to move
it inward, with

the free end of

the spring formed

to rest on the

mesial surface of

the first bicuspid

to assist in broadening the space. The loop in the spring

back of the incisors is closed to cause the desired pressure

on the cuspid. If this portion of the appliance is not well

retained, a partial clasp as described in making a crib should

be formed to the labial surface of the cuspid, to which the

end of the loop of the spring should be soldered, or a collar

with a slight lug can be placed on the lateral incisor or first

bicuspid.

If the cuspid is not fully erupted, it is well to caution the

operator against causing too much pressure with the loop

that rests on the labial side of it, or to let the spring in

any way interfere with its downward movement, as it will

retard the eruption by wedging it between the adjoining

teeth. The method of drawing impacted cuspids down to line

will be described later.

If the left superior cuspid is fully erupted and outside of

the line of the arch, and the space between the lateral incisor

and the first bicuspid is much too narrow for it, and it has

been determined by measurement that it is not best to ex-

tract the first or second bicuspids (Fig. 19), simple pressure

on the labial surface of the cuspid is not usually sufficient for

moving it into place, and if pressure is continued it will often
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force the adjoining teeth into irregular positions, or move
them toward the center of the arch.

These tendencies can be avoided by making an appHance

in the following manner :

A heavy base wire is formed to the lingual contour of the

arch at the gum line, with the ends anchored to either side

by crib attachments.

The end of a spring

wire is then shaped

to the base wire by
the side of the bicus-

pids and made to

pass through the

space, and formed

into a loop which

extends up over the

grinding surface at

the junction of the

cuspid and the ad-

joining teeth, pass-

ing either side of the cuspid and shaped so as to cross near

the gum line the spring then attached with solder to the

base wire, with the free end resting on the distal side of

the lateral incisor.

The space is increased by removing the appliance and

opening the loop in the wire by bending, and as the space is

increased, the end of the loop should be bent up with the

clasp benders, causing it to press on the cuspid to move it

into place.

If the left superior cuspid is erupted somewhat anterior

to its normal position in the arch, or if any other condition

exists that will require to have the spring attached so that

the direction of the traction can be changed, it can be ar-

ranged in the following manner (Fig. 20) :

A base wire should be formed to the lingual contour of

the teeth, and the ends anchored by a crib attachment on

each side of the arch. A spring wire is then formed in the

following manner and attached to the base wire, usually on

Fig. 19.
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Fig. 20.

the right side, from which it extends with a loop formed just

back of the incisors with the end passing to the space be-

tween the lateral in-

cisor and first bicus-

pid, where it is made
into a loop \\'hich

passes through the

space. The end of

the loop is formed

to rest on the front

and labial side of the

cuspid, wh e re it

causes pressure
which will move it

backward, and at

the same time the

sides of the loop are increasing the space for its admission.

If the right superior or inferior cuspid is too prominent,

and the right first molar has been removed on account of de-

cay or to relie\c over-crowding, the cuspid can be moved into

proper position, and

at the same time

move the bicuspids

back into the space

caused by the re-

moval of the molar

in the following man-

ner ( Fig. 21):

A \cr\- stiff base

wire should be ar-

ranged to follow the

lingual curve of the

arch with one end

anchored with a crib to the left first molar, and the other

end attached to the right second molar. A heavy spring

wire, No. 17 or a little larger, is then formed to extend

from the base wire at a right angle, passing through the

space just in front of the molar, then extending forward,

ending in a curve on the mesial side of the cuspid.

Fig.
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Pressure is caused on the teeth by bending the spring-

wire toward the base wire, and at the same time curving the

end of it sHghtly.

The appliance should be firmly anchored. This is accom-

plished by forming the base wire so it will rest in contact

with each of the incisors, and it should be held in that posi-

tion by cementing a collar with a lug on one or more of

them, so shaped as to prevent it from changing its position.

An appliance that has given better satisfaction in some

cases is made by forming and anchoring a base wire like the

one last described, and attaching to it a spring formed in the

following manner (Fig. 22) :

The end of à spring wire is formed to the base wire oppo-

site the bicuspids to be

moved (where it is

finally soldered) and

extended forward to

the mesial side of the

cuspid, where it should

pass over to the labial

side of the arch with

the end forming a

partial loop which is

made to conform to

the mesial and labial

side of the cuspid cros-

sing it at the gum line.

The spring portion of the appliance is shorter tlian the

one previously described, and thus it is more powerful in its

action.

Dratving Dozvii Cuspid.— If a cuspid is tardy in its devel-

opment, or pointing in a wrong direction (Fig. 23), it can be

drawn into proper position by arranging a base wire to the

lingual curve of the arch, and extending it backward, fol-

lowing the gum line and anchoring it with a crib to one or

more teeth on either side. Any tendency of the base wire

to press against the gum can be prevented by contouring

thin metal to the side and grinding surface of one or more

Fig. 22.
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teeth and attaching it with solder to the base wire, or a small

German silver wire can often be utilized for the same pur-

pose. A spring
wire is attached
and extended from

the base wire
through the space in

a gentle curve fol-

lowing the contour

of the gum, with

the end terminating

in a slight hook on

the labial surface of

the cuspid to be

moved, where it is

anchored w i t h a ^^^'- ^3-

small metal pin, which is screwed, or cemented, into a pit

drilled as near the neck of the tooth as practicable, or by-

attaching a small eyelet or hook in the same manner to

the point of the tooth, which is usually preferred.

The spring wire should necessarily be small, about No.

25 or slightly larger, and so formed as to make a slight

spring pressure.

Undue force is objectionable, as too rapid movement en-

dangers the life of the pulp.

Let me now describe a method of making an appliance

to correct the position of a right superior lateral incisor that

articulates inside of the lower arch, and at the same time a

cuspid that has erupted directly in front of it with the tem-

porary cuspid still in position.

The temporary cuspid should first be extracted, and a

base wire formed to the lingual curve of the arch, and ex-

tend back and anchored to one or more of the bicuspids or

molars on either side (Fig. 24). A spring wire is attached

to the base wire with solder, and formed to extend through

the space made by the removal of the temporary cuspid, pass-

ing close to the mesial surface of the first bicuspid, and bent

to extend forward, ending in a curve on the mesial and
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labial surface of the cuspid. The action of the spring is to

move the cuspid backward.

The lateral incisor is moved out into position by attach-

ing it to a collar with a lug on the lingual side, of suitable

form, and fastening a

spring to the base wire

near the crib on the left

side, following the lingual

curve of the arch, and

extending to the distal

side of the lateral, pass-

ing under the lug for

anchorage.

Incistn's.— I will touch

briefly on methods of

correcting the position

of incisors that have as-
FiG. 24.

sumed a position out of the line of harmony, first speaking

of methods of correcting the position of those that are inside

of the arch and need to be made more prominent.

The lateral in-

cisors are fre-

quently erupted

inside of the pro-

per line, and con-

siderably back of

the line of the cen-

tral incisors (^Fig.

25).

Their position

in young patients

can be corrected

by forming a crib ^'^' "5-

for anchorage to the second temporary molars. A spring

wire, about No. 22 or a little larger if required, is formed

to the lingual side (^f the teeth and arranged to cause

pressure on the irregular ones, with one or more loops

(larger than the ones in the drawing), arranged opposite to
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Fig. 25 A.

the first temporary molars. The ends are then attached to

a crib with solder on either side for anchorage.

If the permanent teeth are erupted, the anchorage should

be to one of the bi-

cuspids or first mo-

lars on either side of

the arch.

If much ])ressure

is applied with this

form of appliance it

tends to rotate the

teeth that are used

for anchorage owing

to its springy nature.

If this difficulty is

encountered or fore-

seen, it can be en-

tirely controlled by first attaching a heavy base wire to the

crib attachments as previously described, then fastening the

spring (formed in the same manner as before) to the base

wire with solder, or, for regulating the superior incisors, the

base-wire can be arranged to cross the palatine arch, and

soldered to the anchorage on each side, as seen in Fig. 25A.

The latter method is usual!}' preferred.

I use the following

appliance alone, or

combined with springs

of other forms, more

often than any other

kind of appliance, and

especially for moving

incisors outward (Fig.

26):

A base wire is

formed to the contour

of the gum line fol-

lowing the lingual side

of the teeth from one side of the arch to the other, with the
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ends anchored to the temporary molars, bicuspids, or per-

manent molars.

A spring wire is then attached to the base wire on one

side, usually near the crib, with the end extending forward

in a curve following the contour of the teeth, and crossing

the ones to be moved, the end of which is usually held in

position by cementing a collar with a lug to one or more

of them.

For some conditions of the articulation, the following

method will prove su-

perior to that described

for moving an incisor

that is inside of the

line of the arch, out

into position (Fig. 27):

A base wire should

be arranged to the

labial curve of the

teeth, following the

gum line back on either

Fig. 27. side to a bicuspid or

molar, to which it is anchored with a crib attachment.

A spring wire, about No. 22, is then bent twice at right

angles with the width between the parallel sides equal to the

width of the incisor to be moved, with one end either side,

so that it can be utilized for broadening the space, if desired,

but so formed that it will not interfere with the articulation.

Then bent upward and backward, to pass over the grinding

surface near the cutting edge at the junction of the incisor

and adjoining teeth, and, again, so as to extend up to the

gum line on the lingual side. The ends are then bent toward

each other, to pass across the lingual surface of the incisor

to be moved. After which it is attached to the base wire

with solder.

Pressure is caused on the incisor by removing the appli-

ance and bending the ends slightly toward the base wire.

It will usually be necessary to cement to the tooth a thin

collar, with a lug soldered to the lingual side of it, to prevent

the appliance from slipping down.
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In some cases it is an advantage to use a small wire bent

in the form of the sprin<^ portion of the crib, in preference

to the spring last described.

It will be observed that if the teeth are much crowded,

the arrangement of the base wire passing on the labial side

of the teeth, with either end attached to a crib over a bi-

cuspid, will not permit them to separate sufificientl}' to allow

the incisor to be moved into place.

This difificult)' is obviated by making a loop in the base

wire near one of the crib attachments, which can be opened

sufficiently from time to time to enlarge the circle of the arch

as desired.

We will now speak of methods of correcting the position

of the incisors that

are outside of the line

of the arch.

For this purpose I

recommend, w h e n

possible, arranging
the appliance on the

inside of the arch, as

it is more agreeable

to the patient, and is

less conspicuous.

If one of the in-

cisors is too prom-

inent, with sufficient

space for it in the arch, as is often the case in young patients

and occasionally in the adult (Fig. 28), the following method
of correcting its position will prove efficient :

If it be a right superior incisor, the crib should usually be

attached to a bicuspid or molar on the same side of the arch,

and a small spring wire soldered to it on the lingual side,

and extended forward, being formed into two or more loops,

or corrugations, opposite to the first bicuspid, and following

the curve of the palatine arch as nearly as practicable, and
ending in a slight hook, formed to hook into an eyelet, which

has been made and attached to a collar and cemented to the

F"IG. ll
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incisor in suitable position ; or if the articulation with the

lower teeth is so close as to interfere with the eyelet, the end
of the spring can be made into the form of a loop, with the

end of it crossing the labial side of the incisor near the gum,
and the sides of the loop extending over the arch at the

junction with the adjoining teeth, so formed as not to inter-

fere with the articulation.

If one of the incisors is too prominent, with insufficient

space to admit it with

the others in proper

line of the arch (Fig.

29), its position can

be corrected with the

following appliance :

A base wire should

be formed to the

normal contour on

the lingual side of the

teeth, following the

gum line, extending

back on either side,

and attached by solder to a crib which should pass over a

bicuspid or molar for anchorage.

A small spring wire should then be bent twice at right

angles, having the width between the parallel sides equal to

the width of the tooth to be moved. It is then formed to

the model so that the parallel sides shall extend forward

from the base wire, and extending somewhat into the space

back of the incisor to be moved, with one end either side, so

that they can be utilized for broadening the space, if desired,

but so formed that they will not interfere with the articula-

tion, then bent up and forward to pass over the grinding

surface near the cutting edge, at the junction of the incisor

and adjfjining teeth, and again bent so as to extend to the

gum line. The ends of the spring are then bent toward each

other to pass, near the gum, across the labial surface of the

incisor to be moved. It is then attached to the base wire

with solder. •

Fig. 29.
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In some conditions it may prove more satisfactory to form

the spring wire similar to the one used in making the crib

attachment, with the curved portion of the spring crossing

tlie labial surface of the incisor, with the ends extending up

to the grinding surface, and again to the base wire, to which

the ends are soldered.

A single spring wire, formed as described, extending over

the arch, will often meet the recjuirements, as well as two of

them, and be more easih- managed. If but one spring is to

extend over the arch, a short one can be formed, to extend

from the base wire, to assist in broadening the space, or for

rotating the incisors, as will be described later in this paper.

If both the supe-

rior central incisors

are too prominent

(Fig. 30), a collar

should be cemented

to each of them with

an eyelet made of

wire, soldered to it

in such a form as to

rest near the gum
line.

A spring base

wire of suitable size

is then arranged to

rest in contact with

the teeth to be moved, and extended cither side of the

arch, following the contour of the teeth at the gum line,

and bent into one or more loops opposite to the bicuspids,

with the ends fastened with solder to a crib, forming

an attachment to a molar on either side, for anchorage. A
small hook is made of wire to hook into each of the eyelets

from the incisors, and is attached to the spring base wire

with solder.

It will be observed that b)' closing the loops of the spring

wire slightly, and adjusting the appliance, pressure will be

exerted on the incisors, drawing them backward.

Fig. ^o.
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Fig. 31.

Retaining.—rv very satisfactory appliance for retaining

the incisors in proper position that have been too prominent

and have been

drawn back into

the arch, is made
in the following

manner (Fig. 31):

A collar, with'

an eyelet sol-

dered to it on the

lingual side near

the gum line, is

cemented to the

teeth to be re-

tained. A small

base wire is then

arranged at the

gum line, following the lingual curve of the teeth on either

side, and attached to a crib for anchorage to a bicuspid or

molar.

Small wire hooks arc then soldered to the base wire, in

form so they will hook into the eyelets.

Where the incisors are elongated, and much too promi-

nent, from pyorrhoea alveolaris, or other cause, they can be

drawn into proper position and retained by cementing a

small wire eyelet into the lingual side of the tooth, as near

the gum line as practicable. An eyelet can be attached

to the teeth without the use of a collar, in the following

manner:

A large, shallow pit should be cut into the concavity of the

lingual surface of the tooth in the median line, as near the

gum as the shape of the tooth will permit, with a small pit

extending from either side of it, spreading out somewhat
toward the sides of the tooth to avoid the pulp, and

sufficiently large to admit the ends of the eyelet.

An eyelet is then made of wire, with the ends passed

through a hole in a small, round piece of metal, and is sol-

dered so that the ends can be separated, or bent properly to

extend into the pits.
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1

The ends of the wires are then serrated and cemented

into place.

If all or part of the incisors, and including the cuspids

in either the superior or inferior arch, are too prominent

and need to be moved back into line, and have sufficient

space between them, an appliance like the following will

meet the require-

ments (Fig. 32):

A base wire

should be formed

to the lingual

side of the teeth,

following close to

the gum, some-

w h a t back of

those to be
moved, with the

ends anchored by

a crib attachment I-io 32.

to one or more of the molars on either side in the distal

part of the arch.

A small-sized spring wire should be formed and attached

to the base wire at the junction of the right cuspid and

lateral incisor, and extend forward and up over the grinding

surface of the teeth, being formed so that it will not interfere

with the articulation and again bent sharply toward the

gum, where it is bent to cross the labial surface of the in-

cisors to the mesial surface of the cuspid on the left side,

and again bent to extend over the grinding surface as before,

with each end attached to the base wire with solder. Tiie

l^ortion of the spring wire that passes from the base wire to the

labial side of the arch, should always extend down to the

cutting edge of the incisors, and thus pass over the arch,

and not between the teeth, even lliough there be room for

it, as the curves made by this form make it necessarily a

spring, which acts on the incisors, causing them to move

back into line.

When more pressure is required, the appliance is removed
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and the portion of the spring wire that passes over the

arch on either side is bent more acutely, which causes the

portion of the spring wire that passes across the labial sur-

face of the incisors to assume -a position closer to the base

wire. By again springing the appliance into place more
pressure is caused on the incisors.

If the incisors are much too prominent, it will be found

that as they are moved back the spring wire that crosses the

labial surface will become too long to reach from the distal

surface of one lateral incisor, to that of the other, on account

of their moving toward the median line closing the spaces.

This condition is corrected by making a slight loop in

the wire at the median line which shortens it, or a ring can

be made at the gum line in the end of one of the springs

that passes over the grinding surface, through which the

end of the wire that crosses the labial surface can pass,

and the excess of wire gotten rid of.

The most convenient and cleanly method I have devised

for retaining several

incisors that have

been too prominent,

and have been
moved back into line,

and where the articu-

lation will not retain

them (Fig. 33), is to

form a small round,

or half round, wire to

the labial surface of

the teeth following

the gum to a bicuspid

on e i t h e r side, to

which it should be attached with solder to a crib.

Incisors that have been moved from the inside of the

arch out into line can be retained in the same manner by

cementing a collar with a lug to each of the teeth that have

been moved to hold the retaining -wire in position.

It has been fcnmd Ivom experience that one bicus-

FiG. 33.
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pid tliat has not been moved on eacli side of the arch, is

sufficient for anchorage to hold six teeth that have been

too prominent and lia\e been moved back into line.

Rotating.—We will

now consider methods

of rotating the teeth,

first describing an ap-

pliance for rotating the

central incisor : If the

left superior central in-

cisor is rotated so that

the mesial surface is

considerably in ad-

vance of the right cen-

tral with nearly suffi-

cient space for it in the

arch with the others in
Fig. 34.

proper position (Fig. 34), its position can be corrected by
cementing to it a collar with a tube fastened to it with solder

on the labial surface near the gum line. A piece of metal

in the form of a spur should project from the lingual surface

of the collar to rest on the lateral to prevent the distal part

of the incisor from moving outward while being rotated.

A crib is made for anchorage to a bicuspid on the right

side with the partial clasj) arranged on the buccal surface.

A spring wire is then soldered to the crib, extending forward,

following the labial curve of the arch near the gum line,

with the end e.xtending into a tube on the incisor. The
end of the spring wire that enters the tube is the only por-

tion that is bent, to increase the tension.

I prefer to have the appliance for rotating arranged in-

side of the arch where practicable, which can be made as

follows (Fig. 35) :

If the left superior incisor is rotated outward with the

mesial surface much more prominent than the right superior

incisor, which is in proper position, a crib for anchorage

should be made for the first or second bicuspid with the

partial clasp arranged on the palatal side. A spring wire is
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then formed to extend forward from the crib in a gentle curve

to the distal surface of the incisor to be moved, then bent

back on itself, forming a loop, with the end left sufificiently

long to reach through the tube on the collar. It is then

attached to the crib with solder.

It will be seen that by closing the loop in the spring

slightly, and adjusting

the appliance, the ten-

dency will be to move
the mesial side of the

incisor backward.

This appliance has

great advantage over

the one previously de-

scribed, as, if it is pro-

perly adjusted, it is not

possible for the incisor

to move outward while

being rotated. It is

not as unsightly, is more comfortable to the patient, and

is easily controlled if understood.

Separating.—If from the too early extraction of a decid-

uous molar, or other cause, a second bicuspid is prevented

from erupting by

the adjoining teeth

having moved into

the space, an appli-

ance can be made in

the following man-

ner for separating

them sufificiently to

allow it to erupt

(Fig. 36) :

One end of a

base wire should be

anchored to the first

molar (back of the

space), and made to follow the lingual curve of the arch to

Y\c,. 36.
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a bicuspid on the opposite side, to which it is anchored

with a crib attachment. A spring is then joined to the

base wire opposite to the cuspid, and made to extend

to the distal side of the first bicuspid. The end of

the spring is bent forward, which causes the desired sepa-

ration.

In Fig. 36A will be seen a modification of this form of

appHance, the action

of which is more like

a wedge.

Still another me-

thod that has been

used to good ad-

vantage, is made by
arranging a medium-

sized base wire to

the lingual side of

the teeth, extending

from the space to

the opposite side of

the arch, and an-

chored with a crib to a bicuspid or molar. The other end

of the base wire should be made thin by hammering, or

cutting with a corundum stone, and formed to enter the

space by passing close to the distal side of the first bicuspid.

A spring wire is then bent into the form of a partial loop

pointing toward the roof of the mouth, with one end ex-

tending into the space in contact with the mesial surface of

the first molar, and the other formed to, and attached to, the

base wire opposite to the cuspid or first bicuspid.

A partial clasp of thin metal should be contoured and

formed to the mesial side of the molar and the distal side of

the bicuspid, extending on to the grinding surface slightly

to prevent the appliance from pressing on the gum. The
ends of the base wire and spring wire are then soldered to

them.

If it is desired to move the molars back with this appli-

ance, it is often necessary to cement a collar, with a lug in

Fig. 36 A.
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proper position, to retain the base wire to one or more of

the incisors to assist the anchorage.

Jack-screw.—The jack-screw is still recommended in

recent text books and journals for spreading- the arch and

moving individual teeth.

It is described as being attached to the teeth with cement-

ed bands, cords attached to plates, etc., crossing the arch in

all directions. It will be observed, however, for obvious

reasons, it is seldom recommended by its advocates for

moving teeth in the lower arch.

I do not recommend the use of the jack-screw in any case,

and suggest that its use both for pushing and pulling the

teeth be discontinued in favor of methods more agreeable to

the patient. But realizing that it will still be used more or

less for this purpose, I will present models showing a system

of anchorage in connec-

tion with the jack-screw

to hold the instrument in

place, in most any part

of the mouth, first show-

ing how to spread the

arch.

For this purpose par-

tial clasps, and crib

springs, should be ar-

ranged on the teeth to be

used for anchorage (Fig.

37). The jack-screw is

then placed in position

across the arch, and soft solder or tin is flowed with the

soldering iron over the end of it and the metal constituting

the crib, joining them.

A steel nut that forms a portion of the jack-screw can

thus be secured at eitlicr end if desired.

In moving cuspids, the jack-screw can be anchored with a

crib on two or more teeth on the opposite side of the arch

from the cuspid to be moved (Fig. 38), by making and

arranging them as described in methods of making cribs.

Fig. 37.
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The jack-screw should be j^laccd in position on the model

with the steel nut in contact with the partial clasps of the

crib, to which it is

fastened with soft

solder at the same

t i m e coni[)letin5^"

the solderini:^ of

the crib ])ortit)n.

A collar is then

cemented to the

cuspid \\\i\\ a suit-

able socket to hold

the pointed c n d

of the jack-screw.

Rubber Ininds.—
Although I do not IlG 38

approve of the use of rubber bands for re<^ulating teeth,

it may not be amiss while considering the various methods

of constructing
appliances that can

be retained with
crib attachments, to

describe one for

h o 1 d i n g rubber
bands for moving

prominent teeth in-

to line (Fig. 39):

.\ heavy base
wire s h o u Kl be

formed to the lin-

gual cur\e of the
^'*"'- 39- arch, passing some-

what back of the teeth to be drawn into line. The ends are

then anchored firmly to each side of the arch with crib

attachments.

Small hooks should be made of wire or plate metal and

soldered to the base wire opposite to the teeth to be moved

to give proper direction to the tractioii of the bands. The
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bands are then hooked to the appHance and placed over the

teeth.

An appliance for holding rubber bands for moving the

bicuspids is made as

follows (Fig. 40 a):

If a superior right

second bicuspid is

too prominent and

needs to be draw n

into the arch, a crib

should be formed to

the first bicuspid with

a partial clasp ar-

ranged on the lingual

side. A small,
straight bar of wire

is then soldered to it,
Fig. 40.

extending back to the lingual side of the first molar. A
rubber band is then placed over the bar and the bicuspid

to be moved.

If the left first bicuspid is inside of the arch (Fig. 40 d), a

crib should be formed to the left second bicuspid with a par-

tial clasp arranged on the buccal side. A bar is then sol-

dered to it which should extend to the labial surface of the

cuspid and a rubber band passed over the bar and the bicus-

pid to be moved.

Before I conclude, let me recapitulate what I consider

the indispensable advantages of the system I have described:

First.^It does away with plates covering the roof of the

mouth.

Second.—Although the anchorage is sufficiently firm for

all practical purposes, the appliance may readily be removed

by the patient. An aid to cleanliness.

Third.—The materials, German silver, Tagger's tin, piano

and German silver wire, and soft solder, are cheap and easily

obtained.

Fourth.—The crib and spring construction is simple and

quickly prepared, and changes and additions are readily

made.
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Fifth.—The appHaiice requires less attention than those

ordinarily used, and thus there is a saving of time.

Sixth.—Many of the springs described can be utilized to

advantage in combination with a rubber or metal plate.

Seventh.—The whole or part of the appliance can be

made of the precious metals if desired.

I freely give the results of my study to the profession.

Beyond copyrighting this paper I reserve no exclusive

rights in the system to which I have devoted years of

thought and labor. I need not rehearse to this audience the

perplexities and unforeseen obstacles which are at once the

bane and the fascination of scientific research.

How far I have succeeded in conquering the difficulties

in my path let others judge. The story of man's contest

with the forces of nature is as old as the world. No one is

more familiar with it than members of our profession, who
work to relieve their fellow beings of the consequences some-

times of misfortune, sometimes of folly.

But although no letters patent protect me in the material

advantages of my method, I am not without a great reward
;

I shall find it in the knowledge that I have in a manner aided

the work to which we give the best part of our lives : the

best product of our knowledge. If my professional brothers

find the system I have outlined a help in their practice and

a step along the road of progress, I am amply repaid for

what I have done.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. Goddard, of San Francisco, Cal., said that Dr. Jack-

son had shown a great deal of ingenuity in this method of

regulating teeth. His own use of piano wire had led him to

think well of it in such cases, but in some mouths it would

corrode. He asked Dr. Jackson how to avoid trouble from

this.

Dr. Jackson said that the trouble from corrosion com-

monly occurred at places where the wires joined, or where

there are little depressions, and usually only in the case of

patients who were not careful to keep their teeth and the

appliance brushed.
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In case the wire shows a tendency to corrode, see the

patient more frequently, and see that it is kept bright. This

can be done by scraping spots of rust off, till the surface is

quite bright, when it will generally last as long as the neces-

sity for it exists. It should be kept bright, even if necessary

to polish it up every day.

He had given up plating the wires to protect them from

rust, preferring to keep them clean and bright. Indeed, gold

plating is of little value. The gold is too porous to prevent

rust. Tinning is better, but he rarely uses it.

Dr. J. Rollo Knapp, New Orleans, said that it seemed

to him that the claim made by Dr. Jackson that any of these

appliances could be easily removed and replaced by the

patient was a claim that could not be substantiated in every

case shown, and instanced the one described as a hook in the

end of the wire, passing through an eyelet on a band sur-

rounding the tooth.

Dr. V. H. Jackson in reply showed how by first remov-

ing the anchor band from the molar, the hook could easily

be removed, and by reversing the movement the appliance

could be readily replaced by any intelligent patient. There

may be cases where it will be necessary to make an appli-

ance that cannot be readily removed and replaced, but then

we make it our duty to take care of it for the patient. He
had found nothing so good as piano wire, having tried gold

wire and iridium and gold. These are good, but as soon as

you apply heat to hard solder then you destroy all the spring

and spoil the virtue of the wire.

Dr. J. Rollo Knapp thought the removable regulating

appliance would be as difficult to remove as some removable

bridge-work which was very difificult for a dentist to takeoff,

and especially for any dentist except the one who put it on.

Dr. J. E. Keener would like to ask Dr. Jackson a ques-

tion or two :

1. Do you ever fail to move a cuspid? We all know
that in the case of one well advanced in years it is very diffi-

cult to do this.

2. Do you rotate and at the same time and with the

same appliance move the tooth backward or forward ?
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Dr. Jackson said that in regard to moving an incisor and

at the same time rotating it, it requires only sufficient

thought and stud\- to devise and shape a spring so that by

shortening or lengthening a loop, motion can be diverted in

any desired direction. Each case must be studied as to the

peculiarities presented, and the appliance made to suit.

Dr. Prosser said that it seemed to him that these appli-

ances, if worn for a long time, the pressure of the bands on

the teeth would cause decay. He had had trouble in that

way himself.

Dr. V. H. Jackson said that he had not answered the

question about moving the cuspids. He had never had any

difficulty in moving a cuspid with spring pressure. All that

is necessary is to be sure your anchorage will not slip, and

then if your spring is not strong enough, apply a stronger

spring.

Of course we all know that continued contact of metal

bands will cause decay in any tooth if they are left so that

particles of food will be retained and putrefy, but the danger

will be reduced to a minimum by care as to cleanliness.

Dr. G. Marshall Smith, of Baltimore, Md., said that

the question as to the decay of the teeth was not properly

understood by Dr. Jackson. He thought the greatest factor

of decay in such cases was in the bands which were cemented

to thé teeth.

Dr. V. H. Jackson said there was no reason why such

collars should cause decay unless there was a vacancy be-

tween the band and the tooth that the cement had not filled,

and when food would remain and by its putrefactive changes

would start the decay. He had had such trouble, but was

exceedingly careful now and did not have so much difficulty.

' Dr. H. W. Allwine, of North Platte, Neb. There are

some cases in which it is necessary to put the appliance on

so that the patient cannot remove it. Especially in the

mouth of a patient whom I could not trust. I would use a

cap instead of a band.

Dr. V. H. Jackson said he did not prefer caps, as they

sometimes caused the opening of the bite, and he consid-
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ered it vety necessary to keep the teeth in exactly the

natural position.

Dr. M. F. Finley, of Washington, said that the system

of regulating had been made more clear to him by the author

than it had ever been before. He would make a suggestion

to Dr. Jackson. At the recent accident at Ford's Theatre

there were several cases of fractures of the maxillae; the

physician under whose care they came had spoken to him of

the difficulty of finding binding wire strong enough and thin

enough to pass between the teeth to bind the parts together.

A gentleman connected with the navy had spoken of nickel-

steel wire, and he hoped that Dr. Jackson would get some

and apply it to this purpose, as it would not rust.

Dr. Jackson said he had corresponded with steel manu-

facturers, and had got the address of the manufacturers of

nickel-steel, and expected to have an opportunity to report

on the use of this wire shortly after his return home.

Dr. E. M. S. Fernandez, Chicago, thought the paper

was invaluable, but he differed with it on two or three prac-

tical points. He disapproved of letting any patient know
how to take the regulating appliance out, because, especially

in the case of children, if they can remove it they will do so,

and only return it when they come to see the dentist. In

this way the appliance will not do any good, and the dentist

will get the blame for the failure.

As to cleaning the rust from steel wire, his way is to

throw it into alcohol. He learns this from seeing a piano-

tuner clean the rust from the wires of a piano, and now he

always throws every such appliance into alcohol whenever

he removes it from the mouth. Then brush it off with soap

and water, and the appliance will not rust readily again.

Dr. C. S. Case, Chicago, had known of Dr. Jackson's sys-

tem for some time, and it is possible that, if he was as well

posted in that method as Dr. Jackson, he might think better

of it. It is a matter of habit. We naturally feel ours is the

best way. If we go beyond the methods we adopt, we
often find much good in other ways. In correcting irregu-

larities of the teeth, the difficulty is not to get force enough
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to move a tooth, but to decide what is the best method to

move it, and how we can get our appliances into shape to

move the tooth in the way we desire. Sometimes it is de-

sirable merely to tip a tooth out or in. Then we will have

an easy and simple task, but if we would move the tooth

bodily, or tip it by moving the root, we must have the bands

and attachments perfectly rigid. He did not desire his

patients to remove any appliances for regulating.

He also had had difficulty in preventing oxidizing of steel

wires in the mouth, and had gone so far as to have the wires

cut into lengths, the ends rounded, and the wire gold-plated,

but still there would be rust. Now he uses German silver

wire, extra hard, and drawn down till it becomes so stiff and

rigid that if it was bent very far it would break like steel wire

will. If you take good German silver wire, No. 12 English

standard gauge, and without annealing it, draw it down till

it is No. 24, you will have a wire with all the power needed

for rotating teeth, and that is all he ever uses the spring of

wire for. He prefers the positive and intermitting pres-

sure of jack-screws.

Dr. C. L. Boyd asked Dr. Jackson if he had said that

he did not care to make any change in the bite in any case.

Dr. Jackson answered he did not in the majorit\' of

cases.

Dr. Boyd said in his community it was very common to

have the bite too short, and in many cases it would be

better while regulating, if we could raise the bite and al-

low the teeth to grow out of the jaw. We could then grind

them down to the proper bite.

Adjourned.

THIRD SESSION.

The Section was called to order on Wednesday, August

i6th, at 2:30 P. M., by Dr. C. L. Goddard, Chairman.

The discussion on the paper read yesterday by Dr. V.

H. Jackson, of New York, N. Y., was now resumed as follows :

Dr. a. E. Matteson, of Chicago. The essayist, in his
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paper yesterday, said little if anything about the age at

which to commence correction of irregularities. This omis-

sion I consider very important. In all of the text books on

this subject, the inference is carried that it is advisable to

wait until after the twenty-eight permanent teeth have

erupted. And the illustrated cases are very rare, either in

the text books or current dental literature, of correction

undertaken with the deciduous molars in position and the

incisors erupting abnormally.

The deciduous molars—or perhaps in conjunction with

the first permanent molars—will be found amply sufficient

to withstand the amount of force required for the rotating or

change of position of incisors erupting abnormally.

Their forms are admirable for swaging thin caps upon, to

which may be attached suitable devices without materially

interfering with the occlusion.

I therefore consider it of the utmost importance to under-

take the correction of such erupting teeth, as early as it is

clearly demonstrated that mechanical force will be required;

as at a later period, i. e., between the time of the shedding

of the deciduous molars and the full development of the

bicuspids, the anchorage may not be sufficient to withstand

the greater amount of necessary force.

I must confess my inability to form the " piano-wire

crib," after the system of Dr. Jackson, with any degree of

satisfaction. It looks easy to do, but the wire in my hands

works very " cranky."

In cases where the jack-screw does not interfere with the

free use of the tongue—rarely back of the cuspids—my
preference is for its use. For expanding the arch posterior

to the cuspids, the piano-wire spring takes precedence. I

find it more convenient to the patient.

One very serious objection to piano wire, not dwelt upon

by the essayist, is its tendency to oxidize, necessitating fre-

quent renewing. I have used the Schomacker piano wire,

which is gold plated, and even after replating, it is efficient

for only a short time.

On this account I construct my appliances in such a man-
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ner that the piano-wire spring can be removed and replaced

without disturbing the anchor bands.

The accompanying illustration shows my method for con-

structing an appliance for expanding the arch above and be-

N

N
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,fe?>

\^\
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low, with individual teeth in mal-position. Fixed bands are

constructed with such attachments as are required to carry

the case forward to completion. On the upper model are

the bands (cemented on the teeth), with tubes on the buccal

and lingual surfaces. Around the labial surface of the teeth

extends a threaded gold wire (S) No. 22 B and S gauge,

passing through and carrying nuts (N) in front and back of

the tubes.

The tubes on the lingual surface of the molars are tapped

and receive a screw-cut rod which extends through the bicus-

pid tubes, with nuts (N) in front. On those bars are slipped

T tubes (T), and between each .md the molar is a nut.
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The piano-wire spring is formed so as not to interfere with

the occlusion and the comfort of the patient, and the ends

bent at right angles, and passing into the cross tubes of the

T. The nuts back of the T tubes permit the adjustment of

the action of the spring, either to the front or rear just where

the force is required, and also may act as a jack-screw forcing

out the inlocked lateral.

On the end of the cross tube of the T tube there is cut a

slot or recess to receive the piano wire and lock it in position.

Dr. Jackson. I do not think I ought to say anything

more except this : Dr. Case yesterday, while speaking as

to the better method, that is, the screw versus the spring

pressure, made the statement that the screw is more near to

the action of nature. By the action of nature I suppose he

means the law of nature, and I desire to analyze that ex-

pression. In the first place the law of nature is, first action,

and then rest. That is what I suppose he means by first

pressure with the screw and then a rest. The law of nature,

or the physiological law, first action and then rest, causes

hypertrophy, an increased growth or development. That is

what we do when we exercise our muscles. The gymnast,

when he is taught to use a particular muscle at certain

hours, is instructed to take certain hours of rest. Persistent

pressure in any part of the system m.eans softening, it means

disruption, and I thus will take issue with Dr. Case on that

account. Persistent pressure against bone or soft tissues, in

any part of the system, will cause softening and disruption,

so that I will feel that his statement would not bear out the

claim that the screw is preferable to the action of the

spring.

The following paper was then read :

A METHOD OF FUSING PORCELAIN FACING TO BACKING
AND CAP.

By C. G. Meyers, D.D.S., Galveston, Texas.

The great objections to porcelain-faced crowns have been,

in the past, the liability of the facing to fracture and lack of
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cleanliness. To overcome these defects I have succeeded

in fusing in the porcelain facing to the backing and also to

cap at the time of soldering.

The material employed is the white enamel used by
jewelers in ornamenting gold. This comes in lumps almost

as hard as flint, and is reduced to an impalpable powder by
grinding in water in an agate mortar and afterward washing

thoroughly. After fitting the thin pure gold backing as ac-

curately as possible to the facing, remove backing, and with

a fine-pointed brush place a small quantity of enamel ; mix
with water to the consistency of cream on back of the facing,

but do not let it come in contact with the pins. Replace

the backing, and bend pins slightly to hold it in place. Then
place facing on asbestos, and flow up backing with solder.

The heat required to flow solder will also flow the enamel,

forming a perfect union between porcelain and gold. In

like manner the enamel may be used to fill the space

between facing and cap, and when soldered it will form a

perfectly cleanly as well as strong piece of work.

The enamel can also be used in gold plate-work when
the teeth are to be soldered to the plate, thereby doing

away with the uncleanly joints so often found. By remov-

ing the objectionable features of work we thereby widen its

scope.

In this short paper I have tried to give you the result of

some experiments I have been carrying on for several

months. If they can be of any service to you, our time has

not been spent in vain.

The following paper was then read:

DE LA POSSIBILITÉ D'EVITER LES CROCHETS EN MÉTAL
SUR LES PLAQUES EN VULCANITE.

Par D. Caracatsanis, M.D., Athènes, Grèce.

J'ai lu maintes fois dans nos journeax dentaires que les

crochets en métal détruisaient les dents sur lesquels ils étaient

ajustis, mais je n'y ai vu le moindre élan pour éviter cette

destruction, et pour tâcher de faire tenir les plaques en

vulcanite presque sans crochet.
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D'après mon experience je suis pourtant sure qu 'on

peut presque toujours les éviter.

Ou peut habilement serrer entre deux fausses dents,

une dent naturelle à l'aide du caoutchouc blanc.

Je place avec la plus grande facilité une seule dent de

devant avec une plaque de petite dimension sans un seul

crochet.

Si j'ai deux dents à placer, je profite de l'absence d'une

dent ou d'une capace naturel entre les dents pour y intro-

duire des pointes de caoutchouc blanc.

Avec des points d'appui qui semblent insignifiants, j'ai

pu faire tenir très solidement des pièces des 8 a 10 dents avec

des plaques larges d'une centimètres et -^ au plus.

Certainement il est des cas ou il est impossible d'éviter

les crochets en métal, par exemple: si l'on a affaire à une

incisive de la mâchoire inférieure, que toutes les autres dents

naturelles existent et qu elles soient très serrées les une

contre les autres ce sont là des exceptions, cjui ne nous

donnent pas le droit de faire des abus comme celui dont je

vais vous donner l'exemple.

J'ai vu une pièce en vulcanite de la mâchoire supérieure

composée, de la 2me bicuspide droite, lére petite incisive

droite, i grande incisive, i canine gauche et 2me biscuspides

gauche.

Cette pièce était chargée de trois énormes crochets en

métal et de deux crochets en caoutchouc ajustée sur les pre-

mières grosses molaires de droite et de gauche au bout d'une

année cette pièce avait ébranle les dents naturelles sur les-

quelles les crochets étaient ajustés et l'ivoire s'était usé sous

le frottement du métal.

Je refis la pièce sans un seul crochet métallique et la

fis tenir seulement avec les crochets en caoutchouc ajustés

comme avant sur les premières grosses molaires qui étaient

restées intactes.

La pièce se tenait aussi bien qu' auparavant sans que la

plaque en soit plus large.

Les avantages qui ressortent de cette manière de fixer

les pièces en vulcanite ne sont pas seulement pour le client,

ils sont aussi pour le dentiste.
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Premièrement ; économie de matière, puisque vous évitez

le métal. Economie précieuse du temps, car vous connais-

sez tous combien il en faut pour faire soigneusement un

crochet, et la facilité de faire une pièce légère.

J'ai voulu chers confrères attirer votre attention sur un

point important de la dentisterie.

Croyez vous qu il est juste de réparer la perte d'une

dent naturelle par une pièce dentaire qui gâtera fatalement

les dents voisines.

Notre devoir est d'éviter autant que possible cette des-

truction puisque notre but et nos efforts tendent toujours à

conserver les dents naturelles.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. L. p. Haskell, of Chicago. I do not know of any

particular objection to clasps on a vulcanite plate any more

than on a gold plate. I have been using clasps nearly fifty

years, and claim that, when properly adjusted to the teeth

and kept clean, they do no harm, and will hold the plate

firmer than anything else. I am very much in favor of the

so-called Stedman process on lower plates. If there is only

one tooth left in the lower jaw, even if it be a wisdom tooth

that is firm, retain it, adjust the band to it, and take ordinary

i8-karat plate, gauge 24, fit an open band to that tooth,

covering just as much of the sides of the tooth as possible,

but leave it open, so that there will be some little spring

to it. Take the impression with the band in place, because

that is the only way you can accurately adjust the band to

a rubber plate. By doing this you will hold the lower

plate in place. Some advise the crowning of the tooth and

putting the band over that. Many patients cannot afford it.

Put the band on without the crown. There are some teeth

so shaped that you cannot put the band on without crown-

ing them. The method can be used successfully, also, on

the upper jaw. Make a narrow plate, adjust the clasps,

as above, and the denture will be held firmly in place.

Dr. R. T. Oliver, of Indianapolis, Ind. I fully agree
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with Dr. Haskell in one respect, that a perfectly adjusted

gold clasp will do no harm, yet I think it should be as

thoroughly fitted to the tooth as you would fit a gold crown.

There are undoubtedly numerous instances where we must

resort to clasps for assistance in getting proper retention of

partial plates; especially is this a fact in partial lower

dentures where the back teeth as far forward as the first

bicuspid on either side have been out for years. You
frequently notice in these cases that the buccinator muscle

and the muscles of the side of the mouth have fallen in,

making it a difficult matter to fit the lower jaw with an

ordinary plate, for in masticating and in talking the plate

will be displaced by the play of these muscles.

I think it would be a good idea in a case of this kind to

make clasps on the last two teeth, adapting the band to fit

the teeth perfectly and extending from about a line above

the gum margin to within one thirty-second of an inch of

the top of the cutting edge of the tooth. After you have

selected and annealed your gold, cut and bend it around the

tooth in the mouth until you have a thoroughly correct

adaptation, then make a perfect model and adapt the band

to fit the tooth on the model, either swedging with a metal

die or with your contouring pliers, adapting it to the plaster

cast, then solder on the lugs for retention to the plate. In

this way you have a thorough retention of your partial plate

and a nearly correct adaptation of the bands. You will find

that the most trouble in a case of this kind is where the

denture will slip up and down on the tooth, and by constant

abrasion it will wear off the feather edge of the enamel at

the cervix, and, if the gum has receded, it may get direct

pressure on the cementum, which will naturally cause trouble

and wear away the tooth structure. Then, again, from a

faulty adaptation of that band, you may have a capillary

attraction between band and tooth which keeps it thoroughly

and continually wet, and, if the saliva has an acid reaction,

this acid secretion all around the tooth is held in place by

the capillary attraction of the band which will eventually

cause a chemical abrasion and consequent trouble. I think
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undoubtedly the most frequent reason we have trouble in

the use of clasps is because they are not properly adjusted

to the teeth. In many cases you find it impossible to

properly adapt a band unless you trim away a portion of the

tooth's contour; this can be done, without injury to the

tooth, by grinding off a portion of the enamel until you
obtain a perfectly smooth, straight surface over which to fit

the band. If you have, for any reason, a hesitancy about

grinding the sides of the tooth, you can swedge the band to

fit the upper half of the tooth and swing it from the crown

by a couple of lugs that fit into the fissures.

Dr. T. J. Harcourt, of Cincinnati, O. I would like to

make a suggestion in regard to the adjustment of the clasp.

I think it would be more nearly correct to reverse the order

in which Dr. Oliver makes the clasp, for the reason that lower

plates are made so that the bite is partially open, to allow for

the adaptation of itself into the soft tissues of the mouth

—

the settling down, as we call it, or settling up. So that by
making it a thirty-second of an inch away the settling would

make it within the line described. By making it within the

line of the top it would make it fall far enough away. Again,

in making the bands I find the 26-gauge more susceptible of

being handled ; but I endeavor to make it fit as closely as

possible on the four angles of a tooth, not fit closely as you
would a crown. Dr. Bonwill has written an article for one of

the dental journals in regard to the same thing, prescribing

that manner, that it should only rest on the four corners of the

tooth. I have found that in adapting the bands and in

swedging them and in hammering and adjusting them very

closely, in fitting the four corners, it answers its purpose

better than the old method. I think, in making clasps, if

you allow a thirty-second of an inch at the bottom, or the

top, the results are more favorable in the end when it comes
to the settling of the plate.

Dr. Oliver. I accept the amendment. I simply used

the illustration of a line to show that I meant a perfect

adaptation, without running the clasp into the soft tissue.

Dr. W. H. Marshall, of Little Rock, Ark. I have had
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considerable experience in the last few years in making

partial plates with bands attached to a gold crown. My
manner of doing the work is to grind a tooth down and

put a gold crown on it with the sides parallel, in other

words, as large at the masticating end of the tooth as at the

cervical margin. Then I make a band and neatly telescope

that, soldering lugs on the band. It is put over the

tooth after the shell has been cemented to it, to within

the sixteenth of an inch of the gum margin, and fixed

at the top by having a little point of it to hang over the top,

to keep it from being pressed down while I am taking the

impression. I take the impression and make the plates and

I find they remain perfectly steady. I know of a case that

has been in use for some years, in which I inserted a full up-

per set, anchoring to the root of a superior cuspid. That

plate I observed a few days before I left home, and it is

in just as perfect condition as the day it was inserted. I

supposed at first there would be a great deal of wear on

the band. The band was made of No. 30, because it was

most convenient. I had not been doing a great deal of

the work before, but strange to say there has been very

little wear. The patient has used it constantly, and the

other cases that I have had all indicate that there is very

little wear and a great deal of satisfaction derived from their

use. Sometimes I have inserted one, two, three and four

upper incisors, anchoring to a second bicuspid, running the

band or lug of metal to the lateral or to the last tooth on the

plate. These plates are very satisfactory. My experience

is that it is really better to crown the tooth than to clasp

it or put a band on it. It makes it secure. There is no motion

to the plate while in use. Making the band so as to fit within

the sixteenth of an inch of the gum margin, the pressure

of the plate against the gum never brings it against the mar-

gin of the gum at the tooth. I have had considerable ex-

perience in this kind of work and would like to have had a

suitable subject to have given a clinic, but I have not yet

secured one.

Dr. H. p. Smitil Suppose you had two lateral incisors

out and probably one bicuspid on the other side.
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Dr. Marshall. If there is only one bicuspid I would

put a gold crown on it and then a band.

Dr. Smith. On the side the tooth is out?

Dr. Marshall. Yes.

Dr. Smith. Where would the plate end?

Dr. Marshall. On the opposite side, of course, at

the last tooth. For instance, if I am putting in two or

three incisors and I crown the bicuspid, the band is over

that and the arm running to the first tooth, and of course

the plate ends at the last tooth. There is only a little arm

reaching forward to hold the tooth.

Dr. S.nhth. On one side ?

Dr. ^Marshall. On one side. And I have sometimes

attached a denture to the first bicuspid, supplying the sec-

ond, most always in the lower jaw, and I find that they have

been very efficient, have done good service, attached to one

tooth, but I would not attempt to put in an anchor denture

with onl}' one tooth to it. Unless it was an upper front tooth,

it would give very little service below. There would not be

bearing enough on the gum to make it secure for mastica-

tion.

Dr. V. H. Jackson, of New York. I am much interested

in the method of anchorage of plates as well as all other

methods of anchorage for irregularities. I am sorry I am not

able to discuss the paper that has been read before us. I did

not understand it sufficiently to speak upon it ; but there is a

system of anchorage that I would like to call the attention

of the members to, and that is the method of extending the

wire over the arch. That is invaluable for partial cases,

where a plate is required in the lower arch. If we have a

partial lower denture, and we find the lower molars are point-

ing into the arch, in other words there are overhanging

edges and it is very difficult to make a plate sufficiently

springy to spring into place and fill up those overhanging

edges of the upper portions of the crown, in such a case we
oftentimes, especially in rubber plates, have to cut out the

lower portion, so that it does not fit close to the tooth.

Oftentimes we also cut off the lower edge of that plate and
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allow it to project only a part of the way down from the

crown towards the line of the gum. In such a case if we
extend a very long wire over, and up to the gum line

and back into the rubber, using springy gold wire, we
have but very little to come in contact with on the labial

side of the tooth, and the rubber forms a portion of the

clasp on this side. This will be found to be a very cleanly

method, if the wire is properly adapted, in other words, if

the wire is perfectly bent and conformed to the shape of a

perfect model; it will be found to be invaluable to keep the

plate from riding on the gum or dropping down. Where
the teeth point toward the center of the mouth, as they

often do in the lower arch, it is difficult to adapt a clasp

perfectly to the inclining tooth. It inclines forward some,

and inclines toward the center of the arch some, and this

attachment will be invaluable in those cases. Here are two

models representing this system of anchorage.

A partial clasp, sometimes on metal, arranged on the in-

side and then the rubber run about that, makes it perhaps a

better appliance than just running the ends of the wire into

the rubber. For the anchorage of a plate in the superior

arch I described this method in 1887 before the Odontologi-

cal Society of New York, and it will be found in the trans-

actions of that society which were printed in the Dental

Cosmos.

Dr. Harcourt. In regard to the preparation of bands

I have heard it said that no band can be properly fitted un-

less it is first prepared and an impression taken of it in posi-

tion. I do not find that to be the case. I have made them

both ways, and if there is any way nicer and easier and

gives better satisfaction to me, it is to prepare the band

after an impression is taken. That is entirely different from

anything I have ever heard. I heard Prof. Haskell say it

should be first prepared and placed on the tooth, and an

impression taken in that position. I do not find such to be

the case. It may be good in theory, but it does not work

well in my practice. I think I have put on at least two

hundred and fifty, preparing them afterwards, and I find I
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get as good results by preparing them after the impression is

taken.

Dr. Haskell. Did the gentleman understand me to say

that in reference to gold plates?

Dr. Harcourt. I understood that you said that no band

could be fitted properly unless it was first prepared and an

impression taken before placing it in position.

Dr. Haskell. I stated explicitly in adjusting a band or

clasp to a rubber plate.

Dr. Harcourt. That is what I have reference to. My
experience does not bear out that theory at all.

Dr. L. p. Haskell, Chicago. I must say that has been

my experience. In adjusting a clasp or band to a rubber

plate the result is different from what it is when adjusted to

a gold plate. I do not call them bands, I call them clasps.

On the gold plate, and use the platinized gold, but do not

use as wide a band. Swedge the plate and see that it fits

the mouth all right. The clasp should always be adjusted

in the mouth and not on a plaster model. Furthermore, as

Dr. Bonwill has so expressed it in recent articles, I do not

think it is at all necessary that the clasp should fit a tooth

perfectly. There is a great deal in the manner in which

clasps are soldered to plates. I have seen many plates

where the clasp is soldered two-thirds of the way round,

utterly ruining the adjustability of the clasp in the wear-

ing of it. A clasp never should be soldered for more than

three-sixteenths of an inch, leaving it in a condition in

which it can spring on and off the tooth.

In reference to the position in which clasps are placed,

if a clasp passes entirely around the tooth it should always

be open on the buccal side and the solder directly opposite

where it is on the lingual. Clasps should not only be prop-

erly adjusted and kept clean, but a very essential point is in

the articulating of the teeth so as not to bring the bearing

upon the artificial teeth. That is a matter very largely over-

looked.

Dr. H. p. Smith, of Chicago, illustrated on the board

how he avoided using clasps in certain cases.
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The following paper was then read :

SEPARATION OF THE SUPERIOR MAXILLA AT THE
SYMPHYSIS.

By C. L. Goddard, A.M., D.D.S., San Francisco, Cal.

The upper teeth of a young lady about fifteen (15) years

old are shown in Fig. i. To correct the irregularity an ap-

pliance was inserted with a jackscrew for spreading the arch.

The nut of the screw was turned twice daily and the arch

spread without pain till in about three (3) weeks the teeth

presented the appearance shown in Fig. 2.

By measuring from the buccal surfaces of the first (ist) bi-

FlG. I.

Appliance for spreading the upper arch.

cuspids it is seen that the arch is spread exactly one quarter

{\) of an inch. You will notice that the appliance is attached

to the first (ist) bicuspid and first (ist) molar on each side,

but does not come in contact with any of the six (6) anterior

teeth. Now comes the surprising part, that the spreading is

not confined to those teeth only to which the appliance is

attached, for the central incisors which previously overlapped

are now separated by a decided space. This is shown better
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by comparing Figs, three (3) and four (4), or by examining

the casts. Upon making accurate measurements we find

that the cuspids have spread apart ^/j of an inch, and that

Fig. 2.

the centrals, measuring from distal to distal surfaces have

separated at least y\ of an inch. How can this be accounted

for since the appliance did not touch any teeth anterior to

the bicuspids? I can only account for it by the supposition

that the two (2) halves of the superior maxilla have separated

in the median line. If the casts be examined a depression

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

will be plainly seen in the gum above the space between the

central incisors, while there is no depression in the corre-

sponding position in the first cast.
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To make my position more certain, I consulted Dr. W. B.

Lewitt, Professor of Anatomy in the College of Dentistry of

the University of California, and showed him the casts. He
wrote to me as follows: " There are in foetal life two (2) pre-

maxillary bones each containing the germs of two (2) incisor

teeth. Each has a center of ossification which appears dur-

ing the seventh (7th) week of foetal life. During the eighth

(8th) week, the two (2) premaxillary bones unite forming the

intermaxillary bone. During this same week the two (2)

lateral halves of the superior maxillary unite also the palate.

During the ninth (9th) week the hard palate is completed by

the union of the intermaxillary and palate bones to the

superior maxillary. The suture between the premaxilla can

often be detected on the facial and palatine surfaces up to

the sixth (6th) year, and the suture between the intermaxilla

and superior maxilla in an adult skull. Man is the only

member of the animal kingdom that does not retain until

maturity a separate and distinct intermaxillary bone. Even

in monkeys it remains separate. In fact the two (2) premax-

illary bones have in animals a suture between them as well as

being separated from the superior maxillary. A case is on rec-

ord of a boy three (3) years old who suffered from a severe in-

flammation of the mouth followed by the exfoliation of the

right premaxillary bone, the superior maxilla proper not be-

ing affected.* It seems to me that your case must have been

one in which union between the two (2) premaxillary bones

was not complete and you forced them further apart."

I have quoted thus freely on account of an opinion often

expressed and formerly firmly believed by myself that a

separation would be much more likely to take place in the

line of the suture between the intermaxillary bone and the

superior maxilla of either side. The fact that congenital

fissure of the hard palate extends from the soft palate in the

median line as far as the intermaxillary bone, then deviates

to the right or left or follows both directions in the line of

the suture between the intermaxillary and superior maxillary

bones would lead us to expect any separation of the supe-

*Allen"s Anatomy, Part II, p. 135. Medical Times and Gazette, Part II, p. 681, 1862.
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rior maxillae in the same lines. Congenital fissures extend-

ing in the median line between the two (2) halves of the pre-

maxilla are extremely rare. I have found a record of but

three (3) cases.*

I have found but two (2) cases of forcible separation of

maxilhe in the median line. One was related by Dr. W. B.

Kingsbur}', a dentist in Santa Clara, Cal. The other case was

mentioned in the Dental Cosjuos, vol. i., p. 540, i860, by

E. H. Angell, of San Francisco. In Dr. Farrar's book the

possibility of such a separation is mentioned, also the fact

that it sometimes happens, and plans are given for prevent-

ing such an occurrence (p. 182). No pain or discomfort ac-

companied nor followed the case I have described. I have

kept the arch spread, thinking that a deposit of osseous

material in the suture would help to retain the extra width of

arch that I had gained and give the room needed for correct-

ing the irregularity of the incisors. The centrals were ro-

tated and the laterals drawn forward till they assumed their

proper positions.

Appliances for Spreading the Arch. The combina-

tion which I used for spreading the arch has worked so well

in this and many other cases, that I think a description will

not come amiss ; see Figs, i and 6.

You will notice that I call it a" combination," and at first

sight its general features will seem so familiar that you will

say it is nothing new. Its various parts are old, but the

exact combination new. I use the Magill bands, with

Angle's tubes soldered to the buccal surfaces of two (2) of

them. Instead of soldering a tube to the lingual surface of

each band, and extending a wire through the two (2) tubes,

as recommended by Dr. Angle, I solder a flat bar about an

eighth of an inch wide or less, and thick as No. 23 plate

U. S. G. to the lingual surfaces of the bands on each side,

thus uniting the band of the bicuspid to that of the molar,

or the band of a cuspid to that of a second bicuspid. In

this bar are punched holes at short intervals. In opposite

holes, across the arch, are placed the ends of an Angle jack-

*See reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences, vol. II, p. 179.
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screw, or a Talbot spring. I prefer the spring because it

can be bent to lie almost in contact with the arch of the

palate, and be out of the way of the tongue much more than

Fig. 5.

the jack-screw. The spring or jack-screw can be placed in

any position along the bar, whenever the force is needed,

and will stay in place, not sliding forward nor backward, the

ends being retained in the holes. If necessary, two (2)

springs or two (2) jack-screws can be used, one at each end of

the bars, but I have found one to be sufficient. The bar is

easily soldered to the bands as follows : Fit the bands on the

teeth or on the cast, as preferred, melt a little solder on the

lingual surface of each band, place the bands on the teeth

of the cast, which is better for the purpose if made of equal

parts of plaster and marble dust or sand, although plaster

alone will answer the purpose. Having fitted the bar and

punched the holes in it with a plate punch, tip the cast so

the bar will lie in place and apply the blow-pipe flame. The
bar, being free, will be heated first, and the solder already

on the bands will easily unite with it, without heating the

whole cast to a high heat.

If it is desired to move four (4) teeth on each side, viz.:
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two (2) cuspids, bicuspids and molar, the bands may be placed

on the cuspid and second bicuspid on each side (Fig. 5),

and the bar extended beyond the second bicuspid along the

molar, or the bands may be placed on the first bicuspid and
molar on each side and the bar extended forward around the

cuspid, in which case the end of the bar should be made nar-

rower and extend slightly between the cuspid and lateral

incisor. If it merely rests on the inclined surface of the

Fig. 6.

Appliance for spreading the upper arch.

cuspid as force is applied, it may move along this inclined

plane and force the bicuspids slightly out of their sockets,

or the cuspid into its socket without moving it out as

desired.

Fig. 6 will show a further value of this combination. Af-

ter the arch has been spread a bowspring of wire can be

placed around the anterior teeth and held in place by insert-

ing the ends in the tubes on the buccal surfaces of two (2)

bands. This bowspring can be used for attaching rubber

bands for drawin«! incisors forward or rotatinsj them. To
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prevent the ends sliding too far through the tubes, a bayonet

may be bent in each end of the bowspring, or the ends may

be threaded and nuts put on to keep it in place. If the lat-

ter plan is followed, the size of the bowspring may be in-

creased or diminished by moving the bowspring backward or

forward. If it is desired to move several incisors forward at

once, the bow may be ligated firmly to these teeth and

moved forward by turning the nuts at the ends. If the case

is a V-shaped arch, the prominence may be reduced by first

spreading the arch, then inserting the bowspring, putting the

nuts behind the tubes. By turning these nuts the bow may
be drawn back and thus move the incisors with it.

The arch may be retained after spreading by substituting

a V-shaped wire for the Talbot spring, or if the bowspring

be used outside it may be stiff enough to keep the arch

spread. An inner bow may be used to advantage for keep-

ing the arch spread and reducing V-shaped or prominent in-

cisors, by extending rubber bands from it to the offending

teeth. This appliance may be made of German silver, but I

prefer platinum for the bands, clasp gold for the bar and

bowspring, and gold plate for the tubes.

This appliance can be used equally well for spreading the

lower arch. In this case the spring has two (2) coils instead

of one (i), like the Matteson spring (Fig. 7).

Movement of the Teeth.—There is a question which

needs our attention and which I would very much like to

hear discussed, that is : What changes take place in the sur-

rounding tissues when teeth are moved? The common
answer is :

" Absorption of tissues in front of the moving

teeth and building up behind." This answer has not fully

satisfied me, for in many cases where several teeth are moved

at once and in the same direction, I have observed a move-

ment of the alveolar process itself. I noticed this first in

1883, and have taught it to my class ever since. I saw no

notice of it in print before that time, and have seen it men-

tioned but twice since.

In the first volume of Dr. Farrar's book on irregularities,

page 142, he speaks of this movement as a " bending of the
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alveolar tissue." The term is a good one, and I am sur-

prised that such a bending or movement is not more widely

recognized. It was first brought to my attention in a case

in which I was retracting incisors by means of rubber bands

attached to a plate in the roof of the mouth, which plate

was clasped to the molars. After a few weeks, as the incis-

ors moved in, I noticed that the plate did not fit the roof of

the mouth as before, and upon examination found the pala-

tine portion of the alveolar ridge, posterior to the incisors,

Fig. 7.

Appliance for spreading lower arch and moving incisors.

much fuller than before, so much so as to prevent the plate

going back to its former position.

I have again noticed the same bending of the ridge when

the four (4) incisors were moved outward, and in cases of

spreading the arch, yet I have never known or heard of such

a result. The outer plate of the process at least must move

with the teeth. We might in that case expect to find the

ridge much thicker after the teeth are moved, from filling up

the sockets behind the teeth, but such is rarely the case.

When the arch is spread there is more room in the roof of

the mouth. The whole ridge has moved or been bent onJts
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base as if the process were semi-plastic. When prominent

incisors are reduced, if the ridge did not bend we would ex-

pect the teeth to move without removing the prominence of

the labial portion of the gums and ridge, we would expect

the ridge to remain prominent till sufficient absorption had

taken place to reduce it to a normal thickness. Yet, as the

incisors are moved, you will find the gums and ridge over

their roots no thicker at one time than at another, and when

the teeth have reached their new location the outer plate of

the process will be found to have arrived at the same time.

When single teeth are moved along the ridge or outward

or inward, there is without doubt an absorption in front and

building up behind, as well as a compression of the cells of

Fig. 8.

the process, but when several teeth are moved in one direc-

tion I have no doubt that there is, as Dr. Farrar expressed

it, a " bending of the alveolar tissue."

Making Room for an Inlocked Incisor.— I have

found an easy and simple way of making room and moving

forward an incisor. A few years ago Dr. Matteson gave a

method, as illustrated in the Dental Cosmos, by placing a

spring, such as shown in Fig. 8, in front of the over-lapping

teeth and attaching a thread or narrow platinum band to the

two (2) ends of the spring in such a manner that it passed

the teeth on which the spring rested and behind the inlocked

tooth. By the tension of the spring this thread or thin band,

tending to straighten, would push apart the overlapping
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teeth and move forward the inlocked one. While the appli-

ance seemed simple and very efficient in theory, I found

that in practice it did not work so well. The thread or band
would slip up or down and infringe on the gum, or slide off

the cutting edge of the tooth. It was difficult to keep it in

place. Even when it kept in place it would spread the over-

lapping teeth too far apart before the inlocked tooth could

move forward in position. I found the same trouble with

Dr. Farrar's appliance, in which a similar platinum band was
used, and the ends of it attached to a screw for straight-

ening it.

To avoid these difficulties, I cemented on each of

the overlapping teeth a band with a small tube soldered

on the lingual surface. A spring shaped like the Matteson

spring was used by inserting one end in each tube, as is

shown by Fig. 8. The expansion of the spring readily

spread the teeth apart. A straight piece of wire was then

inserted in the tubes passing from one to the other across

the space. From this wire or bar a rubber band was passed

over the inlocked incisor, which was readily drawn forward.

I was not wholly satisfied with this appliance because the

teeth on each side tended to return when the straight wire

was substituted for the spring. I therefore substituted a

cut wire for the spring, placing two (2) nuts on it. See Fig.

9. These nuts can be placed next the tubes on each side,

and as they are turned will force the teeth apart as the

spring does. When the necessary room is obtained the nuts

will keep the teeth apart, while a rubber band extended

from the screw over the offending tooth will draw it for-

ward (Fig. 9). This rubber band may well be applied as

soon as lateral movement is begun with the overlapping

teeth, that is, as soon as any room is gained, and the in-

locked tooth will be drawn forward as fast as room is made
for it, so as to be in place as soon as the necessar\- room is

gained. An additional advantage of this plan is that the

rubber binds the teeth together, so as to prevent the side

teeth from being crowded out of the line of the arch. If

the irregularity mentioned is on one side only, the line
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between the centrals will not usually correspond to the me-

dian line of the face, but by means of such an appliance

Fig. 9.

as described, force is exerted so as move the teeth towards

the median line so that the two (2) will correspond.

Improvement in Appliance for Retracting Cus-

pids.—Prof. Guilford has described and illustrated a very

useful appliance for retracting a cuspid or bicuspid when a

bicuspid has been extracted. It consists of bands for the

cuspid or bicuspid, and, for the first (ist) molar with hooks

on both lingual and buccal surfaces of each band, the hooks

of the cuspid or bicuspid pointing forward and those of the

molar backward. These hooks are connected with rubber

bands. I have an improvement to suggest for such cases

when they are alike on both sides of the mouth. It con-

sists in substituting a tube about one-quarter of an inch

long, for the outer hook of the molar band, but so beveling

the posterior end of the tube that it will also be a hook for

holding one end of the rubber band. After the rubber

bands have retracted the cuspids or bicuspids to which they

were attached, the tubes can be utilized for inserting the

ends of a bowspring extending around the labial surface of
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the incisors. The bowspring held in these tubes will serve

all the purposes for which it is usually used, such as the at-

tachment of rubber bands for moving lateral incisors for-

ward or for rotating any of the teeth.

As the cuspid is the most difficult tooth to move, it is

best, in most cases, to yoke together the second (2d) bicus-

pid and first (ist) permanent molar, or the first (ist) per-

manent and the second (2d) permanent molars, by banding

each tooth and soldering the two (2) bands together. This

will give two (2) teeth for anchorage, and prevent their

tipping forward, as suggested by Dr. Angle.

Instruction in Orthodontia.—The teaching of Or-

thodontia in colleges has become of great importance in the

last few years. It should be taught practically as well as

didactically. I have found the following a good plan, and

it is the gradual result of eleven (i i) years teaching :

Instruction is begun in the junior year and continued

through the senior year. The didactic instruction consi.sts

of lectures and quizzes illustrated by means of drawings,

the blackboard and the lantern. By means of an opaque

attachment casts and appliances can be projected on the

screen the same as transparent slides. Cuts from books and

journals can also be thrown on the screen by the same lan-

tern. They are easily arranged and add very much to our

means of illustration. Junior students are required to de-

vote at least one hour a week to making appliances. Each

student is required to provide files, pliers, draw plate, screw

plate, etc. He is furnished with large German silver wire

and heavy plate. He is required to draw the wire down to

the various sizes needed, and to roll the plate out to various

numbers needed ; to cut screw threads on wire, make nuts,

taps, draw tubing, and construct various characteristic ap-

pliances, such as Magill bands, jack and drag screws, Talbot

springs, appliances for rotating, retracting, spreading, etc.

A list of these requirements is given to each student and he

is required to work under the instruction of a competent

demonstrator of Orthodontia technic.

The senior students are required to work practical cases,
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which the infirmary has provided in great numbers. A pa-

tient is assigned to each student, or if there are not enough

for that, one case is assigned to two (2) students who work
together and each receives as much benefit as though he had

a case alone. He is first required to take impressions for

casts and to fill out the following blank :

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA—COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY.

Orthodontia for Seniors.

Name of Operator No
Name of Patient .189...

Sex of Patient Age... Nativity

Nativity of Father Nativity of Mother

Regularity of Father's teeth _.

Regularity of Mother's teeth.

Habits, (a) Mouth breathing

(b) Thumb sucking.

( c ) Lip Sucking

Enlarged tonsils

Median line

Occlusion, Normal, Prognathous, or Sup. Protrusion

Mastication

1. No. of teeth out of normal line

2. No. of teeth within normal line

3. No. of teeth rotated

4. No. of teeth long or short

V-shaped arch

Width of arch between first permanent molars inches.

Height of palate High Medium Low
No. of teeth decayed

Structure of teeth,—hard—medium—soft

General description of case.

Drawing
Treatment .--

Result

Clinical lectures are then delivered over these cases.

The patient is seated in an operating chair near a black-

board. The student, or students, in charge have the blank

and cast ready for inspection. While the class is examining

the patient, a drawing is made on the board representing

the irregularity. The case is then described and attention

called to its peculiarities, and the treatment prescribed. The
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proposed appliance is drawn on the board with colored chalk,

and its action explained.

The student is instructed to make such appliance, and
bring the patient to the next clinic, with the appliance in

position. Having already made appliances in his junior

year he is competent to make whatever is prescribed. These
clinics are held once a week, and several patients can be

examined at each. The students are required to present the

patient at these clinics at frequent intervals, so that progress

may be noted, mistakes prevented or corrected, etc.

For similar cases different appliances are prescribed, in

order that their efficiency may be tested, and the students

thus have an opportunity of observing their workings. Thus,

the screw is used in one case for spreading the arch, and the

spring in another. On one side of the mouth a drag screw

is used for retracting the cuspid and on the other elastic

bands, etc., etc.

When a case is completed, retaining appliances are inserted,

and the patient instructed to be present at intervals for in-

spection.

Casts are required of each case, showing the beginning

and end of the case, and any instructive intermediate stages.

These casts, with the regulating appliances in position, are

stored in the museum, for reference and future use in illus-

trating lectures and clinics.

These clinics have proved very interesting and instructive

to all concerned, and the students have, as a rule, eagerly

availed themselves of the opportunities presented, often

bringing patients for the purpose. When cleft palate cases

can be obtained they are shown at the clinic and appliances

constructed for their relief.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. II. Reid Stalky, of Lanark, 111. I wish to state

my objection to Dr. Goddard's principle of not moving the

tooth bodily. I see in this representation he obviates

tilting the molar by holding the wire in at this (illustrating)

point, but the pressure of the molar against the bicuspid
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is going to tilt it slightly that way. A cuspid will always

tilt back in this direction, and we have them standing with

the points together and the apices of the roots too far

apart, and, when it comes to moving this lateral incisor

forward, it inclines forward in this angle too much, because

the root has not an opportunity to come forward also. The

cuspid root is in the way. I am a great admirer of Dr.

Angle's system. I believe in making the appliance that

will hold the tooth very firmly and move it bodily. If you

make an appliance, and have a tooth that is connected

both with the bicuspid and first molar and the buccal

surface of the cuspid that runs in the line of the root

of the tooth, and have your bar coming up and bent

to go in there, and a bar on the end of the rod here, of

course if it is threaded, you can gradually tighten it, and

the three teeth must move bodily together, the roots go

as well as the crowns of the teeth, and we have the space

for the lateral incisor to come forward, for the roots as

well as the crown. It takes a little longer time, but I believe

in having the root move with the crown, and not have the

teeth tilting together and too much of a space at the margin

of the gum.

Dr. Goddard. I was hoping that some one present

would have something to say about the opening of the

median line. What has been the experience of others in

that respect ?

Dr. T. J. Harcourt, of Cincinnati, O. I can give you

an instance that occurred some twenty years ago, where I

made a plate for a gentleman. He wore it about three

years, and he lay down one evening, not being very well,

and the next morning it was impossible to insert the plate

in his mouth. He came back to see about it. I tried to fit

it in his mouth and found it impossible. I took an impres-

sion of the mouth and found there was such a decided

change, but I could not detect it in the plate, so I looked

through the cellar and found the original cast. I put the

plate on the original cast, and it fitted as perfectly as upon

the day it was made. It was evident in my mind that that
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night, very suddenly, there had been a separation of the

median line. A new impression was made and the teeth

had to be taken off and lengthened. I don't know whether

that is exactly applicable to this case. It is the onlv

instance I know of.

Dr. H. p. Smith, of Chicago. I would like to ask the

gentleman whether he made an examination of the antrum,

and if he had any history of the case?

Dr. HarcOURT. I don't know that I thought of such a

thing as that. My education was limited at that time.

Dr. Smith. I heard of a similar case, and it was traced

to a disease of the antrum.

Dr. a. E. Matteson, of Chicago. I have a case which

is quite similar to that mentioned by Dr. Goddard. By
inserting the jack-screw I obtained, in the course of two or

three weeks—a very short time considering the density of

the bone and age of the patient—fully the twelfth of an

inch between the two. The jack-screw was inserted between

the cuspids, from one cuspid to the other, made after the

form represented by Dr. Goddard. After I had obtained

sufficient separation between the cuspids, an appliance was

made similar to that in the lower model in this engraving.

That is the way I expanded the arch. This separation

between the centrals reduced and gradually the teeth came
again together. They were overlapping. There was a

twelfth of an inch or more movement from their original

position. I think the soft tissues drew them a great deal.

A stretching of the soft tissues, as the arch was expanded,

drew these teeth apart, and as they began to return it was
like rubber relaxing. That was my opinion in regard to it,

because the teeth are now just as they were before. I think

if Dr. Goddard had not put on appliances for rotating these

teeth they would gradually have come together and have

returned to their original place. I put no appliances upon
these central incisors at that time, and they separated fully

one-twelfth of an inch, taking into consideration the lap-

ping, as they were before.

In speaking of the little spring which I introduced some
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years ago, to which Dr. Goddard kindly referred, and which

is also illustrated in Dr. Guilford's recent work, Dr. Guilford

omitted to make one point which I wish to have noticed.

As this passes into the tube, on each of these teeth there

was a slot cut out so as to allow the curved wire to slip

into it and hold the wire in position, to relieve it from strik-

ing the gum or the lip. A modification of the slot in the

" T" tube is shown in the illustration. Another means I use

for the same thing is to dress these off at an angle, solder

them and make an angle on the wire.

One thing more. Dr. Goddard has spoken of the use of the

rubber. I believe the pulps of more teeth are destroyed by

the use of the rubber ligature than any other one thing used

in the correction of irregularities. I had a case similar to

that just mentioned by him. A lady, for whom I was correct-

ing her teeth, was absent from the city, and was gone for six

weeks, and when she returned the cuspid teeth were almost

black, so that I supposed the pulps were dead. That was

something like four years ago, and I have seen them within

a month and they are still alive, so far as the appearances are

concerned, or any other indication. When they were pre-

sented again I released them and simply wired them, to re-

lieve the tension, and they resumed their natural color.

Dr. TaliîOT. I only heard the latter part of the paper,

but Dr. Goddard asked a very important question, and one

that seems to mc ought to be discussed here, in reference to

spreading the arch. He asked the question : Do dentists

ever open the suture in spreading the arch? I wish to say

that I frequently do it. I say frequently. It depends a

great deal on the age of the patient, when I attempt to

regulate the case. If I commence to regulate the case before

the twelfth or fourteenth year, it is a very common thing to

open the suture. I will not pretend to say how many cases

I have had. I will illustrate this by the case of my own daugh-

ter, where I commenced to regulate her teeth at the tenth

year. I placed bands over the cuspid teeth, and then used

springs of my own make. I opened the suture three-six-

teenths of an inch. When I first commenced to open the
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suture I felt a little worried about it, but I saw I could do

it every time. I did as much for my daughter in two weeks

as I could have expected to do in three months, because, if

I had undertaken, in a case like this, to move or spread each

tooth separately, or the three together, it would take from

two to three months to do it, but in this case I was only

three weeks in opening the suture clear through. I have

frequently done so with the jack-screw, as illustrated in this

case. So I think it is an advantage, rather than a detriment.

It can be done much quicker, as the jaw bends. I did not

believe, until I commenced to open the suture in that way,

the theory advanced by Dr. Farrar, that we do bend bones.

I always expected that it was simply a deposition, an ab-

sorption of bone cells, but I know now, from experience,

that the alveolar process, and even the jawbone itself, does

bend by the pressure.

I went through with treating the deformity in the usual

way. I opened the suture and the teeth came back, as has

already been mentioned by Dr. Matteson, to the central line,

but this was due to the forward movement of the posterior

teeth, the cuspid teeth included. In regard to such cases as

arc illustrated on the board, I have a much simpler appliance

for regulating these teeth. Indeed, it is a little appliance I

use almost entirely in regulating teeth. It is this: I take

German silver and roll it down three sizes— 24, 26 and 28

gauge. The rolling process makes it very stiff indeed. I

then cut it into strips. If I had a case like this represented

on the board, I would regulate the teeth with that simple

strip, and I would do it in this way: 1 woukl take this

strip of German silver, if the teeth were close together,

and a piece of ordinary tin, because it is much finer.

I would bend it in around the teeth, then put in another

piece, and use the central incisor to press against. In that

way the cuspid tooth on either side would be brought into

place and carry this tooth out. I would do the same with

the other operations with the same piece of metal. If I

were using the tin I would have the patient come the second

day, and I would find the little spaces existing that would
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take the German silver and put it in. To prevent those

teeth from going out, I would carry this over half or two-

thirds of the way on to the anterior surface, and by so doing

prevent this tooth from rotating, and at the same time carry

those teeth back. This would be done in the same way

with the other case that is represented. This method does

away with the expensive appliance of bands and screw.

The mechanism is exactly the same in springing out the

teeth. Every time I have my patient come to the office I

shorten up this piece of German silver. I do most of my
regulating now with this simple piece of material.

There were two points brought up in regard to this case.

I have never had an opportunity in which I should criticise

Dr. Farrar, Dr. Angle or Dr. Patrick. Appliances are

made for the purpose of using the posterior teeth as a

point of resistance in carrying the cuspid teeth back. Of

course we have to give our experience in these cases, and

my experience of eighteen years, is, that almost invariably

the posterior teeth will be carried forward, instead of the

cuspid teeth back, and that brings up the question referred

to by a gentleman here in regard to the teeth tipping. He
says the roots are carried back also. That is not my ex-

perience. It is claimed we can carry the roots back with

crowns. It looks splendid on paper. This apparatus of Dr.

Angle's looks very well on paper, but it does not work in

practice. It is a fact that we do occasionally carry the roots

a short distance, but that we can carry them the distance of

the space that is necessary between the crowns is an impossi-

bility, according to my experience.

Dr. Harcourt. Is there anything in the theory we

often hear advanced, that, in moving teeth, the laminated

structure of the process condenses on one side and leaves a

vacancy on the other, and that vacancy fills up?

Dr. TALI30T. Certainly, that always happens. If one

tooth is being carried, of course there is an absorption upon

one side, a deposition of bone on the other.

Dr. Harcourt. Do you not think it is a condensation,

instead of absorption?
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Dk. Talbot. If we understand the physiological action

of the development of bone, it cannot be anything else but

the deposition of bone, or the absorption of bone.

Dr. Harcourt. In my experience no absorption at all

takes place.

Dr. Talrot. That is one of the first principles of phys-

iology.

Dr. Harcourt. I have heard that theory advanced,

but I do not believe it, because I have not found it so.

Dr. Stalev. I would like to ask Dr. Goddard or Dr.

Talbot how long, after separating the parts of the maxillary

bone, they would have the retaining appliances remain for

new tissue to fill in properly?

Dr. C. L. Goddard, of San Francisco, Cal. That ques-

tion did not enter into this case particularly, because I

should think the space would fill up by deposition of bone

with the same rapidity that bone deposits in cases of frac-

ture. While it would be necessary to retain the teeth in

their new position for their own sake much longer than

would be necessary for the sake of the filling up of the fissure.

One point I wish to make, and did try to make in the

paper, was that this appliance was not attached to any of the

six anterior teeth. It was only attached to the bicuspids

and molars. You will see in this photograph, which is a

photograph of quite an imperfect case, that the bicuspids

all move. At the same time the six anterior teeth did move
without any pressure being applied to them, and my own ex-

planation of their movement was the opening of the suture.

In regard to devitalizing the pulps by means of rubber

bands, I can only say that, during a practice of nineteen

years, in which I have used rubber bands and screws and

piano wire, each in different cases, whichever I thought would

be most efficient, I am not conscious of having devitalized

the pulp of but one tooth, and that was a lateral incisor,

that, in my early days of regulating. I moved three times

over one-eighth of an inch. The tooth evidenth- got discour-

aged and thought it would give it uj).

The moving of the roots of teeth, as well as the crowns.
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is something I have not been able to accomplish. If it can

be done, I certainly would like to know how to do it. It

would be of considerable advantage in the case of cuspids,

because, often, the moving of cuspids back to their proper

position gives such a slant to the crown that the teeth pre-

sent an unnatural appearance. You find some cases where the

lateral incisors are interlocked and the cuspids almost touch

the central incisors, in which position the root of the cuspid is

considerably back of the position of the crown. Then we
do not need to move the crown and root, but in moving the

crown we make the tooth assume its proper position. You
will find other cases in which the apices of these roots are

much nearer the median line than is natural. Then, if a

crown is moved back until it is in proper position, it is tilted,

and presents an unnatural appearance, and those are the

rare cases where we are warranted in extracting lateral in.

cisors. That may be a bold thing to say, but I have the

authority of Kingsley, in his book, a case in which the lat-

eral incisors were behind the centrals and the cuspids spread

apart, so that he did move the laterals into place, and I

have had the same experience moving the crowns so that

they tilted forward, and the tooth at the gum line was not

as far forward as it was at the cutting edge. It did not

present a good appearance, and I was sorry at the conclusion

of the case that I had not extracted the lateral incisors and

moved the cuspids in contact with the central incisors. In

that case the cuspid can be ground off to make it form some-

thing like the cutting edge of a tooth. I do not say that is

all we want to accomplish, but in some cases it is the best

we can do, and we must take advantage of the lack of ob-

servation of the majority of mankind. There are very few

outside of the profession, perhaps, that know that lateral

incisors are not the same size as centrals, who would know
at the first glance that there are only two or three teeth be-

tween the cuspids, instead of four. In regulating teeth

we can sometimes take advantage of tliis lack of obser-

vation of mankind, knowing that our patients will not

always be looked at by dentists.

Adjourned.
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FOURTH SESSION.

The Section was called to order on Thursday, August

17th. at 2:30 P. M., by the Chairman, Dr. C. L. Goddard.

The following paper was then read:

SOME PRINCIPLES GOVERNING THE DEVELOPMENT

OF FACIAL CONTOURS IN THE PRACTICE

OF ORTHODONTIA.

By C. S. Case, D.D.S., M.D., Chicago.

The practice of correcting irregularities of the teeth has

advanced so rapidly under the influence of modern methods

of constructing regulating appliances, that it bears to-day

Httle relation to dentistry proper, and in its most advanced

practice may justly claim a distinct field in art and mechanics.

Nor is the prophecy a wild one, that the science of Ortho-

dontia is destined to cover a still wider and more peculiarly

distinct field—that we are at the beginning of a renaissance

in this department which will not rest or be satisfied with

the mere correction of malposed teeth, but will include as

an indispensable part of its repertoire the correction of all

facial deformities which have resulted from irregularities of

the teeth and jaws, and, in fact, the development of every

aesthetic contour of the face that can be accomplished by a

scientific application of force to the underlying bony struc-

ture through the medium of the teeth.

In the ordinary dental practice of correcting irregularities

of the teeth, not enough attention has been given to facial

effects; the principal aim having been to bring the teeth to

a more perfect position and occlusion. While this has usu-

ally resulted in an improvement in the appearance of the

face even when the features were in repose, the development

of facial contours from an a:sthetic standpoint seems rather

to have been a result than one of the principal aims of the

operator. I refer particularly to those cases that have been

discharged as satisfactorily finished when the crowns of

the teeth have been brought to a more perfect alignment,
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with little or no regard to the movement of the roots and

the bony structure in which they were imbedded. In many
instances, too, had this latter movement been accomplished,

as would not have been difficult with our present possibili-

ties, there would have been a vast improvement in the

general form and contour of the face ; and this higher

aesthetic attainment would have been considered the most

important part of the whole operation, producing a satisfac-

tion and pleasure unequaled by few things in orthopaedic

surgery.

In examining dental literature in this department one is

surprised to find so little said in regard to the movement of

the roots of the teeth and methods by which it may be

accomplished ; and in no place have I been able to find a

single proposition for the outward or inward movement of

the roots accompanied by a relatively slight change in the

occluding position of the crowns ; and nothing also in regard

to the movement of the roots, for the purpose of giVing a

more perfect contour to the face by changing the shape of

the underlying bone.

Dr. Farrar, in the only volume which has been published

of his valuable work on " Irregularities of the Teeth and

their Correction," gives very little space to this branch of his

subject ; and then in reference only to the movement of the

entire tooth in a lateral direction. On page 647 he says :

" The lateral movement of the entire tooth has always been

regarded as difficult ; and (in referring to successes claimed

by the author) Dr. Guilford has even gone so far as to state

in some remarks he made at a meeting in 1888, that he had

always been inclined to doubt the accomplishment of the

operation. Not only have I performed the operation several

times, but I have advised its performance by others who
have found it to be fully successful."

It can be seen by these remarks that the movement of

the roots of teeth is a rare and somewhat modern accom-

plishment, and doubtless an operation which never would

have been possible under the old regime of regulating plates

and their numerous force contrivances.
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Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

CASE V.

Appendix.— I am pleased to present with this publication, illustrations of Case V,
completed nearly six months after the meeting of the Congress, where the beginning
treatment of this case was presented. It will be seen that my prophecy in the closing
paragraph of the text has been fully realized.
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He further very perfectly states, in the following axiom,

the only method by which a movement of the roots in the

direction of the force is possible: "The secret of effecting

a lateral movement of the roots of the teeth lies in rela-

tively fixing the antagonizing ends of the crowns while the

force is being applied at their necks." In another place he

re-states the same proposition thus: " For the lateral move-

ment of roots the power should be applied between the ful-

crum and the point of resistance, or weight." Then he

follows this by a beautiful illustration of this principle of

force with a nuiTiber of ingenious contri\ances by which a

lateral movement of the roots of the teeth have been ef-

fected.

The purpose of this paper is to show how, with our

present possibilities in the construction of regulating appli-

ances, this principle of force may be also applied to the

movement of the roots of the teeth in any direction, and to

illustrate also the importance of this possibility when it is

observed in the operation where the teeth are moved in

phalanx, that the bones of youth do not remain stationary

to be plowed through by the roots in a process of retrogres-

sive metamorphosis, but that a considerable portion of the

bone in which the teeth are imbedded is carried witli the

roots in proportion as they are changed in position, thus en-

abling one to regulate many imperfections of the face by
changing the shape and surface contour of the frame which

supports and gives character to the features over all that

portion which can be affected by a movement of the bones

contiguous to the roots of the teeth. .

I shall be able to show by models to your perfect satis-

faction, I think, that this movement of the roots and adjoin-

ing bony structure may be made to influence a far greater

area in shaping the features of the face than would at first

seem possible ; and especially is this true over that part of

the face contiguous to the roots of the anterior superior

teeth, even to the changing of the shape of the nose.

Something of this may be accounted for by the fact that

this part of the face is formed in early fœtal life by a single
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central process, which becomes permanently joined to its

fellows on either side in the development and growth of the

foetus ; and as from this process is produced the intermaxil-

lary bones, the anterior portion of the nasal septum and

cartilages, the middle portion of the upper lip and the in-

cisor teeth, it is possible that they retain during early life

a united influence over each other which induces a more easy

movement of the several parts en masse. Be that as it may,

the facility with which the entire intermaxillary process can

be carried backward or forward under a proper application

of force to the incisor teeth, has been a source of surprise

and pleasure to me from the time when I first attempted the

operation—less than a year ago.

I am now able to correct, with perfect certainty of suc-

cess, any marked depression or protrusion of the upper lip

which is mainly due to a malposition of the roots of the in-

cisor teeth. Instances are often observed among the youth

who demand our professional services, which show a com-

parativel)'' perfect alignment and occlusion of the teeth, and

yet because of the position of the roots with a consequent

abnormal depression or protrusion of the adjoining bone,

considerable imperfection of features and external contour

of the face is produced (see Case VI. ).^'' These deformities

are peculiar and not common, but have rarely engaged atten-

tion with a view of orthopedic treatment directed to the

development of a more aesthetic facial form. In the instance

of a marked depression of the upper lip, as in Cases I. and

II., they are often mistaken for a prognathous lower jaw,

because of the lack of proper fullness in the central features

of the face, which frequently affects the shape of the nose

and deepens the lines on either side. For the same reason

the cheek bones will at times appear abnormally prominent,

giving to the face a broad and flattened appearance, especi-

ally if the cuspids being retarded in their eruption for the

want of room take a more lateral and prominent position.

*[Sixty-twü carefully iiiouiiled models weie exhibiled lo illustrate the progressive

stajres of the six cases referred to in the text of this paper. Of these a limited nninber

of models of cases i, 2. 3 and 5 only have been chosen (or this publication, which it is

hoped will sufficiently illustrate the principles advanced by the essayist.— liu.

J
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1

If the lower teeth are in proper relative position and the

deformity caused, as is most common, by the lower incisors

occluding in front of the upper, every change desirable may
be effected by an appliance attached to the superior teeth

alone. As an illustration of this, I call your attention to

the models in Case II.

On the other hand, if the entire superior dental arch is

narrow and contracted with a high palatal dome, the teeth

long, uncrowded and not materially affected in position by
occlusion, the face will usually be long and narrow, the nose

prominent, thin and of the Roman type (see Figs, i and 3, Case

I.). In these cases the entire dental arch and alveolus should

be expanded, and the force so applied and controlled as to

retain the teeth in an upright position, especially in the

process of carrying the anterior teeth forward, which is of

vital importance in the restoration of the features of the

face. The principal force, therefore, should be exerted upon

the anterior superior teeth ; and this force may be recipro-

cated by rubber bands extending from the posterior part of

the upper appliance to the anterior part of an appliance

that is attached firmly to all the lower teeth. These

bands can be made to exert almost any desired force, accord-

ing to the heft of the tubing from which they are cut ; and

their positions being such as to not interfere with mastica-

tion, they can be worn continuously.

If the inferior dental arch is large, with the teeth occlud-

ing outside of the alignment of the superiors, it may be

reduced in size by the extraction of a bicuspid on either side

and the anterior teeth forced back to fill the space (see Case

I., Figs. 7 and 8). If, however, the chin is abnormally

prominent below the incisive fossîu, teeth should not be

extracted from the lower jaw, the principal change to correct

the facial deformity should be accomplished on the upper

jaw, as in Case V.

I have abandoned all attempts to reduce a prognathous

lower jaw by external pressure upon the chin, never having

derived the same satisfaction from this operation that others

claim. I find, however, that the rubber bands, before men-
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tioned, extending from the upper to the lower apphance, can

be made to exert all the force the patient can stand at the

glenoid fossae, and doubtless this influence tends to force the

lower jaw to a more posterior position.

(Examples of deformities of this character and their treat-

ment are shown by Cases I., II. and V., which were selected

for the purpose of showing the three varieties of protruding

low^er jaw and teeth.)

On the other hand, with equal facility, I am able now to

reduce a protrusion of the upper lip at that point where it

merges into the nasal septum and orifices, when due to a

malposition of the roots of incisor teeth alone, causing an

abnormal prominence of the anterior nasal spine and incisive

fossae. (See Cases III. and IV.) This position of the roots

of the superior incisors is not uncommon, even when the

antagonizing ends are in perfect position ; and often with

the production of quite a marked facial deformity. As an

illustration of this, I call your attention to the models of

Case VI.

In like manner, I am able to force the anterior viferior

teeth bodily forward, with the entire alveolar ridge in which

they are imbedded. (See models of lower jaw in Case IV.)

Instances arc not rare where the point of the chin, the upper

lip and the anterior superior teeth are relatively in proper

position, but with inferior teeth, from various causes, so

posteriorly placed as to produce an abnormally deep depres-

sion or curve, in that portion of the lower lip along the line

of the incisive fossae. By forcing the anterior inferior teeth

forward, with the alveolus in which they are imbedded, a

more aesthetic shape will be given to the chin ; and this change,

though slight according to measurement, will often produce

an improvement in the general appearance of the face that is

quite remarkable. The same is true, also, in a posterior

movement of the inferior incisor teeth and alveolus, when
they are so anteriorly placed in relation to the point of the

chin as to obliterate the graceful curve of the lower lip.

(See Case I.j

An anterior movement of the inferior incisor teeth and
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alveolus is often of material aid, also, in the reduction of

that unhappy deformity caused by a prognathous upper jaw

with protruding teeth. (See Case IV.)

I believe that all who have made a study of this particu-

lar line of work will agree with me that a large proportion

of all facial imperfections—which in many instances amount

to actual deformities—are due to an inartistic relation of

those features of the face whose form and contour are

governed by the position of the teeth and the peripheral

surface of the bone in which the roots are imbedded. If,

therefore, it is a fact that by force appliances attached to the

crowns of the teeth of young persons the roots and the alve-

olus can be forced outward or inward to any desired extent,

a new field will be opened to the practitioner in orthodontia.

a principal feature of which will be the correction of many
deformities of the face that have heretofore been considered

beyond the reach of orthopaedic surgery.

In a large proportion of those deform.ities which seem to

be due to a protrusion or recession of the chin, it will be

found upon a careful study of the face that the chin is not

far from its proper relative position to the forehead, the

upper portion of the nose, and malar prominences, and that

the deformity in the main is due to the relatively imperfect

position of the middle features of the face, governed by the

anterior superior teeth and the adjoining bone in which they

arc imbedded.

If now, by ordinary methods, the crowns of these teeth are

forced backward or forward to a more perfect alignment with

the lowers, the facial defect is only partially remedied and

the real deformity far from being removed, if not increased,

as it may be, by the tendency of the roots to tip in an op-

posite direction. But if, on the other hand, the teeth are

firmly and substantially grasped by appliances which are so

constructed that the force can be applied directly to the

roots while the antagonizing ends of the crowns are fixed or

controlled in their movement—as Dr. Farrar has outlined

for the lateral movement of the entire tooth— it will be

found upon trial that the roots as well as the immediately
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surrounding bone will be moved, and can be made to take a

position which will give a far more pleasing appearance to

the face.

The peculiar apparatus which I use for applying force to

the roots of the anterior teeth in facial contouring was first

put into practical use December 24, 1892, and described in

connection with a paper I read before the Chicago Dental

Society the following February, which was published in the

March, 1893, number of the Dental Reviciv.

The case which I then described was in only a partial state

of completion, having worn the special apparatus but one

month and a half—the first month of treatment having been

accomplished with the Cofifin expanding plate. By examin-

ing the models shown at the meeting (see Case I.), which I

here present, with the models of the completed cases, it will

T3e seen that there was a marked improvement in the general

form and contour of the face, even in so short a time. This

was partly due to the expanding plate, and the change ac-

complished on the lower jaw in the process of forcing the six

anterior teeth back to fill the space caused by the extraction

of the first bicuspids; while the models of the case when
completed April 25, 1893, show a still greater improvement,

especially in the development of the central features of the

face—the teeth at this time being in perfect occlusion and

well placed.

The history of this case is so well given in the words of

the patient's father, who resides some distance from Chicago

—and whom I have never met— I will take the liberty to

quote a few paragraphs from a letter dated April 28, 1893,

written soon after her return home.

The letter throughout is an expression of the grateful

appreciation which he and others felt for what I have ac-

complished. He says :
" When we sent her to you her teeth

were frightfully irregular, and her jaws closed in such a way

that only the very last upper and lower teeth on each side

came together, and they only seemed to graze each other

in masticating her food.

" Her upper jaw was narrow and contracted, while the
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lower teeth protruded far in front of the upper so that I

could take my finger when the mouth was closed naturally

and pass it between the upper and lower teeth.

" The roof of the mouth was so high and ]K)inted that food

often lodged there while she was eating and would some-

times require her finger to remove it ; and biting food with-

out the use of her thumb or tongue to press against the

upper teeth was an impossibility.

" The nose had a pinched look and there was a depression

of the upper lip. All these things taken together gave to

her face an elongated, narrow and quite an unhappy expres-

sion which amounted almost to a deformity. All this has

been changed, and in a few short months you have sent her

back to us almost made over. Certainly her mouth never

would be recognized, and her face is so changed in shape

and expression that, as a friend remarked, she has changed

from a very plain to quite a handsome looking girl ; and bet-

ter than all we feel that her general health will improve right

along now that she can properly masticate her food. * *

* '^' We can truly say, in conclusion, that if we were able

to pay you, thousands of dollars would be nothing com-

pared to what you have {.lone for us."

It will be noticed that all that portion of the face which

lies within the triangle drawn from the bridge of the nose

to the corners of the mouth has been forced forward. I

wish to call attention particularly to the change in the shape

of the nose, which from a Roman type has been straightened

by lifting forward the nasal spine and cartilaginous septum

that sustains the end. Also the wings have been broadened,

relieving it from that pinched appearance by a similar change

of the bone upon which they rest, all of which goes to prove

that not only the roots and alveolar process have entered

into the change, but all of the intermaxillary bone proper.

As a further proof of this, carefully examine the models of

the upper jaw in this case, and that of Case II. Notice the

depth of the superior incisive foss;e, the general shape of the

jaws and position of the superior incisor teeth at the begin-

ning, and how the teeth have been carried bodily forward
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from one-eightli to three-eighths of an inch, while retaining

their upright positions.

Before describing the pecuHar construction of the con-

touring apparatus I use in these cases, I wish to say that I

endeavor to have all regulating appliances made as sub-

stantially and finished as perfectly as a piece of jewelry. The
bands are fitted to the natural teeth with as much perfection

—especially where they extend under the free margins of the

gum—as a band for a crown. I use German silver princi-

pally, and heavily gold-plate the apparatus before attach-

ment.

Too much praise cannot be given Dr. Angle for introduc-

ing to our notice the value of German silver for this pur-

pose, and also for many original ideas in the construction of

regulating appliances.

In constructing an apparatus for forcing the roots and

adjoining bone of the anterior teeth forward, wide German

silver banding material for the teeth should be selected,

that is, five or six thousandths of an inch in thickness. This

should be fitted to the crowns of the anterior teeth near the

margins of the gum, perhaps extending beneath the margins

on the proximal sides. Then bars of No. 18, E. S. G. wire,

slightly flattened, should be soldered to each of the bands in

ah upright position, and bent so as to lie along the anterior

surface of the crowns from the apex to where the bars join

the band ; here they should take a direction somewhat par-

allel to the gum, but free from the surface to about one-

sixteenth of an inch above its' margin, at which point they

should be flattened or thinned so as to be more easily bent

forward, and firmly clasped around a rigid bar which is made

to extend from anchorage tubes attached to the posterior

teeth. Sec Fig. O.

This bar, which should be very rigid, is drawn without

annealing from a No. 12 extra hard German silver wire to

No. 18 (E. S. G). The ends are threaded in the No. 4 hole

of the Martin screw-plate, and the central portion is slightly

flattened in the rollers. Then it should be bent so as to

rest when in proper position in the unclasped ends of the
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upright bars that have been left open to receive it. Before

placing it in position, the nuts should be screwed on to work
at the anterior ends of the tubes.

This apparatus can be made to exert an exceedingly

powerful force, but if put into practical use as it now stands,

Fig. O, Case I.

the ends of the roots and the adjoining bony structure

would not be forced forward, notwithstanding the fact that
the power is applied directly to the roots somewhat above
the cervices. The crowns and the body of the roots, with a
portion of the alveolus only, would be moved forward.

To complete the apparatus, therefore, the fulcrum should
be removed from the anterior alveolar plate and placed so
that the power can be applied between it and the ends of

the roots to be moved. In other words, the crowns should
be restricted or controlled in movement so that the applied
force may be directed to the roots alone.

I accomplished this by a second bar much smaller and
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thinner than the first, but proportionately rigid, which rests

in depressions in the upright pieces along the occluding

ends of the teeth. The ends of the fulcrum bar are threaded

and passed through tubes that are soldered to the anchor-

age bands on each side below the power bar tubes, with

nuts which work posteriorly to the tubes.

An apparatus for reducing a prominence of the features

by exerting a posterior force upon the roots and alveolus of

the anterior teeth, is constructed in a similar manner to the

one just described, with the following exceptions: (i) The
bands should be fitted to the crowns of the incisors near

their occluding ends, for the purpose of obtaining a more

rigid bearing in the changed application of force. (2) The
lower ends also of the upright pieces should be made to

clasp the fulcrum bar. (3) The nuts should be reversed in

their relative positions to the tubes (which goes without

saying). (4) The most difficult and equally important part

of our task will now consist in moving the roots of the cus-

pids, if they are prominent, but their position is such if

much force is applied with the present arrangement of the

apparatus, the bars will slip through the clasps at the ends

of the upright pieces. Therefore some provision should be

made to prevent this, which may be accomplished by short

sections of pipe clasped around and soft soldered to the bars.

In considering the mechanical qualities of the contouring

apparatus I have outlined, I wish to direct attention to the

fact that the force expended at the anchorage attachments

is largely neutralized by the reciprocating influence of the

two forces, and this reciprocation is always equal to the

power used on the fulcrum bar in preventing a movement

of the occluding ends of the crowns. The balance of the

power, which may be considerable in the general movement
of the parts, must be sustained by the anchorage teeth, if

not further neutralized by other auxiliaries.

When the central features of the face are depressed with

anterior superior teeth occluding posteriorly to the lowers,

accompanied with the usual real or apparent prognathous

lower jaw, great reciprocating force may be beneficially
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obtained from the rubber bands before mentioned. Rubber
rings are cut from a three-eighths inch rubber regulating tube

of good heft, and passed over the projecting ends of the

anchorage tubes or buttons, on the upper apphance to but-

tons on a lower appliance opposite the first bicuspids. (See

A. A., Fig. O.) The latter appliance may be so constructed

that the force will be distributed to all the inferior teeth,

and indirectly to the jaw, forcing it to a more posterior

position. Or it may be that the first bicuspids have been

extracted, as in Case I, for the purpose of forcing the six

anterior teeth back. In either case the elastic force of the

rubber bands can be made to do effective work to the full

extent of their power on both the upper and lower jaw,

neutralizing force which otherwise would be expended upon

a static anchorage.

They are useful also as an auxiliary in the reduction of

a prognathous upper jaw by reversing their attachments. In

these cases I also make use of the occipital force, largely for

the advantage I obtain in forcing the anterior teeth further

into their sockets. Cases of prognathous upper jaw with

protruding teeth are rare in which there is not an abnormal

prominence at the base of the nose, of the bones that sus-

tain the septum and wings of the nose. When force is

applied to the crowns alone of the anterior teeth, this promi-

nence may become more pronounced, even though the posi-

tion and appearance of the teeth and the face are improved

by the operation.

In these cases, therefore, I consider it quite as important

to move the roots as well as the crowns of the anterior

teeth, when by so doing I find I am able to remove the

entire deformity and greatly improve the general form of

the face. (See Cases III. and IV.)

I regret exceedingly that time prevents me from present-

ing the later cases in a more complete state, though I think

it will be observed in a careful examination of the models

that sufficient change has been brought about in the few

months they have worn the appliances to safely predict a

perfect result, especially as Cases I. and II. are shown com-

pleted in less than six months time.
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I wish to say right here that time is a matter of Httle im-

portance to me compared to the possibiHty of accompHshing

the desired result without harm to the teeth or special local

or systemic disturbance.

In giving a history of the cases I shall not enter into a

specific description of the methods employed in each partic-

ular case, but will allow them " to speak for themselves,"

having already given in a general way about all that will

prove useful.

Case L—Ruby S., aged 14, Fulton, 111., commenced treat-

ment November 22, 1892. Final models made April 25,

1893. Correction completed.

Case II.—Phoebe B., aged 13, Ottawa, 111., commenced
treatment November 29, 1892. Final models made June 3,

1893. Correction completed.

The entire change in this case was accomplished with the

contouring apparatus on the upper teeth alone without aux-

iliaries.

Case III.—Helen S.,aged 13,Chicago, 111.,commenced treat-

ment April 5, 1893. Final models August 13, 1893. Cor-

rection incomplete.

In this case the masticating occlusion of the teeth per-

mitted the inferior incisors to strike the gums considerably

posterior to the superior incisors, making it necessary to

lengthen the bite of the posterior teeth and shorten the ante-

rior. This was accomplished by a plate covering the roof of

the mouth which received the bite of the anterior inferior

teeth and by temporary crowns upon the first inferior molars.

A small but very flexible German silver wire with the ends

resting in tubes in the buccal sides of the crowns was sprung

down under hooks on the sides of the bicuspids and then up

over similar hooks attached to the incisors near their occlud-

ing ends. This raised the bicuspids and tended to force the

incisors further into their sockets.

A simple traction bar encircled the upper teeth with an-

chorage tubes and screws on the molars. At the same time

a rubber piece was fitted to the anterior superior teeth with

occipital pressure, which forced them and the alveolus up and
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back. I soon found that this apparatus forced the crowns of

the teeth back only, with an apparent tipping of the roots

forward, increasing the facial prominence at the base of the

nose. Since which time the contouring apparatus has been

worn, with all the force directed to the posterior movement

of the roots alone. The case now promises a perfect result,

as may be seen by the models.

Case IV.— Preston K., aged 15. Evansville, Ind. Com-

menced treatment April 10, 1893. Final models August

15, 1893. Correction incomplete.

This case is similar to the one just described, only far more

pronounced in every way. Upon a masticating occlusion of

the teeth the occluding ends of the superior incisors wete

fully one inch in front of the inferior. The inferior incisors

were relatively very much higher than the posterior teeth

and rested against the mucous membrane back of the ante-

rior superior alveolar ridge.

The treatmerrt has been precisely the same as in the fore-

going case, with the exception that I extracted the first supe-

rior bicuspids to make room for the movement of the ante-

rior teeth. I have also forced the inferior incisors forward,

wheeling them in phalanx to the left to make room for the

right cuspid that has not as yet appeared.

In this movement of the lower teeth the contouring appa-

ratuswas used for the purpose of carrying the alveolus for-

ward to develop a fuller contour over the inferior incisive

fossae.

Case l\—Grace E., aged 14, Chicago, 111. Commenced
treatment June 25, 1893. Final models—of the jaws only

—

were made August 13, 1893. Correction incomplete.

I have brought this case before you not for the purpose

of showing what has been accomplished in the short time of

treatment, but rather to show the method of treatment I

have adopted.

Not wishing to remove the regulating appliance I am una-

ble to exhibit the models of the face to show the improve-

ment— if any—in the facial contour up to date.

By examining the models at the beginning of treatment,
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it will be recognized as a typical case of prognathous inferior

maxilla, and I may here say that it is an inherited family

type.

It will be observed that the superior maxilla is very much
smaller proportionately to the inferior, and notwithstanding

the fact that all the crowns of the superior teeth flare out-

ward and the inferior teeth tip inward to an occlusion, the

anterior superior teeth are even inlocked by the inferior teeth-

In considering the treatment to be adopted, it was ob-

served that the general form of the face was improved by

slightly opening the jaws, therefore the first move consisted

in permanently crowning the first inferior molars which were

decayed, and placing temporary shell crowns upon the sec-

ond molars to increase the masticating surface. Then all

the inferior teeth were banded, with attachments which

clasped a bar that encircled the teeth—the ends of the bar

being threaded and passed through tubes on the sides of the

shell crowns, with nuts at each end of th^ tubes. Buttons

were soldered to this apparatus opposite the first bicuspids

for the attachment of rubber bands that extended to similar

buttons on the extreme posterior part of the upper appli-

ance.

I soon found that I was obliged to reduce the size of the

rubber bands at first attached on account of the pain which

they produced at the temporo-maxillary articulation.

The balance of the apparatus is the same as that in Cases

I. and II., and fully described in the text. The entire appa-

ratus in position, and the change which has been accomplished

in the movement of the teeth, is well shown by the plaster

models made from impressions August 13th.

The principal force in the upper appliance has been di-

rected to an anterior movement of the roots of the incisors

by the use of the reciprocating power and fulcrum bars, as

in the other cases, and while I have allowed the occluding

ends of the crowns to pass slightly in front of the inferior

incisors, I think it will be seen by the models that the roots

have also partaken of this movement, as the teeth now seem

to stand in a more i)er])cndicular position than when the ap-

paratus was first applied.
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I hope to ultimately produce a much fuller contour in the

central features of the face, as in Cases I. and II., with an

equally beautifying improvement—even to changing the

shape of the nose, which is now decidedly of the Roman or

—more correctly speaking—Jewish type.

APPENDIX.

For the benefit of those who may be interested in the

termination of the last case described, I am pleased to have

the opportunity to here present with my paper, illustrations

of the final models of the case which was completed about

six months after the meeting of the Dental Congress. See

Case V, Figs. 2, 4 and 6.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. W. Mitchell, of London, Eng. I would like to

ask Dr. Case to what age he limits his operations, and if he

does not get the best results prior to the fifteenth year? I

should think that success would be more likely to crown his

efforts before the fifteenth year than later.

Dr. Case. Certainly, in this special work the most per-

fect results arc obtained at the earliest age it is possible to

attach the appliances. And, further, we would be more likely

to move the bones of the face if the teeth are moved in

phalanx. If force is applied to a single tooth, change in

position of the tooth is largely from the absorption of the

bone; but where force is applied to a number of teeth side

by side, the tendency is, if .taken young in life, to move
the entire bone.

Dr. Allwine. I would like to ask Dr. Case whether

he would begin to attach appliances before all of the per-

manent teeth are fully erupted?

Dr. Case. I presume you do not refer to the second or

third molars. We do most of our regulatine before the

eruption of the third molars, and often times before the

eruption of the second molars. I would say, at any age, that

appliances can be attached, so that force can be brought to
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bear properly upon the permanent teeth, in all cases where

nature herself will not remedy the deformity or the irregu-

larity. There are frequent instances of marked irregularity

of the teeth where nature is the best restorer and should not

be interfered with.

Dr. Ainsworth. I simply want to ask Dr. Case how
late in life it would be advisable to attempt this operation ?

Dr. Case. I have at present a case of a young woman,

now on her wedding tour, only partially completed. I

think she is twenty-two years of age. The gentleman who
referred the patient to me is present, and, I think, will verify

my statement. When the case came to me there was a

marked protrusion of the anterior superior teeth, with con-

siderable facial deformity. A bicuspid was removed on

either side and the anterior teeth forced up and back, and,

although there has been no attempt to otherwise move the

ends of the roots, the bicuspid spaces will be closed and the

features perfectly restored inside of eight months from the

beginning.

Dr. E. a. Bogue, of New York. I did not come pre-

pared to say much upon this subject, but it is one that excites

my interest to such an extent that I beg permission. Allow

me to answer the last question, by saying that I have had two

patients at twenty-eight years of age, and, as both of these

patients were treated twenty years ago, I think I may claim

that it has been moderately successful. I am exceedingly

pleased to hear Dr. Case's remarks, especially his emphasis of

the fact that the regulating effort should be begun at the

earliest possible moment. In the second place, I wish. to

return my personal thanks to him for the device and appliance

that would bodily move the whole tooth. I have tried it, but

I have not accomplished what he has done. I take pleasure

in tendering my thanks for that. There have been quite a

number of cases of prognathous upper jaw which have been

most difficult to treat, and they are difficult for the same

reason that Archimedes found it difficult to move the earth

—he had no place to stand. Perhaps we have found a spot

to put our fulcrum, and I await with great interest the
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result. Permit me to digress. I, too, have tried to regulate

teeth all the way along. Not very many days since, a letter

came from this city, counseling the extraction of four bi-

cuspids for a young lady who is destined for the stage. The
extraction was advised for the purpose of making room.

We hear that very constantly. I asked the mother, if she

took out two or three staves from a barrel, whether the

barrel would be enlarged. It seemed to strike her very

oddly. The gentleman who had advised it has advised ex-

traction frequently for the purpose of making room ; and I

venture to say that he has not taken the pains to examine a

carefully dissected skull of a child six years of age, to see

how nature packs in the six front teeth with such regular

irregularity—the two centrals occupying their position, the

two laterals away behind, the two cuspids in front of them all,

so that young practitioners think that those teeth are very

irregular. Dr. Case has again counseled us to exercise a mas-

terly inactivity in such cases. Once more I give my thanks.

There is too much interference with nature's processes. At
the early age at w^hich he applies regulating attachments the

teeth are naturally irregular. The least bit of a deciduous

tooth will sometimes deflect to the right or the left—an

erupting tooth. I find there the cause of a great many of

our failures, in that we have not carefully enough studied

the positions which the teeth naturally, normally occupy in

the process of eruption.

If I may be pardoned, I will bring to the minds of the

gentlemen present a very curious case, which I have brought
up before. A lady, with thirty-two good teeth in her mouth,
came to me for the correction of a prominent lateral. After
getting my casts—which are preliminary to everything else

— I saw that the second bicuspid on the left side had failed

to erupt. The molar, consequently, had tipped forward and
touched the second bicuspid. As the lower molar erupts

first, the upper molar, in coming down and trying to find its

position, as Dr. Black has just told us, failed of getting

astride the outer cusps and struck the inner cusps. The
twelve-year molar erupted below, and then above, and then
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the wisdom teeth. That lady, although she has never lost

a tooth, has never masticated on the left side of the mouth.

There is no occlusion. It shows us how the loss of a single

tooth in that instance caused the trouble.

There is one point I should like to allude to. I have

always looked upon the cuspid teeth as the teeth which are

the most upright. I do not mean the most necessary, but

they were the prehensile teeth of our ancestors, perhaps.

Posterior to those teeth, if the teeth be extracted, the re-

maining teeth come forward. Anterior to those teeth, the

incisors will drop backward. If that is the case, and I have

something like a thousand models of upper and lower jaws

illustrating the changes which do take place during the

eighteen or nineteen years, if that is the case, our extraction

of bicuspids, even for the purpose of letting upper teeth

or lower teeth fall back, is all a mistake. Instance myself.

Dr. Allport took out two teeth once, on the right side,

to correct a little irregularity which existed. There was

never any falling back. That is not true ; there was a little

falling back, but only so little as could take place in the

sliding of the upper and lower cusps together. The defor-

mity remains, and must remain.

Dr. J. G. Reid, of Chicago. I wish to state in reference

to this particular subject that I have had the opportunity a

number of times to be in Dr. Case's office and observe these

patients as they have presented themselves from day to day,

and the only criticism that I have to ofïer is that the models

of the completed cases fail to represent the actual improve-

ment. The faces looked very much better than the models.

In those cases I know that Dr. Case has done just what he

has said, and it gives me great pleasure to acknowledge that

we have an associate so gifted as to be able to do what he is

doing in that direction.

The Chairman. If other gentlemen present have had

experience in moving the roots of teeth, what has been

their success? Has Dr. Matteson anything to tell us upon

that subject ?

Dr.' a. E. Matteson, of Chicago. I have nothing
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which I could prove, no record of anything. I have not

moved the roots of teeth forward or in a direction into

which I wished bodily to move them. I have a number of

cases where I am satisfied that the expression of the face has

been greatly changed by the movement of teeth. The
appliance which Dr. Case has presented upon the blackboard

is a very ingenious one, and I have a case now upon which I

am going to try it. There is one thing, however, which Dr.

Case did not mention, in the closure of the teeth, where the

occlusion is imperfect in front, and the teeth are being drawn

by appliances, as was instanced in the case where Dr. Case

used the button with rubber bands, extending from one jaw

to the other, and that is the pain which is occasioned by the

use of these ligatures with the soft rubber band. This is

quite considerable. I have a patient now who is a young

man nineteen or twenty years of age, where I am drawing

the teeth together in front, where there was an opening of

fully a quarter of an inch. The only teeth that occluded

were the twelve-year molars, and I am drawing the front

teeth together by use of bands and ligatures. The upper arch

has been expanded by an actual measurement of one-half an

inch more than the width of the molars, but the soreness by

the use of these rubber ligatures is such that he cannot wear

them for a long period. In the morning he wakes up and

hé is very tired, and his muscles are very sore when articu-

lating. One of the greatest difficulties that I have to con-

tend with is in the forcing of teeth up in their sockets in

persons beyond eight or ten years of age. It is very easy

to do it at that age, or even twelve years, but later than that

I find it is a difficult matter. Dr. Bogue asked at what age

the correction of irregularities should begin to produce the

best results for such deformities. I would say that as soon

as the teeth are in such a position that nature will not make

them self-correcting. I would resort to mechanical means for

their correction.

The Chairman (Dr. Goddard). This paper is a difficult

one to discuss, because there is not much left for us to say.

About all that we can say is that we have not accomplished
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this. It has been acknowledged by almost everyone hereto-

fore in regulating teeth, that they have not succeeded in

moving the roots of teeth, so that about all of our talk must

be on the negative side, and I expressed myself yesterday

as wishing very much to know how to move the roots of

teeth, because I have not been able to do so. But I think

the appliance Dr. Case has shown us to-day is one that must

accomplish that if anything will. I think we all owe him a

debt of gratitude for introducing this, and I am sure that his

models are such that we cannot but be convinced that he

has succeeded in moving the roots of teeth.

Dr. W. H. Shulze, of Atchison, Kan. This is a subject

in which I have been interested for some time, though my
experience has lain particularly with the correction of irregu-

larities. The distinction between irregularities of the teeth

and the subject of the paper that Dr. Case has given us, is

that he corrects facial expression. Bad facial expression may
exist with very regular teeth, as in Case VI. While the

facial expression is horrible almost in its deformity, the teeth

maybe perfectly regular, and in this line, where he has given

us an illustration of the appliance, it is distinct entirely from

irregular teeth. On the other hand, there may be a perfect

facial expression. A lady may come to your office who is

very beautiful, but the moment she opens her mouth she

shows an irregular set of teeth. The paper is not on

irregular teeth, as I understand it, but it is on the correction

of facial expression by the movement of the alveolar pro-

cess, and he has not only given us beautiful illustrations of

his work, in the rapidity with which it is accomplished, but

also an appliance that is perfectly original, so far as my
reading and observations go, and one that will in the next

five years be added to and be more valuable, I think, than

any appliance that has been introduced to us in the last

twenty-five years. His paper carries us so far beyond the

mere correction of irregularity of the teeth, that for my part

I have been benefited to the fullest extent for the trip up
here from Kansas to see these casts, to hear his paper and

to see his appliance for the purpose designated.
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Dr. Brown. I was requested by Dr. J, E. Hinkins, of

Chicago, who was obliged to leave the room, to make the

statement that Model III. is the one he sent Dr. Case, and

that the casts do not show nearly so great a deformity as

really existed. Dr. Case is entitled to more credit than he

has given himself by his casts.

Dr. a. F. Ferris, of Cedar Falls, Iowa. Case III. I had

the opportunity of seeing before either of the gentlemen

who have spoken, and I advised the lady to go to a special-

ist, and she did so, and I think very fortunately she came

into the care of Dr. Case. I would also say that I saw her

when she returned home on a visit in the early part of July,

and I can corroborate all that has been said.

Dr. Garrett Newkirk, of Chicago. I had no inten-

tion of saying anything, and could not properly discuss the

paper, not having heard it. However, I have seen these

casts before, and always with pleasure, and I wish to repeat

what I said before the Chicago Dental Society some time

since, that I feel proud of the fact that we can have such an

exhibition. It is but a few years since orthodontia has

taken anything like its rightful place in the profession. It

is doubtful whether it has yet, in the estimation of dentists;

although it has reached a high degree of perfection in the

hands jf a few. Those cases speak for themselves. They

show the possibilities that exist for those of us who are able

and willing to take the necessary pains in the accomplish-

ment of the work. However, I doubt if the majority of

d^ itists will ever be able to do it, and it must more and

more come into the hands of a few men who will devote

themselves exclusively to it, as Dr. Case is doing.

With reference to the age at which such regulations

could be attempted, if certain teeth were intrusive and the

lip consequently sunken at that point, regulation of that

case at any age could not fail to affect the facial expression,

and I succeeded very well a few years ago in regulating a

case for a man forty years of age. The right central and

lateral incisors above shut lingually to the lower incisors,

and the cuspids stood well forward, interfering with the
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movement forward of the lateral. The second bicuspid,

the first being absent, stood entirely within the lower arch.

I succeeded in getting those incisors in place after having

moved the cuspid, and also in making the bicuspid antago-

nize well with the lower teeth. I have kept a retaining appli-

ance on for a year ; the teeth are in excellent position, and

I have no doubt whatever as to the permanent benefit of

the operation.

I wish to say one thing in the way perhaps of correcting

what may have been a false impression sent out by me the

other day when Dr. Jackson was reading his paper. From
his diagrams I did not thoroughly understand his system,

and I spoke to one or two rather adversely, thinking it was

possibly not in the line of progress ; but to-day I spent

three or four hours with him studying his numerous models,

and listening to his very intelligent explanation of his

method, and I must say I think there is a good deal in his

system, that it has a future and is well worthy the attention

of an}^ of us engaged in that sort of work.

Dr. W. H. Marshall, of Little Rock, Ark. I wish to

ask Dr. Case a question in reference to results. Are these

teeth moved back or forward in the alveolus, or is the whole

of the process thrown back in a body ? I had a case some

years ago, resembling Case V., that I was successful in reduc-

ing, so that I produced a perfect articulation of the upper

and lower teeth. I caused it by using the inclined plane on

the lower incisors, extracting the first molar on each side

and using the rubber appliances, such as described in Dr.

Garretson's Oral Surgery. In that case, it is my impression,

that instead of moving the teeth, for I did not attempt to

do that, the bone shortened. Furthermore, I am satisfied

that it is possible, in these cases, where the force is brought

against every tooth, the pressure back would be similar to

the pressure used on the chin in the case described, so that

instead of moving those teeth bodily in the process, the

process itself is drawn back.

Dr. Case. I think if the gentlemen will examine the

models in Case II. they will see that the process has been
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carried bodily forward ; that the superior maxilla has arched

antcriorl}- from the cuspids, and that the teeth have retained

their upright positions. I think this is due largeh- to the

application of force upon the teeth in phalanx. If the force

came upon one tooth alone, it would doubtless move by vir-

tue of a process of absorption of the bone, but as I have

previously stated here and before other societies, where the

force is applied to a number of teeth standing side by side

in mouths of sufficiently young patients, the bone itself will

be moved with the teeth, and especially where the force has

been applied to the anterior teeth—the superior incisors

having influence upon the intermaxillary bone. I thank

the gentlemen for the kind remarks they ha\'e made in

regard to the models and their appreciation of the work.

The Chairman. The topic for discussion to-day is:

" What are the etiological factors in production of (a) the

protruded lower jaw, (b) the retracted lower jaw ? When this

form of irregularity is corrected by 'jumping the bite,' does

a compensating adjustment take place in the temporo-max-

illar\- articulation?"

DISCUSSION.

Dr. G. V. Black, of Jacksonville, 111. I will detain you
but a few moments and speak to but one point, and that is,

the causation of the irregularities so called in which we have

protrusion of the lower teeth with open bite. I wish some
gentleman to sit here, raised above the others for a few

moments, so that I may have a profile. I want to point out

so that my remarks will come home to you, the facial

characters of protrusion of the lower jaw with open bite,

and then see if I can make clear its causation. First we
have the chin dropped, and if the case has gone on to about

the eighteenth year the chin seems unusually deep. There
is an unusual depth from the edges of the incisor teeth to

the base or lower border of the lower jaw. The next

important feature is an increased distance between the ear

and the ascending portion, or ramus, of the lower jaw. The
next is a straightening, apparently, of the angle formed by
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the ramus and body of the lower jaw. This is seen very

markedly in some of these casts, Case I. particularly, and

Case V. Moreover, there is an increased fullness of the face

at the sides, and often a movement forward of the cheek

bones. In many of the marked cases the face appears

square, the lower jaw protruded, the angles of the jaw very

much straightened, wnth inability to close the front teeth.

These are the main facial characteristics apparent in these

two models.

I do not know how many of you are intimately acquainted

with orthopedic operations. Any of you who may be ac-

quainted with these operations have learned from personal

observation how easy it is to bend the long bones. In chil-

dren they are readily bent by any unusual strain. Now, I

think I am ready to show you what I mean. Here is one of

these cases in mild degree (exhibiting cast). And let me say

that these cases occur in all degrees, from a thing that is just

perceptible to the marked characteristics in Case I. We have

the marked facial expression shown in this case and the

teeth show an open bite. The first factor in these cases is

always, as I think, some little irregularity of the teeth. I

have under observation now a boy in whom I am watching

this growth. It begins usually at about the seventh or eighth

year. It does not attract attention at this age, but as the

patient grows older, it grows with the patient until about

the nineteenth year. From that time on there is a slight

amelioration, which is so slight as to amount to nothing. It

is practically permanent. In this cast, when the first molars

came into place and made an occlusion, the cusps of the up-

per molar struck a little too far back on those of the lower

molar, and the result was that the lower molar slid forward

of the upper one every time the little fellow closed his

mouth. The bite jumped the cusp. How can that pro-

duce all the facial characteristics of which I have been speak-

ing? I have here a skull which I picked up to-day and pre-

pared it for the demonstration by sawing off the condyloid

processes and bringing them so that they may be bent back-

ward and downward. Now we have the muscles closing the
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mouth acting upon the inclined plane formed by the mis-

placed cusps with the tendency of the articulation to slide

the jaw forward. The head of the bone being drawn upon

the articular eminence of the glenoid cavity gives us another

inclined plane acting in the opposite direction. What is the

result? The bone is bent, thus (illustrating), and there is

your open bite.

Now, to recapitulate the points briefly : We have the

six-year molars coming into occlusion in such position that

the cusps have the effect of sliding the lower jaw forward.

This brings the articular surface of the condyloid process for-

ward onto, or partially onto, the anterior articular eminence

of the glenoid cavity, and places it on an inclined plane which

tends to draw it backward to its place in the cavity. Now
we have an inclined plane formed by the cusps sliding the

jaw forward and one formed by the anterior eminence of the

glenoid fossx- drawing it backward while the muscles closing

the mouth arc acting between them. The result is that the

condyloid process is bent backward and downward rendering

it too short, so that the chin is tilted downward, the body of

the bone moved forward, while the teeth occlude on the mo-

lars only.

Dr. E. S. Talbot, of Chicago. The first point of the

subject under discussion is the so-called protrusion of the

lower jaw. I hardly know how to commence with this sub-

ject, for the reason that there are factors outside of dentistry

which enter into the causes of the protrusion and the retarda-

tion of the development of the jaw. We have first to take

into consideration two factors, one of hereditary influence

and the other the arrest of development of the osseous sys-

tem, as a result of neurotic condition. Just what produces

a neurotic individual it is difficult to say. If we will

examine the skulls of people who lived three hundred years

ago and many of the people who are living to-day in isolated

countries, we will find that the jaws are as a rule fairly

well developed, 1 mean that they are in equilibrium, but

immigration to this country and other countries, inter-

marriage of relations, drunkenness in parents, consump-
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tion, and so forth, have produced at the present time

two distinct types of individuals, that is, I call them,

two distinct types. Neurologists are quite undecided

whether they are distinct types or one type, but every

investigator has a right to use his own classification until ex-

amination proves he is wrong. These two t}^pes are, first, a

degenerate, and, second, a neurotic condition. Degenerates

I class as those.people who are turning back from nearly a

normal type in a retrograde condition. A neurotic condition

is one where the nervous system, cerebral and spinal, is un-

stable. In either case, we have an unstable development of

the osseous system, and these two conditions are the result

of neurotic subjects. These abnormalities are not confined

to the jaws. The head, the nose, the kidneys, the liver, the

lungs, are all more or less affected. The question comes,

how many people are there in this condition? I have fre-

quently examined audiences, such as we have before us

to-day, medical students, or people in street cars, and I have

been invariably able to notice these deformities in from forty-

five to sixty-five per cent, of what we call people of normal

development— I mean normal so far as the brain is con-

cerned. The jaws develop or remain arrested, according to

the condition of the brain. Excessive development takes

place sometimes in the rajni, sometimes of the body of the

jaw. I have shown in my work four of these cases which I

have taken from models and direct from the patients. In

these unstable conditions, in the neurotic and degenerate

conditions, we have excessive development and arrest of

development, and therefore we have in some cases a protru-

sion of the lower jaw, and again an arrest of development of

the lower jaw. I think I have covered that point as far as I

care to go at present. The second point I do not care to

discuss until later on.

Dr. Newkirk. I think, in the majority of cases, the

cause that produces deformity is mechanical. That is to

say, some fault in the cruj)ti(jn of teeth in relation to the

temporary or permanent teeth has a tendency to force the

jaws out of proper relation.
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Dr. Talbot. If that is the case I would like to ask the

Doctor how he would consider a retraction of the lower jaw,

as it is called in the topic— I should say excessive, or arrest

of develo])nicnt of the lower jaw— in the case of mouth

breathing;- where the teeth did not articulate at all.

Dr. Newkikk. I think those are in the minority. I

said in the majority of cases.

Dr. Taliu) r. Sixty to eighty per cent arc in that con-

dition.

Dr. Newkikk. I do not think so.

The Ciiair.\l\n. Dr. Case has been engaged in treating

so man\' of these cases, I think he must have some idea of

their cause.

Dr. C.\SE. I have given so little thought to the eti-

ology of irregularities of the teeth, I think any remarks

I should make in the presence of Dr. Talbot and others

who have made this part of the study of orthodontia a

specialty, would be of no value. I am interested, par-

ticularly, in the correction of irregularities, and I find that

the etiolog}- has very little to do with the correction. I find

I can correct almost any case of irregularity regardless of

the cause.

Dr. Newkikk. I will say a word or two more. I had

not thought of this subject, and did not know it was coming

up. I had in my mind simply at first those cases which we
are called upon to remedy, which are supposed to be reme-

diable, but which are in a manner unnatural. As to why one

person has a prominent lower jaw and another a prominent

upper jaw, I can not tell. I do not believe anybody on

earth will ever be able to explain these things. Why has

one man a very prominent Roman nose, and another man a

nose curved in exactly the opposite direction ? I can not

tell. Why is it that one man has a prominent forehead and

another a forehead sloping backw ard ? There are not two

men in this room whose jaws or bones are alike. I do not

know why. It is hereditary. How do they ever come about ?

Amidst these questions it becomes necessary for us to say

that we do not know. They are not practicable. It always
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has been and always will be that no two persons in the world

are just alike, and all these differences come about by the

most gradual processes of natural law, influenced by the ten

thousand things, of which we have but little knowledge,

entering into the lives and habits and customs in certain in-

fluences which are brought to bear upon mankind.

Dr. W. H. Marshall. Do I understand Dr. Talbot to

say that in uncivilized nations jaws are universally regular,

that it is only among civilized nations that we see these de-

formities, especially in America.

Dr. Talbot. Not America especially. England has a

large number of them.

Dr. Marshall. The jaws of the patients being so very

different, as I understand Dr. Talbot's claim is, these irregu-

larities are frequently occasioned by the intermarriage of

races. Is it not true that the son takes on the jaws of the

mother, which are small, and the daughter the jaws of the

father, and in this way you frequently get deformity?

Dr. Talbot. Yes.

Dr. Shulze. In reference to the remarks made by Dr.

Case, I understand him to say that we have nothing to do

with the causes of these abnormal developments. Would
it not be a great deal better for us to study into the causes

that produce these abnormalities and set about trying to

remedy the causes so that we would be able to produce bet-

ter results. One gentleman has said that we are governed

by natural law, that one has a Roman nose and another some

other kind of a nose, and that while it may be heredity, still

we do not know anything about it. It seems to me that the

best plan would be in all these cases of irregular develop-

ment before attempting to cure the irregularity to get some

little history of the case. Perhaps it might make the work

a great deal easier. Dr. Case says he can regulate any case

that comes before him, but I believe he could regulate them

much easier if he found out the causes which produce the

abnormal effect. Don't you think so?

Dr. Case. I would like to have the gentleman think for

a moment and answer me in regard to some case that would
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be practicable, where a knowledi^e of the cause would aid

him in the mechanical correction of an irregularity of the

teeth. It may aid him in preventing or removing the cause

by advice to the patient, or advice to the parents of the

patient, but to have a knowledge of what really caused a de-

formity of the teeth or an irregularit}- of the teeth, I can

think of no instance where such knowledge would materially

aid him in the invention of an appliance by which the result

of an obscure cause miglit be corrected. We all understand

that when there are hereditär}- influences at work they are

always more difficult to overcome than where the influences

have arisen without heredity ; but I do not see that it bene-

fits us especially in the method we adopt for correction. I

believe that appliances can be constructed so that the irregu-

larity or deformity can be corrected—not so easily, perhaps,

but can be corrected—in one case as well as in another.

Dr. Shulze. Would it not be well in some of these

cases to inquire into the histor\^ of the family, for instance.

Suppose it is a family whose members are easily influenced

by appliances of that kind. As you know, in some cases

you will put on an appliance and there will be no inflamma-

tory condition, everything goes along very smoothly. In

another case the correction is retarded by an inflammatory

condition which you had not looked for. The very fact of

its abnormal condition may have in it something that you

would very much like to know, that you may find out after

you have started. Still I do not dispute the Doctor's posi-

tion so far as the mechanical application and the results of

the mechanical application are concerned. I do say, how-

ever, that the importance of knowing the history of the

case from infancy, up to the time that the regulation is

attempted, should not be underrated. The irregularity is

abnormal or heredity or one of the two, but in any case it

would be well to know its history before the mechanical

attempt is made, though the knowledge might not have

any positive influence as to the result of the mechanical

application.

Dr. Tai.iîOT. After hearing so excellent a paper by Dr.
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Case upon the subject of the correction of irregularities of

the teeth, deaHng especially with a method which none of us

have ever undertaken before, I am very sorry indeed to have

him make the remarks which he has made and to go on

record as not caring anything about causes. I think in the

practice of medicine, from time immemorial, the greatest

point that has ever been made is to ascertain the cause. The
treatment is very easy. There are some things in the cor-

rection of the irregularities that I have not been, able to

accomplish, and one of them is the treatment of such cases

as Dr. Case has brought before us, but from a knowledge of

the cause of the irregularity of teeth, having made a study

of it for the last eighteen years, I can correct irregularities

of teeth with the simplest appliances, much more simple

than the majority of appliances that are in use. I like to

have a good, lively discussion, and so a number of years ago

I read a paper in New York, expecting that Dr. Kingsley

would be present, but he failed to appear. I criticised a

statement that he had made in regard to the manner of

jumping the bite, and I supposed that some one here this

afternoon was going to open that subject, and that is the

reason I am here. I wanted to get some points in regard to

it. The point that Dr. Kingsley makes is that in what he

calls jumping the bite, where the lower jaw is brought for-

ward the width of a tooth, that a change takes place in the

glenoid cavity, that is to say, the condyle comes forward in

the cavity and a new socket is formed, and in that way the

correction is made. Unfortunately Dr. Kingsley was not

present, and so when I reached home I offered a hundred

dollars reward for such a case, if Dr. Kingsley, or any other

dentist, would correct a case of irregularity of teeth by pro-

ducing the forward movement of the lower jaw in the glenoid

cavity. It is stated by some dentists that I claimed that

jumping the bite could not be done. That is wrong. I have

done it perhaps three or four times in my practice ; that is,

I have brought tiie lower teeth forward by what I claim is

an absorption and deposition of the cells of the bone, and

not by the forward movement of the jaw entirely. I would
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like to liear some of the gentlemen present who have made
a study of that part of the correction of irregularities of

teeth, give their opinion in regard to it. Dr. Kingslc)- is the

only one on record who has ever done that work, although he

claims hundreds have done it.

Dr. (jODDakI). I liave \er}- little to say about the jump-

ing of the bite. It is something I have not attempted,

because 1 did not believe it could be done. I simply want

to relate a case in practice which more than ever con-

vinced me of the impossibility. I believe a jaw may be

moved forward so as apparently to jump the bite tempora-

rily, that is, to make the cusps of the lower bicuspids close

forward one tooth, but I tioubt \ery much the permanency

of the operation. I have a patient who in closing his teeth

naturally, shut together the cutting edge of the incisors, and

in tloing so the articuhiting surfaces of the bicuspids and

molars lacked about an eighth of an inch of touching. In

order to masticate he protruded the lower jaw, so that the

inferior incisors closed outside of the superiors, and that was

his normal articulation for use. The patient was thirty years

old; and it seems to me if the bite could be jumped, it

would have been jumped in that case, where there was every

reason for him to close in front all the time, antl he did so

whenever he masticated. He had not accomplished a per-

manent jumping of the bite. The only difficulty was a strain-

ing of the parts in the temporo-maxillary articulation, so that

he had neuralgia every time he masticated, and was cured

only by protruding the superior incisors so that his lower

incisors could close under the inferior and give the masticat-

ing surfaces of the inferior and superior bicuspids and molars

an opportunity to meet. I think during twenty >-ears or

more that gentleman had been protruding his lower jaw. I

think if he could have jumped the bite it ought to have

been done during that time.

Dr. \V. N. Morrison, of St. Louis, Mo. Were the cus-

pids and molars the same distance apart?

Dr. Goddard. When the cutting edges of the incisors

were in contact there was from one-sixth to one-eisfhth of an
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inch between the grinding surfaces of the superior and in-

ferior bicuspids and molars. When he protruded the jaw

these came back so that he could masticate.

Dr. Morrison. I am always interested in such cases. I

regret I did not hear the paper of the author. I was work-

ing in another Section. The President's remark called to

mind a similar case that I have in hand, where the young

man has closed his teeth, the lower ones outside of the

superior ones for quite a number of years. I corrected the

irregularity by throwing the upper teeth forward enough to

articulate in the normal form in the way it should be ; but

when the six anterior superior teeth were brought out to the

proper range, I found on taking the regulating apparatus out

of the mouth that the superior centrals were not long enough

to touch or catch anything to hold by. I drew the cuspids

and molars nicely in contact, but the centrals and one lateral,

in fact two laterals, could not be held in position at all.

There they were, too short for any occlusion of the opposing

teeth to keep them in the correct position. What I did was

to construct some extension shells, merely continuing the

crown the proper length in a gold shell, and cementing that

in position, to hold the teeth in proper alignment until the

molars and cuspids were shortened or settled in the jaw. I

ground them a little from time to time, settled the cusp of

each tooth into its opposing tooth and gave a closer occlu-

sion, so that I have reduced the number of shells now to

three. The other teeth go over in a very good form, enough

to retain the articulation. The articulation is now estab-

lished and fixed beyond a doubt. The pressure of the jaw

is brought upon the large teeth. I think the space is gradu-

ally shortening and the upper maxillary is developing so as

to throw these teeth down a trifle. Of course, I could draw

them down by appliances, but I have not done so, and I

think by wearing these shells a year or so longer that the

proper space will be arranged between the teeth so that I

can remove the shells. The cuspids occlude in a normal

position very nicely.

I think in regard to the jumping of tiic bite, those things
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are accomplished in the glenoid cavity, either by extending

the condyle on the lower jaw or the filling up of the cavity.

Nature is very accommodating under those conditions, and

comes generally to our rescue.

Dr. Godd.vrd. I want to ask Dr. Morrison if he believes

the jumping of the bite possible, whether he has seen cases

that have convinced him that the lower jaw had moved for-

ward the distance of one tooth.

Dr. Morrison. Onl\- by the real assistance and deter-

mination of the patient. 1 have seen many of these cases

where I sup[)osed I would be successful and had claimed

considerable glory in the matter, but I really had not accom-

plished anything. It is only by persistent effort on the part

of the operator, and an intelligent determination on the

part of the patient to accomplish it, that it can be done.

The teeth return in every case. They are in rather a weak-

minded condition, and they return to as bad a position as

in the beginning.

Dr. Talbot. It seems to me this question was brought

up here with the idea of bringing out one or two points, and

the cases tliat have been cited are not to the point at all. I

do not think there is a gentleman in the room that has cor-

rected a case of irregularity who has not been able to throw

the teeth of the lower jaw forward half of a tooth. That

is not the point. The point is, What takes place? Are the

teeth movetl in the sockets forward, or does absorption and

deposition of bone take place at the angle of the jaw and

at the neck below the condyle, or does absorption and

deposition of bone take place in the glenoid cavity proper?

Those are the points we want to get some light on. It is

not a matter of whether the jaw goes forward. We all ad-

mit that.

Dr. C.VSK. I do not see how it would be possible for us

to obtain any definite enlightenment u[)on this question un-

less we could get possession of the cadaver of some person

who has had the jaw permanently moved in this way, and

by careful examination of the glenoid cavity and surround-

ing parts determine, if possible, whether there has been an
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absorption or deposition of bone tissue, or a new socket

formed. The peculiar shape and function of the condyle, in

its relation to the tempero-maxillary articulation during

natural movements, and what must result if the jaw is made
to permanently change its relative position, is the principal

feature to be considered. I have no doubt a certain amount
of absorption or deposition of matter takes place in the

glenoid cavity when the jaw is permanently moved forward

or back. In the latter movement, if the patient is suf^ciently

young and we can obtain the requisite force upon the chin

or upon the teeth in entire phalanx, we no doubt bend, to a

certain extent, the condyles at their necks, and at the same
time produce absorption along the posterior walls of the

glenoid fossae. I simply believe that this takes place, be-

cause it does in other like instances where a similar force is

used, but I do not see how it could be positively proven un-

less by a post-7Horteni examination.

The forward movement of the jaw in the so-called opera-

tion of jumping of the bite has interested the dental profes-

sion of late, especially through the influence of the controversy

that has taken place between Drs. Kingsley and Talbot, and

I have no doubt that Dr. Talbot's ideas accord with a large

proportion of the profession. I doubt ver}- much that the

bite can be jumped in any short length of time. As soon

as the jaw is moved forward the head of the condyles rest

upon the inclined surface of the articular eminence, with a

tendenc}' alwa}-s to move back into the sockets. If the jaw

can be held in that position, which is very doubtful, and not

permitted to pass back into the glenoid fossœ, then this

would naturall}- fill with new tissue, as in other instances,

and a new socket would be formed, and where, from any

cause, the jaw has been held forward in that way a long

time, with a young person, no doubt that has taken place.

Dr. Morrison. The condyle has changed shape?

Dr. Case. I do not believe it has ever changed in the

short time Dr. Kingsley has claimed. I was in New York
wlien he read his paper upon that subject, and saw a patient

of his wearing at that time an apparatus that held the jaw
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in the desired position. It is easy enough fora man to place

the lower jaw forward the full width of a tooth, and take an

impression of the face, and sa\- he has jumped the bite; but

to fully accomplish the operation there is something more

to provide for than the mere temporary relative change of

position. The successful operation has to do with the form-

ing of new sockets by the deposition of a large amount of

bone; and we know, as in other operations in surgery, that

is impossible, unless the bones are prevented from passing

back into their (uiginal place. If that could be done with a

young patient, no doubt we would have the required deposi-

tion emd absorption for a new socket. At the same time,

we would have a backward bend of the condyle, resting, as

it would, upon the inclined plane of the articular eminence.

At every ma.sticating closure of the jaws the head of the

condyle would be forced against this slanting surface with a

tendency to bend it backward at its neck, or in the body of

the ramus.

In regard to the remarks that Dr. Talbot has made about

my disregard of cau.ses, I wish to say that 1 said nothing of

the kind. We all care for scientific things. We all care to

have knowledge of things. We want to know the use of

anything and the practical u.se of it. But it does not benefit

one to know that a patient has obtained an irregularity of

the "teeth or deformity of the jaw through thumb-sucking

or mouth-breathing, so far as the surgical treatment of the

deformity is concerned. I insist upon it, and I claim no man

can show, that it has any practical influence whatever in the

treatment. Often times it is a mere mooning after some-

thing we can know nothing about, and what is the sense of

occupying our lives in a vague attempt to give importance

to something we cannot possibly understand. It is mere

conjecture. The argument that Dr. Talbot made in regard

to the importance of a physician knowing the cause of dis-

ease was an unfair one. and irrelevant. That is something

entirely different. Of course, it is important that a physician

know the cause of a disease in order to treat it properly
;

but it is not necessary for a surgeon to know whether a man
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broke his leg in falling from a brick house or a wooden house.

I was in New York when Dr. Talbot read his paper. In it

there was much said about irregularities produced by m.outh-

breathing and thumb-sucking, and Dr. Talbot was severely

criticised by reason of statements contained in the paper.

Not that he was wrong or that others were right, but it

simply shows that these men who have made a study of this

subject with Dr. Talbot could know nothing definite about

it any more than Dr. Talbot could, and that their opinions

and arguments were based simply upon some temporary

thing that might produce this or that, which knowledge

would give no practical assistance to the operator.

Dr. Newkirk. Here are men that state that they have

jumped the bite. I suppose they have watched the cases

long enough to consider the bite jumped permanently. Here

is another man who says he does not believe it can be done

—does not believe it ever has been done. There is a ques-

tion of fact to be decided in the future. That is a point-

blank question, can it be done ? If it was done, how was it

done? Was it done by the movement of the teeth? Prob-

ably in part. In my own mind there is not much doubt

about that. Was it done by a change in the form of the

jaw? I rather think so. I do not know. It has not been

demonstrated, and, as Dr. Case says, unless you can make a

post-mortem and demonstrate it anatomically, it is bound to

be a theory. What difference does it make to the patient

whether Dr. Talbot be correct or Dr. Kingsley be correct ?

If it can be done it does not make much difference what

changes take place. I am not inclined to accept Dr. Kings-

ley's theory at all. I am inclined to think that Dr. Talbot

is right in that the change is interstitial in the bone itself.

Dr. Talbot. In the lower jaw, not in the cavity.

Dr. Newkirk. I hold that a change takes place all

through, by reason of the force that is brought to bear upon

the lower part of that bone. I think that is a reasonable

theory, but I do not know anything about it, and I do not

suppose anybody else does.

Dr. Talbot. Just one word in closing the subject, in
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reply to the remarks made that it was of no consequence

whether we know anything about it and that we have to dis-

sect a patient before we can find out whether the glenoid

cavity is moved or not.

I would like to ask the gentleman if the lower jaw is

brought forward, if it does not have to slide down on this

eminence. (Referring to illustration.) If it slides down oii

that eminence there must be a space between the lower

teeth, so that you can stick your penknife between. That

is proof enough to know whether that jaw is brought for-

ward or not, and it is simply a matter of the length of time

that it takes bone cells to form and fix the jaw over it, which

would be two or three months, that we would have to decide

whether the jaw is lower at that point.

Adjourned.

FIFTH SESSION.

The Section was called to order on Friday, August i8th,

at 2:30 P. M., by Dr. C. L. Goddard, Chairman.

The following paper was then read :

PRUDENCE, AND GUTTA PERCHA IN CROWN AND
BRIDGE WORK.

By Geo. V. I. Brown, D.D.S., Duluth, Minn.

" Our guides we pretend must be sinless, as if those were

not often the best teachers who only yesterday got corrected

for their mistakes."

Upon this hypothesis I, so often myself corrected, can

with perfect propriety assume to enter upon a discussion of

the exercise of prudence in the application of the principles

of crown work and the bridging of edentulous spaces, and

feel encouraged, with these words in my mind, to pass criti-

cal judgment upon methods that have been freely advocated

by others -in a manner not admissible save in this spirit.

My desire is to avoid so far as possible the detail of mechan-

ical construction, feeling such to be unnecessary, and deal
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with the broad, underlying principles that govern the attach-

ment of a foreign substance to a root in the living mouth,

as a substitute for Nature's perfect crown work, and the

yoking of one tooth to another for the laborious task of

supporting substitutes for its missing next neighbors, and
calling upon them to perform duties justly belonging to the

full number.

The experience of years has certainly given this class of

work an unquestioned right to be considered among the use-

ful and therefore reputable operations in the oral cavity
;

much has been accomplished toward perfection by reason of

large expenditure of skill, ingenuity and energy; the query

then naturally arises: " What has been the effect of its intro-

duction upon the general practice of dentistry?" and a

glance at the record seems to be in order. Like most radi-

cal measures, the result has been a marked one for good
and for ill.

The benefits have been the preservation and restoration

to a state of usefulness of many roots and broken down
crowns of teeth that would otherwise have been lost, thus

putting off the evil day when artificial dentures would be

necessary, perhaps forever, certainly for years, particularly

where partial plates have been supplanted by a substitute

at once firm, cleanly and capable of such improved power of

mastication as to benefit general health to the end of un-

doubtedly prolonging life.

Again, the result of this effort to utilize such roots, has

more than anything else influenced the wonderful advance

in the therapeutic methods by which they arc restored to

healthful usefulness and diseased conditions removed.

An advance has been made, in that, while the average

dentist was formerly satisfied with rubber dentures, and al-

most totally ignorant of metal plate work, to-day every stu-

dent is required to have sufficient skill in this direction to be

able at least to make an artistic looking gold crown. On
the other hand, instead of acquiring greater perfection in

filling, the temptation has many times been too great to

cover teeth with large cavities but good remaining structures
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in this manner, until the wholesale destruction of natural

crowns that miglit proper!}' have been filled, is something

horrible to look back ui)()n, and, unless the tendency be

checked, yet more terrible to contemplate in its future aspect,

certainly a crying present evil, against which every honest

voice should be raisetl in warning.

Many times, too, there has been a total loss of good roots

and even whole teeth through injudicious attachment for the

purpose of sustaining a strain the\' were unable to bear, by

improper adjustment, by irritation of the periosteum, and

at the gingival border by bands or disintegration of cement

allowing the accumulation of bacteria and other destructive

agents.

It is a well-known principle that a thing can be no

stronger than its weakest part; this in crown work would mean
that the following points particularly need protection, which

the perfect crown must provide :

Firstly—Attachment to secure without fear of dislodge-

ment.

Secondly—A natural appearance, if for the anterior teeth.

Thirdh"—Provision against the action of destructive

agents at or near the gingival line.

Fourthly—Secure against danger of splitting by a band,

or its equivalent, b}- forming the joining surfaces of root and

crown in such a manner as to equalize the strain.

Fifthly—The imitation of the natural form of the crown

upon proximate and occluding surfaces, to preser\e the

inter-i)roximate spaces, give more perfect trituration in the

process of mastication, ami guard against the great tlanger

of thickening of the peridental membrane by mal-occlusion

with the consequent elongatic^n and eventual loosening that

follows as the natural result of such irritation.

Bridge work embodies all of the foregoing dangers, in-

creased proportionatel)- to the greater strain it is necessarily

called upon to bear, and its difficulty of adjustment, with the

added risks of the perhaps doubtful capability of a few roots

to perform the natural service of several, beside having to

support the sometimes not inconsiderable weight of the
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attachment, and must be so formed that the collection of

particles of food and other readily decomposed matter be-

tween the bridge and the membrane covering the ridge under

it may be avoided by making the surface self-cleansing so far

as possible.

Ha\ing enumerated the requirements, an examination of

the various methods seems to be in order, and I begin with

the broad sounding but quite true statement that crowns

inserted with any of the oxychloride or oxyphosphate

cements without band or other protection at the junction

with the root, no matter how secure the pin may be, must be

considered as of a temporary nature, for no matter how per-

fectly the surfaces may be adjusted, disintegration will surely

follow, and not only cause loosening of the crown, but allow

more or less destructive action upon the root itself.

The use of amalgam as a setting is of course a great im-

provement upon cement in crowns of this class, but even

amalgam is not always proof against bacterial influences at

that critical point, the gingival line, as shown by the frequent

failure of fillings, even after most exact care in manipulation
;

then too, many of the roots have been subjected .to the

weakening influence of the process of decomposition in

the pulp canal, the action of pus from apical abscess upon

the surrounding alveoli, or the effect of a suppurative dis-

charge about the necks has deprived them of the firm sup-

port of the normal alveolar process, and the force of the

jaws applied in general use or an accidental blow, not infre-

quently causes .that most serious of possible troubles, the

splitting of the root perhaps beyond repair, against which

these crowns are insufficient, unless protected with a band, a

thing not ordinarily practicable in using amalgam, or by

making tlie end of the root convex, and having a concavity

in the crown to fit over it as shown in Fig. i, by grinding

slanting surfaces externally and internally from a point in

the centre, giving a "V" form, as shown in Fig. 2, or

taking some otiier precaution to equali/x the strain so far as

possible, and distribute its effect all around the root instead

of being applied to one side without the assistance of the

support of the other.
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The Logan, Bonwill, Howe, and other all porcelain

crowns most commonly used with cement and amalgam as

described, have certainly the advantage

to some extent in natural appearance,

which must be conceded for the six an-

terior teeth over other methods which

require the use of a plate tooth with

backing.

Noting the value of a band for the

security of the crown, a special consider-

ation of its application is next demanded.
Fig. I.

-pj^g perfectly fitting band as described

by the facile pens of writers and the positive statements of

speakers on the subject, to the experienced mind must be

much modified to conform to the hard facts of daily practice.

Granted that upon a single reasonable sound root, ground

down and stripped of its enamel, with the gum in a normal

healthy condition, a band

can be so fitted that when

set with cement there will

be but little, if any, fear of

disintegrating action of the

secretions
;
grant still fur-

ther that this would also ^^' ^'

hold good where two such roots were situated in the mouth

in suitable position (as shown in Fig. 3) so nearly straight in

the jaw as to admit of the completed piece being passed

over each at the same time and in the same direction, then

ask ourselves how many of all the broken down and once

diseased roots that we desire

to save would correspond to

that description, and of all

the bridge cases we have and

arc caring for, in how many
are the roots so conveniently

Fig- 4- situated, or if Fig. 4 would

not more nearly represent the greater number; add to these

the consideration that in all such irregular cases more or less
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opportunity must be offered for the secretions to act upon

the cement, knowing, as we do, that it offers but very un-

certain resistance to such action, and we reaHze at once this

weak point in present methods, and the need of some im-

provement in this direction.

With amusing inconsistency we hear ourselves exhorted

to keep the necks of the teeth free from deposits of calculus,

or anything that might tend to irritate and cause a recession

of the gum, and are told almost in the same breath to extend

the bands well up under the free margin of the gum regard-

less of such possible irritation ; then we are instructed that

every filling must be dressed down with special care at the

gingival border in order that there may be no edge left to

cause the lodgment of fermentative material, and following

this, the statement that crown bands should be allowed to

extend just to, but not beyond, the gum line, even though

we know that the band at this point will make a place to

catch these very agents even more readily than the filling.

If one were simply doubtful of his own individual ability

to acquire such perfection in the performance of the opera-

tion, as to always be sure that the band would fit the outline

of the root exactly, pass not too far under the gum margin,

yet be just far enough to guard the cement ; even if he

should honestly and modestly feel that his work was seldom

perfect, it is only necessary to hear discussion of the subject

where a number of perhaps noted workers are present, and

note how, as each one brings forward his own method of pro-

cedure, he touches at the weak point in his neighbors' until

the natural conclusion is forced upon the listener, that the

average of all the operations must contain a degree of im-

perfection which the cement must be expected to fill up and

remedy ; and knowing well that cement cannot be perma-

nently relied upon if exposed at any point, the necessity for

a better substitute is apparent. To those who have realized

this need, I suggest the use of gutta-percha.

The teachings of Dr. Flagg and his followers, while per-

haps going farther than could be generally recommended,

have at least been instrumental in establishing the value of
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gutta-percha in its capability to withstand the action of the

acids of the mouth, and as a preservative against caries even

where every other filling material would fail, its only disad-

vantage being that it wears away too readily in exposed posi-

tions, but while its good properties are of the first impor-

tance in crown work the softness does no harm because it is

protected from wear and will not disintegrate. The advan-

tages may be summed up before proceeding to more de-

tailed description under the following heads:

h'irstly— It is impervious to acid secretions or bacterial

influences.

Secondly—Not irritating to surrounding tissues.

Thirdly—Easily removed when necessary.

As against these three there is simply one consideration,

viz., the difficulty of adjustment. The value of these prop-

erties can best be understood by contrasting with other

methods generally advocated.

The system once so positively advanced, but in the light

of civilized progress apparently losing advocates, which re-

quired the snapping off of natural tooth crowns, the destruc-

tion of pulps by driving a wooden point into the living con-

tents of freshly uncovered canals, and the withdrawal of the

pulp with the wood, is to my mind unprofessional to a de-

gree bordering closely upon the barbaric.

Laying aside the debatable questions as to whether the

patient suffers pain under such treatment or not as is claimed,

or whether there be danger of more or less nervous shock,

certain it is that such wanton destruction of life and tooth

structure can hardly be considered warrantable save under

conditions where no other method of treatment would ful-

fill the requirements of the case, and where absolute assur-

ance could be given of many y^ears of usefulness, two con-

ditions not often present ; for there are good methods which

do not exact such sacrifice in general application, and who
would be able to say in every case, " this will undoubtedly

last without alteration for many years," and if one had such

temerity would he not have the alternative of limiting the

range of usefulness of the work by refusing many cases, or

find himself one day very much out in his calculations?
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The most elaborate piece of amalgam work that I have

ever seen, having been under my observation for some

months past, has convinced me that first of all such manipu-

lation in average hands would be out of the question, and

while I doff my hat in deference to the wonderful ingenuity

and great skill which enabled the well-known operator to

build solid masses of amalgam from one loose tooth to an-

other, and even across the vacant spaces where teeth had

been lost in both jaws, anchoring it firmly, and building up

most shapely dummy crowns of this material, it did seem to

be a most unnecessary expenditure of talent in view of

simpler and much safer methods, the destruction of pulps in

order that the fastening might extend into the pulp canals,

and through the crowns together with the discoloration of

the teeth by the amalgam, where, it seemed, points much to

be regretted in the operation, and taken with the fact that

within a period of six months after its insertion, cracks were

noticeable in the amalgam, and loosening had begun at one

or two points, it would seem that the term " Prudence
"

would hardly üt this method, even though, as I told the

patient, the operator himself might easily repair the case, and

make it good as new again, while I could not attempt to do

so.

Dr. E. Parmly Brown has undoubtedly done much with

his system of porcelain bridges anchored with gold fillings,

malleted about a bar extending into the tooth, and here

again is an example of what individual skill can do, but

from the standpoint of the less skilful average practitioner

there are some points which seem to need criticism in com-

parison with other methods. Admitting the possibility of

securely fastening in this manner as demonstrated, although

very questionable in less perfectly trained hands, the fact

that the record of all fillings is an uncertain one, and that

even with the best operators many failures occur, there is

certainly no reason to suppose that fillings inserted under so

much more trying conditions should be less likely to fail

than under more favorable circumstances, therefore it must

certainly be considered undesirable to have this element of
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unnecessary uncertainty, for in the light of what may be

done with the open-faced crown as hereinafter described the

risk of filling is unnecessary. No matter how lightly the

piece may be forced against the ridge there must be a point

at or near the gingival border where the gum, the filling, and

the bridge come together, and such a place must always in-

vite destructive bacteria, for pressure always causes recession

of gum tissue, and even if impervious to the secretions at

first they will in a short time find their way in quite readily.

One of the first necessities in the treatment of pyorrhœa

alveolaris where teeth have become loosened, is the fastening

securely one to the other to prevent the movement in their

sockets to thus reduce consequent irritation which so greatly

tends to aggravate the trouble and give the attachments of

the roots an opportunity to unite by holding firmly in proper

position. Tying with silk is of course only a temporary ex-

pedient. The method sometimes recommended of fastening

with gold, platinum or other wire ligature is utterly inade-

quate to the requirements, because unless fastened to pre-

vent the wire slipping up or down the tendency is always to

move toward the neck of the tooth : that position being nar-

rower than the o'own, the result is that not only does this

allow a movement of the teeth by loosening, no matter how
tightly drawn at first, but also that such tightness as may.

exist has a tendency to pull in the wrong direction, and

hasten instead of retard their elongation ; and even if this

were not the case the upward and downward movement of

the tooth by reason of the crown being exposed, would in

itself destroy their usefulness.

Bands carefully fitted, soldered together and cemented in

place are a step in advance, but they also allow the pressure

upon the crowns to work to their disadvantage, and the ce-

ment gives out so soon that they can hardly be considered

of any permanent value.

Filling with gold about a gold wire imbedded in the cut-

ting edges of lower incisors, is not only an exceedingly labori-

ous, but it is alsoadifificult and uncertain, operation to impact

the gold securcl}- when the teeth are not held so firmly that
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Fig. 5.

Natural
Shape.

Sides Dressed
Down.

movement is next to impossible, and it is almost an impossi-

bility to do it because not only are such teeth capable of for-

ward and backward, lateral and circular movement, but up-

"\vard and downward as well, and thus making a very poor

resistance to the necessary force in condensing the gold

without which the operation is valueless.

The anchoring of amalgam upon each side and building

across from one to the other, even in most skilful hands,

seems to be insufîficient except in very favorable cases, be-

sides being, as already stated, most unsightly. But by dress-

ing the sides of the tooth as straight as

possible up and down as in Figure 5,

grinding enough of the cutting edge to

allow of a covering of gold without

interfering with the occlusion, beveling

as shown in Figure 6 to let the enamel

edge hide so far as possible the gold

covering, a metal die made from a

cast and perfect impression, the crown of gold plate struck

up and made to accurately fit the cast, and the front part

afterward cut out as shown in Figure 7, these all put in

place in the mouth, an impression taken, and all soldered

together, then set with gutta-percha, and the result is that

each tooth not only is firmly held in position with its neigh-

bor, but the edges are so covered that

no upward and downward movement
can occur, and we know that gutta-

percha, while it may wear off a little at

the exposed edges, will not disintegrate

under the gold covering ; therefore that

Fig. 6. operation may be regarded as a per-
''*^' '^'

manent one, beside being less unsightly than most of the

other methods, which do not require cutting off the tooth.

This method applied to the abutments for bridges where

any of the anterior teeth rcrriain in a condition sufficiently

sound to warrant preservation of the natural crown, avoids

the destruction of Nature's handiwork as shown in a living,

nourishing, healthful pulp, and natural tooth structure, gives
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an attachment that is absolutely secure, and proof against

every force that may be applied without fear of checking

porcelain fronts, can be carried up beyond the gingival mar-

gin, left a little short of it, or taken to the enamel line just

as the surrounding conditions seem best to warrant, because

of the trustworthiness of gutta-percha under exposure to

the secretions.

To one accustomed to use cement for this purpose, the

difficulty of applying gutta-percha as a substitute seems al-

most insurmountable, but a moment's recollection of the trials

attendant upon the setting of his first crowns will recall the

fact that cement, too, had its difficulties for the beginner.

For gold crowns where teeth are covered entirely, I pre-

fer the red gutta-percha we get in form of sheets. It has a

degree of toughness that is valuable, but for anterior crowns

with open faces the red line at the edge of the openings is

undesirable, and I therefore use some white preparation that

softens at a low temperature, as this property greatly facili-

tates its handling in the mouth. There being no danger to

apprehend from wear, hardness is not so desirable as for

filling.

It is my custom to heat both crowns and setting material

upon a tray to protect from the open flame, spread with warm
instruments a thin coating over the inner surface of the crown

which should be first roughened on the inside by scratching

with an instrument, aiming to have as nearly the exact

amount necessary as possible, but depending upon a vent to

get rid of a small amount of surplus, then after drying the

surface of the teeth with alcohol and warm air blast, wipe

with some suitable germicide, saturate a pledget of cotton in

eucalyptol, coat the surface with it to prevent the too rapid

drying of the chloro-percha,of which a thick solution is then

applied around the neck, so that when the crowns, already

heated as hot as they can be handled in the fingers, and pre-

pared as described, are dri\en home, the eucalyptol, chloro-

percha and gutta-purcha in the crowns will form a thick

creamy mass that will penetrate and perfectly fill ever\- space

about the necks, and even if the surplus be not removed after-
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ward, will not cause irritation as might a particle of cement

in the same position.

Sometimes too much gutta-percha will prevent the crown

going quite into the proper position, just as sometimes hap-

pens with cement, but the remedy is much simpler because

easily removed while still warm, or if for accidental or other

causes, removal be desired afterward, hot water or hot air

applied will in a short time heat the metal sufificicntly to

soften the material and facilitate the separation without the

necessity of damaging the crown, and anyone who has tried

to pull one off without first warming will be quite satisfied

that any properly adjusted crown can be securely held in this

manner.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. J. A. Dunn, of Chicago. I would like to ask the

essayist if he has ever had any difificulty in getting the

crowns always in place by the use of gutta-percha instead

of oxyphosphate ?

Dr. Brown. Of course I have had trouble. A good

many times I have had to put them on and remove them,

which you can do very readily while they are still warm.

You are not likely to have the trouble a second time, because

you can leave the gutta-percha there. I have had trouble in

using cement. The cement would set rapidly, and I have

had difficulty in getting the crown off, and when I put it on

again I was as far at sea as I was in the first place, and had

not much assurance that it would not happen to me again.

Dr. J. A. Dunn. I would like to ask Dr. Brown if he

has experimented with the oxyphosphate and chloro-percha

in a creamy consistency, two-thirds of the chloro-percha and

one of the oxyphosphate ?

Dr. Brown. I never have tried that experiment with

crown work, but I have tried it in setting inlays. I can not

say very much about it because the results .were so uncer-

tain. I could not tell exactly how much or how little the

gutta-percha prevented disintegration, if it prevented it at all.

I do think, however, that I have had an advantage in using
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those with inlays b\' coating the outside with chloro-pcrcha

and then rubbing hot gutta-percha into that before my
cement is quite set. I fancied it stuck on a Httle better, and

of course as soon as the gutta-percha set, the cement would

not disintegrate. I think I have some inlays which are last-

ing very well for that reason.

Dr. E. a. Lundv, of Honolulu, H. I. I would like to

ask Dr. Brown if the case represented by Fig. 4 is considered

by him as a difficult case on which to place a bridge?

Dr. Brown. Certainly.

Dr. Lundv. In placing the bridge, would you leave the

teeth as they are there, or would you change their shape?

Dr. Brown. When I used cement in fixing a case of that

kind, I first made a crown with a thin top and parallel sides

that was fitted to the root separately. This had a short cor-

ner shelf built out on one side and was so placed in relation

to the other piers that I was able to put the bridge firmly in

position and have it perfectly fit ; but with gutta-percha this

is not necessary. You can trim the tooth enough to put on

a bridge with gutta-percha, so that it will be all right.

Dr. Lundv. You do not consider that you can trim it

sufîficiently to place it with cement and leave your band tight

around the margin ?

Dr. Brown. No, sir.

Dr. Lundv. I think that that can be trimmed very

easily so that we can place the cement, as well, possibly,

as the gutta-percha. That would be my idea.

Dr. Brown. I would like to answer that by illustrations

on the board. Suppose that all the enamel was ground off.

You can. without much difficulty, get the sides of a root

parallel ; but it is far more difficult to get the sides of all

the roots parallel with each other. I have not been able to

take a bridge with a number of piers and be absolutely cer-

tain that when I drove that bridge home I would have it so

perfectly in place that I could tell exactly where my band

would fit at the edge. One would think that ought to be

done, but I have found it is apt to go a little further down,

or to be a little short. If it goes down under the gum, and
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does not fit the root, you are in as bad a position as you

were before. If it does not go down under the gum, and

stops here, you have a place from where the enamel has

been ground, and the latter is very easily affected.

Dr. a. E. Matteson, of Chicago. I have had some
experience with the use of gutta-percha as a means of fix-

ing crown and bridge work to natural roots. I commenced
soon after the meeting of the International Medical Congress

in Washington, which was, I think, in 1887. I believe at the

present time and within the past two years I have set fully

ninety percent with gutta-percha. I use the best base plate

gutta-percha, such as you get at the dental depots, and

Sanders & Sons', London, volatile extract of eucalyptus, or

oil of cajeput. Very many of the extracts of eucalyptus

will not cut gutta-percha to the extent that is necessary to

set crowns. One thing which has been spoken of is the

difficulty of getting the right amount of gutta-percha in

attaching both crown and bridge work. With the crowns it

will be the same as with bridge work, and the amount
necessarily has to be experimental to a certain extent.

The more you use it, the less experimental it will be

in setting the individual crowai. Understand me, in using

the eucalyptus, I do not make a solution of it, as with

chloro-percha. In setting the crown to get that amount,

I would not dry the root. I would dry the crown, put

in the amount of gutta-purcha which my judgment would

indicate, and, after warming, place it on the root of the

tooth ; let it be pressed home and get the occlusion

by the bite. If there is too much, take out a portion.

The root being wet allows you to remove it easily. You
thus get the amount. It will answer the same way with

bridge work. When I set a bridge, I obtain the amount of

gutta-percha required for each individual crown, remove it,

and lay it aside, mark it as belonging to that tooth, and

when I come to set the bridge, there is the amount of gutta-

percha which I have ascertained for the individual crown.

One thing more in regard to heat obtained for setting

bridges. It is, perhaps, a difficult matter to heat crowns and
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bridges, especially if they are porcelain, without, to a cer-

tain extent, injuring the porcelain facing by checking from

the heat. To do this satisfactorily, 1 place them in a sand

bath before I dry the roots, and raise them to the heat

sufficient to soften the gutta-percha, and then dry the roots,

apply a drop of the oil of cajeput, which is just as good as

the volatile extract of eucalyptus. One advantage which

has not been spoken of in the use of gutta-percha in setting

crowns might be mentioned. It is frequently desirable to

insert a falling in a tooth next to which there is a root sup-

porting a crown. It usually takes but a moment to remove

that crown and you have sufficient room to work to more

advantage than it is possible to have by any amount of

wedging, without mutilating or cutting the crown with your

disk or whatever instrument you may use.

Another use that I make of gutta-percha is in the setting

of crowns. We frequently have cases come in where a tooth

is broken off and there is treatment required. We want to

construct a makeshift crown that will last one or two days,

or, possibly, one or two weeks. This can be done by using a

plain rubber tooth and looping tinned wire around the pins

and twisting the ends of the wire, forming a post or dowel,

and, with this for a skeleton, mould gutta-percha to the re-

quired form, requiring to make ten or fifteen minutes, and

frequently they will last months. I have some in my pocket

which have been in practical use, and I think I have one

in use now that has been in for six months. I have made

them, also, to support two teeth—one tooth being a dummy

—in just this way.

Dr. Dunn. In regard to the setting of crowns with

gutta-percha, I am in favor of it, provided it can be done,

and well done. We are compelled sometimes to cut down a

living tooth. I presume most of us have had some experience

with such teeth, and we want to always avoid it if we can.

I do not suppose we will put a crown on a tooth of that

kind when we can possibly help it ; but it has just occurred

to me that in a case where we have to crown it for some

purpose or other, a live tooth, where wc have pulpitis, we do
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not know anything that is better to reduce the pressure in-

side than rest. If the pulp is irritated from without after it

has been cut down, the inflammation is likely to remain, but

if it can be kept closed so as to rest, the chances are that it

will go away. So that it has occurred to me that with the

setting of crowns in the way Dr. Brown does it, with gutta-

percha, we have a perfect non-conductor and protection to

irritation in the pulp in such cases.

Dr. C. L. Goddard, of San Francisco, Cal. I have

had no experience in setting gold crowns with gutta-percha,

but long ago, recognizing the advantages of gutta-percha

over cement in its insolubility, in the days when we only

knew how to set teeth with wooden pivots, I formerly

used a ring of gutta-percha outside of the wooden pivot,

and, placing the wooden pivot in position, warm the

crown and press it up against this disk of gutta-percha,

and thus seal up the end of the root, and then when
the gutta-percha was hard would trim it off. That may have

been quite common practice, and it seemed good practice

with the wooden pivot teeth. I have set the I^ogan crown

quite a number of times with gutta-percha and found it the

most advantageous way of setting that crown. I have used

for the purpose a low heat gutta-percha.

I have found Hill's stopping to answer very well indeed. It

softens at a lower temperature than any other gutta-percha

stopping I know of among the temporary stoppings, which I

think is a mixture of wax and gutta-percha, and might not

be sufficiently firm for the purpose. But the Logan crown

fills up all the space between the pin and the walls of the

hole made in the root to sustain it, and fills whatever space

there may be left between the crown and the end of the root.

I say whatever space there may be, because some people

used to grind the crown to fit the root accurately, something

that I do not think anyone can do. The crown must touch

at one place more than at another, unless ground together

like the stopper in a bottle. In one or two cases, where I

have found Hill's stopping not sufficiently hard, I have used

quite a low-heat gutta-percha, which fuses at considerable
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higher heat than Hill's stopping and is a firmer and harder

substance, between the crown and the root. I am glad that

others have succeeded in fitting gold crowns to roots with

gutta-percha, because I think it is an admirable method.

Dr. Matteson. I would like to add a little more in re-

gard to the use of oil of cajeput and gutta-percha. It is

good with crown and bridge work, where the pulps are

alive or dead, and I have not filled a root canal with any-

thing but gutta percha and oil of cajeput I think for the last

three years, except instead of cajeput I have used in the

place of it volatile extract of eucalyptus for something like

eight years. Perhaps I might state a little instance that

happened in my ofifice, ahhough I dislike very much to go

into personal practice. Soon after my return from the trip

to Washington, where I first got the point—which I wish to

state was through Dr. Merriam, of Salem, Mass..— I set a

crowm, a central incisor, and early this spring, when I had

occasion to remove that crown, I was uncertain whether it

was set with cement or gutta-percha. The porcelain face had

broken off, and I was going to put in a piece of bridge work,

using this root as one of the piers. I think I worked for

fully a half hour before I could get that crown off, and all

methods, hot water and hot air blast, etc., were unavailing.

I resorted to the means of taking a drop tube, loosely filling

it with cotton and passing a fibre of the cotton through the

end, saturating it with alcohol, and I thus obtained a little

flame, which was about like the point of a lead pencil, and

after saturating the cervical edges of the crown with oil of

cajeput, I then loosened it, and it was as perfect and clean

an impression as it is possible to obtain with anything.

Dr. Goddard. Dr. Brown has spoken of these crowns

and bridges being readily removed, if it was necessary to do

so. Perhaps it would be for our advantage if he would

explain exactly how he proceeds to remove the crown, or

bridge.

Dr. Brown. I formerly used hot water and a syringe,

throwing it onto the sides of the crown and top of it. A
crown, such as I have shown there, can be heated moderately
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warm, and then with an instrument sHpped in between the

crown and the tooth it can be pried off. But a back tooth

is more difficult, and I have used hot water and a syringe.

To use water hot enough I was obhged to begin at a mod-
erately low temperature, so that the patient would not feel

it too much in his mouth, and by allowing the patient to

rinse his mouth with hot water, I was able to use hot water

without his suffering pain. If I had any difficulty after

that. I made a little round hole through the sides of the

crown, into which I put an instrument to pry it off. But

lately I have been using the Richmond hot air apparatus. I

put some napkins around the mouth, so that the patient will

not feel it, and I turn it down on the crown and make it as

hot as I can blow, and in this way I can lift it off without

any trouble. That is the way I get them off now.

Dr. R. T. Oliver, of Indianapolis, Ind. I want to

thank Dr. Brown personally for the paper he has brought

before us. It deserves more than passing recognition.

The great trouble we have in setting any crown is in the

disintegration of the material with which it is set. Gutta-

percha, in the last few years, has been looked upon as a sort

of scape-goat ; I cannot tell why, but it has been practically

discarded by the great majority of practitioners for several

years.

One thing about oxyphosphate that I would like to pre-

sent to you is with reference to an article I saw in a dental

journal several years ago, showing that in setting a gold

crown, if the space between the band and the tooth at the

gum margin was left large enough, about one-thirty-second

of an inch, for instance, it is thought that this broad surface

of oxyphosphate would not disintegrate as rapidly as a very

narrow surface. I thought this over for a long time before

I used it, and it has only been a short time that I have used

it, so that I cannot tell as to its practicability. I would like

to know if any one who has ever tried it has any suggestions

to offer upon this j)oint : Whether it is a fact that a narrow

surface of exposed oxyphosphate will disintegrate quicker

and more rapidly than a broader surface under the same
conditions with reference to heat and acidity of saliva.
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I find in the use of cement or gutta-percha that it is a

very good idea in setting a bridge where you have good solid

teeth for anchorage, to leave the edge of the crown from

one-sixteenth to one-thirty-second of an inch from the gum

line, burnishing it down to a feather edge all around the

tooth. I advocate this for the reason that when you have

this amount of space of solid tooth between the edge of the

gold crown and the gum line, it is much easier kept clean

with a brush or tooth-pick than if it were down to within

the thickness of a sheet of paper of the gum line. If the

patient is at all cleanly in his habits, it is very easily kept

clean, and will afford no lodgment whatever for the

decomposition of food substance or epithelial cells.

Gutta-percha is beneficial in setting crowns in another

way. for a great many times we find, especially in case of a

bridge of large dimensions, that the first time it is set, it is

misplaced either to one side or the other, so that it will inter-

fere with the correct articulation and occlusion of the teeth.

When we use oxyphosphate in this kind of a case, the only

thing that can be done to correct the articulation is to grind

away the cusps, wiiich. in ninety-nine times out of a

hundred, will cause trouble in the way of weakening the

denture. When gutta-percha is used in this sort of a case,

it is a very easy matter to warm the crown anchorages,

remove the bridge and reset it, again and again if neces-

sary, until it is placed in the proper position.

Dr. Dunn. I want to enter a protest. I do not believe

there is a better service we can do our patients and humanity

than the conservation of the integrity of the gingiva,-, and I

protest against driving bands of gold well up into the gum.

I do not think there is any necessity for it. Dr. Brown has

shown on the board a few moments ago how we cut off the

larger part of the crown below the top to get rid of an angle

so that we will have a perfect fit at the surface of the neck,

and then he has shown by another mark that if we drive the

crown a little beyond that, we are just as badly off and

strike another angle. I cannot see any necessity for it

whatever.
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Dr. Alfred Burne, of Sydney, N. S. W. I would

like to say a word in reference to this preparation. Some

fourteen years ago, Dr. D. D. Smith, Professor of Operative

Dentistry in the Philadelphia Dental College, was in

the habit of teaching the students, when placing on a

pivot or a crown, to burnish over the crown a piece of

platinum. The tooth was contoured right up with solder.

Those teeth were simply placed into gutta-percha. When I

got home, I got into the habit of doing that, and I have to

report some hundreds of those cases, dating from twelve

years ago to the present time, and, in a majority of cases,

they have done better work than many of the other methods

which have been placed before us. You will understand that

in all those cases bands were unknown, and I can safely say

that, take it all around, for the comfort of my patients and

for the service rendered, I know of nothing much better,

although I am in the habit of trying everything that comes

along.

Dr. Lundy. I do not want Dr. Brown to think from

what I said that it was my intention to detract anything

from his paper, for I consider it an excellent one and in the

right direction; but it was simply to show that a bridge

could be placed on a root, as in Fig. 4, with the oxyphos-

phate, and done so that the bands would be close-fitting at

the margin.

Dr. G. J. Dennis, of Chicago. I wish to commend

Dr. Brown's paper. I am glad to see the inclination

to return to gutta-percha in place of oxyphosphate. I

have had considerable experience with oxyphosphate and

with gutta-percha, and I have universally found that my
experience favors the gutta-percha, for many of the reasons

that have been stated here better than I can state them.

There is one thing that has not been mentioned. I always

find that, when I have to remove a bridge or a crown that

has been set in oxyphosphate, there is an odor about it

that is very unpleasant both to the operator and to the

patient. I have never found that odor with gutta-percha.

The saliva docs not seem to permeate under and through
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it, as it does with the oxyphosphate. Of course, if you
put in a filling that leaves ragged edges, secretions of the

mouth will gather there that will make it unpleasant, but

the body of the filling, where it is shut off from the outside

of the tooth, comes out fresh and clean.

Dr. H. a. Smith, of Cincinnati, Ohio. I find that gutta-

percha alone is not sufficiently strong, but used in combina-

tion with the oxyphosphate, it is. I had some difficulty

the first time I set a crown in this way, owing to heating the

crowns necessarily warm enough to slide down over the

gutta-percha, the cement set very rapidly; so the next time

I noticed that it still adhered to the tooth, I used a rubber

dam in setting the bridge, a thing I always do when possible,

and put around the root, if possible, a very small rubber band.

The rubber band, if left alone, would work up to the end of

the root. On removing the bridge, I would find sufficient

gutta-percha remaining around the root, I mix the cement,

then heating the crown slightly work it down, get it into

place, and then the oxyphosphate works out through the

upper portion of the crown through a hole I had drilled,

none below at all, and I fill that in with a gold filling, and

it is all right. About a year ago I had trouble of the

same kind in setting a band of this description for a young
lady using light-colored gutta-percha. Hill's stopping, I

think, and that is successful as far as that goes, but the palatal

portion that is covered entirely with gold, I have treated

entirely the same way. At the edge, coming in contact with

the secretions of the mouth, which will be liable to work in

under it, I use gutta-percha. At every other point I use

oxyphosphate, because of its power of glueing together, and

it fills in any spaces or any points where the band does not

come in contact with the tooth.

Dr. Brown. I wish to thank the gentlemen for their

consideration. There is one point that was suggested in

reference to the odor that called to my mind what I looked

upon as one of the difficulties with cement, and it is this. I

have amused myself for some little time by taking a small

excavator and slipping it up under the gum and giving it a
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little turn over the edge of the crown to see how that

cement is up there, and when I lift that out I generally find

that disintegration has begun to some extent, and there is

an odor on the instrument. The cement holds the rest of

the crown firmly, and you do not find the cement is giving

out. I think that accounts for the odor which the doctor

noticed.

The following paper was then read :

A STUDY OF THE MASTICATING FORCE OF THE JAWS.

By Geo. J. Dennis, M.D,, D.D.S., Chicago.

In this study of the masticating force of the jaws, no

attempt will be made to enter into a' detailed description of

the masticatory apparatus of the jaws, or of the movements
of this apparatus, but to present as briefly and concisely as

possible some facts which, it is believed, will throw light upon

an entirely unknown subject.

By way of preface, and of apology .as well, the writer

requests your forbearance in the relation of the difficulties

encountered by him, which prevented the successful present-

ation of certain information which was sought at the be-

ginning of these investigations.

The original intention of the paper was that of bringing

before the dental profession some accurate knowledge in

regard to the strains, direct and otherwise, which were borne

by the teeth, and, more specially when artificial substitutes,

such as crowns, bridges,' and appliances of like nature, have

been placed in the mouth. In the case of bridge work the

amount of strain each would bear was sought, whether there

would be any deflection of the center or extremities of the

bridges from the pressure of mastication ; whether the bend-

ing, if any, of the superstructure would have any effect upon

the substructure; whether there would be any movement of

the abutments in their deeper foundations, and if such move-

ment existed, the calculation of the amount of movement, as

well as the strains, and the deflections to which bridges might
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be subjected under the existing conditions in the mouth, was

confidently expected. In this study it was hoped that some

scientific knowledge might be gained of the stableness or

unstableness of bridge work, judged entirely from the me-

chanical standpoint. The subject was thoroughly investi-

gated. Competent civil and mechanical engineers were

consulted, and the problem was presented to them as clearly

as possible. The result, however, was a great disappoint-

ment, as each one acknowledged that the solution of the

problem was one entirely beyond him.

The reasons given by these engineers for their inability to

throw any light on the subject were as follows, if a slight

digression may be permitted :

First—The material (gold) used by dentists in the forma-

tion of the superstructure of the bridges was one of which

absolutely nothing was known concerning the resistance to

strain, either direct or torsional. Its elastic qualities were

also unknown quantities. This in itself did not present an

insurmountable obstacle, as tests of the material could be

easily made.

Second—^Given a knowledge of the points in regard to

the material for the superstructure, the problem became a

still more insoluble one when the size and shape of the beam

in this superstructure was considered. The supporting

beam in dental bridges is one of constantly varying size and

shape, so that there could be no calculation made in the

same manner as with a square or triangular or even rectan-

gular beam of even size and shape throughout.

Third—The varying density of the material of this super-

structure, composed as it usually is of two, three and four

grades of gold, presented a combination upon which no cal-

culations could be based.

Fourth—The method of attachment of the superstruc-

ture to its abutments was another unknown factor, and one

incapable of solution, for it is self-evident that the strength

of this attachment must vary extensively with the peculiar

conditions present in each individual case.

Fifth—The strength of the substructure was one of such
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great variability that nothing could be determined in regard

to it.

Previous to the attainment of this knowledge of the difB-

culties in the way of the scientific study of the strains, resist-

ances and deflections of bridge work, the writer had under

construction an instrument designed to contribute to a solu-

tion of the problem under consideration, by giving accurate

information upon the amount of force exerted by the max-

illary muscle in the closure of the jaws, one upon the other.

No information had ever been given us in regard to this

force, and it was with the intention of presenting some facts

in regard to this matter that this paper has been prepared.

Indeed, Prof. Black, so recently as the last meeting of the

Illinois State Dental Society, held in May of this year, and

in an article entitled " Anchorage of Proximate Fillings in

Bicuspids and Molars," published in the June number of the

Dental Review, admits that we have no knowledge on the sub-

ject, in the following terms, in referring to the strain placed

upon the individual teeth: "What is this strain? I can,

with my right hand, grip one hundred and twenty pounds,

as measured by an apparatus designed for that purpose.

With what force can I close my jaws? So far as I know,

we have no apparatus for measuring the bite, and in the

more scientific sense it remains an unknown factor. It must,

however, be much greater than the grip of the hand, and

amounts to hundreds of pounds. Hans Block, of Dresden,

Germany, in his paper on mastication, in the Dental Cosmos,

1 893, page 1 87, states that some acrobats can close the mouth
with a force of five hundred pounds, and that ordinary per-

sons can exert a force of three hundred pounds. But these

statements do not seem to be based on accurate determina-

tions."

In the discussions which followed the paper of Dr. Black,

Dr. J. J. R. Patrick stated that during a visit to the iron

regions of Pennsylvania, he had the privilege of testing the

amount of pressure necessary to break nuts of various kinds

in the machines used in the large iron works for testing the

resistances of their output of iron and steel. He found
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that one hundred and twenty pounds was the greatest

pressure required to break the nuts. Similar nuts, as

closely resembling the broken ones as possible, were then

given to the strongest of the workmen to crack with their

teeth, but each one failed in the attempt. He judged from

this admittedly crude experiment that the force of the jaws

must be, of course, less than one hundred and twenty pounds,

registered by the testing machines.

Acting upon this valuable hint of Dr. Patrick, the instru-

ment was then prepared with a registry of ninety-five pounds.

As soon as prepared, tests were conducted to determine the

actual masticatory force of the maxillary muscles. At the

present time but one person has been found who could ac-

complish the full registry. From forty to sixty mouths have

been examined. The range of the indicator when placed

between the molar teeth of the adult jaw was from sixty-

five to eighty-five pounds, occasionally, but rarely passing

from eighty-five to ninety-five pounds. Between the bi-

cuspids the force is found to diminish from five to fifteen

pounds, the range extending from fifty to sixty-five pounds.

Between the incisors the range extends from thirty to fifty-

five pounds, showing a further diminution of about twenty

pounds, as the pressure was applied at a greater distance

from the location of the power.

Among children, whose ages range from eight to fourteen

years, a peculiar fact was noted, in that the greater force was

applied through the incisor, rather than through the molar

teeth. The force exerted in these cases ranged from twelve

to twenty-five pounds upon the anterior teeth, while upon

the posterior the range was from ten to twenty pounds.

The cause for this state of affairs is easily explained, in that

during these years the permanent incisors have become

firmly fixed" in the jaws, while the temporary molars are

being absorbed, their roots lacking the usual strength, which,

by deflection, caused a less force to be exerted by the mus-

cles of the jaw.

In the mouths of persons wearing plates, the amount of

force exerted was still less, ranging only from five to twenty

pounds.
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These figures apply to the greatest force that the jaws

of persons of average strength exert. It is the belief of the

writer, based upon experiments in his own mouth, that the

actual pressure exerted by the jaws in the ordinary move-

ments of chewing the food is only about one-half that of the

figures given above, while in most cases in which the food is

not properly masticated the force exerted will be found to

be only one-third to only one-fourth that of the figures.

Thus, it will be noted that our preconceived ideas in re-

gard to the masticating force of the jaws has been greatly

at variance with the actual facts. It is the hope of the

essayist that the facts here set forth may be of service in

the future in the study of strains placed upon fillings, crowns

and bridges, and all artificial dentures of any kind whatso-

ever.

As my observations become more extensive, further statis-

tical information will be furnished through the medium of

the dental journals.*

At the clinics, M. Chas. Godon, of Paris, France, pre-

sented cases of " Immediate Prosthesis," of which the fol-

lowing is a description:

DE LA PROTHÈSE IMMÉDIATE (PRÉSENTATION
D'APPAREILS).

Par m. Ch. Godon, President du conseil d ' Administration de l ' École
dentaire de paris.

I.

Une des parties les plus intéressantes de la prothèse den-

taire est sans contredit celle qui s'occupe du remplacement

à l'aide d'appareils spéciaux des pertes de substance dans la

bouche ou sur la face à la suite de difformités congénitales,

de traumatismes ou d'opérations chirurgicales. Lorsque le

chirurgien, après avoir mis à contribution toutes les

ressources de son art, reste impuissant pour la réparation

par les procédés chirurgicaux, il doit avoir recours à la

prothèse.

* See TransactiouH World's Columbian Dental Congress, Vol. I., p. 152.—[Ed.]
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Le dentiste devient alors le collaborateur du chirurgien.

Il l'aide à rétablir la phonation pour les malheureux

affectés de bec de lièvre ou de division congénitale du voile

du palais.

Il contribue à rendre la mastication possible pour ceux

dont il a fallu réséquer les maxillaires.

Il reconstitue pour nos blessés militaires les diverses

fonctions dont la bouche est le siège.

Il peut même refaire une partie de la face, le nez, les

lèvres, pour ceux dont les pertes de substances ont été plus

étendues, améliorant ainsi les mauvaises conditions de

l'existence pour tous ces malheureux opérés et contribuant

à leur rendre la vie au moins supportable.

Cette partie de notre art a un intérêt captivant par les

services qu'elle permet de rendre. Elle offre pourtant de

grandes difficultés d'exécution et exige de ceux qui s'en

occupent de la patience et de l'ingéniosité par suite de la

variété des cas, des difficultés opératoires, du fonctionne-

ment irrégulier des organes mutilés.

Aussi le nombre des praticiens qui s'en sont occupés

d'une façon continue est-il assez restraint.

On trouve pourtant dans nos ouvrages spéciaux, dans

nos journaux, dans les comptes rendus de nos sociétés, la

description d'appareils ingénieux.

Un dentiste décédé récemment et qui eut à son époque

une certaine vogue en France, A. Préterre, s'était fait une

spécialité de ce genre d'appareils et avait constitué un

musée qui a été très remarqué.

Un de nos confrères, M. Delalain, s'est acquis une

grande réputation par les ingénieux appareils qu'il a faits

pour nos blessés militaires.

M. Kingsley a publié il y a quelques années en Amé-
rique sous le titre Oral Deformities un livre très intéressant

et encore très utile à consulter.

A l'Ecole dentaire de Paris, nos confrères MM. Gillard et

Gravollet ont eu plusieurs fois l'occasion de faire des

appareils de restauration faciale et des maxillaires qui ont

été présentés à la Société d'odontologie de Paris.
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II faut également rappeler le cas intéressant de cette

malade de l'hôpital Saint-Louis, à laquelle le D'" Péan avait

enlevé entièrement les deux maxillaires. Nos confrères

M. Rönnet et M. Michaels lui avaient tous les deux fait,

l'un pour l'Ecole dentaire de Paris, l'autre pour l'Ecole den-

taire de France, un appareil de reconstitution qui fît l'objet

d'une communication à l'Académie de médecine. Nous-
mêmes nous avons fait plusieurs appareils de ce genre, il y a

quelques années, pour M. le professeur Verneuil. Il nous a

addressé dans notre service à l'Ecole dentaire de Paris un
malade auquel il avait enlevé le maxillaire supérieur gauche.

Nous lui fîmes à cette époque un appareil de restauration

qui rétablissait la phonation et la mastication devenues très

difficiles par suite de l'opération qu'il avait subie.

Mais personne depuis quinze ans ne s'est occupé d'une
façon aussi spéciale, n'a consacré autant de temps et n'a

obtenu d'aussi brillants résultats dans cette branche de la

prothèse que notre eminent confrère M. le D"" Martin, de
Lyon.

Depuis 1878, il a fait, dans les divers hôpitaux de Lyon,
une telle quantité d'appareils de restaurations buccales ou
faciales qu'il possède actuellement la plus belle collection

qui existe dans ce genre. L'expérience qu'il y a acquise

fait de lui un maître dans cette matière. Tout le monde a

admiré cette magnifique collection à Paris, à l'exposition de

1889, dans la section de chirurgie. M. Martin l'a présentée

à cette époque aux membres du premier Congrès dentaire

international de Paris. On en trouve la description dans les

comptes rendus de ce Congrès.

A l'exposition de Chicago, cette année, la même collec-

tion, exposée dans la section d'anthropologie, obtient,

comme le constatent les correspondants des journaux médi-

caux, un semblable succès.

Ce succès est très légitime, car M. le D'' Martin ne s'est

pas contente d'imiter ses devanciers, son œuvre est véritable-

ment intéressante et originale. Il a apporté dans la con-

struction des divers appareils qu'il présente d'importants

perfectionnements. L'emploi très ingénieux du caoutchouc
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noir mou naturel pour ses obturateurs avec poches remplies

d'eau, la construction des langues artificielles également

pleines d'eau, sont des innovations très heureuses et qui ont

été très remarquées.

Mais c'est surtout la nouvelle méthode qu'il a créée de

toutes pièces sous le nom de "prothèse immédiate" qui a

obtenu parmi les praticiens le plus grand succès.

La hardiesse de cette conception, l'ingéniosité de l'appli-

cation et les résultats obtenus laissent bien loin derrière elle

tout ce qui s'est fait jusqu'à ce jour.

M. le D*" Martin a déjà exposé en 1889, dans un ouvrage

qui a été couronné par l'Institut, toute sa méthode et

montré par des observations consciencieuses les excellents

résultats qu'elle a produits.

Dans une thèse nouvelle (juillet 1893) sur cette question

il en reprend l'étude au point de vue limité du maxillaire

inférieur. Il montre ainsi, quatre ans après, la persistance

des premiers résultats déjà obtenus en 1889.

Nous avons, comme tous nos confrères, admiré, en 1889,

les résultats obtenus par M. le D'' Martin tant dans son

ouvrage sur la Prothese immédiate que dans son musée à

l'exposition, nous promettant, sitôt que l'occasion se pré-

senterait, de l'expérimenter à notre tour.

Cette occasion s'est présentée récemment pour un malade

de notre clientèle et pour un autre malade des hôpitaux de

Paris pour lequel on a bien voulu nous faire l'honneur de

réclamer notre concours.

Les résultats que nous avons obtenus ont paru confirmer

la plupart des assertions de M. Martin, malgré les quelques

défauts résultant de notre courte expérience en la matière.

Nous avons pensé que cette question intéresserait les

membres du Congrès dentaire de Chicago au moins autant

qu'une question particulière portant sur des points spéciaux

de dentisterie opératoire sur lesquels actuellement les

connaissances s'égalisent, et où, il faut bien l'avouer, il n'y

a pour le moment, aussi bien en Amérique qu'en Europe,

que peu de choses nouvelles à apprendre. M. le D*" Martin,

ayant bien voulu nous communiquer ses plus récents
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résultats, nous confia sa collection et nous fit quelques

appareils spéciaux en vue de notre communications, nous

nous sommes décidés à en faire l'objet d'une présentation

spéciale pour nos confrères réunis à Chicago, heureux si

cette nouvelle observation peut contribuer à amener une

discussion intéressante parmi nos confrères sur une méthode

que je crois très utile et en répandre l'emploi.

II.

La "prothèse immédiate" est une opération qui consiste

à placer un appareil de. prothèse immédiatement après

l'ablation des maxillaires ou parties de maxillaire que le

le chirurgien est obligé d'enlever.

Cet appareil, presque toujours temporaire, a pour but

de prévenir la rétraction cicatricielle, et par suite de rétablir

pour l'opéré l'usage de fonctions compromises par l'opéra-

tion ; de lui conserver après l'opération l'aspect extérieur de

la face et de faciliter pour l'avenir l'application d'appareils

définitifs.

Les quelques observations présentées par M. Martin

dans son premier ouvrage montrent que cette application se

fait sans grande difficulté, qu'elle ne prolonge pas con-

sidérablement le temps de l'opération, enfin, ce qui a paru

surprenant, que l'appareil est fort bien supporté et ne

retarde en rien la guérison si toutes les précautions recom-

mandées sont bien suivies. Bien au contraire, l'immobilisa-

tion des fragments hâte la guérison.

Quelques tentatives isolées ont été faites à différentes

époques dans cette voie, mais il ne s'agissait dans tous les

cas que de simples plaques ou fils métalliques destinés

à maintenir en place des fragments osseux après les opéra-

tions.

Dans aucun cas on ne trouve, comme le dit très bien

M. Martin, l'application d'appareils semblables à ceux qu'il

préconise.

Dans la thèse qu'il vient de publier, M. Martin a repro-

duit huit de ses principales observations relatives à des

opérations sur le maxillaire inférieur. Ces opérations sont
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intéressantes parce qu'elles datent de 1878, 1880, 1885, 1886,

1888, et que, sauf dans un cas, M, Martin a suivi tous ces

malades et les a revus peu de temps avant la publication de

son dernier travail.

Dans quelques-unes de ces observations on voit que la

mastication a pu être rétablie de suite, évitant ainsi l'emploi

de la sonde œsophagienne; que, pour le maxillaire inférieur,

l'appareil a pu servir à attacher la langue, comme dans

notre observation, ce qui empêche toute crainte de rétrover-

sion de cet organe,

La perte de la salive, si fréquente chez les opérés par

suite de l'affaissement de la lèvre inférieure, est évitée.

La phonation se fait également dans de meilleures con-

ditions.

Voici pour les résultats fonctionnels. Quant aux résul-

tats au point de vue de l'esthétique, il est inutile de les

énumérer. Tous ceux qui ont vu après leur guérison les

malheureux opérés par les procédés ordinairement employés

comprendront la différence d'aspect qu'il y a entre celui

dont la retraction cicatricielle a amené tous les tissus mous

qui ne sont plus soutenus par la charpente osseuse et celui

dont les mêmes tissus ont été maintenus en place par une

charpente artificielle.

Les déformations dans ce dernier cas sont légères,

quelquefois nulles. Tous ces résultats, nous les avons

appréciés dans l'observation qui nous est personelle et que

l'on trouvera plus loin.

Quelques objections ont été faites à cette méthode,

notamment par M. le D"" Bœnnecken (Berlin, 1892). Elles

se résument ainsi:

L'appareil constitue un corps étranger, difficilement sup-

portable dans une plaie
;

Il n'est pas certainement aseptique ;

Il rend difficile l'écoulement des sécrétions, retient dans

la bouche des produits divers, rend impossible la dés-

infection de la bouche, ce qui constitue une faute contre

l'antisepsie, surtout dans les tumeurs malignes où il est

nécessaire de surveiller la plaie. Enfin ces appareils sont

compliqués et difficiles à construire.
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Nous avons pu nous rendre compte par nous-mêmes
dans le cas dont nous nous sommes occupés, et la lecture

des diverses observations de la thèse de M. Martin le

prouve également, que toutes ces objections, quelques légi-

times qu'elles paraissent théoriquement et à première vue,

sont sans valeur sérieuse dans la pratique.

L'appareil est parfaitement supporté dans la plaie sans

retarder la guérison.

L'asepsie d'un appareil en caoutchouc vulcanisé avec

vis métalliques peut être assurée.

La désinfection de la bouche est obtenue aisément à

l'aide des canaux que M. Martin recommende de faire dans

l'appareil.

Quant à la construction de l'appareil, elle n'est guère

plus compliquée que celle des divers appareils de prothèse

que fait généralement le dentiste, pour quelqu'un déjà

familiarisé avec ce genre de travail.

Nous rappellerons sommairement les indications données

à ce sujet par M. Martin et que nous avons suivies dans le

cas qui nous a occupé :

Prendre l'empreinte de la bouche avant l'opération, les

mesures et la hauteur du maxillaire; choisir un os

maxillaire de volume aussi semblable que possible à celui

du malade ; en faire un moule en plâtre en creux ;
— y couler

de la cire après y avoir placé quelques tubes en zinc pour

produire les canaux destinés à faire les lavages.

On obtient ainsi un maxillaire en cire de volume à peu
près semblable à celui qui doit être enlevé. On y ajoute

les bandes métalliques devant être fixées a l'aide de vis sur

les parties d'os restantes.

L'appareil est mis en moufle, bourré et vulcanisé d'après

les procédés ordinairement employés pour la fabrication des

appareils de prothèse dentaire, avec cette différence pour-

tant que le bourrage avec du caoutchouc 7ioir naturel doit

être fait en partie avec des morceaux de caoutchouc

vulcanisé d'avance afin d'éviter la porosité, et que la vul-

canisation doit se faire en quatre ou cinq heures, à cent

quarante-cinq degrés centigrades seulement.
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L'appareil vulcanise se répare et se termine d'après les

procédés ordinaires.

Il est prêt pour être appliqué, sauf pourtant qu'il devra

être diminué sur place d'après le volume de la partie de

maxillaire extraite.

Voici, résumée d'une façon très succincte, la description

de la méthode, ses avantages au point de vue fonctionnel ou

de l'esthétique, ses procédés d'application et les reproches

qui lui ont été adressés.

On verra dans l'observation qui nous est personnelle et

qui porte sur une opération relativement grave et étendue,

que tout s'est passé à peu près dans les condition que nous

venons de rappeler.

Nous publions à la suite un tableau résumé des dernières

observations qui parurent dans la thèse que M. Martin vient

de publier et qui confirment également les avantages de la

nouvelle méthode.

OBSERVATION PERSONELLE.

M. B., 38 ans, se présentait, le 25 juin 1893, à la Maison

de santé municipale Dubois, dans le service du D"" Prengrue-

ber, chirurgien des hôpitaux.

Il était atteint d'un cancer de tout le plancher de la

bouche, ayant envahi la partie moyenne du maxillaire infé-

rieur et la partie inférieure et profonde de la langue dans le

tiers de son étendue environ.

Ce malade me fut envoyé par le chirurgien avant l'opé-

ration, dans le but de préparer l'appareil en caoutch'ouc

destiné à remplacer immédiatement après l'opération, suivant

la méthode du D"" Martin, de Lyon, la portion d'os qui

devait être enlevée.

Non sans quelque difificulté par suite du gonflement

de la langue, je pris l'empreinte de la mâchoire infé-

rieure, puis de la mâchoire supérieure, l'empreinte du

menton et la mesure de la hauteur de la mâchoire infé-

rieure.

Le lendemain l'opération eut lieu, le D'' Prengrueber
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fit l'ablation de la branche transversale à partir de la canine

droite jusqu'à la seconde petite molaire gauche, tout le

plancher de la bouche, une bonne moitié de la langue et des

tissus de la région sus-hyoïdienne.

Nous lui posâmes immédiatement l'appareil que nous

avions préparé, suivant la méthode indiquée si clairement

par M. le D^ Martin dans son livre sur La prothèse immédiate

appliquée à la resec-

tion des maxillaires,

et que nous avons

rappelée plus haut.

Cet appareil fut

ajusté séance tenante,

mais ayant éprouvé

quelques difficultés

pour la pose des vis,

nous nous conten-

tâmes de ligaturer

l'appareil aux deux

branches restantes du

maxillaire inférieur.

Ce qui restait de la langue fut fixé à l'appareil par une

autre ligature.

Le malade supporta très bien l'opération.

Au bout de six mois, il sortit de l'hôpital, se considérant

comme guéri, et l'étant en réalité, sauf la question de réci-

dive.

L'appareil avait été très bien toléré. Pourtant, vers les

derniers jours, le malade éprouvant quelque gêne, l'appareil

fut retiré, diminué et replacé.

La face a conservé, malgré l'opération, l'aspect qu'elle

avait habituellement et les deux branches du maxillaire

inférieur ont été maintenues a leur écartement normal, ce

qui facilite l'application de l'appareil définitif.

1 Cette observation a été communiqué â la Société de chirurgie de Paris par le Dr.

Prengrueber â >'occasion d'une communication sur un cas analogue, présentée par

MM Michaux et Roy. A cette époque, une récidive S'était produite dont le malade est

mort depuis. {Voir Btillelùi médical du 19 novembre 1893.)
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M. le D'' Martin fait suivre la publication de ses

observations des conclusions suivantes:

" I. Les résultats éloignés de la prothèse immediate dans
les résections du maxillaire inférieur sont bien supérieurs

encore à ceux que l'on observe au début de l'intervention;

"2. La inastication, la phonation, vont en s'améliorant

à mesure que l'on s'éloigne du moment où la première
pièce a été posée

;

" 3. Chez les enfants, si l'on veut obtenir des résul-

tats satisfaisants, il faut souvent modifier ou changer
leur apareil, ce qui est en rapport avec la croissance du
maxillaire et avec l'évolution de la deuxième dentition;

"4. Quand l'ablation d'un néoplasme du maxillaire

inférieur est complète, on peut appliquer sans crainte

une prothèse immédiate et jamais celle-ci ne favorisera

la récidive si les limites du mal ont été dépassées;
" 5. Le caoutchouc vulcanisé est la substance qui

réunit toutes les qualités nécessaires pour la prothèse en
question. Il n'irrite pas les tissus, il est facile à désin-

fecter, il n'est pas trop lourd, ce qui permet d'employer
des pièces volumineuses."

Notre expérience personelle est trop courte pour nous

donner une autorité suffisante pour appuyer la méthode

de notre confrère de Lyon.

Nous avons voulu seulement faire connaître le résul-

tat que nous avons obtenu en l'employant et contribuer

ainsi à sa vulgarisation.

II nous semble pourtant démontré, en nous appuyant

seulement sur la lecture des observations que nous avons

reproduites, que:

La prothèse immédiate est une opération utile pour

les malades, lorsque le chirurgien est amené à réséquer,

en totalité ou en partie, les maxillaires supérieurs ou

inférieurs, qu'elle est sans danger et, par suite, qu'on ne

saurait trop en recommander l'emploi.

Nous reproduisons plus loin quelques-unes des figures

que nous avons citées dans cette communication. Elles

sont extraites de l'ouvrage sur la Prothese immédiate et

de la thèse sur les Résultats éloignes de la protluise im-

médiate dans les résections du maxillaire inférieur, publiés

l'un en 1889, l'autre en 1893, par M. le D"" C. Martin,

de Lyon, qui a eu l'obligeance de nous les prêter.
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LANGUE ARTIFICIELLE ET APPAREILS SUPERIEURS.

Nous ne pouvons mieux terminer cette communica-

tion qu'en vous présentant quelques spécimens des prin-

cipaux perfectionnements apportés pir M. le D'' Martin,

de Lyon, aux divers appareils de restauration buccale et

faciale. Ces appareils ont été faits spécialement pour le

Congrès de Chicago sur les modèles déjà publiés dans

l'ouvrage sur la Prothese immédiate en 1889 et dont nous

extrayons la description ci-dessous:

Langue artificielle}— Nous avons construit dernièrement

pour un malade, auquel M. le professeur Poncet, de Lyon,

avait amputé la langue attainte d'épithélioma, un appa-

reil prothétique destiné à remplacer cet organe.

Après l'opération on n'aperçois plus trace de la langue.

Un tronçon sus-hyoïdien seul est perceptible par le doigt

porté derrière les piliers.

La mastication s'exécute difîficilement ; la prononciation

est assez défectueuse, mais les troubles fonctionnels les

plus graves sont une déglutition très gênée et une sali-

vation abondante s'écoulant en dehors de la cavité

buccale.

C'est pour obvier à ces inconvénients que nous avons

construit un appareil réprésentant au point de vue de

la forme, des dimensions et de la consistance, une véri-

table langue artificielle dont nous allons donner la des-

cription. L'appareil se compose de deux pièces; la

première n'est autre chose qu'un appareil dentaire ser-

vant à supporter la seconde qui remplace la langue ab-

sente (figure 186).

La première pièce est construite en caoutchouc durci,

moulé exactement sur la face interne de toute l'arcade

dentaire inférieure. Dans l'observation que nous rappor-

tons elle supporte trois dents. Elle est maintenue en

place par deux prolongements en or, passant entre les

canines et les petites molaires.

1 Extrait de l'ouvrage sur la Prothlse immédiate, par C. Martin, de Lyons. 1889.

Pages 373-378.
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A la partie médiane et à la face interne de cette

pièce est fixé un prolongement en caoutchouc un peu

souple, B. Il supporte à son extrémité un anneau, A,

auquel vient se fixer la deuxième partie de la pièce,

c'est à dire, la langue artificielle.

Ce prolongement vient se loger dans la rainure, C
de la figure 187. A l'extrémité de celle-ci est placé un

anneau, B, qui sert à obturer l'orifice par lequel on intro-

duit le liquide et qui se réunit à celui du dentier arti-

ficiel.

Le prolongement de ce dernier peut être plus ou

moins long, suivant qu'il sera nécessaire de fixer la

langue dans un point antérieur ou postérieur. Il pourra,

d'autre part, servir à soulever la partie antérieure de la

langue pour aider à la prononciation des linguales. Dans

ce cas il jouera le rôle de ressort et devra à cet effet

être très mince et très flexible. De cette façon, la

langue, tout en restant très mobile, est maintenue solide-

ment.

La langue est constituie par une poche de caoutchouc

extrêmement mou; elle est incomplètement distendue par

de l'eau ou un liquide aseptique; elle a la forme et les

dimensions de la langue absente. A sa face supérieure

elle présente une épaisseur de un millimètre, qui est réduite

à un demi et même un quart de millimètre à la partie

inféro-postérieure. Cette épaisseur minime de la paroi

inférieure lui permet de se mouler, pour ainsi dire, sur

le plancher buccal et d'obéir aux mouvements qui lui

sont imprimés par les muscles sus-hyoïdiens. Par ce

moyen les mouvement sont transmis par le Hquide à

tout l'appareil et permettent même au malade de pro-

jeter en dehors de la cavité buccale sa langue artificielle.

Dans la figure 188 nous voyons les deux pièces réunies-

Les résultats obtenus par cette prothèse d'un nouveau

genre ont été si satisfaisants que M. le professeur Poncet

a cru devoir présenter ce malade dans son cours sur le

traitement chirurgical du cancer de la langue, leçon qui

a été publiée dans la Province médicale du 16 Juin 1888;
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"Grâce à cet appareil," dit-il, "notre malade ne perd

plus sa salive, il l'avale aisément, comme tout le monde ;

il nenvoie phis, suivant son expression vulgaire, des

postillons lorsqu'il parle; il mange facilement et peut

même tendre en partie la langue en dehors, mouvements

que vous expliquerez si vous tenez compte de cette

observation, que la sangle mylo-hyoïdienne n'a pas été

intéressée lors de l'opération et que la contraction des

mylo-hyoïdiens propulse en avant le plancher buccal.

"Au point de vue esthétique, et surtout au point de vue

fonctionnel, M. Martin avait donc rendu un grand service

à ce malade. La langue nouvelle ne modifie pas notable-

ment en mieux la prononciation, mais il faut remarquer

que le malade la porte depuis peu de temps; qu'il y a là

une question d'éducation et que des perfectionnements

seront certainement apportés à ces premières tentatives,

déjà si heureuses, de prothèse linguale. Quant au reproche

que l'on pourrait adresser à cet appareil, comme à toute

espèce de pièce prothétique destinée à dissimuler une muti-

lation, après l'ablation d'un néoplasme, de favoriser la réci-

dive par l'irritation qu'elle produit, nous le croyons, dans

l'espèce, peu fondé: car l'appareil s'applique très bien et

n'exerce que de très légers frottements."

Ce même appareil a été appliqué à trois opérés. Le

premier, qui a fait l'objet de la clinique de M. le profes-

seur Poncet, de Lyon, est mort quelques mois après; le

deuxième n'a survécu que quatre mois; quant au dernier,

son opération date de dix mois et tout nous fait espérer

qu'il pourra encore longtemps jouir de son appareil.

Comme chez ce malade les muscles du plancher buccal

ont été fortement intéressés, ils ne communiquent que peu

de mouvement à la langue artificielle, et de ce fait la

prononciation est moins bonne. Aussi pour faciliter l'arti-

culation des linguales, nous avons placé dans l'intérieur un

ressort très faible en caoutchouc durci (^ figure 189) qui lui

permet de l'appliquer contre le palais.

Par cette disposition le liquide contenu dans la langue

n'ayant plus à soulever la paroi supérieure de celle-ci,
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devient extrêmement mobile ; le moindre mouvement la fait

porter d'un côté ou de l'autre, et cette mobilité est très

favorable à l'usage auquel sont destinés ces appareils.

Le volume de ces langues artificielles peut être modifié

suivant qu'on introduira dans, son intérieur une quantité

de liquide plus ou moins grande.

La fabrication de ces langues artificielles se rapproche

très sensiblement du procédé que nous employons pour

la construccion des poches à liquide de nos obturateurs

(figures i86, 187, 188, 189).

Appareils supérieurs}— Les- appareils prothétiques, des-

tinés à remplacer le maxillaire supérieur, sont moins

nombreux et reclament moins de modifications que ceux

que nous avons décrits précédemment pour le maxillaire

inférieur. Les points d'attache, d'autre part, sont moins

compliqués et ne présentent qu'une importance secondaire,

car l'appareil est fixé dans des masses absolument immo-

biles, ce qui permet un assujettissement plus facile.

A la rigueur, on pourrait dire que les lambeaux seuls

suffiraient à le maintenir. Toutefois, comme il est très

difficile d'intervenir même deux ou trois jours après l'opé-

ration, nous avons, dans la plupart des cas, placés des

lames, des crochets et souvent des ressorts, pour ne rien

laisser à l'imprévu, et par excès de prudence.

Les modifications et les transformations que nous avons

fait subir à nos appareils, répondent soit à des difficultés

que nous avons rencontrées quand il s'agissait de les

enlever, soit à des exigences nécessitées par les méthodes

antiseptiques nouvelles.

Le principal changement a surtout consisté en divisions

plus ou moins nombreuses de la pièce, lorsque celle-ci

était trop volumineuse. C'est ainsi que dans l'observation,

L, I (figure 56), à cause de la hauteur de l'appareil

(soixante-seize millimètres), nous avons cru devoir le diviser

transversalement en deux parties pour pouvoir l'enlever

plus facilement. Malgré cette précaution, nous avons

1 Extrait de l'ouvrage de M. le Dr. Martin, de Lyon, sur la Prothèse immédiate

1889. Pages i39-'43'
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encore rencontré des difficultés considérables, car la partie

supérieure de la pièce, plus large que l'inférieure, était

emprisonnée dans les tissus cicatriciels. Aussi dans les

observations suivantes avons-nous divisé notre appareil en

trois parties.

Les modifications nécessitées par le progrès de l'anti-

septie ont été plus importantes. Tout d'abord, nous avons

conseillé à nos malades de faire de gargarismes répétés

avec une solution antiseptique. Puis nous avons fait usage

d'irrigation pendant les premiers jours que suivait l'opé-

ration, mais avec beaucoup de précautions, car nous

redoutions de faire lâcher les sutures. Plus tard, nous

pratiquions ces lavages avec un tube en caoutchouc placé

sur la partie latérale de la pièce, qui dirigeait l'injection

vers la partie profonde de la plaie (observations 3 et 4).

Le tube sortait à l'extérieur, ce qui évitait de faire ouvrir

la bouche du malade. Cette disposition enfin permettait

à celui-ci de faire lui-même ses injections et de les rejeter

autant de fois qu'on le jugeait à propos pendant la

journée.

Cette modification constituait un progrès réel, mais

encore insuffisant. Nous verrons, en effet, plus loin que

dans l'observation B, IV, la partie de l'appareil qui formait

le plancher de l'orbite était chargée de matières purulentes,

lorsque nous l'avons enlevée. Les tissus voisins, d'autre

part, présentaient une zone inflammatoire assez étendue.

C'est alors que nous avons imaginé le système de

canalisation centrale de l'appareil avec des ouvertures

multiples. De cette façon le liquide antiseptique injecté

dans le canal central, allait se répandre sur toutes les sur-

faces cruentées par ces orifices qui transformaient l'appareil

en une véritable pomme d'arrosoir.

Depuis cette dernière modification les suppurations ont

été insignifiantes. Du reste, le thermomètre nous prévenait

dès qu'il y avait élévation de température, ce dont nous

trouvions la raison dans quelques négligences apportées

dans les lavages antiseptiques.

Ce système de canalisation et d'irrigation qui complète
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notre appareil présente encore ces avantages, qu'il dispense

le chirurgien de placer un pansement dans la cavité buccale.

Celui-ci, au bout de peu de temps, est imprégné de salive,

de liquides buccaux, toujours plus ou moins septiques, et

devient même une source d'infection pour la plaie.

D'autre part, ces tampons, à la gaze iodoformée ou

autres, laissent à la bouche un goût spécial, qui contribue

à enlever au malade tout appétit.

Lorsque il y a lieu d'appliquer notre système de pro-,

thèse immédiate pour le maxillaire supérieur, nous com-

mençons par en prendre le moule, quelles que soient les

difformités que peut présenter le malade.

Dans presque tous les cas ce moulage ne donne pas

les dimensions exactes que devra présenter notre appareil,

mais lorsque la résection ne doit porter que sur un seul

maxillaire, les dents du côté opposé et l'arcade dentaire

inférieure suffiront pour obtenir les mesures nécessaires à

la fabrication de notre pièce prothétique. Lorsque la

mâchoire supérieure est complètement dépourrue de dents,

nous trouvons dans le moulage de l'arcade inférieure seule

des mesures suffisantes. Quant à la hauteur, elle nous est

fournie par une ligne partant du sommet des dents, ou de

la partie alvéolaire du côté opposé, au milieu du rebord

orbitaire, abstraction faite des parties molles.

Adjourned sine die.
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The Section was called to order on Tuesday, August 15th,

at 2:30 P. M., by Dr. J. J. R. Patrick, Chairman.

The Secretary of the Section then read the following

paper:

ZUSTAND DER ZAHNHEILKUNDE UND DER ZAHNÄRZTE
IN RUMÄNIEN.

Von Zahnarzt P. Macarovici, in Jassy, Rumänien.

Als ich im Jahre 1882 vom Auslande in mein Vaterland

zurückkehrte, und den Wunsch hegte, die über Zahnheil-

kunde und dentistische Disciplin in rumänischer Sprache ge-

schriebenen Werke kennen zu lernen, durchblätterte ich alle,

während drei Jahre erschienene Nummern des " Progresul

Medical romän," wo ich aber nur einige " Recepte" gefun-

den, fast nichts also. Ebenso erfolglos war mein Suchen in

der Jassyer Bibliothek.

815
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Am lo. Februar 1886 habe ich mich an den Rédacteur

des Blattes " Spitalul " mit der Bitte gewendet, dass er mir

alle wissenschaftlichen Arbeiten und Disciplinen über die

Zahnheilkunde in Rumänien zukommen lasse. Herr Doc-

tor Vasilescu aber, Redactionsmitglied des genannten Blat-

tes, antwortete mir, dass er meiner Bitte nicht Genüge leis-

ten zu können bedaure, da er keine Spur von dentistischen

Schriften in rumänischer Sprache gefunden hätte, und dass

das Nichtvorhandensein solcher Schriften ihm auch von mehr-

eren alten Aerzten bestättigt wurde.

Weil ich die Ueberzeugung hegte, dass ein Dentisten-

verein, mit dem Zwecke einen gegenseitigen Ideenaustausch

durch Publicationen, Conferenzen und dgl., zu Wege zu

bringen, sehr viel beitragen würde, den bei uns so sehr einge-

schlafenen Sinn für das Studium unserer Kunst aufzurütteln,

während doch auf allen anderen Gebieten wissenschaft,-

kunst- und sonstig civilisatorischer Thätigkeit unser Vater-

land in den letzten Jahrzehnten Riesenvorschritte gemacht

hat, ergriff ich die Initiative, einen solchen Verein in's Leben

zu rufen.

Am 3ten April 1890 gelang es mir, im Saale der Universi-

tät die hiesigen Zahnärzte zu versammeln und den "Chirur-

gisch-Dentistischen " Verein zu gründen.

Obwohl das Project der Statuten dieses Vereins mit aller

nöthigen Sorgfalt ausgearbeitet wurde, um alle Zahnärzte,

welche von Liebe zu ihrem Fache beseelt sind, anzuziehen,

wie dieses aus dem Art. 2 dieser Statuten, den ich hier ein-

schalte, zu ersehen ist :

"Art. 2. Der Verein bildet einen Körper, der die Cultur und Ver-

breitung der chirurgisch-dentistischen Wissenschaft in der rumänischen

Sprache bezweckt.

Um diesen Zweck zu erreichen, wird der Verein :

a. Wann seine Mittel es erlauben werden, eine Fachschule für Zahn-

h&ilkunde gründen, in der Vorlesungen über dentistische Chirurgie und

Zahntechnik werden abgehalten werden.

b. Material für ein chirurgisch-dentistisches, wie auch dental-tech-

nisches Museum sammeln.

c. Bücher für eine zahnärztliche Bibliothek sammeln, die zur Verfü-

gung der genannten Schule, der Vereinsmitglieder und des PubUcums ge-

stellt werden wird.
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d. Den Vorschritt der Zahnheilkunde durch die Herausgabe einer

Zahnärztlichen Reviste unter dem Titel 'Progresul-Chirurgiei-Dentistice-

Romtine ' fördern."

hatte ich doch die bittere Enttäuschung wahrzunehmen, dass

das Unternehmen, von dem ich mir für den Vorschritt unse-

rer Kunst soviel versprochen hatte, ein unvervvirkhchter

Wunsch zu bleiben verurtheilt war. Und die Ursache war
dieselbe, die oft den Vorschritt der Menschheit auch auf

vielen anderen Gebieten ihrer Thätigkeit zu hemmen pflegt,

nämlich Neid, Stolz, u. dgl. einerseits und materielle, pecu-

niäre Schwierigkeiten.

Der Verein, der schon siebzehn Mitglieder zählte, musste

also aufgelöst werden, und ich, der die Ehre hatte, das Prä-

sidium des seligen Vereins zu führen, blieb ein "König ohne

Land." Meine Collegen aber haben bis jetzt noch keinen

anderen Verein gegründet.

Nach diesen vergeblichen Anstrengungen beschloss ich,

meine bescheidenen dentistischen Kenntnisse, meine unbe-

deutende, durch eigene Beobachtung gewonnene Erfahrung

in einem kleinen Werkchen niederzulegen. Ich hoffte da-

durch, denjenigen, die sich in unserem Lande in der Zahn-

heilkunde einweihen wollten, einen Dienst zu leisten, und

nicht blos diesen, sondern auch dem rumänischen Publicum,

dem ich ein Mittel in die Hand gebe, unter den Zahnärzten

diejenigen die eine wissenschaftliche Grundlage haben, von

denen, die mit der Spreu im Weizen verglichen werden soll-

ten, unterscheiden zu können.

Ich hoffte, durch die Veröffentlichung eines solchen

Werkes, das bei uns leider so tief gesunkene Ansehen der

Zahnheilkunde und ihrer Vertreter zu heben.

Wie wenig Zutrauen das rumänische Publicum in die

Zahnheilkunde setzt, geht aus dem Umstände hervor, dass

die Zahnärzte ganze Berge von Menschenzähnen aufhäufen

könnten, wenn die Kranken nicht die Gewohnheit hätten,

dieselben nach der Extraction abzufordern, um sie unter

ihien eigenen Heiligthümern aufzubewahren. Mir ist es ge-

lungen, von den Wenigen, die mir die ausgezogenen Zähne

überlassen wollten, grosse Mengen zu sammeln. Ich führe
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diesen Umstand an um zu zeigen, wie unsere Patienten von

nichts als von Extractionen nur wissen wollen. Von Re-

implantation, Zahnsteinreinigen, oder sonstigen chirurgisch-

dentistischen Operationen kann bei uns gar nicht die Rede
sein, denn selbst wenn einer sich nach langem Zureden ein-

mal zum Plombieren entschliesst, so verlangt er das Unmög-
liche nämlich dass die ganze Operation sofort geendigt sei.

Ich habe mein Werk bis jetzt noch nicht endigen können,

da die Schwierigkeiten auf die man bei einem wissenschaft-

lichen Unternehmen dieser Art stösst, wie bekannt, zahlreich

genug sind.

Da das Gedeihen einer Wissenschaft, Kunst oder Indu-

strie grösstentheils auch von den bezüglichen Gesetzen ab-

hängt, halte ich es nicht für überflüssig, unsere Gesetze, die

Ausübung der zahnärztlichen Praxis betreffend, in Betracht

zu ziehen.

Bis zum Jahre 1888 verlangte das Gesetz oder Usus, dass

jeder der sich im Lande als Zahnarzt niederzulassen wünschte,

entweder ein ausländisches Diplom vorzeigen solle, oder sich

einer Prüfung als "Subchirurg" unterziehe. Bei dieser Prü-

fung musste er beweisen, dass er während eines Jahres in

einem Hospitale folgendes gelernt habe:

Venesection, Blutegel, Vesicatoire, Clystir, Cataplasmen,

Fontanellenöffnen, Impfen und Zähne ausziehen. Ausser-

dem musste der Candidat auch Lesen und Schreiben können.

(Gesetze von 1881 gesammelt von Dr. Zamfirescu, medic

primär Niamt.)

In Orten wo es keine Zahnärzte gibt, ist auch den Bar-

bieren (Subchirurgen), laut Gesetz von 1885, Seite 23, Art.

']6, gestattet Zähne zu reissen, trotzdem ziehen dieselben im

ganzen Lande, selbst wo es Zahnärzte gibt, Zähne, ohne da-

ran gehindert zu werden, weil die Zahl diplomirter Zahnärzte

unzureichend ist.

Nach Artikel 'jj des genannten Gesetzes " sind die Zahn-

ärzte ermächtigt, nur Manipulationen chirurgischer 7.2\in-

heilkunde zu machen."
" Sie dürfen, falls sie nicht Doctor der Medizin sind, keine

anesthetischc Inhalationen gebrauchen, als nur wenn sie von

einem Doctor assistirt werden."
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Man findet im Gesetze keinen Unterschied bezüglich ihrer

Rechte zwischen den Zahnärzten mit ausländischen Diplo-

men und denjenigen, die im Lande die obgenannte Prüfung

gemacht haben.

Am iten Mai 1888 wurde ein neues Gesetz für Zahnärzte

veröffentlicht, das ich hier angebe:

(Monitorul oficial, 1888 1/13 Mai 1888, p. 539.)

Art. I. Ausser den Doctoren der dentistischen Chirurgie

und Chirurgie, den Zahnärzten mit Diplomen von dent-

istisch-chirurgischen Fachschulen des Auslandes, deren Titel

vom^ hohen Sanitätsrath verificirt worden, und die sich einer

Zulassungsprüfung vor einer Universitätsjury unterzogen

haben, werden auch im Lande ausgebildete Zahnärzte, Zahn-

ärzte zweiter Classe instituirt.

Art. IL Um Zahnarzt zweiter Classe zu werden, wird

der Concurirende als Zögling bei einem chirurgischen Den-
tisten, der ein im Lande anerkanntes Diplom (mit academi-

schem Grade) besitzt, wenigstens drei Jahre functioniren.

Nach Beendigung des Elevenstadiums wird derselbe zur

Prüfung vor eine spezielle Jury gestellt werden und ein Cer-

tificat als Zahnarzt zweiter Klasse erhalten.

Art. IIL Die Eleven, welche in das Atelier eines Chirurg-

Dentisten eintreten, werden die Generaldirection des Sani-

tätsdienstes darüber in Kenntniss setzen.

Sie werden Certificate vorweisen, dass sie wenigstens vier

Classen einer Secundärschule absolvirt haben, etc.

Art. IV. Die Jury für das Prüfen der Eleven, welche für

den Grad eines Zahnarztes zweiter Classe candidircn, wird

vom Generaldirector des Sanitätsdienstes ernannt werden
und aus einem Delegirten des hohen Sanitätsrathes, einem

Chirurg-Dentisten der Hauptstadt, vom Generaldirector des

Sanitätsdienstes ernannt, bestehen, also auch aus einem

Professor der medizinischen Facultät, der Chirurgie oder

Anatomie angehörend, und vom Decan der Facultät er-

nannt.

Art. V. Die Prüfung besteht aus drei Proben: eine

Schriftliche, eine Mündliche und eine Practische am Cadaver.

Die schriftliche Probe wird ein Subject aus der dentistischen
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Anatomie, Physiologie und Pathologie behandeln, oder aus

der operatorischen Medizin mit Bezug auf dentistischer Chi-

rurgie, etc., etc.

Die Proclamirung des Gesetzes von 1888 ist für mich eine

grosse Satisfaction, denn dieses Gesetz, vielleicht durch die

Anregung des Herrn Dr. Vasilescu entstanden, mit dem ich,

wie Eingangs erwähnt, zu correspondiren, die Ehre hatte,

erlaubt mir zu hoffen dass mein Vaterland über kurz wür-

digere Repräsentanten der Zahnheilkunde aufweisen können

werde, als bis jetzt.

The Secretary of the Section then read the following

paper:

THE EDITORIAL FUNCTION IN DENTAL JOURNALISM.

By Frank W. Sagk, D.D.S., Cincinnati, O.

The history of dental literature, reviewed from its be-

ginning to the present day, offers for our inspection a vast

accumulation of printed matter from the pens of writers of

all degrees of attainments. Turning over the pages of the

earlier journals devoted to dental science and art, one is

impressed by the discovery that everything and anything

not actually foreign to the subject of dentistry was accepted

as " grist " when brought to the mill. Nor has time alto-

gether removed this feature of dental journalism. Themost
obscure member of the profession, practicing at a country

cross-roads, with no marked command of language, and even

a trifle " short " on ideas, has been welcomed to a place on

the printed page, repelled by no editorial intimation that

his contribution was not fully as worthy of the reader's

attention as those by the most famous names in dental liter-

ature. Seeing himself in all the glory of print, he found

confirmation of an opinion he had long held, that it was in his

power at any time to place the editor of the dental journal

under obligation to him, by sending him something to help

fill its pages. Why not? Had he not detected indications

of a paucity of contributions requiring a supplementing of

vain efforts to meet the crying need by cuUings from med-
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ical exchanges? With all his deficiencies of literary training,

he had penetration enough to perceive that page after page

in the journals was often loaded with swelling phrases which

meant nothing in particular, or, worse still, were not infre-

quently mere paraphrases of familiar passages to be found

in standard dental works. The prosiest writers on the tritest

subjects appeared to find no difificulty in getting into the

journals, bad grammar and all. Then why should not he?

What he had once or twice seen and heard on the rare occa-

sions of visits to dental conventions, gave color to a suspicion

he had all along entertained, that dental editors are mild,

inoffensive individuals in the main, whose duty it is to see to

it that their journals are sustained as long as possible from

falling by the wayside. He discovered great eagerness on

the part of the editors to publish what papers were expected

to be read before the convention, without question as to

their character or worth. He noticed that it was an editor

who suggested the employment of a stenographer to report

the discussions, and that he insisted on having a full, copious

report made. Then when, a month later, he saw the report

in print, there were the exact words of Smith, Brown and

Jones, published without revision or emendations. It ap-

peared to be with this same editor a matter of duty admit-

ting of no question, to promulgate on the printed page, the

wildest theories, the baldest speculations of Smith, Brown,

et al., since those theories and speculations had furnished a

theme for discussion in the convention, and discussion is the

life both of the convention and of the journal. And since

the conventions are thrown open to whosoever chooses to

use the opportunity to announce and defend some pet theory,

by what authority may the editor reject from his journal

that which the conventions have thought not unworthy to

be discussed ? Moreover, since the editor usually disclaims

responsibility for views and opinions of those whose words

find a place in his journal, why, the obscure contributor

asked, should he feel it expressly incumbent upon him to

point out errors ?

Whatever may be said of the present status of dental
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journalism and literature, we believe this picture faithfully

portrays a state of affairs largely prevalent up to the present

day. As regards the responsibility of the editors for this

condition of affairs, it may be properly urged that they have

at least not exhibited excessive pride in the work thus im-

perfectly accomplished. There seems to have been no

alternative for them but to await passively the coming of the

long-promised time when, through the influx into our pro-

fession of educated men trained to reflect, to analyze, to

formulate ideas, these evils and short-comings should correct

themselves. Eminent men in the profession, editors and

others, years ago called attention to the fact that our litera-

ture is not of the high order which should characterize a

profession so progressive, in other respects, as ours. No one^

to our knowledge, has however suggested the expediency of

the editors themselves taking a higher stand, so as to be in

a position to stimulate contributors to worthier efforts.

In order that the suggestions which we propose to ofïer

later may not appear lacking in significance, let us consider

what in all the past, and largely too at the present time,

seems to be the function of the dental editor. Looking

through volumes of five of our dental journals, all of them

representative and of a scientific character, we find, at a

rough estimate, about one page of strictly editorial matter

to every fifteen pages of matter made up of original contri-

butions, reports of society discussions, and papers read in

societies. As regards what constitutes editorial matter, we

have excluded book notices, obituaries, abstracts, comments

in parentheses (passing comments), foot notes ; in short, all

matter not made strictly the subject of a separate editorial

article. That this may not appear to be an unfair distinc-

tion, we state our object to be the ascertaining—as definitely

as may be possible—to what extent editors of our journals

are entitled to distinction as editorial writers, not as mere

compilers and annotators. Turning to the secular press

we are impressed by the fact that it is the writers of editorials

who give character to the paper and establish its influence.

However important to the success of the paper may be the
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literary reviewer, the telegraph editor, the financial editor,

they are, after all, mere accessories: the men who give the

paper widespread reputation and influence are primarily the

writers of the leaders. It is not to our purpose to consider

in this connection a class of newspapers, successful in their

way, in which editorials play no essential part. Many of

them are of a meritorious character; none of them serve

the purpose of our illustration. The line of our inquiry

thus far laid down, suggests by implication, a purpose to

show that editorials are essential to the fullest measure

of success in our journals. Now is it true that the real

strength and influence of our dental editors appertains to

their writings

—

as editors? Have they not invariably made
their reputations as dentists, as lecturers in colleges, as de-

baters, as essayists, before they came to occupy the editorial

chair? Is not dependence for whatever of influence or

authority they may hope to exert, as the heads of their

respective journals, placed more particularly upon that repu-

tation, than upon their presumed skill as writers?

This is not an arraignment of our capable dental editors.

The late lamented Dr. George Watt, editor of the Ohio

Journal, five years ago commenting on the status of dental

literature, expressed the opinion that the profession was not

then ready for " perfect literature." There seems now, how-
ever, to be a call for certain improvements. It will not do
to underrate the critical faculty of the average reader. Men
of sufîficient education to read dental journals are seldom

without opinions as to the value of that which the journals

serve up for their reading. The man who yawns, and skips

an article before he has fairly dipped into it, usually has a

reason for doing so, unable, though he may be, to state his

reason in more explicit terms than that the article fails in

interest. How many of us are conscious of a wonderful

faculty we possess, which seems almost like a sixth sense

—a faculty of glancing over a printed page and discover-

ing in a moment of time whether or not it is worth the

reading. At a glance, we detect obscurities, the effect

of faults in the writer's style, and our condemnation is as
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infallibly just as if we had lingered longer and defined them
minutely. Another, who intuitively perceives these faults,

may yet be unable to define them. You define them for

him. You say, the writer has unwittingly failed to express

himself precisely. His ideas are not quite clear to himself;

his sentences are involved, or are left unfinished, so that his

meaning is ambiguous. These are by no means rare defects

in dental contributions, which often obviously contain valu-

able and instructive ideas, or, perhaps, we might, at least,

say, suggest the possession of such ideas on the writer's

part. Another common fault is failure to present ideas in

their natural order of sequence, so that the reader, failing

to perceive their mental relation, becomes hopelessly con-

fused in the effort to follow and connect them. These faults

in style call for editorial revision. We find them even in

our standard text-books. Minute descriptions of methods
and processes occasionally become unintelligible through the

omission of some trifling detail in the description, the writer

assuming a familiarity on the reader's part with that which

is not always readily supplied, and yet is essential to a full

understanding of all thiat has gone before.

Leaving, for later consideration, the branch of our sub-

ject which we had intended here to discuss ât length, viz.:

the matter of editorial writing as a means of moulding the

character of future dental literature, let us further pursue

this subordinate question of editorial revision. The lines of

our main subject and its collateral branch cross and re-cross,

so that either may be followed with advantage.

Since the success of a treatise on dental subjects is so

largely dependent upon clearness of style and diction, it

would seem that, before submitting the MS to the publisher,

it should be thoroughly revised by some one thoroughly con-

versant with the art of composition, and familiar with the

subject matter. Who shall this person be, if not the dental

editor? But it has been intimated that writers do not take

kindly to this sort of supervision. Each one claims the right

to be a law unto himself. If this be true, it \'~, prima facie evi-

dence that our editors arc not sufficiently respected as literary
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authorities. But many a writer of novels and romances has

made the same presumptuous claim of self-sufficiency, for-

getting that the body of his readers, the public to whom he

appeals, will finally constitute itself a court of adjudication.

The dental author sees nothing presumptuous in such a claim.

Nothing in all his past experience justifies a doubt that he

is competent to carry through, to a successful completion, a

work which, in his conception, is nothing more than a series

of papers such as he has often read, with applause, before

dental associations. He has always been welcomed by the

dental associations and conventions. No Board of Censors

has met him on the threshold, asserting its right to examine

his MS and pronounce judgment on its fitness to be read

before the assembly of his professional confrères. He reads

his paper. Possibly he hears, in the course of the discus-

sion which follows, such questions as these: "What does

the gentleman mean by tJiis statement?" " Will the gentle-

man state in more express terms what he means where he

says so and so?" Even after these broad hints, it apparently

seldom occurs either to himself or to the editor sitting by

(to whom the MS is presently entrusted for publication),

that revision is required. There is, however, some excuse

for this. The oversight is doubtless often due to a too ready

assumption on the author's part, that these inquiries are of

the nature of a challenge directed at the fallacy of assertions

or propositions stated. Whereas, they are, in many in-

stances, exactly what they purport to be—simple requests

for the restatement of imperfectly expressed ideas. The
author has failed, through unskilful use of words, to render

his meaning intelligible. These faults, of course, mar the

perfection of his work on the printed page as well. Hence
result two things quite unnecessary, had he been more
painstaking in the first place: valuable time is wasted in

the convention, and valuable space in the journal, in eluci-

dating his meaning. The reader, unable to understand his

meaning, may omit entirely to read the discussion which

follows, through premature failure of interest in the subject.

It seems, then, that readers of papers in our conventions
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are seldom conscious of being criticised as to their literary-

style—faults of omission and commission—by fellow mem-
bers. The members themselves, singularly enough, are not

conscious of being, in a literary sense, critical. This, then,

forcibly suggests a need of some one's doing the work of

revising. Again, why not our editors? Look at the great

secular magazines. Their editors do not hesitate to suggest,

even to writers of distinction, such changes in MS sub-

mitted to them, as they deem expedient. True, it is to

be considered that they stand in an exceptionally indepen-

dent attitude toward all excepting authors of established

fame. They are usually overwhelmed with manuscripts,

and could not, if they would, find room for publishing one in

twenty of those sent them. But the very fact of their being

thus independent is in itself significant of the worth of sug-

gestions of changes in MS which they may suggest to the

author. It is a recognition of value above the average, at-

taching to the particular MS, notwithstanding its faults.

Few authors feel that they can afford to ignore the pub-

lisher's suggestions. Particularly is this the case when it is

a book manuscript concerning which such suggestions are

made. Failure to comply with the request inevitably means

the return of the manuscript to the sender. Publishers are

supposed to know best what the public wants. Authors

usually defer to their opinions.

Now, why should not the same deference be made to the

opinions of dental editors ? Why should they not be sought

out and consulted in this matter of deciding what amend-

ments are required in any manuscript which it is proposed

to print and bring to the profession's notice, soliciting pur-

chase? Probably because the editors have not arrogated to

themselves any such prerogative. Quite as probably for the

reason that writers have regarded their productions with too

much complacency. They have possibly regarded style in

writing as of secondary importance, never doubting the suf-

ficiency of their own efforts to clothe their thoughts in suit-

able words. No one has ever ventured to call their atten-

tion to literary faults. Once in a while some one, with the
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courage of his convictions, calls attention to a so-called

standard work, after its publication, as something which
might be improved by cutting it down one-half. Dr. Atkin-
son said clcvcn-tzvclfths of a certain work.

Has the time arrived for dental editors to take a higher
stand in this matter? Will it not be demanded of them by
their readers in the near future ? Shall we not have a Board
of Censors to pass judgment upon papers submitted for read-

ing in our dental conventions?

What would be the probable effect of putting into opera-

tion this double suggestion? First of all, the contributor

would be stimulated to self-improvement as a writer. Sec-

ondly, the editor would be put upon his metal, and, possibly,

stimulated to more worthy effort in his own writing. It

would further serve to create a distinction between such
journals as aspire to lead and instruct their readers and oth-

ers, which are obviously mere mediums for advertising

dental wares. It would, undoubtedly, increase the journals'

circulation. For, unquestionably, the improvement would
not be overlooked by the most casual reader. It would rid

the journals of the rubbish which occasionally cumbers their

pages—weakly sentimentality and vapid utterances which
savor of sanctimony, and which " speak the vacant mind,"
would disappear, to the relief of the sensible reader. It

would pique the rising generation of dentists, young men
of a higher grade of intelligence than in years past honored
our profession in any considerable numbers, by their prefer-

ence to make their mark as writers. Gradual would be the
change, and at first imperceptible. But ten or twenty years
would show a marvelous growth. The effect at first might
be to check production. That might not be an unmixed
evil. Let us by all means get rid of the surface water, even
though it be to expose to view the barren wastes we could
not before see. Let us cut out all irrelevant matter from
our journals. Let us put a premium on brains, and then
trust the future for results. As dentists, we recognize the
fact that our patrons, those who compose our clientele, come
sooner or later to estimate the value of our professional ser-
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vices according to standards of our own erecting. We
charge prohibitive fees, and get the cream of the practice in

the community. People who want us, but can't pay for us,

envy others who can afford us. Let us apply the principle

to the management of our dental journals; let us erect a few

barriers. Place a few salutary restrictions upon contributors,

and we will presently have men knocking to get in who
never thought of trying, so long as there was no fence. Pay
something for contributions. Payment for an article is a

guarantee of real worth in the article accepted. It is the

placing of a premium on the privilege of being admitted to

the columns of the journal, and is an assurance to the writer

that acceptance of his article is not, on the editor's part,

merely an act of gracious compliance with his desire to see

himself in print. How is it in the general field of literature?

Is the man who writes for the local paper without compen-

sation ever rated as high as the man who receives a cheque

for everything he writes ?

Furthermore, this suggestion is offered in view of what

we believe would be a salutary effect upon the minds of the

great mass of subscribers to dental journals. They would

read with more interest and care articles which they knew
had been found worthy of purchase by the editor. They
would give greater weight to opinions and theories therein

expressed, knowing that the articles had been adjudged the

best out of, perhaps, a number of competing articles of a like

nature offered for the editor's consideration.

But of the dental editor as a reviewer and expositor, what

may we further expect ? Shall we not have more exhaustive,

systematic effort on his part in recapitulating, at stated

intervals, the important features of dental progress
; the

really valuable ideas adduced in our literature? First, with

reference to the reviewing of books : It is a question

whether any one regards seriously the so-called reviews of

treatises on dental subjects, such as we ordinarily find in our

dental journals. They are usually brief; frequently, indeed,

only a dozen or so lines in length, and bear on their face

evidence of their perfunctory character. Until quite recently,
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at least, the publication of any kind of a book bcarin<j on

dental subjects seems to have been rei^arded as an occasion

for congratulation, as being an acquisition to the yawning

gaps in our book shelves. Tiie more the merrier seems to

have been the feeling. But of late we discover indications

of a critical spirit on the part of one or two editors, as if they

were not quite so ready as formerly to accept the mere fact

of publication as a guaranty of perfect work on the author's

part. The pleasure of congratulating the author has not

blinded them to a sense of the duty they owe to the pros-

pective purchaser and reader of the book. This is a sign of

healthy growth. What more important service can the edi-

tor render the large and increasing number of purchasers of

dental works than to give them in advance an impartial

judgment of their merits and defects alike? But to make
such a report of any real value the editor needs to take

something more than a cursory glance through the pages of

a book. He must read carefully, not merely a page here

and there, but whole chapters. Is the writer's style labored

or easy? is he concise, exact, perspicuous? does he define

correctly? are his premises sound? is he original? is his aim

to instruct, or is there a lingering suspicion, in reading

between the lines, that he aims, first of all, to appear pro-

found—if possible, a trifle incomprehensible? (We have

some rather expensive books written by men of profundity.)

Does the writer generalize where he should specify, as if

conscious of some disadvantage to himself liable to result

from his committing himself unequivocally? These and

various other similar inquiries demand careful, studious con-

sideration, if we are ever to have a literature worthy of an

intelligent, progressive profession.

In the field of general literature we find many trenchant

pens devoted to admonishing would-be authors to mind their

p's and q's. Let any man or woman unknown to fame

approach the publishers with a MS—story, poem, essay,

or what not—and he will be fairly certain to be reminded

of various things, undreamed of by him, in his MS which

the public do not want. Let him, in defiance of such admo-
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nition, persist in publishing (at his own expense) and he will

quite as certainly suffer deeper humiliation at the hands of

the critics. This is all very discouraging to the author, but

it is an important safeguard to the public. Dental literature

has reached a stage of development where similar safeguards

can no longer be neglected without protest. A few of our

text books have too much "padding;" some reflect too

conspicuously, and, quite unnecessarily, the personality of

their authors.

But it is in the published reports of discussions in our

conventions that the need of editorial revision is most pal-

pable. Many of these reports could be cut down one-third

or one-half, with the very desirable efïect of commending

them to the attention of the reader who wants solid sub-

stance, and not milk and water. It seems unworthy of any

journal to flatter the vanity of certain individuals by pub-

lishing verbatim irrelevant remarks inconsiderately thrust in

to interrupt the line of thought being developed in a discus-

sion. The stenographer who understands his business ought

to attend to that. Of what advantage to any one is it to

publish verbatim such an interjected speech as this :
" I

would like, with the Chair's and the speaker's kind permis-

sion, to ask the gentleman a question. Do you advocate

the extraction of those teeth, under the circumstances you

have named?" Why not put all this in nine words : "Under

the circumstances named, do you extract those teeth?"

This saves twenty-two words. To be sure, the amended

speech gives no hint of the inquirer's gentlemanly consider-

ation for the speaker whom he interrupts, nor does it in any

way remind the reader of his regard for parliamentary usages

governing dental conventions. From the reader's point of

view, it, however, answers all practical purposes for which a

report of discussion is supposed to provide.

This fault in reports is, happily, somewhat less commonly

found to-day, in our best-conducted journals. Dental editors

seem to be grasping the idea that their journals should be

made acceptable to the general reader, as well as to those

who contribute the discussions and furnish papers. They
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1

are coming to understand that the reader is willing to pay

for "space." Not the space which speakers occupy, but

that which they leave vacant. The reader wants the "gist"

of the discussions. Of course, much latitude must be

allowed our extemporaneous speakers in conventions. It

would take all the life out of our discussions, if these men

were made to feel that they must measure their words, to

avoid every superfluous expression. They must be left per-

fectly free to express themselves after their natural wont.

They must be left untrammeled to range over the field of

the subject, as the inspiration of the moment dictates. The

fire of oratory must not be restrained by fear of the stenog-

rapher sitting by. But the stenographer has only half

learned his trade, who has not learned the futility of at-

tempting, in every instance, to photograph in his report, the

spirit and "atmosphere" of the speaker's efforts.
,
It is often

quite impossible to clothe the printed words with the fire

and energy with which they issued from the speaker's lips.

Much judgment in this matter is required of the stenogra-

pher. It is said of Henry Clay's speeches, that all the magic

of his impassioned utterances eluded the efforts of the re-

porter to catch it and confine it in his verbatim notes.

It would seem that the editor who attends the conven-

tions, hears the speakers, and afterwards has recourse to the

stenographer's transcribed notes, ought to be best qualified

to judge of the form in which each speaker's words should

appear on the printed page. He usually knows the speakers

personally, or at all events is free to study each one's pecu-

liarities of expression, and to determine how much of the

effect he produces upon his hearers depends upon manner

and gesture, without express reference to his use of words.

Note well this distinction. The editor, who is present to

listen, has an advantage over the stenographer. The me-

chanical execution of his task restricts the reporter to the

mere matter of the sound of zvords, leaving him small op-

portunity to note their sense. After an experience of

twenty years' short-hand reporting in dental conventions.

the writer of this paper is of the opinion that but few speak-
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ers appear at an advantage in a verbatim report. Of many
fluent and interesting speakers, it may be said without dis-

paragement of their gifts, that they appear better in print,

in a synoptical report. There are some exceptions. Men
who appear well in a verbatim report are usually rapid, but

rather brief, speakers whose style is terse, compact, and

right to the point. The fluent speaker is apt to repeat, a pecu-

liarity which, while it assists in fixing the impression he aims to

make upon his hearers, becomes a fault in the report. Many
things, indeed, are admissible in the spoken words, which

need to be eliminated from the report. These things supply

spirit and movement to the discussion, being in some impal-

pable way a part of the speaker's personality, the medium
through which he brings himself into magnetic touch with

his audience. His speech may abound in abrupt turns and

twists in which the hearer is left to inference, as to his

meaning, without detracting from his power as a speaker.

But, if he be reported verbatim, ten to one he will appear

at a disadvantage, because of the absence of such adventi-

tious aids as we have indicated to help out his meaning.

And this is true of many of our great political speakers, as

many are aware.

But of the editor as a writer, what more can we say than

to plead for more earnest effort? It has been for years the

fashion to say that there is nothing new to write about.

This is not now, nor has it ever been true. The same cry

has gone up from writers of fiction, history, biography, for

a century past. Nevertheless, novels, histories, biographies,

are constantly issuing from the press, supplanting inferior

works of their class,— making new eras in literature. The

quality of newness inheres in the writer, who by some

charm of originality in methods, brilliancy of imagination,

or vigor of style, presents us a new picture—new in the

sense of its being unlike the conventional pictures to which

our vision has been accustomed.

It is, however, a difficult matter to say just what the edit-

or should do, which has not been done. It must, neverthe-

less, be obvious to every thinking man that there exists a.
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vast field of subjects indirectly related to dentistry, which

might be tilled with results both interesting and profitable

to the dentist. "Errors to be avoided in practice;" "the art

of pleasing;" "the advantage of being a quack;" "how to

become more notorious than celebrated ;" "the art of evad-

ing the restrictions of the code of ethics ;" "how to manage

the Chairman of a dental convention ;" these, and a thous-

and similar subjects, afford the editor ample swing for the

exercise of imagination. These subjects need not be treated

in a jocular vein, as their titles might lead one to infer.

Seriously, the editor needs to write more, if he would enjoy

the full measure of honor appertaining to his ofifice. At
the present time, our journals are, almost without exception,

joint-stock concerns, in a sense unsuspected by their editors.

Every contributor of an article is admitted to a plane of

equality with the editor, so far, at least, as the reader can

perceive. Let us hold up the hands of the editor and make
him the central figure, let us concede to him the right and

privilege of infusing more of his individual spirit into the

journal, even if it be at the expense of the contributor's

idea of what the reader wants. Thus shall we accomplish

the desired object of conferring upon the journal a distinct-

ive character calculated to extend the range of its influence

and fix the standard of its authority.

Adjourned.

SECOND SESSION.

The Section was called to order by the Chairman, Dr. J.

J. R. Patrick, on Wednesday, August 16, at 2:30 P. M.

The following paper was then read :

DENTAL LEGISLATION.

By H. B. Noble, D.D.S., Washington, D. C.

There seems to be a surprising lack of correct informa-

tion as to examinations by those who talk, and write, upon
dental legislation, and many of our dental laws have been
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based upon false representations of what was required of

other professions. The advocacy of universal examinations

by dental examining boards, has been based upon the state-

ment that members of other professions had to undergo and

stand an examination whenever they moved from one State

to another, and nearly all our dental journals have had articles

from professional writers like Dr. Sudduth, stating that

lawyers were subject to examination when going from one

State to another, and that they could not practice before

the Supreme Court of the United States without an exam-

ination, although a member of the bar in good standing in

the State where he resided.

No lawyer is or ever was examined for admission to the

bar of the Supreme Court of the United States. I state

this upon information given me by Supreme Court judges,

and eminent lawyers, and of my own personal knowl-

edge, having been present when friends of mine have

been admitted by a simple motion, and the payment of

the usual fee, and the same is true of the courts of the

various States. In Pennsylvania, New York, and Ohio, and

some other States, there is a rule of the bar that no man be

admitted as a member from another State, unless he has

been in practice a certain time, one or two years
;
yet as a

matter of fact, if, for instance, a lawyer from Washing-

ton, who has not been a member of the Washington

bar for a sufficient time to bring him within the rule,

has a case before a New York court, he gets a friendly

member of the New York bar to move the Honorable Court

to allow his friend to try the particular case he has on hand,

and it is always granted ; so that the rule is avoided by a

friend in court; and yet this and other like statements have

been made the basis of dental laws requiring every man,

young or old, to go before an examining board, if he re-

moved from one State to another and wishes to continue to

practice his profession. And in very many cases the mem-
bers of the examining boards hold their positions by
friendly or political manipulation,—their qualifications to

properly fill the position are, in many cases, almost lost

sight of.
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Many of the dental laws have not been as carefully-

drawn as they should have been, by a good lawyer.

There is a feeling that no professor in a college should

be on an examining board; these are the very men best

qualified to properly be on the board, and if we could have

at least one teacher on every board, it would be a good

thing and tend to bring into harmonious relation our col-

leges and examining boards ; for they ought to work and fit

together in their work, which has the same end and aim in

view—the education of dentists.

Guard well the entrance to the dental field, and see that

no unworthy member is allowed to pass in ; but let us not

undertake to divide the field into sections, and allow a man
to .practice only in his section, or not to pass from one field

to another without facing an examining board, whose quali-

fications are not likely to be superior, if, indeed, equal, to

our college teachers and professors. Our colleges are our

sources of strength upon which we must rely for educating

and elevating the members of our profession, and all our

laws should be directed to the encouragement of college

education and systematic training.

The following report was then read :

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON DENTAL NOMEISTCLATURE.

By G. V. Black, M.D., D.D.S., Sc. D., Chairman, Jacksonville, III.

It has pleased the General Executive Committee of the

World's Columbian Dental Congress to appoint a committee

on Dental Nomenclature, and to instruct it in the following

terms: " It is desirable that this committee present a plan

by which a universal system of nomenclature may be

adopted by the Congress that would be acceptable to the

profession of the entire world."

The task assigned is an exceedingly difficult one, requir-

ing much time and study, and wide consultation with mem-
bers of the profession. The committee received informa-
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tion of its appointment about nine months ago, giving

scarcely sufficient time in which to arrange plans for enter-

ing upon the work.

Nomenclature is defined by Webster as, " The technical

names used in any particular branch of science or art, or by

any school or individual ; as the nomenclature of botany,

,

or of chemistry ; the nomenclature of Lavoiser and his

associates."

Our nomenclature, then, consists of the names which we

apply to tilings or ideas. It is more than this, for many
names of things are accompanied by adjectives or words

designating relation or location,—words that are necessary

to complete the idea intended to be conveyed by the name

of the thing. It therefore involves much of the language

of description. That is to say, while names of things and

ideas may not in themselves form a very large bulk of the

words used in descriptive writing, still, for all persons

writing in a given field of thought to use a specified

form of nomenclature requires an adjustment of phraseology

to suit the forms of names used, thus giving an impress to

the entire style, and in some degree to the plan of writing.

The plans of expression of thought must be adjusted to

the nomenclature employed, or the nomenclature must be

adjusted to the plans of the expression of thought. It gen-

erally happens that in the early growth of any science, and

before it has ripened into maturity, the nomenclature is in a

great degree adjusted to the modes of expression of the in-

dividual writer. It is in this condition that we find dental

nomenclature to-day, and it is this tendency to individual

characters in writers, often good in itself, that forms one of

the greatest difficulties in the way of the adoption of a defi-

nite scheme of nomenclature. These differences are great

in any one language, but are much greater when considered

in a number of languages.

The nomenclature of any science or art is a growth, and

it has been necessary to trace the steps of the growth of

dental science in order to understand the formation of its

nomenclature, and gain a clear conception of its future ten-
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dencies. We cannot sit down and construct a nomenclature

for dentists any more than we can arbitrarily prescribe the

words to be used by any other class of people. Forms of

speech are not readily adopted at will, but come to classes

of people by processes of growth and education. Hence
for a single person, or a committee selected from a class of

persons, to arbitrarily prescribe the forms of speech for the

class, taking their own individuality as their guide, would be

wrong in theory and fact, and would only invite failure.

The adoption of a definite scheme of nomenclature should

be brought about slowly, and after full discussion of the

scheme developed by the custom of the best writers in that

particular field of science. This scheme may then be im-

proved in the detail of its workings from point to point until

finally the individual forms of the words used may be pre-

scribed as is now done in botany, zoology and other natural

sciences.

It must be remembered that in these older sciences the

present nomenclatures have been many years in the process

of formation and improvement. Within the last few de-

cades they have been improved by the correction of abuses

and the formation of additional rules as guides to those who
are doing original work and proposing new names. Al-

though these nomenclatures are now old and well under-

stood by specialists in these fields of thought, committees

have proceeded slowly and carefully with the work of revis-

ion. That of chemistry, which completed its work last sum-

mer, was four years engaged in the work, and arrived at con-

clusions only after a full discussion of the points suggested.

These points were only a few changes from the rules pre-

viously existing.

In dentistry we may be said to have no existing rules ex-

cept such as may have been developed by the customs of

writers; rules not recognized by the writers themselves, un-

less, indeed, they have undertaken some extended study of

forms of nomenclature in general, and the systematization

of their own. The effort at systematization seems to have

been rare among dentists, and they seem not to have given
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much study to the general subject of nomenclature. The
studies that your reporter has been able to find generally

have reference to the adoption of some individual words, or

groups of words in a given language. Nowhere in dental

literature do we find studies which seem to have direct ref-

erence to the systematization of dental nomenclature as a

whole. The attempts that have been made by the com-

mittee of the American Dental Association have not this

character."^

Your reporter has found no recognized rules of dental

nomenclature that will serve as a basis upon which to pro-

ceed to the improvement of existing forms. We are there-

fore without a basis of action until such a scheme is made
known and recognized in such a way as to form the basis of

discussion. It has resulted, therefore, that the effort by this

committee to put questions to prominent writers and teach-

ers concerning the forms of nomenclature has failed of re-

sult for the want of an understood basis from which to pro-

ceed. This can hardly be said to have been a disappoint-

ment; it was expected. The existing conditions are such

that men cannot at once, and without thoughtful discussion

and careful consideration, act wisely in this subject. Not

many dentists have studied the forms of, or the growth of,

the nomenclatures of the older sciences, nor very carefully

considered the existing conditions in their own ; and are

therefore not prepared to act at once, and act satisfactorily

to themselves. Therefore, for this committee to be able to

report a definite scheme of nomenclature, and the detail

under such scheme, for adoption at this time, has been im-

possible, and would be undesirable. It is hoped that the

outline of a scheme may be developed that will serve as the

basis of discussion, and which may lead, in due time, to the

adoption of a nomenclature that will be adapted to the

needs of the dental profession.

* The American Dental Association appointed a committee on nomenclature in 1877,

and reports were made in 187S, 1S79, 1880, 1881, 1882, 1883, 1887, 1888, 1890. These reports

may be found in the published transactions of those years.
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THE NEEDS OF A DEFINITE SYSTEM OF NOMENCLATURE.

The necessity for a definite system of nomenclature is be-

coming more and more apparent to many of the more thought-

ful men. Dental Hterature is being rapidly built up, and

within a few more years the more mature thought of the

profession will be molding into a more permanent form ; or a

form from which changes will be much less rapid than they

have been in the past. Many have a desire to see this litera-

ture take on a form of nomenclature that will be regular, con-

cise, and homogeneous, uniting all its parts in such a way
that the acquisition of its facts will be easy to the student,

and so that writers and speakers will be able to present their

thought with accuracy and be readily understood by readers

and hearers.

In the past, many things have become known that re-

quired names. In Dental Anatomy, for instance, we find in

reading the writings that appeared a hundred years ago,

that they had no names for the surfaces of the crowns of

the teeth, and were incapable of expressing clearly the loca-

tion and outlines of cavities. With the progress of study

this want of accuracy, or definiteness, has been improved by

the development of a few terms which are now almost uni-

versally known and used ; so that when I write central in-

cisor^ mesial surface, I am understood by all who read Eng-

lish, French, or German. Now, in the future, this develop-

ment of names by which we shall be able to designate ac-

curately, and still more minutely, the particular parts of the

teeth, and the finer detail of operations upon them, will de-

velop more rapidly than it has done in the past, and if de-

veloped in a systematic nomenclature this feature of it will

be a great and lasting benefit. In the various departments

of operative dentistry, this is true in a still greater degree

than in anatomy, for the closer studies that are now being

made, and will continue to be made in the near future, must

develop many new terms by the use of which we will be

able to communicate more minutely existing conditions, and

the detail of our modes of operating; and which will render
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teaching in this branch more effective than at present. In

a similar way all parts of dental nomenclature will be im-

proved. All are rapidly developing, and all are in need of

a close revision of their nomenclature in the interest of ef-

fective work in the future.

This development is, in no small degree, dependent upon

the form which this nomenclature may take. If it shall be

such that exactness in the expression of thought in regard

to localities and things named will result, and if the detail

of the operative procedures can be more perfectly commu-
nicated, it will become a powerful stimulus to the develop-

ment of knowledge. The greater facility with which stu-

dents will be able to learn what is known through the more

precise writings and the more perfect training that will be

possible, will give us a larger proportion of excellent prac-

titioners. This training in exactness in studies will encour-

age progress and stimulate the addition of new facts and

principles to those now known ; and the result will be that

progress in dental science and practice will go forward with

increased rapidity.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

In any revision of our nomenclature we should have due

regard for the lessons to be learned from the history of the

formation of the nomenclatures of the older sciences, and

the working of the rules and customs connected with them.

Certain general principles have been developed that seem

applicable in all sciences and arts, being of such a general

nature as to be adapted to all. A brief summary of the

more important facts seem in place here.

Effective improvement in the forms of nomenclature is

often brought about by an individual who develops a concise

sy.stem of naming things in writing an important work. Such

a work may become a kind of standard of nomenclature

through its intrinsic excellence ; and through its wide usage

its modes of expression are learned, and become habitual to

many persons. This is the natural form of the growth of

nomenclatures. Its only authority lies in the force of exam-
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pie and that authority which is inherent in excellent pre-

sentation of truth of whatever kind.

Effective improvement in nomenclatures may be brought

about by associated effort. In this, two forms may be dis-

tinguished. Both are by committees. In the first a com-
mittee simply writes a more or less careful report, which is

adopted as the sense of the membership of the association.

This form of action has not often been productive of good
results. It is binding on none but the immediate members
of the association passing the vote, and cannot be enforced

outside of this membership. The usual result is that it is

soon forgotten.

The second form of associated effort is of a more serious

character. While it is undertaken by an association of indi-

viduals, as in the former case, it is made to reach all persons

engaged in the special studies to which it relates, and must
reflect in its forms and rules the consensus of opinion of the

majority. These efforts have been limited to a country, to

a language, and they have been of wider extent. This is

the form of associated effort that has given great results in

the past, and has fixed the forms of nomenclature in the

natural sciences.

It has been established by usage that an association of

persons belonging to any of the professions may, through

the use of certain procedures, legislate on the subject of

nomenclature for the whole body; and with reasonable care

and skill in the adaptation of principles and rules of pro-

cedure to their specialty may prescribe the forms of nomen-
clature and enforce them. The penalty employed in this

enforcement is simple and effective. New names formed

in accordance with the rules of nomenclature take priority

and become established; but if not formed according to the

rules they become subject to revision by the first writer who
may take up the subject, and this new name takes priority

in place of the irregular one written by the discoverer, and
becomes the established 'name to be used by all subsequent

writers. This prevents the entrance of irregular names,

avoids the duplication of names, and stimulates each writer

to care in the formation of names.
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Any one making a discovery has the right, and should,

name the result of that discovery ; and that name, if in har-

mony with the rules of nomenclature, must be received.

But if it is found that there was a mistake, if the supposed

discovery was a re-discovery of something previously named,

if the thing named is found not to exist, or, in case of an

instrument or other useful object the thing named goes out

of use, the name must be dropped ; it lapses, and must not

be used for any purpose afterward. Or again, if Dr. Jones,

in the course of his investigations, discovers a new disease

or condition, he should name that disease; and if he does

so in accordance with the rules of nomenclature the name
must be recognized by all. But if the disease is afterwards

found not to exist, if it was a mistake, the name must be

dropped as above indicated.

As applicable to dental instruments this principle may
be illustrated in this way: Dr. Perry has devised for use

certain instruments which he calls Perry s Separators. The

particular instruments he designates ^, B, C, D. Afterward

Dr. Perry found that other forms were needed, and placed

the forms E and F with those previously given the profes-

sion. All of this is in accord with established rules of

nomenclature in other fields of science. But if Dr. Perry

should now find that another form is better than F for the

purposes intended, he cannot withdraw that pattern and

replace it with another named F. .He can withdraw the F
entirely and replace it with G, or any other letter may be

chosen in the order that he has established.

The meaning and usefulness of such rules seem to be

clear and commendable. For instance, in writing to-day I

recommend the Perry separator D for a certain purpose.

Any one reading my writing any time afterward should

know that the separator D is the same thing that I recom-

mended. Otherwise my recommendation is of no possible

value. No man has the right to change that pattern and

retain the name D, not even Dr. Perry. It is only by the

enforcement of rules of this character that confusion in

names can be prevented.
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All rules of nomenclature are subject to revision, in which

names will be changed as may be required by the advances

in science. Some original worker may make discoveries in

a particular field that will give certain parts of the subject

matter a different aspect, requiring a different form of

nomenclature to harmonize the new facts developed with

associated facts. An instance of this is the discovery of

certain insufificieneies of the muscles of the eye by Dr. Geo.

Stevens, who proposed a. new form of nomenclature cover-

ing this field.* This was ofificially recognized by the oph-

thalmic section of the American Medical Association, at

its meeting in Washington in May, 1891, and is now in gen-

eral use by ophthalmologists. Such recognition is a recog-

nized means of the growth of nomenclature as required by
the growth of science that can not be abridged any longer

than may be required for a general agreement as to the cor-

rectness of alleged discoveries.

There is much in the rules of nomenclature of the natural

sciences, such as botany and zoology, that is inapplicable to

dentistry. In these sciences there is an interminable number
of things requiring names, and unless very stringent rules are

enforced dire confusion will be the result. In dentistry

there is no such number of things requiring names, and the

matter of preventing confusion would seem to be more
simple. Yet the same general principles apply. The detail

only is different, and this detail must have special characters

adapting it to the subject matter.

STANDARD OF BEGINNING; OR THE SCHEME.

A chief difificulty in the outstart of a work of this kind is

to fix a standard of beginning. After such a standard has

been established and rules have been formed, a revision is

much less difficult. Fixing the standard of beginning, or the

scheme of nomenclature for dentistry, involves the fixing of

a basis list of names to be used in the future, the form and

source of which will become the guide for the future forma-

*Vol. XVI, page 149, Archive of Ophthalmology. Article by Dr. Stevens. Also,
Noyes on Disease of the Eye, page 194, New York, 1^92.
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tion of names. Naturalists have chosen the loth edition of

Linnseus,"^ adding certain rules for the changing of names

when in the course of the development of science the old be-

come inoperative. For example: " Rule LXX, The name of a

cohort, sub-cohort, family or sub-family, tribe or sub-tribe,

should be changed when the genus from whose name it is

derived is known to no longer form a part of the group in

question." f In zoological and botanical nomenclature a

large number of such rules have become necessary in order

to provide regular methods for the erection of new family

names, names of orders, etc., as discovery requires. There

is no abridgment of the individual liberty of giving names

to things discovered. On the other hand the original investi-

gator is encouraged to form names, and apply them in a

regular manner to things that he may discover, being assured

that such names will be perpetuated by his co-workers, and

those v/ho may come after him. Indeed, any scheme cal-

culated to abridge individual liberty in this matter further

than may be necessary to secure accuracy and regularity in

the formation of names, cannot be tolerated. Rules of nomen-

clature should, and are intended to, encourage the original

investigator by the perpetuation of the names he applies to

his discoveries.

In dentistry the finding of a suitable scheme that shall

serve as the basis of future work is one of the chief difificulties.

There is perhaps no work yet written which has sufificiently

developed a scheme of nomenclature as to serve as a basis

for future work. Still, the foundation for the future must be

found in the writings of the past. In this case the scheme

and the manner of working out the detail must be supplied

by a commission appointed by a body of dentists of sufificient

magnitude to be regarded as representative ; and it will be

the duty of these to choose a scheme, and under it to work

out a sufficient detail for the beginning. The past literature,

and such information as may be gained from a wide discus-

sion of the subject by dental writers and teachers, must be

their guide.

*Philosophia Botanica, 1751.

t Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1878.
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The formation of both the scheme and the detail will be
a difficult matter, and will require much time, for several

reasons. The customs followed by the older sciences in the

establishment of rules of nomenclature requires that all origi-

nal workers in the particular field of science be consulted, or

at least that each shall have the opportunity to express his

views. For instance, when the American Association for

the Advancement of Science appointed its committee on the

revision of zoological nomenclature in 1876, the committee
was not expected to satisfy itself simply with the authority

conferred by the association, but was required to consult all

''working naturalists'' in the United States and Canada.

Any one who had written descriptive articles within the five

years previous was regarded as a working naturalist,* and it

seems that but eighty-five names were found.f Therefore

there were but few persons to consult, and the work pro-

ceeded with corresponding quickness, extending over only

two years. In our own specialty the case is different. Your
reporter has gathered the names of all who have written

journal articles and books in the English, French, German
and Italian languages within the last two and a half years,

and finds the number of persons to be 2,965. The number
of journal articles presented in this time exclusive of edi-

torials, is 6,314. They are distributed as follows:

Persons, ijournal articles. Books.

gEnglish language, America, 1,252 2,623 51

" '' England, 519 1,116 11

" " Canada, 58 72

German " 610 1,372 58

French " 479 i ,029 39
Italian " 47 102 5

Totals 2,965 6,314 164

To undertake to harmonize the views of this large body
of workers is a great task, and steps should be taken to bring

the matter before them for general discussion with the view

* Trans. A. A. A. S. 1S7S, page 7. + Ibid, page 13.

§ The names obtained from other countries probably do not properly represent them
and their numbers are not given.

i It seems that all who have written books appear also in journal articles.
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of finally adopting some fixed scheme and rules for the regu-

lation of the selection of technical terms. What is here

called the scheme involves the selection of the source of

names and their form. In the nomenclature of botany and

zoology the scheme requires that names shall have the Latin

form; words from the Latin language, or latinized vernacular

words. The rules of Linnseus, which are taken as the basis

of these nomenclatures,* were promulgated at a time when

all such works were in the Latin language, or, at least, all

names were of Latin origin and form, and this became the

fixed system of nomenclature. But later, the necessity for

a vast number of names has required that vernacular words

be used. The rules have constantly required that these ver-

nacular words be supplied with Latin terminations. As time

has passed, and the use of the Latin tongue has diminished, the

use of the Latin case endings has been abridged more and

more until now, in the general use of the words, they are

practically limited to single form of termination—practically

a fixed form. The mass of nomenclature of natural history

and botany is now fixed in this form, and a change would

be as impracticable as undesirable.

The nomenclature of general medicine cannot be said to

have a fixed form. The authority for the form of its terms,

with the exception of some groups of terms in the specialties,

is dependent on the example of the more important writers;

no one being exclusively followed. Therefore there is much
duplication of names, and very lamentable confusion. The

nomenclature, originally purely Latin, has drifted more and

more into vernacular terms in all of the modern languages.

In recent years, since the communication between the

French, German and English speaking peoples has become

so intimate, and such a large number read all three, there is

much intermingling of the terms of these languages; so that

now a great dictionary of medical terms containing, in addi.

tion to words from the Latin, those of each of these lan-

guages, such as Foster's Dictionary, has become a necessity.

f

*Philosophia Botanica, 1751.

t An illustrated E;ncyclopedic Medical Dictionary, in the Latin, English, French,

and German languages, by Frank P. Foster, New York, 1888.
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In the preface to this dictionary, Dr. Foster says: "The
time was when almost all medical writing was in Latin;

hence the older medical dictionaries dealt for the most part

with Latin terms only. But the science of the present is

recorded in no one language ; to learn it one must read its

exposition in English, French and German. Each of these

languages has its technical words, and words which acquire

a special meaning in technical expressions, and it is only

with difficulty, if at all, that their meaning can be made out

from general dictionaries. This points to the need of a

medical dictionary including the terms of the three lan-

guages mentioned, as well as those of Latin or Greek origin

or form." This extract from the preface of this great dic-

tionary represents correctly the change from the Latin to

the vernacular forms of speech which has been, and is now,

going on, and at increasing pace as the years go by, in all of

those nomenclatures not fixed by the statutes of representa-

tive bodies. There is no denying that this gives rise to

much duplication of terms, and to great inconvenience to

students and readers. It multiplies and duplicates terms

needlessly, so that often several names are applied to the

same object, or thing; and one of these will be used by one

writer, another by a second, and still another by a third,

and so on indefinitely. Furthermore, often the same author

has- habitually used several names applied to the same thing

to the utter confusion of any but the widely read and skil-

ful reader. Some time ago, while reading a journal in the

French language, your reporter found five distinct names

applied to the same thing in a single paragraph of eighteen

lines. This evil is not confined to one language. The same

thing occurs in the English, and in the German. In gen-

eral literature it may often be regarded as in good taste to

vary the expressions used when dealing with matters of

sense and the finer expression of sense impressions, or in

scenic descriptions. But in science or scientific writing,

where exactness is the chief end sought, a single name for a

single object should be the rule. It is the function of legis-

lation upon the subject of nomenclature to confine a single
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name to a single thing, and to induce every person writing

of that thing to use that name only.

These considerations lead your reporter to recommend

that, by the united action of associations having a contin-

uous existence, a commission be formed to take up this

work and complete a basis of beginning, with such rules as

their information may suggest as most practicable, and

bring this before the whole profession for the discussion of

all of its features making the best possible provision for its

discussion in all dental journals, societies, and associations.

And that they, from the information that may in this way

be obtained of the wishes of the profession, revise both the

basis and the rules, and finally present their report for adop-

tion by such body as may be appointed to receive it.

THE NOMENCLATURE OF DENTAL ANATOMY AND OF

CARIOUS CAVITIES. •

Historical.—Among the arts and sciences dentistry is

young. Though there may have been some kind of den-

tistry in ancient times, and during the dark ages, its influ-

ence does not materially effect the dentistry of the present.

Dental writings of value to us are of the last two centuries,

and in these books we are able to trace the rise and progress

of thought on dental subjects. In this progress the nomen-

clature, of the past and present is recorded, and its move-

ment from decade to decade may be noted and studied.

At the beginning of the seventeenth century we find it com-

posed of a few words from the Latin language. The names

of the groups of the teeth, and rather uncertain designa-

tions of the individuals of the groups, with a few words ex-

pressing their relation to associated parts, constituted the

entire nomenclature. It does not follow that this scanty

nomenclature expressed all that was known of the teeth and

their diseases ; for such was not the case. Men often write

lengthy and valuable books without an extensive nomencla-

ture. But all such, if dealing with matters of science, are

vague and inexact in proportion as their nomenclature is

scanty. Take the work of Bourdet, written in 1757. It
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has very few technical terms properly so called, and yet is a

fine bit of French writing, showing great skill in phrasing

when names are lacking, and an excellent exposition of the

subject as then known. Your reporter made an effort to

compile his nomenclature and found it to consist of little

more than the names of the teeth interspersed with a few

terms from the folk-lore. There arc few names of parts of

the teeth and none of the surface markings. The five sur-

faces of the teeth are without names, and are, when neces-

sary to designate them, spoken of as that next to a tooth

named, or next to some other part, often requiring circum-

locution. No great accuracy was attained.

When John Hunter wrote, in 1778, the nomenclature was
little better. Most of the names of the teeth were in Latin

form, but we find this great man breaking off into vernacular

terms. While he uses pretty regularly the Latin names for

the other teeth he drops molares ior grùidcrs, not only in his

text, but in his capitalized headings as well. The only sur-

face name so regularly used as to give it the force of a techni-

cal term x-^ grinding surface, and even this was put in three

different forms indiscriminately. The work of this great

author would have been of more value to us of to-day if his

nomenclature had been more equal to the expression of his

well-known accuracy of thought.

Coming down to the time of Cuvier, 1825, we find him
expressing his thought mostly in the French vernacular

forms, notwithstanding the fact that he is writing from the

zoological standpoint. Here we find that a considerable

group of technical words have come into use since the time

of Hunter, contributing to exactness in descriptions. Yet
they are conspicuously insufficient. The following is his

description of the occlusal surface of the bicuspids: "Les
présente deux tubercles, un a leur bord interne, et l'autre a

leur bord externe, qui sont séparés par un sillon."

(These present two cusps, one on their inner border, and
the other on their outer border, which are separated by a

groove.)

This is perhaps as closely described as the naming of the
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parts would at that time permit, as there were no names for

the surface markings of the teeth. The effort at closer

description may often be noticed in these older books, and

occasionally considerable circumlocution in the endeavor to

accomplish it.

When we ramble back among the old German authors

we find them using vernacular terms more than the English

or French. Indeed, many of them use the German names

of the teeth exclusively. There is the same lack of terms

necessary to accurate description that is apparent in the

English and French of the same period. During the first

half of the present century many of the German authors

give the Latin terms in brackets while they use the German
terms exclusively in their text. This plan has been con-

tinued by a considerable number to the present, though it is

not exclusively followed. To-day the German dental nomen-

clature is more completely vernacular than that of any

other language, as will readily be seen by a study of the

specimens tabulated. (See Exhibit of Nomenclature of

Dental Anatomy, page 857.)

In the English and French the old Latin names have not

been dropped. They are still used, but many of them are

in different form. The root of the word is retained and a

vernacular ending added instead of the Latin termination,

though a considerable number of the Latin terminations

may still be found. The form of the German language

seems to be better suited to the formation of technical

terms than that of the English or French, and the Germans

seem disposed to make full use of it. Still, in the German

dental literature there is use enough made of the terms de-

rived from the Latin, the equivalents of the terms used in

the English and French, for them to be generally familiar

to German dentists. This is apparent in the exposition of

the nomenclature accompanying this report.

The increased interest in dental anatomy that was de-

veloped from the zoological standpoint by the labors of

Blake, 1801 ; Cuvier, 1825; Rousseau, 1827, and their co-

laborers, followed by Owen, 1840-45, and a number of
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Others, gave rise to increased activity in the study of the sub-

ject by naturalists. This has developed a tendency to the

formation of a dental nomenclature fitted to this special

view of the subject ; or a nomenclature suited to the descrip-

tion of the teeth of the animal kingdom. This description

has a widely different object, and its requirements are differ-

ent from those of dentistry. The naturalist requires such a

description of the teeth as will enable him to determine the
nature and habits of the animal, the relation of the particu-

lar animal to other animals, etc. These characters he finds

almost exclusively in the grosser form characters of the

teeth, and in their place relations in the maxillae. In this

form of study man is but one in the animal kingdom, and it

is not calculated to develop that close and exact nomencla-
ture of every part of the human teeth that will fill the re-

quirements of the dentist in locating and describing minute
diseased parts, and the operative procedures in their treat-

ment. Indeed, dentistry requires the most complete an-

atomical nomenclature that can be attained, in order that

each and every part of each tooth may be specifically men-
tioned and readily understood.

Still, the study of the teeth by naturalists lent an impulse
to their more careful study by dentists, and the devotees of

the two forms of study have been of mutual advantage.
During the first half of the present century, the basis of the

dental nomenclature of the naturalists, as it stands to-day,

was formed; and it is a curious fact that during this time
the tendency was strongly towards the introduction of ver-

nacular terms. Though this nomenclature is incomplete, it

is, perhaps, sufificient to build upon in the future for the

purpose of the naturalists. The anatomical nomenclature
of dentistry kept even pace with that made out by natural-

ists, and finally became closer and more exact. When we
review the work of dentists from 1840 to i860, we find this

improvement very marked. A comparison of the work of

Chapin A. Harris, 1839, and that of John Tomes, 1869, gives

evidence of the change that was gradually being brought
about in the extension of the nomenclature over that required
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by naturalists. This is exhibited in the naming of the

surfaces of the teeth in such a way as to facihtate accu-

racy in the description of carious cavities. Tomes gave us the

terms mesial and distal (at least his work is the oldest in

which your reporter has met them), and his example in the

more exact limitation of the use of other words contributed

largely to the more exact use of terms. This, indeed,

may be said to constitute the beginning of the effort

to render anatomical terms more exact for the purpose

of using them in defining the location of carious cavi-

ties, and the closer description of diseased portions of

the teeth. It may also be said to be the time at which the

use of vernacular terminations for Latin roots began to be-

come fixed in dental nomenclature. It was, therefore, the

opening of a new era in dental nomenclature formation,

which marks a sharp divergence from that of the naturalists.

However, Tomes did not lay down such rules, nor form such

an example, as to constitute his work epoch making in itself.

The work of others was pushing in the same direction. Es-

pecially dentists had begun to gather in associations, and the

need of accuracy in descriptions of cases related in discus-

sion was a powerful factor in influencing the writings of the

times ; and, also, it may be said, in the duplication of terms.

The introduction of the words mesial and distal seems

to have had a remarkable influence. They were closely ac-

companied by the other adjective surface names of Latin

derivation,

—

labial, buccal, lingual, etc., which had been oc-

casionally used for many years. Their use as cavity names

began at once and has continued. The use of the words

increased slowly but continuously until now they have prac-

tically displaced other surface names in the English, and are

much used in the German and French. Instead of adopt-

ing these anglicized Latin terms, naturalists have continued

the use of the vernacular terms inner, outer, contiguous, etc.,

together with interior, exterior, anterior^ posterior, and the

like, differing not so much in numbers of terms as in a few

much used terms which makes a sharp contrast in the writ-

ings.
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During the last half of the present century, just drawing
to a close, the extension of our nomenclature by the re-use

of the anatomical terms in operative dentistry has been
continuous. Within the last fifteen years this has been tak-

ing more specific form, though it is still very irregular in its

application. The first effort at the classification of cavities,

tabulated under distinct cavity names, met with in the books
by your reporter, was published, in 1 881, by W. Finley

Thompson, of London (see exhibit of cavity names); since

which time some others have appeared. This tabulation in

specific form is a great aid, if not an actual necessity, to the

accurate and regular use of such terms, not only by others,

but by the authors themselves. For a number of years the

further re-use of these terms as the names of the cavity

walls, and for the designation of particular parts of cavities,

has been making considerable progress, and may be found
in irregular form scattered in the journal literature, and in a

number of the books. This is a nomenclature of great im-

portance in the description of operative procedures, and
its reduction to accuracy and system is greatly to be de-

sired.

SUGGESTED SCHEME.

The scheme, as has been said, involves the fixing of a

starting point, or the fixing of the forms and the sources of

the words to be employed in dental nomenclature. This is

embodied in the following:

1st. The plan of nomenclature shall be the same in the

several languages.

2d. Use words derived from the Latin or Greek when-
ever such words are available, making use of the root and
giving it such terminations as may be suited to the language
in which it is employed.

Note.—When a word in the Latin or Greek form has come
into favorable use in any language there will be no necessity

for changing it to the vernacular form.

3d. When, for any purpose, a word from the Latin or

Greek is not available, agree upon a word from another lan-

guage and use in the same way.
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4th. When it is impracticable to use the same word in

the several languages, select a word from each vernacular

language. These should be as nearly exactly translatable as

possible.

5th. Adopt such general and specific rules employed in

other sciences as may be adapted to dental nomenclature.

6th. Create such specific rules for the naming of things

discovered in the future as will secure their universal use

and prevent the duplication of terms.

7th. Make rules for the translation of names arising in

one language which, from their form or other reasons can-

not be used in some other language.

THE FORM OF THE NOMENCLATURE.

As has been said on a previous page, dental nomenclature

was originally in the Latin language, and in the development

of the use of the modern languages a tendency is seen to

retain the Latin root, supplying it with vernacular termina-

tions. As will be seen in the exhibit of nomenclature, this

tendency has not been strong enough to prevent a large use

of vernacular terms. Yet in all there has appeared a ten-

dency to adopt Latin words from one language to another,

especially in translations, while vernacular terms are trans-

lated, and within the last half of the present century some

whole groups of words of this character have become fixed

in all three languages. By arranging a general plan by

which this shall be facilitated and recognized as a principle

in our nomenclature, good words from the Latin adopted

in one language will quickly spread from one to another and

become fixed in all. Also, this form of words halving the

preference, the tendency will be to the displacement of the

vernacular words now used. If the harmonization of the

nomenclature in these three languages and other kindred

tongues is to be our aim, the attempt should be made

along this line. Indeed, it seems to your reporter, after a

fairly careful consideration of the subject, that there is really

no other course that promises success. We could not
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enforce the use of a strictly Latin nomenclature, no matter

how desirable we might regard it ; and with the present ten-

dencies in the use of the modern languages it is very doubt-

ful if it is desirable. It is, however, eminently desirable that

we have harmony, not only in each language, but in all of

the modern languages as well. Whether harmony can be

attained or not, will depend on the disposition of the individ-

ual members of the profession toward this subject. If it is

undertaken with the disposition to harmonize differences

along the line of present tendencies, and if sufificient time be

taken, the difficulty ought not to be very great; but if the

subject is taken up with the disposition to insist upon per-

sonal or national preferences, nothing can be accomplished.

In that case the profession will be left to the chance

direction given to general tendencies of technical speech by
the example of individual influential authors. The duplica-

tion of terms at present noted will continue, and the devel-

opment of exactness in the expression of thought will be
proportionally retarded. In this, writers of books have a

great responsibility. Not only do they set forth their views

of things and principles, but they may so influence the forms

of nomenclature as to work good or evil to the profession,

even after their book has passed out of use.

The general plan of the nomenclature is now about the

same in the several languages, as will be seen by an exam-
ination of the exhibit presented. In some of the depart-

ments there may be found differences of plan that will

require some regulation. The tendency in all is to base the

nomenclature of operative dentistry as fully as possible upon
that of anatomy by the re-use of the same words; that

is to say, the names of the teeth, the names of their parts,

surfaces, and surface markings, are again used in the naming
of cavities, in descriptions of the outlines of cavities, in the

naming of cavity walls, and in indicating directions upon the

teeth. This makes up a very large usage list for these few
words ; but the plans for their use that have been developed
are so complete that no confusion should be possible. The
disposition to render these words in compound forms has
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been growing for a number of years, and is made very prom-
inent in the tabulations by Dr. Andrieu, of Paris,* as will be
seen in the exhibit of cavity names. In the German lan-

guage your reporter has found no attempts at the tabulation

of cavity names as yet,f though the same use of the terms

has been noted frequently, showing that the plan is becom-
ing familiar to the German dentists.

The tendency to retain Latin roots in translations and
other conditions of selection, which already has been noted

sufîficiently, can readily be extended and its influence in-

creased, by skillful effort. Or, whenever the great bulk of

writers on dental subjects has determined that, as a princi-

ple of nomenclature, available Latin roots shall be retained

in future work, the matter will be practically accomplished.

There are, however, a number of vernacular words in

each of the three great languages that have become so fixed

in use that any effort to displace them would seem to be

wrong. There are not very many of these ; some have

Latin equivalents that are frequently used, and some are

practically without Latin equivalents. This class may be

represented by the following:

Maxilla
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tion of the nomenclature which enters into use in the for-

mation of compound terms, of which the names of the

surfaces of the teeth furnish the strongest example, should

be from Latin or Greek roots, and should be kept free from

the mixture of other words for similar uses, preventing am-

biguity and facilitating international employment. It will

be seen that the word that names a single thing only, 2is Jaw,

mâchoire, kiefer, will not have the relative importance of

such a word as buccal, which enters into some hundreds of

combinations in the formation of compound technical terms.

THE EXHIBIT OF ANATOMICAL NOMENCLATURE.

This exhibit has been arranged to give the best brief

view of the development, and the present condition, of the

nomenclature of dental anatomy that seemed practicable,

exhibiting those terms used by the individual writers named,

and no others. With the exception of Black's Anatomy,

the effort has been to introduce every word used by the au-

thor named, that seemed to have the force of a technical term.

It is regarded that in order for a word to acquire the force of a

technical term, it must be used with a fair degree of regu-

larity to designate a thing or idea. Two or more words

applied synonymously are almost technical, but when a thing

is habitually designated by a number of words in the form of

a phrase, and these words are continually varied in the men-

tion of that thing, these are called phrasings, and the thing is

not regarded as being named. A large number of the indi-

vidual nomenclatures had been compiled for the purpose of

study before this kind of tabulation was thought of, and, possi-

bly, some of it may not have been done with quite the same

care that it would, had this tabulation been intended from

the beginning. Time would not allow of a re-reading in

search of errors. Naturally, much of this work has been

hurriedly done, but it is hoped that few errors will be found.

It will be noticed that the nomenclature of' some who have

not written on dental anatomy have been compiled. In

the examination of the literature it is found that writers on
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operative dentistry name more points, or parts, of the teeth

than the anatomists. The time runs back a century and a

half, and the vacant spaces in the columns of the older

writers that have been filled in those of the more recent

represent the growth of technical words. In Black's Anat-

omy all lobes, cusps, ridges, grooves, etc., that go to make

up the distinctive forms of the teeth, have received names,

adding several hundred that are not given in this exhibit.

It is remarkable how well some authors wrote, using

phrasings instead of names. In Bunon (1743). your reporter

could find but twenty-one technical terms naming the human

teeth and their parts. In a few instances, phrases are intro-

duced in the exhibit showing how parts are described with-

out names ; a thing that writers on operative dentistry are,

for the want of names, trying to do continually at the present

time. Some seem to think that we have an abundance of

technical terms. This is a grave error. There are yet many
well-known things of importance in dentistry that are

awaiting names. Indeed, this want of technical terms

is still one of the great hindrances to accuracy of expres-

sion, and to the diffusion of accurate knowledge, and unless

an organized effort be made for its improvement, must so

remain for many years to come.

It is hoped that a careful study of this exhibit will give

a better understanding of the growth and tendencies of

dental 'anatomical nomenclature; and, at least, give a hint

as to the kind of system that is necessary in names. A
wider range of tabulation, that is, a greater number of au-

thors, would add a few more words, but would not enhance

the view of the general form of the technical expressions.

We have now indicated sufficiently the growth and pres-

ent condition of anatomical dental nomenclature; and

should, perhaps, indicate further the lines on which to pro-

ceed in its improvement. But this demands a wide study

of the nomenclature of the other departments of dentistry,

especially on account of the wide re-use of the anatomical

terms which is characteristic of these departments. But a

very little of this work can find place in this report for the
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want of time. It will be necessary to study these in detail

before rules and principles can be applied intelligently, and

with a prospect of beneficial results. However, it is well to

remind the profession that there are two important ways of

improving a nomenclature—one of these is the regulation of

the use of the names already known and applied, and the

other is, the adaptation of suitable names to things that

have not receiv^ed names. These two phases of nomencla-

ture improvement should constantly be borne in mind in the

discussion of this subject and kept distinct from each other.

A committee may properly extend the usage of names already

developed by custom, to things in the direct line of the

general tendency of development, and bridge over gaps by

suggestion. But any wholesale creation of names for

things not named before belongs to the individual and not

to committees. At least, this is the history of successful

nomenclature formation and extension. Apt suggestion is

most likely to come from the individual who meets with the

need in the course of his daily work, whether this be a sin-

gle name or groups of names.

THE NAMING OF CARIOUS CAVITIES.

The development of names of carious cavities which

describe their location is comparatively recent. Its first

appearance is scarcely fifty years old, and the first attempts

to systematize and bring these names into some kind of

orderly sequence, the one with the other in tabulated form,

found by your reporter, was by W. Finley Thompson, in

1881. Together with this, your reporter has tabulated the

efforts since made, placing them side by side for comparison.

Two of these are in the English and one in the French lan-

guage. The use of these names seems to have developed

largely in the society and journal literature, and recent

writers of books have been making the effort, it appears, to

bring these scattered, and sometimes almost incoherent,

applications of terms into orderly arrangement, showing

plainly the appreciation of a need for such terms. Naturally,



EXHIBIT OF THE GENERAL PLAN OF NAMING CARIOUS CAVITIES.

Simple cavities^

Molars and bicuspids

.

Occlusals
Buccals
Ling-uals

ProTimntP« * Mesials.IToximates
-^ Dj^tais

.

Composite cavities-

Mesio-occlusals

Disto-occlusals

Mesio-disto-occlusals . .

.

Mesio-disto-buccals

ilesio-buccals

Disto-buccals

Mesio-disto-ling^als . . . )

Mesio-linguals )

Disto-linguals .

Traite de Dentisterie
Opératoire.

E. ANDRIEU. Paris, 1889

Mesio-bucco-linguals.
Disto-bucco-linguals.

,

Jlesio-disto-bucco-ling'ls.

Mesio-disto-bucco-linguo-
occlusals.

Occluso-buccals
Occluso-linguals
Mesio-occluso-buccals . .

.

Disto-occluso-buccals
Jlesio-occluso-linguals .

.

Disto-occluso-linguals. .

.

Cavities in the incisors
and cuspids—

Labials

Liuguals.

Mesialfi
Distals
Jlesio-labials .

.

Disto-labials. .

.

Mesio-linguals.
Disto-linguals .

Mesio-incisal»..

Dlsto-incisals.

Cavities in the angles of the
teeth—

Meslo-buccal angle cavity
Disto-buccal " "
Mesio-llngual " "
Disto-lingual " "

Rule.—Cavities are
named by the surfaces
which they occupy, ren-
dering these names as
compound words, the
position of the individ-
ual terms being unim-
portant. But the gen-
eral rule should be that
mesial or distal should
some first when these
surfaces are Involved.

Cavités simples—

Multicuspidées et bicuspi-
dées.

Coronales
Buccales
Linguales

^PP™^""«'!^^
I Dotales.;:

Cavités composées—

f Mesio-coro-
I

nales
Disto-coro-
nales

I
Mesio-disto

l^ corouales
f Mesio-bucco
I

distales.. .

Mesio-buc-
cales

Disto-buc-
cales.

Mesio-linguo-
distales

Mesio-
linguales..

Disto-llnguales

f Bucco-
I mesio-

Buceo-linguo- J linguales
Approximales

I

Bucco-
I

disto-Iin-

|_
guales....

Bucco-mesio-disto-lin-
guales.

tBuceo-linguo-approxlmo-
coronales.

Approxlmo-
Coronales

Approximo-
Buccales

jipproxlmo-
Linguales

Buccales..

Linguales.

American System of
Dentistry.

Phila., 1886. LoDis Jack.

Simple cavities—

Molars and bicuspids.

.

Coronals
Buccals
Linguals, Palatals

Proximates|M^^t:::

Compound cavities—

"I

Proximate * Mesial with
I

witli ( coronal.

I

Coronal. °!.'*'"i7"^
J ( coronal.

I Mesial with coronal
) and distal.

Proximate with buccal.

Proximate with palatine,
or lingual in lower jaw.

Mesiales
Distales
Mesio-buccales
Disto-buccales
Mesio-Iinguales
Disto-linguales
Mesio-incisales 1

ou cuspidales
|

Disto-incisales f

ou cuspidales

.

J

* " Cavités formant une
sorte de collerette au-
tour de la dent, ordi-
nairement près de son
collet."

t " Destruction a peu
près complete de la
couronne."

"Les cavités ainsi
classées sont les princi-
pales, C'esl-a-dire celles
que l'on renconti-e le

I)lus souvent; mais on
con';oit que le nonjhre
des cavités varies u. 1 In-

fini."

Labial
Upper jaw. Palatal
Lower jaw, Lingual
Mesial
Distal
Proximate with labial . .

.

Proximate with lingual .

Lectures on Operative Den-
tal Surgery & Therapeutics.
W. FiNLEY Thompson.

London, 1881.

Molars and bicuspids.

Medials.
Buccals.
Linguals.
_ . ._ ( Ante proximate.
Proximate ^ „ . . .

( Post proïimate.

Ante-proximate medials.

Post-proximate medials.

Ante-bucco medial.
Post-bucco medial.
Ante-linguo medial.
Post-linguo medial.

Labial.

Lingual.

Mesial.
Distal.
Mesio-labial.
Disto-labial.
Mesio-lingual.
Disto-lingual.

Proximate with cutting
edge.

EXPLANATORY.

In transferring the tables of cavity names given
by Drs. Andrieu, Jack and Thompson, the relative
position of the cavity names to each other has been
changed in order to bring equivalents upon the
same line, but otherwise no change has been made.

No tabulation of cavity names was found in the
German, though many German writers use the same
or similar terms in their text.

86o
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the first efforts are defective ; but enough has been done to

show plainly the form which this nomenclature is taking,

and to point the way to its orderly arrangement. In trans-

fering the terms from the original tables, their order has been

so changed as to bring equivalents on the same line, but the

terms themselves are unchanged. Also the original tables

are arranged as a classification of cavities, with reference to

operative procedures, which has been omitted, as it does

not properly appertain to the nomenclature.

This important matter should come up for careful discus-

sion, with the view to the definite settlement of the form it

shall take as to its individual terms. The object of the dis-

cussion which follows is to suggest the direction which your

reporter believes this general discussion should take. It

should include every term which is of doubtful application

that is proposed, and all reasonable means that may be sug-

gested for the improvement and regulation of the nomencla-

ture in all of its departments. Space will allow of but little

of this work in this report.

The term compound cavity is employed in one of the

tables in the exhibit of cavity names to designate a cavity

that involves more than one surface of a tooth. The phrase

compound fracture, as used in surgery, always refers to a

complication by injury of the soft parts, and some dental

writers have used it in the same way, designating a cavity as

compound when the pulp is involved. This leads to confu-

sion that needs correction. The tendency noticed in dental

literature seems to be toward dropping this phrase. Other
words available, and more or less in use in the same sense,

are complicate, complex and composite. The word composite

seems to be the best adapted to the purpose. The terms

simple cavities and composite cavities may be used in a general

way—the first indicating cavities that involve but one sur-

face of a tooth, and the latter indicating a cavity that in-

volves more than one surface. This latter may be composed
of two simple cavities that have become united by extension

;

of one simple cavity that has involved another surface by
extension, or of a simple cavity that has been made to
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involve another surface by extension in excavating for the

purpose of filhng. They should be used only as class names,

and when it is not desired to express the location of the cav-

ities, as in the phrases: simple cavities in the molars, compo-

site cavities in the bicuspids, etc. For the designation of indi-

vidual cavities, the cavity names given below should be used.

The tendency is to designate cavities by the anatomical

names of the surfaces of the teeth. This method should be

closely systematized. To that end the following rules are sug-

gested :

Rule ist.—Carious cavities shall be designated by the

names of the surfaces of the teeth in which they occur.

Note.—These names are : labial,^ for the incisors and

cuspids; buccal for the bicuspids and molars; lingual, for

all of the teeth, discarding the word palatal; mesial and dis-

ial-\ for the proximate surfaces; occlusal, for the bicuspids

and molars, and incisai,^ for the cutting edges of the incisors

and cuspids.

Rjtle 2d.—When two surfaces are involved, the names of

the surfaces are rendered in compound words, giving the

preference first to mesial and distal as the prefixes, and sec-

ond to occlusal. In doing this drop the final al and add o,

thus: disto-lingual, mesio-occlusal, occluso-buccal, disto-incisal,

etc.

Rule 2)d.—When three or more surfaces are involved,

*Dr. Andrieu has used the term buccal for all of the teeth, instead of using labial

for the six anterior teeth.

t A number of persons have objected to the use of the terms mesial ana. distal for

the proximate surfaces of the bicuspids and molars, on the ground that these are not

in fact fully mesial to the median line of the body, on account of the elliptical form

of the dental arch. It should be remembered, however, that a similar objection applies

with equal force to any terms that have been proposed, and that any and all require

some specific explanations. Indeed, the idea involved in the expression technical term

is, that the word acquires a .special meaning in its peculiar application, or has no
other use.

Dr. Andrieu makes this explanation of the use of mesial and distal: "La face mesiale

est celle des deux faces contigues, ou approximales, qui ce rapproche le plus d'une

ligne mediane fictive qui diverserate la parabole des arcades dentaires en deux parties

egales; la face distale est elle qui c'en éloigne le plus." (Traite de dentisterie opéra-

toire. )

From Black's Anatomy we take this: "Those proximate surfaces which, as they

are placed in the arch, and following its curve, are toward the median line, are called

mesial surfaces; and those most distant from the median line are called distal surfaces."

% Dr. Andrieu has used the term cuspidate, i. e. disto-cuspidale, for cavities involving

the edge, or cusp, of the cuspids.
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the names of the individual surfaces are rendered in a com-
pound word, thus: vicsio-occluso-distal cavity. (See exhibit

of cavity names.)

Ride AftJi.—Cavities in the angles of the teeth are designa-

ted by the anatomical names of tl;)ie angles in which they

occur, thus: disto-biiccal angle cavity; mesio-lingiial angle cav-

ity, etc.

Ride ^th.—As a class name, mesial and distal cavities are

called proximate cavities, thus: proximate cavities in the

molars.

Besides these, there are certain pit cavities that seem to

merit special names, especially those that occur in the pits

of tlie buccal surfaces of the molars. These are quite diiïer-

ent from the cavities that occur on the smooth surfaces of

these teeth nearer their necks, both in fact, and in the results

of the filling. These should be called buccal pit cavities, and

distinguished from buccal cavities.

It is obvious, so long as the names of the surfaces of the

teeth differ among writers, the cavity names will be different

also, leading to confusion that is very annoying to students.

This appears again in any descriptions that are undertaken of

the superficial extent of cavities, in the names of cavity walls,

in the names applied to fillings, in describing the direction

of cutting in excavating, in the direction of the application

of. force in condensing fillings, and in various other expres-

sions in operative dentistry. Taking the total of the use of

these words in anatomy and operative dentistry that are now
to be found in dental literature, they make up about five

thousand distinct technical expressions, in which some one

or more of these words form a part ; and yet the principles of

their use are so simple as to be effectively covered by a few

simple rules. Hence the importance attached to these words

in this report. Prior to 1859, the words inner, outer, external^

internal back side, front side, anterior, posterior, and others in

English, and their equivalents in the German and French, were

used in irregular fashion. Their use is still continued by com-

parative dental anatomists, and, unfortunatel}', by a consid-

erable number of dentists, in all three of the languages
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named, causing great confusion to readers, and especially to

students. Therefore there is the strongest incentive to

strict regularity in the use of the terms indicated above, and

to the avoidance of the intermingling of other terms, indefinite

in their use, with these, or of their use in the places these

should occupy.

Of these, the name of that surface which John Hunter

called the grinding surface, may be regarded as in dispute

among dentists. The great number of names that have

been applied to this surface in the different languages, and

in each language is sufficient evidence of dissatisfaction.

We find in the exhibit of anatomical terms, grinding sur-

face, occluding surface, coronal surface, medial surface, kau-

fläche, kauebene, kauseite, mahlfläche, face triturante, face

coronale, face libre, face supérieure, for the lower molars

and bicuspids and face inférieure for the upper molars and

bicuspids. If we consult other writers we will find still

further duplications.

It is now required that the name of this surface have the

adjective form ending in al agreeing with the other surface

names.

It is proposed now to derive an adjective from the parti-

cipial form of the Latin word occludo. The anglicised ad-

jective would be occlusal, agreeing in ending with labial, lin-

gual, and the others; and may also take the syllable ly

becoming an adverb of direction. This addition completes

the list of names of the surfaces of the teeth in adjectives

ending in al and taking the syllable ly as adverbs of direc-

tion, and makes all of this very important portion of the

nomenclature perfectly regular in form. The uses of the

word may be illustrated thus :

The occludingframe is for arranging the occlusion of arti-

ficial teeth, or so adjusting the occlusal surfaces of the upper

and lower teeth that they will occlude properly. In the mo-

lar teeth we have many occlusal cavities, and occasional

occluso-hwzzTiX, or occlitso-\\r\^\x-d\ cavities. Often the occluso-

buccal cavities are formed by the extension of a buccal de-

cay occlusally until the occlusal ç.x\?i.ï^Q\ breaks down. Disto-

and mesio-öicf/?^^«/ cavities are formed in like manner.
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This makes up a usage list that is characteristic of the

surface of the tooth which the word occlusal designates,

standing, as it does, centrally to the crown of the tooth.

The adjective inorsal, derived from the Latin word tnordeo,

to bite, has recently been proposed by the editor of the Dcyital

Cosmos to take the place of the word occluding, and other

words for the designation of this surface. In two respects

this word is more applicable than any previously proposed,

while its derivation is on the same plane as that of occlusal.

Morsal yNoxAài mean the biting surface, while occlusal med^ns

the closing surface, or the surface that shuts against and

effects a closure, or occlusion. The word morsal also has

the advantage of brevity, it being one syllable shorter than

occlusal.

The word morsal has the disadvantage of being derived

from a Latin word that is not domiciled in the modern lan-

guages in the original Latin meaning, certainly not in En-

glish. The words derived from it found in English diction-

aries are mostly little used, and when used, are used in a

sense that hardly suggests the meaning of the word from

which they are derived. Thus, mordant is a fixative for a

dye stuff ; mordacious, literally given to biting, but used fig-

uratively, meaning sarcastic, severe, scathing ; mordication,

corroding, corrosion, etc. The word morsel, a bit, or a bite

of food, is the only word derived from mordeo which, in its

modern usage, reflects the meaning of the Latin root. The
word has the objection of being practically entirely new.

Morsal has not the advantage of the variety of inflection

of occlusion, occluding, occlusal, etc., and its use could not

displace all of these forms of the word from our nomencla-

ture. Its adoption would therefore be only for a part of the

uses of the word occlusion, and would be really adding

another word to the list of technical terms.

The word proximate is a class term which is replaced by

the terms mesial and distal when a surface of a particular

tooth is indicated. We may speak of the proximate sur-

faces of a tooth, of the teeth, or of the proximate surfaces

of any particular class of teeth ; as the pro.ximate surfaces
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of the bicuspids. Several forms of the word have appeared

and are now used without much discrimination. These are

proximal, approximal and approximate. Of these, approx-

imal was introduced by Dr. James W. White, late editor of the

Dental Cosmos, and all, with a few exceptions, of the commu-
nications to that influential journal have been made to

conform to it by the editor. Dr. White's reasons for the

introduction of the word will be found in the Dental Cosmos,

together with some communications in regard to it, in the

February and March numbers of 1880, which is the date of

the beginning of its use. Before that time the editor of the

Dental Cosmos had used the word proximate in its pages.

The chairman of this committee has never been satisfied

with this change, and as dental science has progressed toward

a more systematic nomenclature this dissatisfaction has be-

come more pronounced. The reasons may be briefly summed
up as follows :

1st. The addition of the syllable ap adds nothing to the

usefulness of the word, and is objectionable in that it ren-

ders it longer and more cumbersome. The principal reason

for its addition was that it made the word different in form

from the word used in a similar but slightly different sense

by botanists which is not considered a valid reason for a

change of form.

2d. The addition of the syllable ap practically destroys

the word for all of those uses in which prefixes play a part,

or for the compounding of this with other words. This is

illustrated by the compounds inter-proximate, as inter-prox-

imate space, inter-proximate contact, inter-proximate gingi-

vae, inter-proximate abrasion, intcr-proximate lodgments;

and various compound phrases that may now be used, or

may become useful in the future. The addition of the syl-

lable is contrary to a rule that should always be observed in

the selection of technical words where two or more are

available. This rule is, when two or more words are avail-

able for use in a given sense the choice should fall on that

word which gives the greatest range of inflectional and com-

pound forms.
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It is a wrong principle to use a word for one purpose and

a totally different word for a closely similar purpose when
an inflected word, or a word admitting a prefix, will answer

both purposes as perfectly. This is illustrated by approx-

imal surface dixxa inter-dental space instead of proximate sur-

face and inter-proximate space. Such a course simplifies the

nomenclature and renders it more compact.

THE EXPRESSION OF DIRECTION UPON THE TEETH.

The expression of direction upon the teeth has become
very desirable in connection with anatomical descriptions,

and more particularly in the descriptions of cavities, and the

operations of excavating and filling. In reviewing the re-

cent literature much of this effort is found in the form of

phrasings ; but not unfrequently the names of the surfaces

of the teeth are used in some way to indicate direction.

This matter has been developing for a number of years, and

a few examples are quoted in the exhibit of nomenclature

accompanying this report. Finally, the syllable ly has been

added to the adjective names of the surfaces of the teeth,

converting them into adverbs of direction. Thus, from

mesial we have mesially, in a mesial direction ; from lingual,

lingually, in a lingual direction. Also from the word gingi-

val we have the word gingivally, toward the gingival line,

or gums. The use of these terms, instead of the words up,

down, in, out, backward, forward, and- the like, renders the

description of the superficial extent of cavities much more
exact, and is useful in almost every step of the description

of operate procedures.

WORDS USED IN DESCRIPTION OF CAVITIES.

Uniformity in the technical words used in the description

of cavities is very important to the understanding of the

meaning of an author. In the past, this has been done
mostly by phrasings that have been so inexact that but little

was accomplished in the transmission of the detail of cavity

forms in words. Now, technical words are sufficiently
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abundant for much more to be done if uniformity in the

use of them can be attained. To this end the following

rule is suggested:

Ride 6th.—In describing the superficial extent of cavi-

ties, use no words indicating direction or position upon the

teeth, except the names of the surfaces, the adverbs derived

from those names, the divisions of the surfaces into thirds,

or the anatomical names of parts or surface markings of

the teeth ; as the lobes, cusps, angles, grooves, pits, etc.

Example.—The lower second molar has a distal cavity.

It extends lingually fully to the disto-lingual angle, and

buccally it extends past the disto-buccal angle, invading a

small part of the distal third of the buccal surface. Oc-

clusally there is still à strong enamel supported by a portion

of sound dentin.* Gingivally the cavity extends to the

gingival line across the whole extent of the distal surface.

Instead of the adverb ending in ly used in third exam-

ple, such phrases as, in the lingual direction, may be used,

though the use of the adverb is the more direct mode of

speech and is generally to be preferred. In no case should

the terms outer side, inner side, backward, forward and the

like be used. Terms of this class h'ave been much used in

the past and have always given trouble on account of their

ambiguity. The term pit cavity has been much used in the

past for designating small cavities starting in the pits, and

should be continued. But the use of the grooves, ridges,

lobes, and other surface markings for the designation of par-

ticular points on the surface of the teeth have never been

much in vogue, though admirably fitted for the purpose.

DIVISION INTO THIRDS.

It has long been a custom in anatomy and surgery to

divide the long bones into thirds to facilitate the description

of particular parts. This is known as division into thirds.

In dentistry this has never been used considerably, though

it is occasionally seen in our literature. It is capable of

»Following the recommendation of the recent committee of the A. A. A. S., on the

spelling of chemical terms, the final e is left off the word dentin.
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very useful employment in connection with rule sixth. For

this purpose any one of the surfaces of a tooth may be

divided in either one or two directions. The occlusal sur-

face may be divided bucco-lingually or mesio-distally. The
buccal surface may be divided mesio-distally or occluso-gin-

givally, and the mesial, distal, and lingual surfaces may be

similarly divided. The use of these divisions may be illus-

trated by the following:

Example.—The lower first molar has a mesio-occlusal

cavity which involves the middle third of the mesial surface

bucco-lingually, and extends gingivally a little past the

junction of the middle and gingival third. Of the occlusal

surface it involves the middle third bucco-lingually, and ex-

tends distally to the center of the middle third, or to the

central pit.

DEPTH OF CAVITIES.

The technical language of the profession has developed

but few words denoting the depth of cavities, and the usage

of these is very indefinite. The practice most common in

our literature is to speak of cavities as superficial, shallow,

or deep, without qualification or further definition of these

terms. Thus, they give no definite idea. The only limit to

the term deep seems to be that the pulp of the tooth is not

exposed, for when that is the case it is generally expressed.

The only plan suggested as a remedy for this lack of

exactness in expression is that in use in some degree in the

French language. We quote from M. E. Brasseur, Encyclo-

paede Internationale, page 592 :

" La carie du premier degré n'intéressant que l'émail."

" La carie du second degré comprenant l'émail et la

dentine."

"La carie du troisième degré envahissant l'émail, la

dentine et la pulpe dentaire."

" Nous divisions le second degré de la carie en deux
périodes."

" La première période intéressant la dentine seulement."
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"La seconde période commençant à intéresser la pulpe

dentaire."

" Au troisième degré la carie a pénétré la chambre

pulpaire ; comme les phénomènes sont différents, suivant

l'état de la pulpe, nous distinguerons trois périodes diffé-

rentes."

" Première période : La pulpe simplement mise à nu

accidentalement ou intentionnellement, elle n'a fait que peu

souffrir; elle est saine et apte à continuer ses fonctions

physiologiques."

" Deuxième période: La pulpe, mise à nu par suite du

progrès de la carie, est enflammée, très douloureuse, mais

encore vivante ; elle donne de véritable rage de la dent

(odontalgic)."

" Enfin, la troisième période ne présente plus qu'une

pulpe mortifiée, désorganisée, et tombe en gangrène."*

It will be noted that the three periods of the third de-

gree refer to the condition of the pulp, and not to the

depth of the decay. Altogether this does not offer any

great degree of accuracy in the designation of the depth of

cavities. It is uncertain whether in practice it will prove

much more advantageous than the phrase designations

which are more generally used. Improvement in this mat-

ter is very much needed.

CAVITY WALLS.

In the examination of the literature, it is found that the

description of cavity walls has become a matter of great

»Translation.—Caries of the first degree affects the enamel only.

Caries of the second degree has affected the enamel and the dentin.

Caries of the third degree has penetrated the enamel and dentin and has exposed

the pulp.

We divide the second degree of caries into two periods.

The first period affects the dentin only.

The second period begins to endanger the pulp which is not yet e.vposed.

The third degree of caries has penetrated the pulp chamber; as the phenomena
are different according to the condition of the pulp we distinguish three periods.

First period. The pulp is simply laid bare accidentally, or intentionally. It has

given no pain. It is healthy and likely to continue its physiological functions.

Second period. The pulp, exposed by the progress of caries, is inflamed, very pain-

ful, but is yet alive and is causing severe tooth-ache. (Odontalgia.)

Finally the third period presents nothing but a mortified pulp, disorganized and
fallen into decomposition.
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importance, and that much effort is being made to accom-

plish it. The older authors, having no names for cavities,

nor for cavity walls, made poor descriptions of the opera-

tions of excavating and filling. In recent years, the effort

to teach minutely the forms best suited for the retention of

fillings, and the forms of the outline of cavities best calcu-

lated to prevent the recurrence of caries, has lead to consid-

erable effort to find terms in which this important informa-

tion can be communicated. Although no tabulation of these

names has appeared, they may be found in the literature

almost complete: but they are not used in very regular

form.

In order to explain the use that is being made of these

terms we must consider that each surface of a tooth has

four margins and four angles, and that the walls of a cavity

in a surface are named in the same terms as the margins

and angles of that surface. Thus an occlusal cavity in a

molar has a buccal, a mesial, a lingual, and a distal wall. It

is also regarded as having four angles, even though the cav-

ity may be round ; that is, those parts of the walls of the

cavity that are toward the angles of the surface take the

names of those angles. Therefore, an occlusal cavity has

four angles ; a mesio-buccal, a disto-buccal, a mesio-lingual,

and a disto-lingual angle. The fifth wall of this cavity is

generally termed the bottom or floor of the cavity. These

words, though good strong English terms, which are replaced

with equivalents in the French and German, are unfortunate

in that they are not suited to enter into the formation of

compound terms. The naming of the walls and angles in

the occlusal surface represents the general principles of this

nomenclature.

In composite cavities one or more of the walls are lack-

ing. Mesio-occlusal cavities have but four walls—the gingi-

val or cervical, the buccal, the lingual, and a fourth wall for

which your reporter has found no name in the literature.

This wall is parallel with the mesial surface and parallel with

the long a.xis of the tooth, which suggests the name axial

wall. This latter fact being true in any of the a.xial surfaces
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(a new term designating those surfaces which are parallel

\vith the long axis of the tooth, i.e., the mesial, distal, buccal

and lingual), the name axial wall seems appropriate in all of

these positions. Then the definition would be: the wall

parallel with the long axis of the tooth, and parallel with the

axial surface which is opened by caries. It therefore applies

in all cavities in the axial surfaces of the teeth, whether they

have become composite by opening upon the occlusal sur-

face or not. If this term should prove acceptable to the pro-

fession, the walls of mesio and disto-occlusal cavities will

stand thus: gingivaly buccal, lingual and axial. The princi-

pal angles in usage would be the bucco-gingival and the

linguo-gingival, though the axio-buccal and axio-lingual angles

are important lines in these cavities. In simple cavities in

the mesial, distal, buccal and lingual surfaces, your reporter

has not often found names applied to the wall that is here

designated as the axial. When these have been found they

have generally been floor or bottom, or their equivalents in

the French or German. But these words are used about as

often in mesio and disto-occlusal cavities to designate the

gingival wall, so that really their use has been very irregular

in other than the occlusal cavities.

In labial cavities the walls are the gingival, incisai, mesial,

distal and axial. The angles are mesio-gingival, disto-gin-

gival, mesio and disto-incisal. In buccal cavities the walls

are the gingival, occlusal, mesial, distal, and axial ; and the

angles are mesio-gingival, disto-gingival, mesio and disto-

occlusal. The walls of lingual cavities are, of course, named
in the same terms as those of buccal and labial cavities.

Mesial and distal cavities in the incisors and cuspids are

regarded as triangular. The walls are the lingual, buccal and

gingival, and the angles linguo-gingival, bucco-gingival and

incisai.*

The names of the walls and angles of other composite

cavities than those mentioned are easily made out by the

application of the principles illustrated. These may be

carried out in the most complex, and yet be used with much
exactness.

*Dr. Andrieu uses the term cuspidale, instead of incisai, for the cuspids.
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THE SOLID OR POINT ANGLES.

In order to arrive at the greatest accuracy in tlie descrip-

tion of the walls and angles of cavities, and therefore of the

formation of cavities for filling, it seems necessary to regard

the cavity as a space of three dimensions, and apply the

principles of solid geometry in its description. This is sug-

gested by having noticed, in a few instances, the effort to

use the solid or point angles in directing the formation of

cavities. The use of this will probably become important

in the near future, unless some other plan be discovered for

obtaining equal exactness, though it is doubtful if the pro-

fession is yet ready for its general use. By this we mean a

strict separation in usage of the binary, or line angles, and

ternary, or point angles. These differences may be ex-

plained in this way: The binary, or line angles, are the

lines formed by the intersection or junction of two planes,

while the ternary, solid, or point angles, are those formed by

the junction of three planes at a point from which three line

angles lead away in as many directions. For instance, the

mesial and buccal and occlusal surfaces of a molar, by their

junction at a point, form a point angle (solid angle, because

only solids form an angle, in which three surfaces are

involved). If these terms were theoretically carried out in

descriptions of the teeth, we would say mesio-buccal angle,

meaning the line formed by the junction of these two surfa-

ces; and we would say mesio-bucco-occlusal angle, meaning
the point formed by the junction of these three surfaces. In

the naming of the angles of cavities where great exactness is

required, these distinctions become very important. For
instance, it being required to explain minutely where a pit

and groove is to be placed in a mesio-occlusal cavity, we may
say, form a pit in the buccal wall at the bucco-gingivo-axial

angle, and extend a groove in the buccal wall along the

bucco-axial angle. This is probably a sufficient illustration

of cavity wall nomenclature.

Possibly your reporter has exceeded usage too far in this

report of the nomenclature of cavity walls; for, although

this represents the direction that the effort at exactness is
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taking, no single writer has made use of more than a few of

these terms in regular order. In the efïort to make clear

expressions by the use of a single word to represent an angle

that requires a compound word, writers are continually sup-

plementing them with phrasings such as "make a pit in the

cervical angle toward the buccal wall," instead of saying

cervico-buccal angle ; or " groove the buccal wall upward from
the buccal angle as deep in the dentine as the depth of the

cavity will permit," when the expression, ''groove the buccal

wall along the bucco-axial angle," would express the thought
more exactly and more tersely.

This report, to be complete, should include studies of

every department of dentistry. It will be clear to all that

this would be impossible in the time allowed. Still, if the

dental profession is to adopt a standard of nomenclature for

a starting point upon which to build in regular order in the

future, this work must be done, or the work of some author
must be chosen as the basis from which to proceed. It is

simply impossible to have rules for nomenclature without

an agreed basis of actual nomenclature that will illustrate

those rules and serve as a guide in the future selection of

technical terms. A nomenclature cannot remain stationary

until all progress in science has ceased ; therefore, to have

a definite form of nomenclature, we must have some rules

as guides in its continuous formation.
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Dr. Edmund Noyes moved that the report be received;

this was seconded by Dr. Francis Peabody, and the motion

carried.

The following paper was then read :

NOMENCLATURE RELATING TO FORMS OF THE DENTAL
ARCH AND SPECIAL POSITIONS OF THE TEETH.

By Garrett Newkirk, M.D., Chicago.

It is the purpose of the writer to offer only a few sug-

gestions in this paper, and it has been undertaken at so late

a date that time is lacking for anything like an exhaustive

study and presentation of the subject.

Our knowledge of the facts relating to the questions

above stated has surely outrun our language. We have

not arrived at agreement in the use of terms, and may not
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for some time to come. In matters of description, each
man is a law unto himself, and perhaps this is well. Each
writer who coins a term or makes a definition, may contrib-

ute something which will bear the test of time and use, and
occupy a place in the better vocabulary of the future.

I deem it well at the outset to say something of the

terms commonly used in attempts to describe the form of

the dental arch.* An arch is said to be large, small, of me-
dium size, or complete; the latter meaning that no teeth

have failed to erupt and none have been lost. These terms
are reasonably clear and definite. But if we ask for the

general form we may be told that it is well-rounded, angu-
lar, full, elliptical, V-shaped, saddle-shaped

; all of which
terms are either indefinite or misleading. A dental

arch cannot be round, neither does it ever describe

a segment of the circle. "Angular" means noth-

ing definite, unless we are told the number, loca-

tion, and forms of the angles. The great majority

of arches are elliptical, but ellipses vary extremely.

We have no accepted way of qualifying the term
elliptical, and it has the disadvantage of being a

word with four syllables.

May we not, in this connection, borrow a few

hints from botanical terms descriptive of the forms

of leaves. For example, the word ovate derived

from ova, the ç:g^. It is represented by the lon-

gitudinal section of an ç^g^. (Fig. i.)

Strange to observe, the egg lines, when we
come to analyze them, represent two forms of the

ellipse combined. (Fig. 2.)

The base of the ç.^'g, as we will say, is outlined by the

segment of a short ellipse, the apex by the segment of an
ellipse nearly twice as long. We have, therefore, in the egg-

form term something which would answer to the outline of

the dental arch in a very large majority of cases.

We may agree upon the term oval, ovate or ovoid. The
first named would have the advantage of corresponding in

*Arcus Dentalis. The curved line formed by the teeth.—Foster's Med. Die.

Fig. I.
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Fig. 3.

termination with some other important terms descriptive of

teeth, as mesial, distal, lingual, labial and occlusal. The
last would agree with many of the terminations used in gen-

eral anatomy, as sphenoid, cuboid, etc.

Dividing the egg-form by a transverse line (Fig. 3) we
may call the lower segment base-oval (or bas-oval), which

would represent the broad variety of the elliptical arch.

The upper or apex segment, which we may des-

ignate by the prefix ap, ap-oval, would represent

the opposite or long elliptical form. To represent

a form between these two, we might use the term

medium oval, or better, med-oval.

The term ap-oval (or ap-ovid), will enable us

to easily dispense with certain incorrect and misleading

terms. The worst, perhaps,

of these is the generally

accepted ''V-s/iapcd archy
This is absolutely a misno-

mer. It is safe to say there

never was nor will be such

an arch.

In the last edition of

% our most practical work

on Orthodontia, to which

; I shall frequently refer, the
' V-shaped arch is thus de-

^"•4- scribed: "The angular or

V-shaped arch is not an uncommon one. In a typical arch

of this character, the teeth, instead of forming an arch, are

arranged m txvo straight but convergent lines which meet at

an angle where the central incisors join each other." [Italics

mine.]

Then the author says, " Fig.— represents this form of

irregularity." It is here reproduced. (Fig. 4.)

It will be observed that there are no straight lines in this

arch. Even the incisors, viewed alone, scarcely make an

angle. This simply comes closely to the form of a pointed

or angular ap-ovoid arch. It has almost the typical small
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end of the egg shape, and no one ever accused an egg of

having straight lines and acute angles.

If a special name be called for (which is

doubtful) to designate the arch wherein

the mesial surfaces of the central incisors

... are so unrelated as to suggest a positive
Fig. 5. angle, the word conoid {sqq Webster) would

be exactly suitable—two curved lines more or less diverging

from the point where they meet. (Fig. 5.)

"saddle-arch"

is another term which should be at once discarded.

There never was a "saddle-shaped" arch which would

have served as a model for the saddle of any horse or donkey

that ever lived. The
arch so called is

simply a constricted

arch. (Fig. 6.) The
word constricted

means drawn to-

gether, cramped,

compressed. It is

used in vegetable

and animal anato-

my to represent the

narrowing of a body

at a given point or

line. In surgery, the

relative term, stric-

ture, is employed to designate the partial closure of a canal

or orifice—as of the urethra or œsophagus. A displacement

lingually of the bicuspid teeth on both sides, which may
include the first molars, with their portions of the alveolar

process, forms a true constriction, and we need no other

term than constricted, to represent it.

It will be seen that there is a marked difference between

the terms constricted and contracted, which has not been

always recognized. One applies to a limited region or line

Fig. 6.
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1

of the object spoken of, the other to its being made smaller

as a whole.

We may constrict a wet sponge with a ligature ; drying

will contract it. Strictly speaking, also, any body said to be

contracted must have been larger, and the word would

rightly apply to the dental arch only in cases where teeth,

having been lost by extraction or decay, those remaining

have moved together lingually, with an actual shortening of

the alveolar processes. The expression, "contracted arch,"

notwithstanding, is often employed to describe a condition

where contraction has never taken place ; and what the

writer or speaker has really in mind is smallness or non-

development.

THE TRUNCATE, TRUNCAL, TRUNCOID OR BI-ANGULAR ARCH.

For a descriptive term applying where the line of the

incisors is nearly straight from cuspid to cuspid, forming

very nearly two obtuse angles, the term trim-

cate (Fig. 7) has been suggested. This term

is also used in botany, as well as physics.

If we adopt the egg-form idea in the man-

ner recommended, it would be well, I think,

to have the terminal syllables agree ; i. e., if

oval then truncal; if ovoid, truncoid ; ovate,

truncate. I incline to the first named. Where fig. 7.

all the teeth except the incisors follow the a Truncate Leaf,

oval curve, as they frequently do in the truncal form, I can

see no objection to the compound trunc-oval {ox \.x\!i\\z-ovo\(^.

If the word angle is to be used at all in describing dental

arches, I can see no objection to the term bi-angular y as

applied to the truncal, where the line of the bicuspids and

molars is nearly straight, so that the cuspids represent, prac-

tically, two obtuse angles.

There is a form of arch occasionally seen—an exaggera-

tion, we may say, of the truncal—where the usual position

of the central incisors is, in a manner, reversed; i.e., their

mesial surfaces look lingually instead of labially—the labial

surfaces of the teeth presenting toward each other, pro-

ducing a slight frontal indentation of the line of the arch.
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For this form also the botanists have given a name beau-

tifully adapted to our need. It is the term rettise. (Fig. 8.)

This peculiarity is often found in the broad, oval form of

arch, and the compound term, retuse-oval, would, as it ap-

pears to me, be accurately descriptive. Where oval lines

are not pronounced, but angularity prominent, the term

trunco-retuse would suggest the form.

We have the term ''crowded'' to express the condition

where, by reason of insufficient room, the teeth have not

been able to assume exactly their normal positions. The
deviations may be slight, or amount to a

considerable irregularity. Some of the

teeth may have been forced labially, others

lingually, from the true line of the arch,

usually with more or less tort.

But we have occasionally a condition

the opposite of this, where there has been

apparently an over development of the

Fig. 8. alveolus; at any rate, between teeth there
A Retuse Leaf. ^^ç. £j.gg spaccs, somctimcs wide separa-

tions. If any name has been given to this condition I am
unaware of the fact, and therefore excusable, I trust, for

suggesting the term séparai.

EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION.

There was a large bas-oval, séparai arch (or with séparai

incisors if '^xo]qz\àx\^, pro-truso-separal}).

SPECIAL POSITIONS OF TEETH.

In the recent work on orthodontia, before referred to,

occurs this sentence:
" When the permanent lower incisors erupt, they make

their appearance inside of the deciduous ones, which soon

loosen and drop out." Now, the author does not really mean

that the larger teeth can occupy positions inside the smaller

ones. If they were inside they could not well be seen. He
means that the permanent incisors appear lingually from the

deciduous incisors. Their position is lingual to the line of

the temporary arch.
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In the same work the subjects of several chapters are

stated as follows:

''Jncisor teeth erupting outside or inside of the arch.''

" Cnspid teeth situated outside or inside of tJie arch.''

" Incisor teeth situated outside or inside of the arch after

dentitio7i is complete."

The author would hardly insist, I think, that the incisors

and cuspids did not constitute parts of the arches in the

mouths wherein they were found. But a body which is

either outside or inside of an arch cannot be a part of it. In

a case where the other teeth were all in proximal contact,

and the misplaced tooth or teeth not in contact with others,

the terms might apply; but such a state of things rarely

exists. As I understand, the author is describing a form of

irregularity /;/ or of t\\ç. dental arch. He means that certain

teeth have erupted, or are situated labially or lingually from

the true line of the arch. There is a condition of labial or

lingual displacement.

Perhaps I am wrong in this, but it seems to me that when
we speak of any dental arch we must include all the teeth

—

certainly all that are in contact. But what are we to say?

Authors are excusable for many expressions which may be

faulty; for we have no agreement in the profession as to fit

terms. Shall we say "cuspids labially (or lingually) mis-

placed?" These are better, I think, than the terms " outside

of" or "inside of," yet a little clumsy, are they not?

The author quoted has also a chapter devoted to " TJie

reduction of e/ongatio?i of the anterior teeth," referring to teeth

which have extruded. This is a misnomer also. Why do we
persist in using this term and its companion, " elongated,"

knowing, as we do, that the teeth have not grown longer?

Again, what term have we to describe the opposite con-

dition, where a tooth falls short of the occlusal line of its

neighbors, either by incomplete eruption, or, as may happen,

from having been driven in? We call the tooth "short,"

though really it is of equal length with its fellow of the oppo-

site side, whereas the question is not one of length, but

position.

We have used the term "protrusion" indiscriminately as
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Fig. 9.

describing either the thrusting forward of a tooth or its

extension beyond the occlusal line. As it seems to me, its

use should be limited to the first named, in accordance with

its true etymology. Protruded represents the condition of

having been put forward or onward. By this limitation, /rc-

trusion would stand for labial displacement. We would say,

then, for example, " Early loss of the deciduous cuspid had

caused complete (or partial) closure of space, z.nd protriisioii of

its successor," or " There was a protrusal left lateral incisor."

The terms extrude, extrusion, ex-

truded, would apply perfectly to

cases of apparent lengthening,

where teeth have moved partially

out of their sockets, longitudi-

nally. (Fig. 9.)

Now, if these terms are allow-

able we may go further and use the words intruded, intrusive,

intrusal, in precisely the same manner, as applying to the

lingual displacements.

But we need yet one

more term to describe the

position of the tooth which

seems shorter than its

neighbors, and in the older

dictionaries we discover

the word subtrude, just in line with our plan—a something

thrust under, as though to pry upward. We may imagine

that a wedge between the occlusal surfaces has driven the

tooth in an apical direction. It is subtruded. Its position is

subtrusal. (Fig. 10.)

So we have a set of four words with uniform terminations :

. -D ^ 1 i
A position forward—displaced

I. rrotrusal. J ^
^

2. Intrusal.

Fig. 10.

3. Extrusal.

4. Subtrusal.

labially.

A position backward or inward—displaced

lingually.

\ Position beyond the occlusal line,

\ (As if lengthened.)

j Position short of occlusal line.

( (As if shortened.)
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If we observe, as we may often, that a tooth has been

both protruded and extruded, we may describe its position

accurately by the compound term ex-protriisal; or where a

tooth stands Hngually, and also short of the occlusal line,

sub-intriisal.

If a protruded tooth has also been carried distally from

the median line we would name its position disto-protrusal

;

or if mesially, incsio-protriisai. Of intruded teeth we would
say disto-intrusal, niesio-intriisal, etc.

TORT, TWIST,—ROTARY DISPLACEMENT.

In the work before referred to the following definitions

are given :

" The term torsion, as applied to the teeth, signifies that

condition in which a tooth is found to be turned upon its

axis. Rotation refers to the act of twisting or turning a

tooth so as to bring it into normal position. Torsion, there-

fore, describes the condition, and rotation the operation."

Now, I am not altogether sure about the accuracy of

these definitions. I have not been able to find a dictionary

in which the word torsion is made to stand for the state or

condition of any body which has been twisted. Webster
says, defining torsion :

" from Lat. torquere, torsi, tortum, to

twist."

1. "The act of turning or twisting; the twisting or

wrenching of a body by the exertion of a lateral force."

2. (Mech.) " That force with which a thread or wire

tends to return to a state of rest after it has been twisted."

It will be seen that the term applies strictly to the act of

turning or returning, and not to the position of the thing

acted upon. In the case of a tooth, the word torsion would

apply to the active process or movement originally toward

the mal-position, or to the disposition and power of return-

ing to a twisted position after treatment, but we cannot

make it descriptive of a condition or state, unless we give an

entirely new meaning to the word. The words tort and

tortile, however, do apply to a state or condition of the

thing spoken of. Tort, in law, is a name for a wrong, an
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injury, a condition twisted,—not right on legal lines. Tortile

means " twisted, wreathed, coiled." These terms apply to

things, conditions, states, brought about by torsion.

I doubt that we have the right to use the word torsion to

accord with the definition quoted.

But there is no doubt that tort would be a noun standing

strictly for the condition of the tooth spoken of. Tortile

(or tortal) would be the adjective applied to either tooth

or position, as for example, " The tooth had a mesio-labial

tort." " There was tort of the left lateral incisor mesio-

lingually." To borrow the language of the author quoted,

tort would signify " that condition in which a tooth is found

to be turned upon its

axis." But we would

say of the tooth, " It

was tortal, or it had a

tortal position." (We
might add, mesio-la-

bial, 45 degrees, signi-

fying that the mesial

surface of the tooth

was turned labially |- of

a complete revolution.)

In a condition of

tort, the relations of

all the surfaces of a

tooth are wrong. For example, if there be disto-lingual

tort, the distal surface presents semi-lingually the lingual

surface semi-mesially, the mesial surface semi-labially, etc.

Therefore, we may greatly simplify description by agreeing

on certain surfaces as, starting points. I will suggest that

we make these the mesial and distal. If we say, for example,

mesio-lingual, or disto-labial tort, giving the number of de-

grees, the position of every surface may be at once under-

stood ; for all must have moved in the same direction, in

the same ratio of distance, as the result of torsion. (Fig. 1 1.)

As a matter of fact, when we undertake to correct the

position of a tooth, in tort, t\\fc force we exercise is torsion,

Fig. II.
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and the term would be a good one. But wc have adopted

pretty generally the word rotation, which in its original

meaning applied only to the action of the body undergoing

movement around a given center. For example, we would

say, the rotation of the earth, or of a wheel, not referring to

the power that moved the earth or the hand that turned the

wheel. But recently it has been deemed allowable to say

we rotate crops, or men in office (which is incorrect, for we
do not turn them round and round) ; and now we have got so

far in our philological rotation that we rotate teeth.

The teeth rotate ; there is no doubt about that ; and it is

said we rotate the teeth. It almost gives us a turn, but we
seem compelled to use the term for lack of anything else as

good, and we have the authority now of the Century Dic-

tionary therefor.

INCLINATION—INCLINED.

Here are words which it seems to me we have not used

as often and as systematically as we ought, to signify the

leaning position of a tooth or of teeth. We find teeth

which are not as a whole misplaced lingually, labially or oth-

erwise, yet they lean or incline one way or another. Perhaps

the inclination of the crown in one direction is offset by the

pointing of the root in the opposite. But little account is

taken usually of the position of a root ; it is the relation of

the crown to other crowns that we observe. The inclina-

tion does not amount to a protrusion or intrusion, though we
may say of it that it is protruj'^/ or intru.w/. But perhaps

it is quite as frequently mesial or distal, often asa conse-

quence of the loss of adjoining teeth. It sometimes hap-

pens also that there is pretty much the same inclination of

several teeth in a row, usually in the mesial direction.

I wish merely to suggest that we use the terms inclined

and inclination in a methodical way, as for example, " the

second inferior left bicuspid inclined disto-labially ;" "the
right inferior second molar had a considerable inclination

(or an inclination of degrees) mesio-lingually." These
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forms instead of the common expressions, leaned, tipped,

tipping, tipped in, tipped forward, etc.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. J. J. R. Patrick, of Belleville, III, called Dr. New-
kirk to the Chair and said : This is a question that will

never be settled. Like the harp of a thousand strings, the

more it is played on the better music you get. The discus-

sion of this question gives us good practice. We cannot fail

to learn something when such questions are discussed. It is

an admitted fact that certain races of men have, in the major-

ity of cases, a special type of arch. The term constricted

arch is a very proper term, and is applied in surgery to any

portion of the body where collapse is possible, as the intes-

tines, throat, air-passages. Gothic arch is a correct term for

the arch which comes to a point, an apex. This term covers

the whole field. The arch is not constricted, but may be

regular in its irregularity, both sides being alike, but coming

to a point. I have never seen an arch deserving the term

truncal (as per diagram). It must be borne in mind that the

teeth are individual organs, any one being liable to be very

much larger or smaller than all the others ; they are liable to

be giants or dwarfs. A tooth extrusal is gigantal. Ante-

version is a most proper term, but it is not prognathism—the

latter is never seen in the deciduous teeth—the infant Afri-

can is as flat-faced as the European baby. Anteversion

expresses a projection of the teeth independently of the jaw

itself. Retroversion, of course, expresses the reverse. We
may have reversion to right or left, external or internal.

Torsion is generally used to correct the position of a

tooth abnormally rotated, and implies corrective force. The
tooth is rotated on its axis to many degrees anterior or pos-

terior. These few terms occur to me at this time as being

in general use, while those suggested require study and ex-

planation.

Dr. J. Y. Crawford, of Nashville, Tcnn.,wished to ask

Dr. Newkirk how he would describe a tooth which he calls
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intrusal (as per diagram) but turned half-way round on its

axis.

Dr. Newkirk thought it might be called "complete

tort" or intrusal with 180 degrees tort.

Dr. C. R. Taylor, of Streator, 111,, said that the use of

words could not be settled even by a dental congress. It

is necessarily a thing of gradual growth. When we have

perfect writers we will have more perfect terms. We can

only adopt the terms we find to be used by the best authors.

A committee of the World's Columbian Dental Congress-

men of great linguistic powers, should submit certain words

to the profession for general adoption, to be criticised or

recommended in each branch or subject.

Dr. J. Y. Crawford said that he made no claim to

being a scholar, a scientist, or a philologist, but he thought

that scientific truths were entitled to a safe depository, to a

place of safe keeping. This discussion offers the strongest

argument in favor of higher education, linguistic education

for the dental profession. Truth can find its safest lodg-

ment in a so-called dead language—one which is not subject

to change and innovation. This argument is relied on by

the (numerically) strongest religious denomination. The
process of evolution changes and vitiates language. It is

extremely unfortunate that we cannot agree on fixed terms

to indicate certain things, so that each one could understand

all the others clearly. In some of our best writings I have

to labor to understand the style of expression as much as

the thoughts themselves.

Dr. E. Noves, of Chicago. Contracted is not a proper

term to use for a thing that has never been any larger, and

constricted seems to me open to the same objection. We
use these terms for comparison with the standard of normal

development.

Dr. Newkirk. I have purposed to present simply what

has occurred to mc, after as close analysis as I have been

capable of making. Constriction is due to the exertion of

extraneous force. A small arch is simply undeveloped.

Dr. Black here read portions of the second part of his
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paper, which was illustrated by tabulated statements of

great value for the student. He said, in reply to Dr.

Crawford's remark, that the proper safe deposit vault is an

accurately defined nomenclature, whether in Latin or the

English language matters not, so that it is written and accu-

rately defined. The question will be ultimately settled by
the scientific "survival of the fittest."

Dr. Patrick referred to the omission of all names for

margins—there can be no surface without a margin, and

these should be distinctively named.

Dr. Black said that this was done, both in the unread

portions of his paper, and in his work on the "Anatomy of

the Teeth."

Dr. Crawford wished to ask as to the propriety of the

use of the word clinician to express a person appointed to

give clinical instruction, the word more properly referring

to the services of the physician at the bedside.

Dr. Black said that a technical term is properly a word
used out of its ordinary dictionary sense, and which requires

an explanation. Such words are necessary, and gramma-
rians must correct their grammar to agree with good usage.

Hence, clinician is a good word, and supplies a deficiency,

not supplanting another equally good or better known.

We may fix nomenclature till we are gray, and until the

next generation grows gray, but there is no fixity while

science is progressive.

Adjourned.

THIRD SESSION.

On Thursday, August 17th, the Section was called to

order, at 2:30 P. M., by the Chairman, Dr. J. J. R. Patrick.

The following paper was then read :

DENTAL NOMENCLATURE.

By Wm. O. Kulp, D.D.S., Davenport, Ia.

In the year 1885, at the session of the American Dental

Association, I presented to the committee on nomenclature
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a paper describing the nomenclature of the surfaces of the

teeth, for simple consultation; but, after reading it to them,

I was urged by the committee to present it to the associa-

tion. I was made to believe by the committee that it was
the best systematic and descriptive nomenclature of the sur-

faces of the teeth ever presented to the profession. I have

ßince re-arranged and added to it, until now it is much more
acceptable— by comparison with other systems— than it was
before. The system is based upon the outlines of anato-

mists, so far as they go in their description of the teeth, as

to surfaces exposed toward the mesial line of the body, and
marginal surfaces exposed toward the brain and soles of the

feet. Our specialty is like a continuation or an annex to

the old structure of medicine and surgery. We must, there-

fore, have the privilege of coining terms and words suitable

to our specialty. Shall they be Greek, Latin or vernacular?

I should oppose the adoption of either Latin or Greek
per se. We can, however, hardly adopt vernacular systems

without encroaching upon these languages to a greater or

less extent. The terms used should be self-explanatory—
not misleading or ambiguous. We have the advantage of

modern civilization and education to aid us in our search for

such terms.

The nomenclature for the surfaces of the teeth, to which

I desire to call your attention, is based upon anatomical out-

lines and Latin and Greek derivatives— anglicized sufificiently

to be self-explanatory to all who know the teeth by their

present names, viz.:

Incisors, central and lateral (right and left, upper and
lower).

Cuspids (right and left, upper and lower).

Bicuspids, first and second (right and left, upper and
lower).

Molars, first, second and third (right and left, upper and
lower).

I believe the profession the world over name them in this

way, or, at least, are familiar with the terms. The mapping,

or subdividing of the surfaces of the teeth is a matter of
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some importance to the operative dentist, and of greater

importance to the teacher and student. To them a tooth

presents five surfaces, viz.: Labial and buccal, lingual, two

proximating and the occluding or grinding surfaces. These

surfaces are sub-divided both longitudinally and transversely,

so that it becomes an easy matter to definitely locate cavi-

ties by numbers, on any of the surfaces of the teeth. The
transverse division of all teeth is into thirds, beginning with

the occluding or grinding surface, and ending with the mar-

gin of the alveolus, and named as follows:

1. Occluding or grinding third. 3. Cervical third.

2. Middle third.

Longitudinally the surfaces are divided into

ist. Labial or buccal surface. 4th. Lingual surface.

2d. Marginal surface. 5th. Occluding or grinding sur-

3d. Proximating surface. face.

With these outlines we begin with the central incisors,

and thus go through the entire set, describing each tooth

minutely, the same terms applying to each side of the

mesial line (right or left) and upper and lower teeth.

CENTRAL INCISOR.

1. Occluding third. 5th. Lingual surface.

2. Middle third. 6th. Latero-lingual margin.

3. Cervical third. 7th. Latero-proximal surface.

ist. Labial surface. 8th. Latero-labial margin.

2d. Centro-labial margin. 9th. Occluding surface or infe-

3d. Centro-proximal surface. rior margin.

4th. Centro-lingual margin.

LATERAL INCISOR.

1. Occluding third. 5th. Lingual surface.

2. Middle third. 6th Cuspo-lingual margin.

3. Cervical third. 7th. Cuspo-proximal surface.

1st. Labial surface. 8th. Cuspo-labial margin.

2d. Centro-labial margin. 9th. Occluding surface or infe-

3d. Centro-proximal surface. rior margin.

4th. Centro-lingual margin.
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CUSPID.

1. Occluding third.

2. Middle third.

3. Cervical third,

ist. Labial surface.

2d. Latero-labial margin.

3d. Latero-proximal surface.

4th. Latero-lingual margin.

5th. Lingual surface.

6th. Bicuspo-lingual margin.

7th. Bicuspo-proximal surface.

8th. Bicuspo-labial margin.

9th. Occluding surface or infe-

rior margin.

FIRST BICUSPID.

The buccal muscles covering these teeth, and the occlud-

ing surfaces being differently shaped, we cannot use the

same terms in our description of them, and preserve the

text (self-explanatory), so we use the term buccal for labial,

and grinding for occluding.

1. Grinding third.

2. Middle third.

3. Cervical third,

ist. Buccal surface.

2d. Cuspo-buccal margin.

3d. Cuspo-proximal surface.

4th. Cuspo-lingual margin.

5th. Lingual surface.

6th. Bicuspo-lingual margin.

7th. Bicuspo-proximal surface,

8th. Grinding surface.

1. (a) Lingual cusp

2. {d) Buccal cusp.

SUBDIVISION OF GRINDING SURFACE.

3. {c) Bicuspo-fissure.

SECOND BICUSPID.

3-

ist.

2d.

3d.

Grinding third.

Middle third.

Cervical third.

Buccal surface.

Bicuspo-buccal margin.

Bicuspo-proximal surface.

4th. Bicuspo-lingual margin.

5th. Lingual surface.

6th. Bicuspo-lingual margin.

7th. Bicuspo-proximal surface.

8th. Molo-buccal margin.

9th. Grinding surface.

SUBDIVISION OF GRINDING SURFACE.

(a) Lingual cusp.

[1)) Buccal cusp.

(c) Bicuspo-fissure.

FIRST UPPER MOLAR.

I.

2,

3-

ist.

2d.

3d.

Grinding third. 4th.

Middle third. 5th.

Cervical third. 6th.

Buccal surface. 7th.

Bicuspo-buccal margin. 8th.

Bicuspo-proximal surface. 9th.

Bicuspo-lingual margin.

Lingual surface.

Molo-lingual margm.
Molo-proximal surface.

Molo-buccal margin.

Grinding surface.
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SUBDIVISION OF GRINDING SURFACE.

Ko. I. Anterior buccal cusp.

"
2. Posterior buccal cusp.

"
3. Lingual cusp, or prominence.

'•
4. Anterior or central fissure.

'•
4. {a) Centro-anterior fissure.

"
4. [b) Centro-buccal fissure.

' •

4. [c) Centro-lingual fissure.

"
5. Posterior, or lingual cross fissure.

"
5. {d) All fissures compounded.

SECOND UPPER MOLAR.

1. Grinding third.

2. Middle third.

3. Cer\'ical third,

ist. Buccal surface.

2d. Molo-buccal margin.

3d. Molo-proximal surface.

4th. Molo-lingual margin.

5th. Lingual surface.

6th. Third molo-lingual margin.

7th. Third molo-proximal surface.

8th. Third molo-buccal margin.

9th. Grinding surface.

SUBDIVISION OF GRINDING SURFACE.

1. Anterior buccal cusp.

2. Posterior buccal cusp.

3. Lingual cusp, or prominence.

4. Central fissure.

4. {a) Centro-anterior fissure.

4. ib) Centro-buccal fissure.

4. {c) Centro-lingual fissure.

5. Posterior lingual cross fissure.

5. {d) All fissures compounded,

THIRD UPPER MOLAR.

1. Grinding third. 3d. Molo-proximal surface.

2. Middle third. 4th. Molo-lmgual margin.

3. Cervical third, 5*^- Lingual surface,

ist. Buccal surface. 6th. Posterior surface.

2d. Molo-buccal margin. 7th. Grinding surface.

SUBDIVISION OF GRINDING SURFACE.

1. Anterior buccal cusp. 3. Lingual prominence.

2. Posterior buccal cusp. 4- Central fissure.
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The lower molars, differing from the upper in their grind-

ing surfaces, need a separate subdivision of this surface.

1. Anterior buccal cusp.

2. Posterior buccal cusp.

3. Anterior lingual cusp.

4. Posterior lingual cusp.

5. Central fissure.

5. (a) Centro-anterior fissure.

5. (d) Centro-buccal fissure.

5. {c) Centro-posterior fissure.

5. (a) Centro-lingual fissure.

6. (e) Buccal pit fissure.

The second and third lower molar surfaces have the same

subdivisions.

CAVITY NOTATION.

As all nations are familiar with, and most of them use,

the digits from one to ten to express numbers, a system of

cavity notation based upon these figures must at once be

recognized as international. The system that I have used

for some years in my teaching is based upon the numbers

from one to ten, making ten distinct and simple cavities in

each tooth, each number always occupying the same division

in each tooth ; so that, if the tooth is named and the number
referred to, the location of the cavity is at once recognized.

Each number or figure has its compounds with other figures,

but there is never any necessity to increase the numbers

above ten. On the labial, lingual and buccal surfaces we
have but one number. If a cavity occupies more than one

division of the tooth, it is so designated. As for instance:

the No. I labial surface of the central incisor may involve

the middle and cervical divisions of the tooth. It would

then be expressed No. i Comp, m c, if the larger portion

of the filling was in the middle third. If the larger part was

in the cervical third, it would be expressed by using c/m.

instead of m 'c, and so in the same manner in the lingual

and buccal surfaces, while on the proximating surfaces each

cavity has its specific number. As we find the greater pro-

portion of the cavities we are called upon to treat located
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upon these surfaces, their surface numbers are compounded
instead of the divisions of the teeth.

Notation and location of cavities by figures upon the sur-

faces of central incisors (upper and lower, right and left) :

Cavity No. i. Labial surface.

" "2. Cervical third, centro-proximal surface.
" " 3. Middle third, centro-proximal surface.
" "4- Occluding third, centro-proximal surface.
" " 5. Occluding or marginal surface.

" " 6. Occluding third, latero-proximal surface.

" " 7. Middle third, latero-proximal surface.
" "8. Cervical third, latero-proximal surface.

" " 9. Lingual surface.
" " 10. Occluding and middle thirds (Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7).

Any of these numbers may be compounded with others.

When so, all numbers involved in a given cavity should be

mentioned, beginning with the number where the larger

part of the filling is located. As, for instance, a large gold

filling, occupying the entire centro-proximal surface of

a central incisor; the largest part of the contour being in the

occluding third (or No. 4); it would then be expressed as

Nos. 4, 3 and 2 Comp., upper central incisor. The same

rule governs in all cases, on all teeth.

Cavity notation of lateral incisors (upper and lower, right

and left) :

Cavity No. i. Labial surface.

" "2. Cervical third, centro-proximal surface.

" "3. Middle third, centro-proximal surface.

" "4. Occluding third, centro-proximal surface.

" " 5. Occluding or marginal surface.

" " 6. Occluding third, cuspo-proximal surface.

" " 7. Middle third, cuspo-proximal surface.

" "8. Cervical third, cuspo-proximal surface.

" "9. Lingual surface.

" "10. Occluding and middle thirds compounded.

Notation of cavities on cuspids (upper and lower, right

and left) :

Cavity No. i. Labial surface.

" " 2. Cervical third, latero-proximal surface.

" "3. Middle third, latero-proximal surface.

" "4. Occluding third, latero-proximal surface.



Cavity
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Notation of cavities of the second molars (upper):

Cavity No. I. Buccal surface.

" "2. Cervical third, molo-proximal surface.

" " 3. Middle third, molo-proxirnal surface.

*' "4. Grinding third, molo-proximal surface.
*' " 5. Centro-fissure grinding surface.

" " 5. (a) Centro-anterior fissure.

" "5- {^) Centro-buccal fissure.

" " 5. W Centro-lingual fissure.

" "
S- i^) Posterior (or lingual cross) fissure.

" "6. Grinding third, third molo-proximal surface.
" " 7. Middle third, third molo-proximal surface.

" " 8. Cervical third, third molo-proximal surface.

" "9. Lingual surface.

" " 10. Entire grinding surface.

Notation of cavities on the surfaces of the third molars

(upper) :

Cavity No. i. Buccal surface.

" "2. Cervical third, molo-proximal surface.

Middle third, molo-proximal surface.

Grinding third, molo-proximal surface.

Centro-fissure grinding surface.

Grindmg third, posterior surface.

Middle third, posterior surface.

Cervical third, posterior surface.

Lingual surface.

Entire grinding surface.

Buccal surface (or pit fissure).

Cervical third, bicuspo-proximal surface.

Middle third, bicuspo-proximal surface.

Grinding third, bicuspo-proximal surface.

Centro-fissure grinding surface.

{a) Centro-anterior fissure, grinding surface.

{b) Centro-buccal fissure, grinding surface.

(p) Centro-postenor fissure, grinding surface.

(/) Centro-lingual fissure, grinding surface.

{c) Compound, all fissures on grinding surface involved.

Grinding third, molo-proximal surface.

Middle third, molo-proximal surface.

Cervical third, molo-proximal surface.

Lingual surface.

Grinding third, compounding of entire grinding surface.

"
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Notation ol
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faces, while those exposed toward the soles of the feet, the

"inferior marginal" surfaces.

With reference to the teeth, the cutting edges and the

grinding surfaces of the lower jaw would be understood to

be the superior marginal surface, while the same surfaces

in the upper jaw would be the inferior marginal surface.

The terms used in defining more minutely certain portions

of the approximating surfaces of the teeth, such as approxi-

mating lingual margin, approximating labial margin, and

the proximating surfaces themselves, can be used in form-

ing a nomenclature of the teeth for use in operative den-

tistry, in which the outlines of anatomists, as understood

and established, need not be ignored, but taken as a basis

upon which to build the structure. As our specialty is

comparatively young, we must be permitted to coin new

terms to suit our uses. The question then arises: Shall

these terms be based upon the Latin and Greek, or shall

they be wholly English? Why should we borrow our

terms from dead or foreign languages? We may appro-

priately use words with Latin or Greek derivatives, for the

English is largely composed of derivatives from other

languages. But to compel us to submit to the use of Latin

or Greek terms in which to name the surfaces and opera-

tions upon the teeth seems absurd. We need no terms

that are mysterious to the general public. The require-

ment of international terms cannot have much weight, as a

greater proportion of our profession all over the world have

been taught and understand English, than those who have

learned and can understand Latin and Greek. Already we

see English in the curriculum of all well-governed institu-

tions of learning of all countries. Some of us will live to

see the day when all men of business and education, as well

as the great majority of the commoner people, will know

English as well as any other language. Then why should

new specialties use "old timber" any more than is abso-

lutely essential for the structure? The nomenclature of a

profession is the signboard of its intelligence and training.

Mysterious, high-sounding words and phrases have about
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had their day. The general public is becoming too intelli-

gent to be courted into reverence and awe of a profession

by them.

The terms to be used in dentistry in the future, in my
opinion, should be largely in the English language, and, as

far as possible, should be self-explanatory, based upon the

foundation of older specialties only as far as we come into

contact with them. There should be a thorough weeding

out of all the old, ambiguous and incongruous terms, and

new ones substituted that are in thorough harmony with

the position already indicated. It should cover the whole

ground.

The attempt to base a system of nomenclature of the

surfaces of the teeth upon the terms "Mesial" and "Distal,"

is not in anatomical harmony, therefore a self-evident failure.

The central incisor is really the only tooth of all the set

that these terms would be applicable to. For here we find

the centro-proximal surfaces are exposed toward the mesial

line, while the latero-proximal surfaces are farthest from this

line, therefore correct. The lateral incisors being the sec-

ond teeth in the arch, do not always retain the same posi-

tion, therefore the centro-proximal surfaces of lateral

incisors are not always toward the mesial line. Neither are

the cuspo-proximal surfaces the most distant from the line ;

therefore cannot be properly called the mesial and distal sur-

faces. The same is true with the cuspids ; while in the

bicuspids and molars the mesial surface would be the lin-

gual, and the distal the buccal surface— not at all as in-

tended by the framcrs of this system, all misleading to

students and anatomists. If you should refer to the mesial

surface of a molar before anatomists, they would at once

infer that you meant the surface towards the mesial line,

which would bathe lingual surface; while the distal surface

would be understood to be the buccal.

Now let us look at the other system— that of

ANTERIOR AND POSTERIOR SURFACES.

Anterior means toward the orifice (or opening) of the
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mouth, while posterior means that surface farthest from the

opening (or orifice). Then, in the central incisor, the ante-

rior surface would be the labial, while the posterior would

be the lingual or palatine. This is true also with the lateral

incisors, and partially true with the cuspids, while in the

centrals, the meaning is, that anterior surfaces are the approx-

imating surfaces, i. e., centro-proximal, while the latero-prox-

imal surfaces are meant to be the posterior. When we get

back to the bicuspids and molars, this system is nearly cor-

rect ; but, because of the inaccuracy of the system with the

front teeth, it cannot' be accepted as perfect or faultless.

There is still a "looking for something better."

We need a system of nomenclature by which every term

used will explain itself, so that as soon as we learn the names

of the teeth we can understand the terms used in describing

the surfaces of any tooth.

While we do not ignore the landmarks of the anato-

mists, we simply begin where they leave off and build up a

structure wholly for the benefit of the operative dentist,

who recognizes five surfaces on each of the teeth. These

should be named so that the terms used, as far as possible,

are self-explanatory to the minds of all dentists.

In the case of figures for cavity notation, a language is

presented that all nations can understand, and, with the

mapping of the surfaces of the teeth I present herewith, I

imagine that any one at all familiar with the teeth will have

very little difficulty in mastering the subject.

The boundary lines of simple and compound cavities are

very much simplified by this system, and by adding the

French system of denoting the depth of decay, the dif-

ferent stages of decay can be easily referred to, so that any

one can be easily understood. The French system is as-

follows, viz.:

First degree, when it is superficial.

Second degree, when decay extends into the dentine.

Third degree, when the pulp is exposed.

Fourth degree, when it becomes a pulp case.

Take for example : No. 3, central incisor, decay second

degree.
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The cavity may be opened at either centro-labial or

lingual margins, choosing the frailest—preferably the lingual.

The frail portion of the labial margin should be trimmed

off and beveled, so that the filling material will hug close to

it ; wliile the contouring must be mainly done here, so that

the filling will approximate the opposite tooth instead of

the margins of the cavity. The lingual margin should have

a concaved surface, in order that it may be self-cleansing, the

manner of shaping the cavity and making the retaining an-

gle or points are left to the operator's ingenuity.

Whenever two divisions of a tooth are involved, it be-

comes a compound cavity— as, for example, take the above

described cavity. No. 3. It may involve No. 2 also—it

would be expressed by Nos. 2 and 3 compound ; or the

decay may extend over the entire centro-proximal surface.

Nos. 2, 3 and 4 compound, right or left central—simply

naming the tooth, and the numbers involved will at once lo-

cate the cavity and its extent, to any one at all familiar with

this method.

Take another example, that of a bicuspid. Where we
find decay extending over both proximal surfaces, involving

the fissure, we would then have Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8

compounded. Directions can be given how to trim the

cuspo and bicuspo-lingual margins, so that the filling mate-

rial may protect these margins, leaving the formation of the

cavity to the operator or teacher.

The above serving simply as examples, in the same man-

ner all the cavities can be explained, and minute directions

given as to their compounds and boundary lines, without

any confusion or ambiguity.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. J. L. Secher, delegate from Copenhagen, Denmark,
explained a system of notation for the teeth and cavities

which is very simple, but deficient in that it makes no pro-

vision for locating fissures or the portion of a surface on

which a cavity may be located. The teeth are numbered
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from one to eight, beginning at the median hne, the upper

teeth being designated by the sign plus (+) the lower by the

minus sign (-); the teeth on the right are indicated by -i,

-2, etc., those on the left i-, 2-, etc. The surfaces are

4
noted 3 I 5 -. A cavity on the grinding-surface of a

2

right upper second molar would be indicated by -(-
7I; on

the distal approximal surface of a lower left second bicus-

pid would be -5.*.. Dr. Secher's command of the English

language being very limited, his remarks were confined to

illustrations of these figures, which, as stated by Dr. Kulp,

was a revival of the system of the elder Zsigmondy, given

to the prof-ession in 1861.

Dr. a. C. Hewett, of Chicago, said that, as we are par-

ticularly an English-speaking people, he wished to ask if, in

case the Congress adopts a system of nomenclature, it would

be construed as international in its scope, or would it simply

be one to be adopted by the English-speaking people of

the world?

Dr. J. J. R. Patrick, of Belleville, 111., said there never

would be formulated a system for universal adoption. These

papers were only the expression of individual opinion. No
discretion was given the Sections. The papers were accept-

ed, read, discussed, and placed in the hands of the Commit-

tee on Publication.

Dr. Hewett wished to express his hearty approval of

the system proposed by Dr. Kulp, which appears to be

simple, accurate and complete. He wished to compliment

his acute, nice distinction in the use of words. We want

English words with which to propound English questions,

to be answered by English-speaking pupils. He particularly

commended the distinction drawn between the grinding sur-

face and the occluding surface of the different teeth. He
thought that with but very little study he would be able to so

locate any possible cavity in any tooth that Dr. Kulp would

at once recognize the position he had in mind. He said

that he was not a teacher himself, but he frequently had
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occasion in writing to desire a more simple form of locating

a cavity than to say, for instance, that it was about half-way

down the outside surface of a left lower molar; that required

too many words.

There being no further remarks. Dr. Kulp, in closing the

discussion, said that he had endeavored to be very specific

in his use of terms. So far there has not appeared in any

text-book any absolute, unbroken system. He found he

required a system that he could use from the first day of a

session to the last, which, once taught in the first lecture,

would be retained unchanged. In this system he has coined

no new words— has only used derivations from words in

general use, which explain themselves to any one at all

familiar with the teeth. The committee will not find it

possible to recommend any arbitrary system ; many will be

presented, discussed, placed before the profession in the

journals, and perhaps at the next international congress a

system may be adopted, acceptable to all. His own system

he has found satisfactory to himself and acceptable to his

pupils.

The paper of Dr. Whitney, on the crania of ancient

Hawaiians, referred to this Section, was not discussed.

Adjourned. •

FOURTH SESSION.

On Friday, August i8th, the Section was called to order

by the Chairman, Dr. J. J. R. Patrick, at 2.30 P. M.

The following paper was then read by the Secretary of

the Section :

DENTISTRY IN NORWAY AND THE USE OF COCAINE AS
A LOCAL ANAESTHETIC.

By Miss Martine Magnus, Christiansand, Norway.

As it seems to me that the conditions under which den-

tistry is practiced in our country is almost unknown in

America, I will try to treat this subject briefly. Since 1857
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we have had our own regulations for dentistry and for exam-

inations, which are held in Christiana, the capital of Norway.

During the last years, these regulations or rules have been

rendered more and more severe, and greater efforts are being

made now. What we are still wanting, and what we are

trying hard to get, is a school of dentistry for our students,

who, under the present conditions, are obliged to work

during three years, without interruption, to be examined

and authorized dentists in Norway. Provided with a certifi-

cate signed by such a dentist, that one has worked during

the time required, one is allowed to submit for examination;

without having passed this examination nobody can practice

in this country.

The public examination is passed upon by a Commission,

composed of physicians and dentists. The applicant has

to give proof of his knowledge orally and in writing ; it is

necessary for him to have a perfect knowledge of the frame

of the body, its anatomy, histology and physiology. It is

especially required that he shall be acquainted with the

anatomy and physiology of the teeth, jaws, mouth, and sur-

rounding parts, the ordinary and the special pathology and

therapeutics of the teeth, jaws and mouth, and also pharma-

cology. He must further understand the different methods

of operating, use of instruments for extracting teeth, the pro-

duction, composition and technical treating of ordinary mate-

rials for filling teeth and of prosthetic material, chemistry,

metallurgy and physics. Besides this, the applicant m.ust

show specimen operations in gold filjings, filling of roots of

the teeth, and pulling of teeth, making of casts—of the lat-

ter he has to make a model and a complete set of teeth ; one

of these sets is made on a metal base, with teeth soldered

on, the other on caoutchouc.

In 1892 there were in Norway one hundred and thirty-

five dentists, among these eleven females ; the first female

dentist passed her examination in 1872. Norway was the

first country among the Scandinavian countries which granted

the right for this position to women. We have now a Den-

tal Association, the membership in which can be acquired by
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men as well as by women. It is the aim of this association

to work for the development of our class, and we can already

see a good progress.

Now I want to talk to you about cocaine and the impor-

tance of this drug as a local anaesthetic in dentistry.

It has always been the desire of our art to find a remedy
which would partially or entirely diminish pains caused by
our operations, and for this purpose it seems to me, not-

withstanding that many of my colleagues refuse this remedy,

I believe that cocaine is one of the best remedies. I have

had it in use for four years, every day, and in various and

most distinct cases, and have observed the following results:

It produces a very satisfactory effect in most cases, especially

for extractions and for all operations on the soft parts of the

mouth; the least effect is perceived in the dentine, but in

inflammation of the pulp it produces the desired effect. It

has been asserted and proved more than once, that cocaine

may become dangerous, and even has resulted in death, but

I wish to say that I, for myself, have never had such an ex-

perience.

When I first began to apply cocaine, I used a 10% solu-

tion, but then I experienced very often in consequence of it

that my patients suffered from palpitations, or that they

more or less swooned away for a short time, after which a

certain weariness was perceptible. The latter lasted once

for two days. I cause the patient, in each case, to stay with

me for such a time that I may feel sure that no disagreeable

consequences are liable to follow after he has left me.

Later I administered a solution of 7%, at present a 5%, of

which I give to the patient, according to age and disposition,

from one-half to one grain. I have, even with a 5% injec-

tion, drawn three teeth by dividing the cocaine into three

equal parts, but in this case it was a patient whom I knew
and where I was certain that the cocaine would exert its in-

fluence only slightly and for a short time; he was a man 40
years old.

At first I brush the gum with a 20% solution and then

after a few minutes, when the gum becomes insensible to
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the puncture of the instrument, I inject one-half of it on

the lingual side of the tooth near the root of same, and after

five minutes I draw it. It proves less successful if a strong

periostitis prevails. I may also add that I believe that the

individual effect of cocaine is because the same quantity,

given under proportionally the same external conditions,

does not always give the same result ; but, nevertheless, the

pains are in each case so considerably lessened that the pa-

tient always assures me that the method is a much better

one than drawing teeth without cocaine. In cases of

tumors of the gum and during their treatment, cocaine

proves to be very effective if often used in the aforesaid man-

ner. It may also be used with favorable results for cleaning

the teeth, because the gingivae are very sensitive, but it is

without effect on the sensitive dentine, while I have treated

a very sensitive pulp and finished an operation without

causing the least pain to the patient.

After personal experience gained in the use of cocaine, I

feel safe to use it wherever it is needed and I will continue

to use it until medical science shall have found a positively

not dangerous and surely effective remedy. Cocaine has

so often helped me to calm the most impatient people that

I shall always use it.

Adjourned sine die.
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It would be impossible to exaggerate the value of a

good set of teeth and of a healthy mouth. This holds

good whether the denture be regarded as an important

organ of digestion, as a valuable factor in the mechanism

of speech, or as a decorative appendage, which adds to

the beauty or attractiveness of its owner's appearance. Yet

there is, probably, no portion of the physical economy

which is so generally and systematically neglected. It is

not surprising, therefore, that the digestion, the speech

and the appearance of the bulk of the community are

most seriously affected by this general carelessness, which

is only equalled by the ignorance from which it arises.

Caries is the scientific name of the disease which results

in the wholesale disintegration of the tissues of the teeth,

which are the hardest structures entering into man's com-

position. Its injurious effects are enormously increased by

the fact that, if neglected, caries almost inevitably leads to

a train of diseases which have a most serious influence upon

the well-being of the entire organism.

There can be no doubt that defective cleanliness is a

practical cause of this disease, which is by far the most con-

tinuously prevalent of all the diseases occurring during

childhood and school life, and, one might almost add, during

infancy. Professional opinion throughout the world has

long been unanimous as to the prevalence of dental diseases

among children.

*See page 206, Vol. I, Transactions World's Columbian Dental Congress.

yli
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A communication, read by Mr. Fisher, of Dundee, to the

British Dental Association in 1885, advocating compulsory

attention to the teeth of school children, originated a

movement which has continued with increasing force and

influence ever since. The practical outcome of this move-

ment was the appointment of a committee to arrange a uni-

form scheme of investigation as to the condition of the

teeth of school children throughout the country, in order to

obtain statistics for the following purposes: Firstly, to

acquire a more exact knowledge of the condition of chil-

dren's teeth at various ages; and secondly, to show, by

means of the facts thus acquired, the disabilities under

which children frequently suffer in their growth and

development, and the important results to the future health

of the individual.

This investigation is not yet complete; but a number of

examinations of a trustworthy nature have been made to

sufficiently prove the almost apalling frequency in youth of

dental caries and other diseases of the mouth, especially

during the period of school life.

The frequency of caries is due to a variety of conditions,

which may be assigned to two distinct categories, the one

intrinsic and the other extrinsic. Intrinsic conditions are

those which arise from incomplete development, deficient

nutrition, or the mal-position of individual or of several

teeth, all of which defects, by lowering their power of

resistance, open points of easy attack to the disease. They

must, therefore, be regarded as predisposing conditions, in

contradistinction to all extrinsic agencies.

Faulty*structure of the teeth is the most important of

all the predisposing causes of dental caries, just as a lump

of table salt dissolves more rapidly in water, on account

of its porosity, than an equally large piece of rock salt.

Porous dentine is more rapidly broken down than is well-

developed, resistant dentine, because acid can more rapidly

penetrate the tissue, and less acid is required to complete

the destructive process.

Deep fissures are usually found on the grinding surfaces
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of the back teeth, frequently on the surfaces of the front

teeth next to the tongue, and more rarely on other surfaces.

These naturally favor a continual retention of remnants of

food, and thus, owing to the absence at the fissures of an

intact covering of enamel, lead to caries. If the enamel

over the rest of the tooth is also poorly developed, then

the advance of disease will be all the more rapid. Not
unfrequently, owing to some inflammation while the tooth is

being formed, the enamel, instead of being evenly dis-

tributed over the dentine, presents a pitted or deeply fur-

rowed surface. Teeth thus affected, besides being, as a

rule, weak, are extremely unsightly, and arc commonly
known as "honeycombed" teeth. Occasionally these teeth

have a high power of resistance, in which case they are

strong, but extremely ugly. Such teeth are sometimes
termed "mercurial teeth," because many competent authori-

ties ascribe this condition to the administration of mercury
during infancy, usually in the form of "teething powders."

By suspending nutrition, or rendering it temporarily imper-

fect, various diseases of childhood may cause these imper-

fections of enamel. Whatever the cause, the injury is

effected usually during the first months of life, when it

takes very little to disturb the highly unstable functional

harmony of nutrition, growth and development.

A crowded condition or an irregular position of the teeth

in the jaws predisposes to decay by forming spaces which
favor the accumulation and retention of fermenting and
acid-forming remains of food in contact with the enamel.

In this connection the form of the teeth is not without con-

siderable influence, since teeth with convex contiguous

surfaces, by having their points of attack reduced to a mini-

mum, are relatively less subject to caries than teeth with

flat or slighly concave surfaces. Many of these irregu-

larities are entirely due to preventable causes, two of

which are especially important as affecting that period

of life to which the consideration of the subject is at

present necessarily limited. Premature loss of teeth

belonging to the first set is the cause of some irregu-
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larities, but their undue retention probably causes a much
greater number, with even more disastrous effects. The
roots of these teeth are not always completely removed

by the natural process, and the succeeding tooth is

thereby frequently diverted from assuming its natural

position. More serious effects, however, are produced by
the retention of such temporary teeth, usually in a carious

condition, and frequently accompanied by a chronic abscess

formation, which originated in neglected caries. Undue
retention of the temporary teeth must be regarded as a

predisposing cause of caries, if only from the fact that it

favors the retention of fermentable matter, thus prevent-

ing the teeth being kept clean, either spontaneously by the

tongue, or in mastication, or artificially by the application

of the tooth-brush A large number of these teeth, during

the eruptive period, are found to be in such a condition

that the rough, sharp dead roots protrude, and often even

pierce the inner surface of the cheek or lip.

A recession or loosening of the gums from neglect

of the teeth not only lays bare the part of the tooth

which is unprotected by enamel, but also permits rem-

nants of food to gather round the necks of the teeth

or to enter into pockets formed by the loosening of

the gums. This condition, by which a further predis-

posing cause for caries is furnished, is most characteristic

of a later period of life than that with which we are

presently concerned; but the results of the examinations of

the teeth of school children prove that this condition,

though relatively infrequent, is occasionally found at this

early life, when it is usually accompanied by deposits of

tartar, which may be of very considerable quantity. Such

a condition is entirely due to defective cleanliness of the

mouth. Many of the teeth of the school children examined

were found in numerous instances to be remarkably clean,

although their owners were absolutely innocent of the appli-

cation of the toothbrush ; this conclusively proves that

mastication properly performed, and aided by the move-

ments of the lips and tongue, is highly influential in keeping

the teeth clean, and the mouth in a healthy condition.
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Many believe that a predisposition to caries may be

inherited. It cannot be denied that badly developed,

irregular teeth are inherited, and in so far inheritance may
be considered as a predisposing cause of caries.

With regard to general diseases which are usually

described as predisposing causes, we adopt Miller's view,

that they should rather be regarded as exciting causes of

caries, inasmuch as they impart an acid reaction to the fluids

of the mouth.

Many authorities, notably Galippe and Magitôt, in

France, and Harlan, Sithervvood and Kingsley, in America,

regard excessive intellectual work during childhood and

adolescence as an important factor in promoting the fre-

quency of caries. Galippe has pointed out that, while we
make laws in order to prevent children working in factories

at an early age, little or no heed is paid to those other fac-

tories usually known as "schools," in- which pupils submit

spontaneously to or are coerced into intense mental work,

with a view to some examination which crowns their studies

or decides their future career. There is, on the whole, good
ground for believing, as these authorities maintain, that pre-

mature or excessive intellectual work reacts upon the consti-

tution of the teeth, and that in pupils whose scholastic

success is very remarkable, caries is extremely frequent.

The agencies producing caries include the influences

external of such general diseases as scrofula, rickets, indiges-

tion, fever, and of others such as rheumatism, gout, etc., not

usually associated with the period of school life. Any
disease (local or general) which renders the saliva acid,

should be regarded as an exciting cause of caries, and there-

fore demanding special attention to the condition of the

mouth, with a view to neutralizing the acidity of the saliva.

Increased attention should, therefore, be devoted to keeping

the mouth clean during sickness, instead of which even ordi-

nary precautions are then too often relaxed. Even when
the patient is incapable of using a toothbrush, his comfort

will be increased by rinsing the mouth with an antiseptic

wash.
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The chief exiting cause of decay is the chemical change

produced by minute organisms in the fermentable matter

lodged upon and between the teeth. Caries is, therefore, as

Miller has shown, " a chemico-parasitical process consisting

of two distinctly marked stages ; first, decalcification, or

softening of the tissue, and, secondly, dissolution of the

softened residue." The acids, which effect the decalcifica-

tion, are derived almost entirely from starchy and saccharine

substances, which are retained in the fissures and defects, or

on the surfaces of the teeth, and undergo fermentation there

It is no new idea to regard the acids formed from sugar as

being especialty injurious to the teeth. Miller considers

that starch and other substances of the same class are much
more detrimental to the teeth than sugar, particularly as

sugar, being readily soluble, is soon carried away, or is so

diluted with the saliva as to be rendered harmless, whereas

starchy matter adheres to the teeth for a greater length of

time, and consequently exercises a more continued action

than sugar. Fermentable albuminous substances mixed with

the saliva develop but small quantities of acids, which soon

disappear.

" The second stage of caries, namely, the dissolution by

bacteria of the softened dentine, may be directly observed

under the microscope, and a similar process may be easily

induced experimentally." The albuminous substance con-

tained in the dentine forms, indeed, an excellent medium

for the growth of bacteria and the result is that the soft tooth

tissue is dissolved by the bacteria ferment, much as white of

egg is by the gastric juice. The rapidity with which the

process of destruction of the teeth advances in any mouth is

evidently directly proportional to the intensity of the fermen-

tation going on in the cavities or spaces where the food is

retained, and inversely proportional to the power of resist-

ance possessed by the tooth substance.

The main points to be remembered are that caries is due

to external causes, that the destructive action proceeds from

without inwards, that the process of decay affects most

rapidly and completely those tissues which are richest in
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organic matter, hence the dentine of which the bulk of the

tooth is composed is more quickly destroyed than the enamel,

and lastly that the chief external cause is the presence of

those minute organisms known as bacteria. Indeed, in a

scientifically clean mouth there can be no caries. Preventive

measures then must consist in freeing the mouth as far as

possible from these organisms ; for it is obviously impossible

to confine the diet solely to albuminous fermentable sub-

stances, such as flesh, eggs, etc., which give rise to alkaline

and not to acid products. Thorough cleansing can never be

effected while any cavities of decay are present in the teeth.

The necessity for the application of preventive measures

arises with the appearance of the teeth in the mouth, and

.therefore, the first or milk teeth should not be neglected, bu,

kept clean.

In determining the necessity for preventive measures, the

mouth may be regarded as a kind of hot-house or forcing

ground for the cultivation of these minute organisms, which

belong to the vegetable, not the animal, kingdom ; for it is a

moist cavity or chamber, kept at a comparatively high tem-

perature, to which there is ready access from the outside air.

Even despite the greatest care and the utmost cleanliness,

remnants of food always lodge between the teeth, and in

neglected mouths, in cavities of decay, and what may be

worse, in spaces between the gums and the teeth. Our food,

together with the cast-off skin of the mouth, furnishes a

never failing supply of suitable cultivation material on and

in which these organisms grow and flourish. In addition, if

once the protecting enamel is removed, the various constitu-

ents of the teeth serve as nutrient material for these organ-

isms. The mouth then must be a very favorable incubation

chamber for the growth of such organisms, since there is a

constantly recurring supply not only of the organisms them-

selves, but also of the materials on which they can rapidly

multiply. So prolific are they, though so minute, that if

the dental toilet be neglected for a da}- or two the mouth
will contain more of these microbes than there are inhabitants

in Europe.
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Having thus acquired some idea of the nature of the

disease, and the causes by which it is produced, it is well

worth considering how far these latter are under our control.

Faulty structure is mostly dependent upon constitutional

conditions of the parent and of the child during the earliest

part of the formation period of the teeth, and therefore is

very largely beyond our control. It is important to

remember, however, that, although the period of develop-

ment begins extremely early in life, it is more or less actively

continuous for a period of considerable duration, since the

process of calcification, which begins some five months be-

fore birth, is not really complete until the age of about

twenty. It is evident, therefore, that much may yet be

done to improve the quality of the tooth structure, even

although some injuries and defects be already beyond repair.

Both the bones and teeth, containing as they do a large per-

centage of earthy matter, necessarily require during the

period of their growth a very liberal supply to the blood of

those constructive materials, which can only be derived from

the food.

The food stuffs best calculated to promote the formation

of strortg teeth should therefore be prominent in the diet of

infants and children. It would take too long to discuss the

most appropriate dietary ; suffice it to remember that the

chief article of food, the so-called staff of life, is made some-

what of a broken reed by the senseless practice of measuring

its quality by its whiteness. The production of this very

whiteness necessarily means an exclusion of that portion of

the wheat which is richest in nitrogenous and earthy matter
;

while again, a dark or brown color is no certain test of its

dietetic value, for much of the so-called whole meal or brown

bread is but a commercial fraud. The bread made for and

supplied to our prisons may be taken as a type of what

wholesome bread ought to be. As oatmeal is a well recog-

nised and wholesome article of diet, it should be remembered

that while the removal of the finer bran from wheat reduces

the amount of nitrogenous and fatty contents of the flour,

the removal of the husks from oats has precisely the oppo-
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site effect, so that the finer the oatmeal the richer it is in

those ingredients.

It is also important that the food should offer to the

teeth a salutary resistance which they must overcome, since

the mechanical action exercised by such food stuffs has

the very best effect upon the tooth structure. It is a well

recognized law, which is of general application, that every

organ which we do not use ends by becoming incapable

simply from loss of its functional energy. The more the

teeth are used in mastication the better they will be able to

stand the attacks which they must inevitably encounter. If

this is once rightly apprehended the importance of the first

teeth becomes strikingly obvious, for as the Lancet, com-

menting on Mr. Fisher's plea for the compulsory attention

to the teeth of school children, says, in discussing this

question :
" If we wish to get at the root of the evil we must

commence our treatment with the first teeth. Many patients

—^tiay, even medical practitioners—ask, what is the use of

preserving teeth which have only to serve their purpose for

a time, and which nature will replace? If a surgeon were

asked what is the use of provisional callus^' in a case of

fracture his answer would be readily made, and just such an

answer is applicable to the teeth. We will run over just a

few of the points that may result from disease of the teeth

and its neglect. First, with regard to the child's health, with

decayed teeth and often in addition chronic gumboils the

little sufferer is kept awake at night and his digestion affected

by inability to masticate his food, and more so by swallow-

ing the fetid discharges from the abscesses. As a conse-

quence the child becomes weak and puny, and so the already

developing teeth suffer from the constitutional disturbance.

Supposing each tooth, as it becomes the seat of disease, is

extracted, then the masticatory power is greatly enfeebled,

and, moreover, it has been shown that where many deciduous

teeth have been removed, especially in" the case of the

cuspids,tthe jaw does not develop as rapidly as it should do,

* Provisional callus, a temporary union of the ends of fractured bones to facilitate

repair. \ Cuspids, the so-called eye teeth.
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and consequently, when the permanent teeth erupt, "^ some
take their position inside and some outside the arch, which

irregularity is a potent predisposing cause of caries, apart

from its unsightliness. Again, take for instance a very com-

mon case, that of the second temporary molar extensively

decayed. The first permanent molar assumes its due posi-

tion posterior, the first bicuspid anterior to it. Both these

permanent teeth are frequently found affected on the side

corresponding with the deciduous tooth, and the disease .is

undoubtedly due to the infection from decomposing food har-

bored by it. Although much more might be said upon
this subject, we think that enough has been advanced to

show the importance of the first teeth with reference to the

welfare of their successors, which should, but so often do not,

do duty for a lifetime. We believe that nothing short of

the periodical examination every six months, and treatment

if necessary, of the teeth of children can effectually cope

with this evil."

The ravages of caries may, according to Miller, who is

our greatest authority on the action of minute organism in

the human mouth, be further counteracted or limited :
" By

repeated thorough systematic cleansing of the oral cavity and

the teeth, to so far reduce the amount of fermentable matter

as to materially diminish the prodution of acid, as well as to

rob the bacteria of the organic matter necessary to their

development; by prohibiting the consumption of such foods

and luxuries which readily undergo rapid fermentation, to

remove the chief source of the ferment products injurious to

the teeth ; and lastly, by a proper and intelligent use of anti-

septics to destroy the bacteria and to limit their number and

activity."

Mechanical cleansing exercises a great influence upon the

process of fermentation in the human mouth ; and, there-

fore, so soon as the temporary set of teeth has fully ap-

peared, a suitable toothbrush supplies the best method of

cleansing. This operation should be performed daily, the

most efificient time being after meals, and invariably after the

last meal of each dav.

* Eruption, cutting of the teeth.
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In order that both the permanent teeth and the jaws may
be made stronger and better developed, efficient use of the

temporary teeth in mastication is important, and it is essen,

tial to insist that no crusts of bread arc left or disposed of by

being dipped in tea or any other similar fluid. Statistics

prove that the state of the first teeth is, in something like

the two-thirds of the infants examined, already such that by

the fourth and fifth year their masticatory powers are very

seriously impaired.

Any thorough system of prevention must include peri-

odical examination of the teeth by a competent dental prac-

titioner, more especially since the arrest of caries is, generally

speaking, easy of accomplishment if only it is taken in time,

but this is usually long before the process has signalled its

presence by pain. If a child's teeth are in such a condition

that efficient use of the brush causes uneasiness or pain, it

is a sign that the case urgently requires attention.

The toothbrush is too frequently used improperly, the

action being confined to a more or less superficial applica-

tion of it to the front or labial surfaces of the teeth with

a horizontal to-and-fro motion. Its proper application con-

sists in its being applied to all the surfaces of the teeth as

far as possible. A rotatory motion is the most effective,

since the to-and-fro motions merely polish the surfaces

which the motions of the lips, cheek and tongue keep toler-

ably clean. The brush should be made, first of all, to im-

pinge upon the gum, and then be carried towards the masti-

cating surfaces with a rotatory motion. The upper teeth

must therefore be brushed from the gum downwards and

the lower from the gum upwards. The to-and-fro motion

will suffice for the cleansing of the masticatory surfaces.

With regard to the kind of toothbrush, a round handle

facilitates the rotatory motion and the bristles should be of

medium stiffness, not too hard, otherwise the gums may be

unduly lacerated. By dipping the brush into hot water the

bristles may be softened to the proper consistency. It

should be remembered, however, that one is more likely to

err in the selection of too soft rather than too hard a tooth-
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brush. Brushes with soft bristles are bad, and words are

not strong enough to designate the stupidity of employing

such a " make believe " as the badger-hair brush. As a rule,

most toothbrushes are made with an unnecessary number
of bristles, and the bundles of bristles are inserted too

close together, into the back of the brush. Such brushes

soon become clogged towards the back with an objec-

tionable mass of tooth-powder, epithelial scales, and rem-

nants of foods. The india-rubber toothbrush is also of

comparatively little use for cleansing purposes. The tooth-

brush should never after use be enclosed in that wretched

piece of toilet ware, known as the toothbrush tray, but

should be wiped on a towel, placed upright in a rack, jar, or

ordinary tumbler to drain, and allowed to dry with free ex-

posure to air and sunlight.

Frequently the use of the toothbrush becomes perfunc-

tory or is entirely given up because of the gums bleeding.

The more the gums bleed on brushing the greater is the

necessity of not only continuing the brushing but of increas-

ing the vigor of its application. Any extreme readiness of

the gums to bleed is the sure indication of their being in a

diseased state, and the vigorous brushing, with the consequent

bleeding, will usually bring the gum into a healthy condi-

tion, in which they present no tendency to bleed. Should,

however, the bleeding persist, professional advice ought to

be obtained so that the cause may be removed.

Even if the toothbrush is applied in the most thorough

manner, it is difficult to prevent the lodgment of ferment-

able matter between the adjacent surfaces of the teeth.

Waxed floss silk maybe introduced between even the closest

teeth, and, as it is gently drawn to-and-fro towards the neck

of the tooth, surfaces are cleaned which would never be

reached by the toothbrush. Ordinary embroidery, or skein

silk, cut into short lengths and drawn across a piece of hard

beeswax is quite as efficient, and much less expensive, than

the reels of wax floss silk especially made for dental pur-

poses. A short length of india-rubber, square or round,

such as is used in the manufacture of clastic webbing, may
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also be made to act in a similarly efficient way by being

stretched. It passes between the crowns of the teeth, and

on the tension being relieved it fills up the larger spaces be-

tween them, and as it is drawn through removes the adherent

matter.

Where teeth are placed somewhat apart, or where teeth

stand alone, short lengths of ordinary thin narrow linen tape

will be found efficient agents, while narrow silk tape, also

well waxed, would be better where the teeth are closer.

Where the tendency to the deposition of tartar is great, the

charging of the ligature or strip with tooth-powder will do

much to prevent the formation of deposits, presuming, of

course, that the tartar has previously been thoroughly re-

moved with instruments by a dentist.* Such a cleansing as

this will take a considerable time for its proper execution,

and, if the ordinary daily cleansings are thoroughly carried

out, the more extensive processes of cleansing need only

be performed at longer intervals, say about once or twice a

week. The importance of attention to the cleansing of the

contiguous surfaces is apparent when we know that, with

the exception of the grinding surfaces of the molars, the

majority of the cavities of decay are on these surfaces.

The use of the toothpick is unfortunately essential to the

comfort of some adults, but it should not be thought of as

a cleansing instrument for the teeth of children.

If one starts with clean teeth, they may be kept fairly

clean by means of the toothbrush, plain water, and floss

silk, "time," much time, being given to the operation. In

the light of our increased knowledge as to the causes of

dental caries the particular value laid on tooth-powder tends

rather to decrease than to increase. There can be no doubt,

however, that the use of tooth-powder greatly facilitates the

retention of the natural color of the teeth, which I think is

a better way to put it than using the stereotyped expression

that the use of a tooth-powder makes the teeth whiter; that

a good tooth-powder does not and should not do. All that

may be reasonably expected of it is that it will remove, by

*This operation of "scaling," as it is termed, should never be entrusted to the bar-

ber, or any such person, who employs an acid, euphoniously called " spirits of salt,"

for this purpose.
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mechanical friction, stains and discolorations obscuring the

natural color of the teeth, which is, after all, far from being

white.

The principal action of a tooth-powder, then, is mechan-

ical rather than medicinal. It is important, however, to

regulate its frictional power. The powder should be very

finely grained, and not gritty; it should, therefore, contain

no cuttle-fish powder, no powdered oyster shells, no pumice
powder, since these substances involve too much friction in

their action. It should consist of alkaline substances, and
contain no acid ingredients nor such as are capable of chang-

ing to acids in the mouth, since these are extremely destruc-

tive to tooth structure.

The presence of an antiseptic agent in the tooth-powder

is desirable. Some antiseptic ingredients of tooth-powder

are, however, to be condemned ; charcoal and charred bread,

for instance, although both antiseptic and frictional, are too

gritty, and when constantly used lead to the formation of a

permanent bluish border to the gums, owing to the particles

becoming buried in the tissues. Miller recommends precip-

itated chalk, taken up on the toothbrush with a dash of

neutral or slightly alkaline soap, but he also considers a

tooth-soap as being preferable to a tooth-powder.

He has also pointed out that, as a matter of fact, there

is no evidence whatever that satisfactory cleanliness has as

yet been accomplished by a preventive mouth wash alone.

" It would, however, be going too far if we were to adopt

the views of those who have expressed the opinion that by
proper care of the teeth and constant use of antiseptic

washes from childhood, decay would be entirely banished

from the human mouth. This view is too optimistic, for

various reasons, chiefly because there are places in every

denture which will remain completely untouched even by
the most thorough application of the antiseptic which will

reach them in so diluted a condition that it possesses little

or no action. If a very thorough mechanical cleansing has

not preceded the antiseptic, its action upon the centers of

decay will be equal to little more than zero. The great
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difficulty lies further in the fact that nearly all the materials

which possess antiseptic action are either contra-indicated

altogether in the mouth, or that they may be used only in

very dilute solutions either because they are injurious to

the general health, or locally to the mucous membrane or

to the teeth themselves. Finally, many otherwise useful

antiseptics are excluded because of their bad taste and

smell. For these reasons the preparation of a mouth-wash

which possesses antiseptic action of any importance is

accompanied by the greatest difficulties.''

Miller has made an interesting series of experiments with

a number of the antiseptic materials in the form of a mouth-

wash, in order to determine the time necessary for devital-

ization of the bacteria. Since the time during which, in

rinsing the mouth, the wash remains in contact with the

teeth varies from a few seconds to at most a minute, it will

at once be seen that in order to sterilize the oral cavity a

material must be found which is capable of devitalizing bac-

teria within a minute or less. It is possible after the com-

plete mechanical cleansing of the mouth to obtain by means

of a solution of bichloride of mercury (i in 2,500), the

almost perfect sterilization of the mouth. On account of

its poisonous properties and still more, perhaps, from its

horrid and undisguisable taste, this material is not suitable

for general application.

Listerine, which consists of oil of eucalyptus, borobenzoic

acid, wintergreen oil, etc., has been proved experimentally

to be a useful antiseptic mouth wash. It should be applied

on a brush on cleansing the teeth, or, slightly diluted, as a

mouth wash.

Miller, in his important and valuable paper on the Human
Mouth as a Focus of Infection,* calls particular attention to

the measures which should be taken to prevent the undue

growth of bacteria, disease producing as well as harmless, in

the mouth ; the ultimate object being not only to limit so

far as possible the action of micro-organisms and their pro-

ducts upon the teeth, but also to keep \vithin bounds the

* Transactions of the Seventh International Congress of Hygiene and Demography,

l,ondon, 1891, Vol. II. Eyre & Spottiswoode.
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many various diseases which result from a lack of proper

care of the mouth. He has found by experimental research

that not one of the many mouth washes with which the mar-

ket is flooded, makes even an approach towards accomplish-

ing this end. For the purpose of disinfecting the mouth in

case of acute diseases, stomatitis, diphtheria, gangrene of the

mouth, etc., physicians usually have recourse to borax,

boracic acid, chlorate of potash, permanganate of potash,

lime water, salicylic acid, etc., which, with the single excep-

tion of the latter, have next to no action whatever upon the

bacteria of the mouth, though some of them undoubtedly

have an excellent cleansing action upon inflamed or suppur-

ating surfaces, in virtue of which their use may be attended

by very beneficial results.

A series of carefully devised experiments were made by

Miller to test the action of antiseptic solutions upon the

bacteria in the mouth itself, and not merely upon cultures

out of the mouth. He found considerable differences in the

time required for sterilizing or destroying the bacteria in the

saliva of different persons ; and, from a long series of repeated

tests, he found that only saccharin and benzoic acid were left

from which to construct antiseptic mouth wdish&s for daily

use. Saccharin, especially in alcoholic solutions, manifests a

very remarkable action upon the bacteria of the mouth. It

is one of the least poisonous of the substances recommended

for the treatment of the oral cavity, and has no deleterious

action upon the teeth. Its greatest drawback is its intense

sweetness, which to some persons renders it very unpleasant.

Saccharin, although it has even more than the sweetness of

sugar, is a totally different substance. After habitual use,

however, the unpleasant taste disappears to a very great

extent, if not entirely.

Miller has prescribed these substances in the following

form :

—

Vf Saccharin . . - - gm. 2.5

Acid Benzoic - - - "3
Tinct. rhatani - - - " 15

Alcohol, absol. ... '< 100

01. menth. pip. - - - " 0.5

01. cinnam. - - - "0.5
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A mixture of one part of this to nine parts of water kept in

the mouth for a full minute, has a very marked effect upon

the number of living bacteria in the mouth. If instead of

water wc use a three per cent neutral solution of hydrogen

peroxide in connection with the tincture, the germicidal

power is very greatly increased.

The best means, then, we have towards attaining this

seeming impossibility of having a scientifically clean mouth

is to rely on a very thorough application of mechanical

means, toothbrush, floss silk, etc., aided by antacid and steri-

lizing washes, the efficacy of which will be in proportion to

the time of contact.

The hygiene of the sick room has been excellently treated

except as regards the influence on the mouth of defective

cleanliness, and since the subject is not mentioned so far as

I know in any published work on the care of the sick, nor

even in any popular treatise on the teeth, a few words here

may not be out of place.

As a matter of fact, very few trained nurses give any

attention to the teeth of their patients ; with the exception

of the mouth everything else is carefully looked after, and

kept clean. Since bacteria, as we have seen, play a very

important part in the destruction of the teeth even in

ordinary health, it is easy to understand how much more

that condition must be aggravated in the mouth of, say, a

typhoid fever patient. The decay that frequently ensues

from such cases is ascribed to constitutional conditions: but

when we consider the increased temperature which accom-

panies the fever and the character of the diet which is neces-

sarily given, and of which a large portion must remain in

contact with the uncleansed teeth, it is evident that the

bacteria have more than usual facilities for producing caries;

hence this in such cases must be regarded as arising from

neglected local conditions.

Dr. Briggs, of Boston, has published some valuable hints

and directions on this subject, and rightly emphasizes it with

a view to the comfort of the invalid : "If you wish to see a

grateful patient, rinse the mouth with some antiseptic solu-
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tion, after he has been left for days without care ! I have

had people tell me that nothing done for them in the course

of their illness gave them such a feeling of comfort and rest

as purifying the mouth. In extreme cases, where the

patient is in a comatose condition, the mouth can be wiped

out with a soft cloth wet in the antiseptic solution : but in

most cases I have found the ordinary invalid feeding-cup to

answer the purpose nicely. The patient takes the solution

into the mouth through the long spout, and, having rinsed

thoroughly, closes the lips about the spout and forces the

liquid back into the cup, all done without raising the head

from the pillow.

" I have no doubt there are physicians and nurses who
attend to this matter, but I also doubt not that they are few

and far between."

The proper time for the principal act of this personal

hygiene is obviously after the last meal. To brush the teeth

in the morning only, is to lock the stable door after the steed

is stolen. To do so after each meal must obviously be salu-

tary, and so economical a proceeding that the time neces-

sarily involved is far from being wasted. To those who have

never acquired the habit, it may seem irksome and unneces-

sary, but to those who have done so, comfort is not complete

without even these supplementary cleansings.

Many persons, even belonging to the highest classes of

society, believe in all good faith that they clean their teeth

perfectly when they do not. The thorough cleansing of the

mouth exacts much application, for even in a perfect denture

there are between the teeth, both on the external as on the

internal surfaces at the border of the gum, numerous inter-

vening spaces where the food, strongly compressed during

mastication, becomes lodged and where it is retained more

or less securely. Thoroughness in cleansing is essential in

order to have a mouth sufficiently, not to say irreproachably,

clean.

Parkes, in his excellent little Manual on the Personal Care

of Health,* strongly recommends perfect cleanliness of the

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, I,ondon.
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teeth as the best preservative against decay. As he well

says: "The avocations of many workingmen, which take

them from their homes, may not allow them to brush their

teeth after meals, but every one could wash the mouth out

thoroughly with water, and thus remove most of the food,

which would otherwise adhere."

In this connection it is interesting to note the almost

total extinction of the little tumbler of scented water which

used to be the universal accompaniment of the finger bowl

at the dinner table. On the continent of Europe, one

occasionally comes across some households where it is still

used as a mouth wash and not merely to cleanse the lips

and hands.

Galippe, in addressing a select audience of Parisian ladies

interested in hygiene, said that he should like to see

re-established at all our tables the use of the " rinse-bouche,"

which has been condemned under the scarcely serious pre-

text that it is not becoming to rinse the mouth at table ; it

would be as logical to pretend that it is improper to wash

the lips or the hands after dinner. Obviously, the diluted

alcoholic saccharin lotion would be more effective than the

usual peppermint wash, while the use of an opaque or darkly-

colored bowl would relieve a not unnatural fastidiousness.

Such a cleansing maybe less obtrusive and less objectionable

than the use of the tooth-pick at table.

Shortly after taking my degree at the Harvard Univer-

sity, in 1876, I was called upon to act as dental officer for a

short period, in a school near Boston, U. S. A., devoted to

the training of some poor gutter children, and never shall I

forget my first visit to that school, and seeing the children

turn out promptly after dinner to what we may term their

usual toothbrush parade. In that school they needed not

my instruction, but only my professional services in repair-

ing the small amount of caries, inevitable even in such

well cared for mouths. My fee was paid out of the private

contributions of the members of the committee, a highly

intelligent body of men and women, who showed their

appreciation of the services of their own family dentist in the
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best possible way, by caring for and treating the teeth of

those poor children as if they belonged to members of their

own family. Nor could I help contrasting this state of

affairs with the miserable treatment I myself received when
at school. In our dormitories there hung at the end of each

bed, a bag for the reception of the brush and comb ; and, I

well remember, a long mysterious narrow pocket on its out-

side, evidently intended for the reception of the toothbrush

handle. During my residence of seven years in that school,

I never saw within the walls of the institution a toothbrush

in one of these pockets
;
yet it was a rich institution, in fact

so rich that it really did not know how best to spend its in

come. There was a dentist attached to the school, but my
own experience, like that of the other boys, was ruthless

extraction of our teeth when they ached. I have since

learned that he received the munificent sum of ;i^io a year

year for his services in a school of i8o boys, and I further

know now that this skilled and scientific practitioner dele-

gated his functions to the none too delicate hands of his

pupils with a view to giving them practice. No attempt to

prevent pain and suffering and the loss of valuable organs by

filling, no advice as to cleansing or caring for them, came

within our ken. Better for me, at least, better for my dental

armament, had I been one of those gutter children at that

American school than the successful scholar in that rich

foundation school. Better the intelligent care of that con-

siderate lay committee than the ruthless indifference of that

highly qualified school dentist.

If I have seemed to dwell unduly on this question of oral

hygiene, it is for a very simple reason. The economic

aspect of any proposed measure of reform must always

demand careful consideration ; but it would be impossible

for any body of school managers to assert with reason that

reform of school dental hygiene presents any serious finan-

cial difficulty. While the initiation of reform may rest with

the authorities, it is the superintendents and the teachers

who must be the active agents in its application. Teachers

in schools where the children are resident cannot escape from
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their vicarious parental responsibility. They may, like parents,

descant on the alleged impossibility of getting children to

brush their teeth ; but they forget that the regular cleansing

of the mouth is as teachable as the washing of the face.

In the first series of schools examined on behalf of the

British Dental Association, over forty in number, the mouths

of all the scholars were certified as clean in one school only

—the Church of England Home for.Waifs and Strays, Mary-

lebone Road. Here the excellent toothbrush habits are

encouraged by a system of good marks, which is sufficient

proof that the result is due to a difference in the authorities

rather than in the scholars.

One good and direct effect of our collective investigation

has been the introduction of a toothbrush into some of the

schools examined. That the mere supply of a toothbrush

is insufîficient, is proved by the return from a small better

class school in Cambridge, where the boys resided with their

parents or guardians, and in every case acknowledged the

possession of a toothbrush. Not a single mouth could be

registered as clean; all dirty, and a few very dirty. Inquir-

ies as to when they used the toothbrush elicited such replies

as "on Sundays," "twice a week," "occasionally," "when I

go out to tea," etc. On calling the attention of the author-

ities to this condition of affairs, they announced their inten-

tion of having it remedied.

The reports from the parochial and industrial schools

show that, as a rule, toothbrushes are not provided : but yet

a considerable number of the children's mouths were fairly

clean. To a large extent this is attributed to the wholesome,

but hard, food which the children eat, to their excellent hab-

its of general hygiene, and to their healthy surroundings.

Although the effect of the active use of the teeth in mas-

tication is an important factor in keeping the teeth clean,

the following details prove the necessity of providing tooth-

brushes, and of enforcing the proper use thereof. In 931

cases, only 13 per cent were returned as clean, and 42 per

cent 2ls fairly clean, while 42 per cent were classified as dirty,

and 3 per cent as foul. The presence of tartar was registered
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as little in over 43 per cent, and much in over 9 per cent of

the mouths examined.

In another school of a different character, a training ship,

with 500 boys of a similar class and with a similar dietary,

the returns were : 1 3 per cent, clean; 60 per zç^nt^ fairly clean;

24 per cent, dirty, and 3 per cent,/«??//. A possible cause

of these very much better results may be found in the fact

that every day, at 7:30 P. M., "hard tack," in the shape of

ship biscuit, is served out, and that most of the boys, in their

laudable desire to act like real "blue jackets," religiously

crunch up their biscuit with their teeth, all unconscious that

our sailors usually dispose of it by soaking it in their tea.

We must now consider the necessity for the remedial

treatment of this disease of the teeth, which is so character-

istic of all periods of school life from infancy onwards.

This may best be done by a resume of the results of

reports on the collective investigation already referred to
;

for although individual dentists, notably Ottofy, in the

United States, Fenchel, in Germany, and others, have made

very valuable examinations, yet these do not, I think, include

a sufficient number to give reliable and exact data.

The British Dental Association were convinced that if

more attention were paid to the teeth of children the gen-

eral sum of public health and well-being would be materially

increased, inasmuch as the disastrous effects frequently pro-

duced, even in early adult life, by the decay and loss of

teeth may, in a very large majority of cases, be traced to

disease of those organs in childhood. It is, for example, a

well-known fact that a large percentage of the young men

declared unfit for naval or military service are rejected solely

on the ground of dental disease such as might, with ease,

have been prevented by a comparatively small amount of

proper attention at an earlier age.

Candidates for the civil service also not infrequently fail

to obtain government employment, even after passing the

requisite examinations, on account of the unfavorable report

of the inspecting medical officer as to the state of their teeth.

The Association felt that it was necessary to show, by
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means of reliable statistics, the amount of dental disease

existing among children, and thereby to demonstrate the

necessity of some adequate provision being made to meet

the evil; and also to provide sufîficient evidence to convince

those in authority that in giving attention to these matters

they would be acting in the interests of the public at large,

as well as in those of the children themselves.

The examination of the teeth of school children in a num-

ber of schools (mainly reformatories, industrial schools, train-

ing ships, orphanages, national and board schools, and the

like) throughout the country is now being conducted by

dental practitioners approved by the committee of the Brit-

ish Dental Association.

The returns already made show results which are of con-

siderable value, inasmuch as they serve to prove what has

hitherto been only a more or less well-grounded impression

that decay of the teeth is one of the most widely prevalent

diseases of childhood.

The following table is a brief summary of the results of

the examination up to the present, and contains merely

those figures which are of the greatest importance:

TABLE SHOWING THE RESULTS OF AN EXAMINATION OF THE MOUTHS
OF 10,517 BOYS AND GIRLS IN ENGLISH AND SCOTCH SCHOOLS,

WITH AN AVERAGE AGE OF ABOUT TWELVE YEARS.

Number of children examined - - . - 10.517

Temporary teeth requiring fiUing

Temporary teeth requiring e.xtraction

Permanent teeth requiring fiUing

Permanent teeth requiring e.xtraction

Permanent teeth already extracted
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between the loss of the first and the eruption of the second

set, and quite a considerable number of the defectives were

irregular or crowded. Others again merely required the

easy extraction of temporary teeth to place them in a satis-

factory state ; but it is, nevertheless, a fact which merits

careful consideration, that out of the 10,517 children's

mouths inspected, there were only about 1,508 which

required neither fillings nor extractions—a little over 14 per

cent—and that in all the others some condition existed

which necessitated special attention in order to procure, as

nearly as possible, a healthy mouth.

It is important to note that this statistical information is

derived not from the ordinary practice of dental surgeons or

special hospitals, but from the inspection of industrial

schools, training ships, and other scholastic institutions, and

may thus be taken as typical of the condition of the teeth of

the poorer classes, both in England and Scotland, since the

healthy teeth and mouths have been as carefully tabulated as

the unhealthy.

It must not be supposed, however, that the state of

affairs revealed by these statistics is confined to the lower

classes. An examination was made of one English school,

consisting of the children of well-to-do working or tradesman

parents, and though the number of pupils was unfortunately

too small to give a thoroughly reliable ratio, it is not without

interest that it holds, at least provisionally, the distinction of

presenting the highest percentage of decayed and defective

teeth requiring attention.

An excellent comparison was afforded by two Edinburgh

schools with a sufficiently large number of pupils where the

examinations were made by the same examiner; the children

were all well fed and lived under perfectly sanitary conditions,

and the average age in each school was exactly the same, viz.,

ii-|years. It was found that the ratio of defective perma-

nent teeth per 1000 children was 158.2 in the school for chil-

dren of well-to-do working people, and 273.9 in that for the

children of a better class, professional men and merchants.

This striking contrast was intensified by comparing the
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relative numbers of sets of teeth free from decay, viz., l
.
per

cent in the poorer and 7-5 pe^ cent in the richer class

'*More recently other higher class schools have been

examined, and the results show that in every "OO ch.ldren

there are fewer who have sound and more who have fa,r, bad,

and very bad sets in the rich or high class than n, the poor

class schools. The latter form the bulk of the schools mvesti-

^'^'''^Temporary or First Tectk.-\t is popularly believed that

these teeth are not deserving of any particular attention, as

in the natural course of events they must disappear to give

place to the permanent set. While in the opinion of some

dentists there may be some ground for this viexv, since in

several schools the examiners made no returns whatever as

to decay in the temporary teeth, it is nevertheless true tha

much misery to children, as well as detriment to health, is

avoided by intelligently watching and treating temporary

teeth. This is not the place to set forth arguments upon

his question, and attention is merely called to the fact that

n the opinio^ of qualified dental practitioners, in the case of

,0 517 children, over five years of age, 9,573 temporary

teeth required filling; while 8,436 '-'h, or the remains of

them, either from being too badly decayed or from being

unduly retained beyond the normal period, to the detn

ment of their successors, needed to be removed. The total

number of temporary teeth requiring attention was, at least,

^^'Termanent or Second r.^^A.- Between six and seven

vears of age the first teeth of the permanent set may be

be expected to make their appearance. From their presence

in the mouth along with the temporary teeth, they are

unfortunately, too often regarded as belonging to the first

set and thus their decay and loss are overlooked, o he

great injury of a complete set of teeth. It is highly

Trnportant to remember that these teeth often called the

six.year.old molars, are the first teeth of the permanent or

second set, and make their appearance, in normal con-
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ditions, while all the first teeth are still present, and in the

space formed in the growing jaw immediately behind

the temporary molars. It is extremely advisable to retain

teeth of such importance, on account of their masticating

function and the position they hold in the jaws. After

their eruption the temporary teeth are gradually replaced

by the corresponding members of the permanent set, and at

twelve years, and not until then, the second molars may be

expected. It is, therefore, important that, at all events, up
to about that age the six-year-old molars should be kept in

good working order, as presenting the only constant masti-

cating surfaces during the period of transition from the

temporary to the permanent set. The table given shows

that there were more than 13,017 permanent teeth which

could and ought to be saved. By far the greatest number
of these decayed teeth were six-year-old (or first permanent)

molars.

In a large number of cases the cavities are few and in

such a condition that a short and almost painless operation

would save the teeth for years and in some cases for life,

were proper hygienic care bestowed upon them. Indeed, such

teeth, when, after removal of the decay and filling of the

cavity, would actually be in a better condition than when
erupted, since all such early carious cavities are dependent

upon structural defects such as pits and grooves in the

enamel. This latter fact is further illustrated by the ten-

dency of the corresponding teeth on the opposite side of the

mouth, which are developed at the same time, to become
carious. Despite such inherent defects, teeth often have a

high power of resistance, so that the appearance of decay

soon after eruption is no sign that the teeth must inevitably

be lost.

In another series of cases we find many cavities, but still

in an initial stage, in which, besides the pits and fissures, the

contiguous surfaces are attacked, mainly in front teeth. In

yet another series, we find from the rapid development of

caries that a few teeth are already too far gone for any

treatment except extraction ; and such a condition may
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be found even within a few months after eruption. Still,

these cases are only teeth in advanced stages of decay,

which were once in the incipient stage, and therefore once

capable of being preserved.

In a very small percentage of cases, about five per cent,

we find a large number of cavities in an advanced stage.

In such cases any remedial treatment will have to be re-

newed again and again, as no process of filling can affect the

low power of resistance, though diet, outdoor exercise, and

use of the teeth may improve their quality as age advances.

In quite a number of cases the labial surfaces of the teeth

are found to be seriously affected, not so much by cavities

as by surfaces of decay extending over the enamel ; such a

condition is entirely pwing to habitual unclcanliness, since

the teeth are often covered with a thick coating of a pasty,

starchy mass of food débris. If the decay has not extended

beyond the enamel, thorough cleansing and polishing of the

enamel may arrest the mischief.

The tooth most frequently affected with caries is the first

molar, which may be erupted during the fifth, sixth, seventh,

or even eighth year. It is too frequently regarded, or rather

neglected, as belonging to the temporary dentition. Yet

the so-called sixth year molars are the largest teeth in the

mouth and therefore play a very important part in mastica-

tion. Indeed, the four first molars form the only continuous

masticating surface during the six years intervening between

the disappearance of the temporary set of teeth and the

appearance of the second permanent molars. They have

no successors and should not be allowed to become exten-

sively decayed; even if they cannot be permanently saved,

there are good reasons relating to the preservation of the

integrity of the arch and to the requisite growth of the jaws,

why they should be retained until the second molars (twelfth

year) are erupted or erupting. Statistics of a board school

of 628 children between the ages of 5 and 12 years, in whom
the dentures were bad. show that in those children at 6 1-4

years, two-fifths, roughly speaking, of the erupted first mo-

lars were carious, and in those at 7 1-4 years—a year later

—
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more than half were either decayed or lost. As age ad-

vances the proportion of caries inevitably advances higher

and higher, till in this district (Leeds) it reached the appall-

ing total of over 70 per cent in the upper and over 85 per

cent in the lower first molars, in this case, at least, evidently

miscalled permanent.

The economical aspect of treatment at this age is of the

highest importance, for caries is essentially a disease of

youth, being dependent on predisposing causes which dimin-

ish as age advances. For it has been found that most weak
points in structure, pits, depressions, and neighboring sur-

faces, will have been attacked before the age of 17 or 18,

and that almost all teeth which will eventually succumb are

attacked before the age of 25 years. Further, a cavity of

decay in the proximal surface of one tooth usually leads

to its neighbor becoming affected, and thus far caries is an

infectious disease. Even in bad cases, if the caries can be

eradicated and excluded for a time, its control becomes

fairly easy if the patient performs rigorously his share of

the preventive work.

It has been found that if certain teeth must be extracted,

the best time for the operation is between the ninth and the

thirteenth year, and to effect this a considerable number of

the molars must be temporarily filled.

Treatment during school life directed to the amelioration

of any irregularity of the teeth must result in diminishing

the number of carious cavities by the removal of a not infre-

quent predisposing cause. Moreover, in many cases where

the position of the teeth is quite regular, it is found that

the extraction of four teeth, most frequently the first mo-

lars, or more rarely one or other of the bicuspids, may in its

final effect prove more truly conservative treatment than

their retention by resort to pure restorative operations.

The greater the likelihood of the individual being unable

to procure the alternative restorative treatment in later life,

the greater is the necessity for applying this remedial radical

treatment technically termed symmetrical extraction. This

operation to be most successful should be performed be-
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tween the ninth and the thirteenth year, according to the

eruption of the teeth. If it is deferred to a later age than

the fifteenth or sixteenth year, there is great uncertainty as

to the final results. The subsequent movement of the teeth

which results from judiciously applied symmetrical extrac-

tion is such that, in some cases, even an expert may doubt

in later years, as to whether the first molars have been ex-

tracted or not, whereas the functional value of the denture

as a masticating organ may be ruined by the indiscriminate

extraction of the same or even a lesser number of teeth.

To ignore the abnormal or diseased conditions of the

teeth during the period from the sixth to the sixteenth year,

even if they are unaccompanied by pain, will inevitably lead

to a partial, if not a complete, wrecking of the entire denture

as a masticating apparatus, earlier or later, in the adult period

of the individual's life history. There can be no question

that from the trifling attention, and often from the entire lack

of attention paid to the teeth during this important period

of eruption, a very large number of individuals are doomed

to pass through the third and major portion of their lives

lamed and crippled so far as their jaws are concerned, or

obliged to put up with the relatively poor comfort, or rather

frequent discomfort, of artificial substitutes. The lack of

the watchful care of a thoroughly qualified dental practi-

tioner, especially during the first half of the eruptive period,

frequently entails resort to the cumbersome, the discomfort-

ing, and the expensive mechanical appliances for the correc-

tion of irregularities which might have been easily avoided.

In compiling these statistics I soon came to the conclu-

sion that the statement that so many children had amongst

them so many defective or carious teeth, whether savable,

unsavable or already lost, utterly fails to convey, even to

the professional mind, any very accurate measure of the real

gravity of the fact. In order to do this, I have proposed to

standardize the value of school children's sets of teeth or

dentures as follows : If all the teeth are free from decay,

the denture, even if irregular, is taken :is good. If only one

to four teeth are decayed or lost, as fair. If five to eight,

bad, and if more than eight, very bad. There being four
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teeth in each class, this number has been taken as the com-

plement, and is no mere arbitrary selection, since it harmon-

izes with the accepted views and actual treatment of dental

practitioners.

In the case of the training-ship " Exmouth," with its 480

boys between the ages of 11 and 17 years, where the dental

efificiency was high compared with the majority of the

schools of a similar class already examined, the application

of this standard of measurement shows that, exclusive of

the 2.25 per cent of the boys who have only carious tem-

porary teeth, 24.6 per cent have good dentures, 44.9 per

cent fair, 22.9 per cent bad, and only 5.25 per cent very

^«^ dentures.

This method of measuring has been extended by tabu-

lating the results obtained in 4,951 of the most recent cases

given in yearly tables. By grouping together three yearly

returns from seven onwards, as in Table B, in parallel col-

umns, the early age at which decay begins, the rapid in-

crease from bad to worse in the decayed sets with each year

of life, and the inevitable fate of such sets in the course of

years, unless controlled by treatment during childhood, are

proved to almost mathematical demonstration.

B.—Table Showing the Relative Ratio per Hundred Children Having Sound,
Defective Temporary, and Defective Permanent Teeth, Classified

Quaternarily, Arranged in Triennial Age Periods.

No. Examined
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The numbers examined in the second, third and fourth

columns, i. e., at ages from 7 to 15 years, as shown in Table

B, are sufficiently large to give reliable average results. The
number in the fifth column is not so satisfactory in this

respect, and therefore further observations at this age would

be especially valuable.

The rise in the ratio of sound dentures up to the fourth

period is fully accounted for by the eruption of good per-

manent teeth in place of, for the most part, decaying tempo-

rary teeth, and perhaps by the fact that precocious develop-

ment of the permanent teeth is not infrequently attended by

exceptional susceptibility to decay. The rapid diminution

of cases presenting only defective temporary is only what

might have been expected, except in so far as they persist

into the fourth and fifth age groups. The schools included

in this tabulation comprised two very distinct categories, the

poor not yet receiving dental treatment, and the rich with

dental officers attached. The undue retention of these tem-

porary teeth only occurred in the former class.

The rise and fall of the ratios in the fai?- class, the abrupt

increase of those in the had during the third, followed by

the serious transition from bad to very bad during the fourth

age period, is more than instructive, and demonstrates the

urgency of treatment in the first and second age periods.

In order to test how far preservative dentistry rightly

and persistently applied could retrieve the ravages of decay,

a table has been carefully compiled, showing that in a high-

class school of 49 youths between the ages of 11 and 19,

6 per cent had good, i. e., sound, 61 per cent fair, 29 per

cent bad, and 4 per cent very bad dentures ; but that, thanks

to intelligent and timely treatment, out of the 46 dentures

affected by caries, 35 were made artificially sound, i. e.,

required no treatment, while only 1 1 youths required treat-

ment in the shape of 20 teeth requiring filling and 3 requir-

ing extraction, and 42 out of the 46 youths had had 128 fill-

ings inserted.

The value of dental attention of a conservative nature is

further borne out by contrasting the loss of grinding capacity
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from defective or absent contiguous teeth on one or both

sides of the mouth in schools with a dental appointment,

and in those without one. In the two high-class schools,

the ratio of loss of grinding capacity in 198 boys was 2-| per

cent, whereas in three schools without dental appointments

the ratio varied from 5.3 to 10 per cent, and averaged in 911

children over 7|- per cent ; further, in the case of the latter

schools, several cases were noted where the loss affected

both sides of the mouth. This contrast is all the more

striking from the evidently greater liability to dental caries

in the high-class schools, as shown in the number of teeth

which are, or had been, defective. It is also worth noting

that there are signs of other facts of great interest which

further investigation will probably elucidate. In the poor

class schools, with a total of 1,594 children examined, the

ratio of irregularities returned was' about 14 per cent,

approximately double the ratio in the rich class schools
;

and similarly the ratio of honeycombed teeth, which are

significant of some interference with the natural process

of tooth development in the first two years of life to

sound teeth, was rather more than as nine to three.

Such a classification demonstrates that a very large per-

centage of cases can be made, if not perfect at least, practi-

cally efficient by a relatively small amount of skilled treat-

ment applied at once ; that, if not so treated, in a short time

those cases now marked fair will become bad, and the bad

very bad. Many of the bad class, and all the very bad, would

have no chance of passing the admiralty dental examina-

tion owing to the great loss of grinding capacity. Some
of the boys require, as a result of the absence of any dental

treatment, artificial teeth even at the age of 14 or 15 years.

Knowing as we do the requirements of the army, and the

still more stringent regulations of the royal navy, as to the

efficiency of the recruit's denture, the importance of the

attention to the teeth of the boys is manifest. Thereby

dental efficiency from a naval point of view would be

promoted, and a larger number of boys would be eligible

for the royal navy.
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Nor should it be forgotten that those boys who are refused

by the admiralty on account of defective teeth, and are there-

fore obliged to console themselves with the mercantile

marine service, will, for similar reasons, have no chance of

subsequently enlisting in the royal naval reserve and hence

lose a legitimate means of adding to their pay.

There is an increasing recognition of the importance of

systematic care of the teeth, apart from any aesthetic con-

sideration. In the case of children who, during the growth of

the body, have not merely to maintain but to increase nutri-

tion, it is surely a matter of urgency that all the organs of

digestion should be kept in a state of functional integrity;

and if, as seems to be the case, diseases of the alimentary

canal are increasing, it is evident that any departure from

the normal dentition places the child, and the future adult,

at a disadvantage. Instead of waiting until a child suffers

pain, and thus directs attention to a decayed tooth, it is far

better for both patient and operator that the earliest appear-

ance of caries should be noted, and the progress prevented

by a regular system of inspection and prompt treatment.

Under such circumstances dental disease and the necessity

for painful operations are reduced to a minimum, while at

the same time the function of mastication is satisfactorily

maintained. The economical aspect of treatment during

the period of school life is of the highest importance, for

decay of the teeth is pre-eminently a disease of youth, and

may be controlled then with the minimum expenditure of

time and trouble.

The wretched condition of children's teeth as revealed in

our own investigations has been alluded to by some com-

mentators in the public press as one which evidently affords

the dental profession so much satisfaction. But such a classi-

fication enables us to demonstrate that the policy we advo-

cate is one of hope, not of despair; that the prevention we
would enforce can only be effective if applied early in life;

and that, if neglected then, a few years will sufîfice to change

this hopeful retrievable condition to one of hopelessly irre-

trievably, ruined dentures, and to a prematurely toothless,

or, what is worse than toothless, tooth burdened race.
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Statistical evidence on the increase of disease of the

teeth with advancing age is not lacking. I was enabled to

make the examination of the mouths of candidates for service

in the army, passing through the London recruiting depot.

Their ages ranged from ly to 25 years and averaged 19 years

7 months. I found that there were' only five out of the first

hundred presenting themselves who had dentures free from

decay, and of these, two were rejected as being under chest

measurement. It was also found that 34 per cent had fairy

32 per cent had bad, and 29 per cent very bad dentures

according to the classification used in Table B. Of the latter

no less than 12 per cent had each from 13 to 22 carious or

defective teeth. There were 64 cases per cent in which scal-

ing was badly required, while 70 per cent were suffering from

inflamed and ulcerated gums, and" 27 cases per cent from

chronic abscesses, many of them in front teeth.

The national importance of early attention to the teeth

is surely evident from a consideration of these facts, more

especially when we remember that this in no way represents

the actual state of the mouth of the average Londoner,

inasmuch as the recruiting sergeant, who is familiar with the

standard of physique and general health required by the

medical examiners of recruits and knows that so many bad

teeth disqualify a candidate, must have exercised some dis-

cretion in eliminating all those whom he was certain had

no chance of passing this examination.

A naval medical officer when serving at the Royal Navy
Barracks at Sheerness, examined upwards of 1,000 men, limit-

ing the investigation to '^ blue jackets " over 20 years of age

whose teeth were in good condition at the time of joining

the service. He says :
" Of the total of 1,022 men whose

teeth I examined, representing 32,704 teeth in the aggregate

—or, deducting 1,030 teeth not erupted, 3 1,674 teeth—no

less than 4,929 teeth had been extracted or were decayed,

being rather more than one-seventh of the total number of

teeth ; and this, considering the age and quality of the men,

is strikingly large." The analysis of these figures proves

that the loss is principally amongst those teeth on which the
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"grindini^ capacity" depends. The ratio being 1.55 per

cent in the incisor region, 4.35 per cent in the bicuspid re-

gion, and 9.65 per cent in the molar region, reckoned on the

total number of 31,674 teeth, 1,030 third molars which

were absent not being included.

These ratios scarcely give an adequate notion of the real

loss, save out of every 100 molars one-third were either cari-

ous or absent, the ratio being 42.5, 22.87 '^^^ 34-Ö3 ^^r the

first, second and third molars respectively, while a large

number of the sound teeth remaining must have been func-

tionless from loss of the antagonizing teeth.

He continues: " What is the cause of this high rate of

destruction among the teeth of our blue jackets? These

men are carefully selected for the service at a time when it

may be safely assumed that the teeth are invariably sound

and good."

Dr. Wilberforce Smith, in discussing the early failure

of pairs of grinding teeth and the consequent disastrous

effect on digestion, refers to statistics made on a different

basis, but which are equally convincing. "My ambition is

to get a thousand or more cases having no relation to dental

or even medical practice, and thus to arrive at a precise esti-

mate of the destruction of masticating capacity amongst the

general population. Thus far I have succeeded in testing

some 250 cases. The 250 cases referred to have been exam-
ined solely in view of the medical value of grinding pairs of

teeth. The incisors and cuspids, which, in modern life, have

their function largely replaced by knives and forks, I have

not counted, although they are not unimportant even in a

medical aspect. The aesthetic value of front teeth and their

consequent indirect effect upon health is not to be denied,

but finds no place in my tables. Disregarding aesthetics, I

have taken the hygienic aspect in its primary form, and col-

lected evidence as to molars and pre-molars, counted not in

singles, but in pairs. From the physician's point of view, a

single tooth, molar or pre-molar, which is without an oppo-

nent, is as useless as a single blade of a pair of scissors. I

have counted fractions of pairs where partial opposition has
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existed, and have done my best to estimate opposition aright

and to eliminate difficulties caused, for instance, by subjects

of investigation setting their teeth wrongly. Certain other

fallacies ought to be guarded against in these as in other

anthropometric observations. .Our best endeavors should

be employed to hinder the operation of that which I may call

the principle of self-selection ; that is to say, against allow-

ing individuals to choose whether they will or will not under-

go examination. Because the truth is, the fittest persons

are those who prefer to be tested. Those who know their

teeth to be badly decayed are unwilling to come forward.

One shoujd do the utmost to obtain whole groups. And,

after all, my own results, bad as they are in showing destruc-

tion of grinding pairs, are better than they should be, because,

notwithstanding all persuasion, a few members of certain

groups evaded examination.

"Accordingly, it is seen that at 15 to 20 years, taking both

sides of the mouth, two molar pairs and a small fraction

(2.15) are retained; at the age period 25 to 30 years, two

molar pairs and a smaller fraction (2.04). At the age period

25 to 30 years, the effect of the complete eruption of the

wisdom teeth appears to improve the result a little, and

there are retained nearly two and a half molar pairs (2.47).

At 30 to 40 years, we have one and a fraction (1.40) molar

pairs. At 40 to 50, less than one molar pair, represented by

the decimal 0.75. Thus, at the age period last given, whilst

still in the prime of life, we are reduced to a fraction of one

pair, and may be reminded of Hamlet's words, 'the sickly

part of one true sense.'
"

During the past twelve years I have had an opportu-

nity of acquiring a pretty thorough knowledge of the

average condition of the teeth of the university under-

graduate, and have seen the fearful destruction caused by

dental caries in the mouths of those who may be taken

as typical of all that is best, so far as social condition,

physique and means can afford mitigation or relief of

these conditions.

Sometimes thirty to sixty hours in the chair are neces-
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sary to put the teeth in order; and quite a considerable

number of the "men" come to the 'varsity with persistent

"baby" teeth.

If we regard for a moment even the purely academic

aspect of some of these cases, is it not a deplorable short-

sightedness and a sense of false economy which leads both

the parent and the schoolmaster, by the neglect of atten-

tion to the dental organism during the eruptive period of

school life, to run the risk of a complete breakdown of

the student on the eve of an all-important examination

from pain and suffering with his teeth? The period of

the ordinary, and especially of the "tripos" or honors

examinations at Cambridge, is characterized by a notable

increase in the number of acute cases calling for treat-

ment, and I have known many cases where the student's

position in the class list was materially affected thereby.

What is true of this class of the community must be also

more or less true of others. An intelligent student some-

what surprised me the other day by asking why it was that

the parent and schoolmaster were generally so particular

as to the quality and sufficiency of the food at school,

and so utterly disregardful as to whether the boys had

or had not an efficient dental mechanism, for the assimi-

lation of that food. Of course, my only reply could be

that it was in consequence of their utter ignorance of

the importance and the advantages, both economic and, as I

am also convinced, educational, derivable from adequate

attention to the teeth of the school children.

Without dwelling on the prevalent neglect of the teeth

during early life, and the great amount of severe pain,

loss of teeth, and consequent incapacity for complete

mastication— entailing indigestion and other serious mala-

dies— to which that neglect leads, I should like to refer

to the evidence of Mr. Bennett Williams, who kindly

afforded me the opportunity of giving my first public

lecture on "Preventive Dentistry" to several hundred

parents of children attending a board school in one

of the poorest districts of North London, more especially
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as he called attention to a fact which cannot be without

interest to all concerned in education, namely, that a

defective condition of the teeth may seriously impair

their function as a part of the mechanism of speech.

He states that his experience as the head master of

one of the largest London board schools, and the

exceptional opportunities he has had for over a quarter

of a century of noting the various changes in the health

of the children of our working classes, convinced him

that more sickness than is generally supposed is directly

traceable to neglected and defective teeth. He has further

observed that many cases of imperfect articulation, some-

times unhappily becoming a life-long habit, are due to

the same cause. He thought the lecture clearly proved

that a good deal of the evil is easily preventible, and

that the knowledge of a few simple truths, coupled with

a little timely attention on the part of the parents,

could not fail to be of the utmost importance to the

well-being of the children ; and^ if the very necessary

and valuable information which was imparted by the

illustrated lecture could be more widely known, and if

increased facilities could be afforded to the poor for

securing skilled attention in cases of special difificulty,

he believed that great national benefit would result.

As a contrast to this, so far as the class of the

patient is concerned, and as typical of the condition

where individuals might have been expected to have

fully availed themselves of the advantages of modern
conservative dentistry, I would quote the evidence of a

distinguished tutor at Trinity College, Cambridge. He
advises his pupils to have their teeth put thoroughly in

order, since he has found so many of them break down
at examination time from acute pain. These cases are

always of the third or fourth degree of caries, and therefore

of long standing, and involving disease of the pulp* or the

pericementum.

f

*Pulp, the so called " nerve" of the tooth.

t Pericementum, the membrane surrounding the root of a tooth.
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Rarely do statistics furnish so conclusive demonstration

as these with regard to the teeth. When statistics deal

with sufficiently large figures as they do here, and point to

certain conclusions with an overwhelming weight of evi-

dence, then the broad lessons which they teach may be

accepted as true in the main. It is clear that while decay

in the teeth affects all classes and nearly every individual,

only a small percentage of the cases are too absolutely hope-

less to be beyond the limits of remedial conservative dental

surgery. The curability of this disease is very great, and if

the treatment is applied early enough, that is to say, in its

incipient, or even in its second stage, extraction will rarely

be necessary. Caries is, therefore, in a large sense, so far a

preventable disease. It might even be said for ninety per

cent of the school community, almost wholly so, if treat-

ment in the incipient stage is regarded as prophylaxis, for it

is evident that a large number of teeth are erupted in such

a condition that a certain amount of decay is absolutely

inevitable.

'* Who would not give a trifle \.o prevent what he would

give a thousand worlds to cure?'' Is it not, therefore, the

imperative duty of the parent to prevent by timely atten-

tion the almost inevitable loss of an actively functioning

denture in later life? Still more is this the imperative duty

of those governing bodies whom we may consider as the

parents of the poor and needy, the waifs and strays of our

struggle for life ; of those who, with rare exceptions, will be

precluded from the effective but necessarily expensive ser-

vices of private practitioners.

Our state-supporting schools are rearing children the

majority of whom are, owing to a preventable disease, un-

fitted for serving the state in the army and the navy, and,

further, must be heavily handicapped for the battle of life.

Indeed, we venture to urge that these statistics justify

an appeal to the government in every civilized country for

an official inquiry. Much good has been done by private

effort, by the industry of individual practitioners, and by

the support of dental societies, but the subject is really one
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of imperial importance, and demands government and state

aid in the interests of the community at large.

As Havelock Ellis, in his interesting work on " The
Nationalization of Health " * well remarks in discussing the

dentist's place in health nationalization :

" The care of the teeth has at present only to a very limited

extent, and in very few countries, been regarded as a matter

of public health, to be dealt with systematically. Here and

there the routine examination of children's teeth at school

has been introduced, but for the most part the matter has

been left entirely to individual apathy and ignorance. The

result is that among all classes—for the well-to-do are in

this matter usually as uncivilized as the poorest—the teeth

are often left to take care of themselves until some pro-

longed attack of toothache makes life intolerable, or until,

perhaps, there are very few teeth left to care for. Not

many of us learn until we are approaching middle age, the

comfort, economy and hygienic importance of the trifling

amount of attention necessary for the care and preservation

of the teeth. This means a vast amount of avoidable misery

and discomfort. It means also that the mouth must fre-

quently be converted into a cavern of impurity not pleasant

to conte'mplate. And it is now beginning to be recognized

that neglected caries of the teeth is responsible for a consid-

erable amount of more serious disease."

Dr. Carpenter remarks in his "Principles and Practice of

School Hygiene," " large schools should always have dental

officers attached to them, who, by a periodical inspection of

the teeth of the children, will be able to avert decay, re-

move loose fangs before they produce general disorder,

and this may be the means of stopping the progress of

much dental mischief."

When children are fed, clothed, educated and doctored

in any institution, it is, to say the least, unsatisfactory if no

provision be made for the prevention and relief of disease

of the teeth, and further, it is cruel if the only provision is

extraction, whether by the hands of a dentist or by those of

the medical ofificer.

* T. Fisher Unwin, lyondon.
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It lias been well said, that the further development of the

scheme for saving the natural teeth of the poorer classes, a

worthy purpose, cannot be attained by the dentists alone.

It can be rendered efïective only by the joint action of the

public and the dental profession.

What measures, then, it may be asked, can be taken for

dealing with the ravages of dental disease, which, in the case

of the poorer classes, are evidently so largely unchecked ?

As an example of what may be done, it will be of inter-

est to submit here certain recommendations made to and

recently adopted by the Committee of Management of the

Training ship " Exmouth," Metropolitan Asylums Board,

with the approval of the Local Government Board of Great

Britain.

" {a) That a toothbrush and simple tooth-powder be

provided for each boy, and that a toothbrush drill after the

last meal of the day be instituted.

" (a) That a qualified dental surgeon be appointed to

attend one day in each week for five or six hours (in schools

of about 500 children, and proportionately more or less if the

number is larger or smaller).

" (c) That an inspection of the boys' mouths be so

arranged that each boy would be examined at least twice

during the year ; new cases being seen at the first visit after

their admission.

" [a) That a careful record be kept of all operations per-

formed at each visit. That a brief report, showing clearly

the number of tcctJi filled and the number of teeth extracted,

be presented to the Committee of Management once in

every three months, and that a full report be presented once

in each year.

" {e) That the Committee of Management should pay

the dental surgeon a salary of ^lOO per annum, and provide

a suitably equipped dental surgery and materials on board

or on shore.

"(/") That as it will be impossible for the dental surgeon

on the first establishment of the ofïice to do more than

inspect and put all the new boys' teeth in order, besides
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attending to urgent cases amongst the old boys, it would be

advisable to allow the dental surgeon to have the services

of a qualified assistant at a weekly salary, who should attend

daily for six hours and carry out treatment under his direc-

tions until the teeth of the present, or old boys, especially

those in the " fair " class, have been put in order. It is only

by some temporaiy provision of this kind that the teeth of

the children then in the school can be adequately treated."

The hours of the attendance and the salary of the dental

surgeon are the only points which are not of general applica-

tion, as it is obvious that the attendance, and therefore the

salary, might be proportionally less in a school of less, and
more in one of more than 500 children, while both are based

on the absolute needs of entirely state-supported or so-called

pauper children, in whose cases very badly decayed teeth

would be extracted or left untreated. In other schools there

would be a demand for the more complicated dental opera-

tions. Such a demand would necessitate a much greater

expenditure of time, and therefore of money in the shape of

remuneration.

While this investigation has been conducted, and these

recommendations made, in connection with parochial and

industrial schools, orphanages, training ships, and the like

from a deep sense of the benefit to the community which

would accrue, it may meet at least the desire of some to

have an expression of opinion as to what provision should

be made in better class schools. Attention to dental

hygiene should be rigorously insisted upon. Not only

should it be seen that the toothbrush is provided, but that

it is efficiently used and at the proper time, after the last'

meal. Even in some of the best schools, a lad already well

trained in the toothbrush habit is obliged to give it up from

stupid petty dormitory regulation. A dental officer might

be appointed to advise and inspect ; but it must not for a

a moment be forgotten that here it is for the parents and

not for the executive of the school to make selection of the

practitioner to whom they would confide the treatment of

the children's mouths ; and if, as has sometimes occurred, this
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very obvious fact be ignored, much unpleasantness may-

arise. In smaller schools it would be sufficient to extend

the plan already adopted by some proprietors of schools,

viz., to require a certificate from some reputable dentist that

the teeth are in order, both on the child entering the school

and on return from each vacation. By such means the dis-

ability of the pupil for scholastic work from dental troubles

is reduced to a minimum.

It is no new thing to have dentists appointed to schools,

but, owing to the services being either honorary or insuf-

ficiently remunerated, too often the only treatment has been

and still is extraction. The dentist visits a school of several

hundred children twice a year or so, removing as many
hundred teeth at each visit. So horrible a red letter day

should not exist in any school calendar. No class of chil-

dren should continue to be subjected to a cruel operation

which it is perfectly evident might be avoided in a very

large proportion of cases.

The characteristic feature of the new appointments, several

of which have recently been made in consequence of the British

Dental Association investigation, is the hygienic and pre-

servative treatment. The appointments originally tentative

have been renewed, thus proving that they have been found

satisfactory. The returns of teeth filled show that, unless

the foregoing recommendation (/), making provision for the

eradication of decay, is adopted (even with such appoint-

ments), the majority of the teeth presently decayed are still

unattended to, and are going from bad to worse. Too much
stress cannot be laid on recommendation {/), or some modi-

fication of it, to supplement and not to supplant recom-

mendation (/;). It is extremely desirable that, in the case of

state schools, a uniform system of returns showing the num-
ber of teeth filled, as well as of those extracted, should be

made to a central authority such as the local government

board, in case of Great Britain.

So far we have urged the importance of cleanliness of the

mouth and attention to the teeth mainly for the sake of

having an adult race with good functional sets of natural
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teeth. But it may be contended that the measures advo-

cated, daily cleansing and timely professional care, are noth-

ing new. True, but these simple measures have now an

altogether new significance, which cannot but arrest public

attention.

Within recent years, through the influence of the works

of Pasteur, there has been produced a profound revolution in

medicine, the greatest perhaps to which it has ever been

subjected. The influence of micro-organisms upon the pro-

pagation of certain diseases has been successfully demon-

strated. The mouth, as we have seen, is crowded with these

microbes or germs. It would seem, if we may judge by the

indifference with which the mouth and teeth are treated,

that they offer no interest from the point of view of general

health, that the teeth are organs predestined to disappear,

and that to concern one's self about them is useless. And
yet the damage to general health is so very much greater

than has hitherto been suspected that at least a brief refer-

ence to the conclusions of some of our most eminent bacteri-

ologists is necessary to complete our study of the subject.

After calling attention to various diseases of the bony

structures and blood poisoning from diseased teeth or from

operations in the mouth, sometimes resulting in death, Miller,

in the paper on " The Human Mouth as a Focus of Infection,"

already alluded to, remarks:
" Croupous pneumonia must be regarded as a disease in

all probability closely dependent upon the condition of the

mouth. The uniform results obtained by the investigators

on the subject of pneumonia for the last five years leave

little room for doubt that the cause of this important

disease is to be sought for in a species or group of micro-

organisms, which are constantly present in the sputum of

persons suffering from pneumonia, and very frequently even

in the saliva of quite healthy persons.
-y- -X-

-/• -/: -X-

" Again, it is highly improbable that the number of

germs inhaled at any one time would be sufficiently great tO'

maintain themselves in the human lungs without having
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undergone at least a temporary stay in the mouth, wliich

serves as their recruiting or breeding place.

" Furthermore, the micrococcus of pneumonia not only

does not proliferate at the ordinary temperature of the

air, but, what is of still greater importance, soon loses its

virulence when cultivated out of the body, even under
the most favorable conditions, which is also another potent

reason for the supposition that in pneumonia the mouth
and not the air is the direct source of infection.

* * * * *

" Primary diphtheria of the mouth, as well as primary
tuberculosis, have been repeatedly observed to originate

about carious teeth. I can mention but briefly an epidemic
of stomatitis epidemica— foot and mouth diseases in

man—in which no less than 6,000 people suffered from
this disease in a very severe form, some forty cases ending
fatally, and many more completely disabling the victims

of the disease. It was communicated chiefly through drink-

ing glasses (beer glasses)."

The alarming and continuous increase of diphtheria

and its probable connection with elementary education

should be sufficient to direct attention to the possibility

of diminishing the incidence of this dread disease by pro-

moting better hygienic conditions in the mouth. Mr.

Shirley Murphy, the Medical Officer of Health to the

London County Council, has shown that the incidence

of increase now falls not on infants, who used to be the

chief victims of diphtheria, but on children between the

school ages of three and ten, and that the rise in diph-

theritic mortality has gone on steadily mounting, side by
side with the increase of elementary school attendance.

No satisfactory explanation has been forthcoming of the

fact of this increase, in spite of all the practical improve-
ments and measures which have had so marked an effect in

promoting public health in most respects.

The simple measure of enforcing the child to present on
coming to school a clean mouth, as well as a clean face, is

surely worth a trial; nor is medical evidence lacking that
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an unhealthy mouth may favor the occurrence of diph-

theria.

Dr. William Watson noticed that at least eighty per

cent of the children suffering from that disease have teeth

badly neglected and gums in a most unsatisfactory state.

Shght local suppurations are always going on, and the gland

structures connected with the mouth suffer. In the neck

there is enlargement of the glands, which then form a

suitable soil for the development of tubercule. As a

further result of this constant irritation, there is enlarge-

ment and hypertrophy of the tonsils, with consequent evils

in the form of constant liability to sore throat, development

of nasal voice and mouth breathing. Dr. Watson recom-

mends the frequent inspection of the mouths and throats

of all school children, and that their teeth should be "put

right."

Recent researches seem to prove that the diphtheria

bacilli can exert little or no injurious influence where the

mucous lining of the throat and adjacent parts remain sound

and unaffected by minor diseases. Roux and Yersin have

found that the specific bacterium may persist in the mouth

for several days after all traces of the membrane have disap-

peared ; and they give the good practical advice that diph-

theritic patients who are becoming convalescent should not

be allowed to associate with their school-fellows, playmates

or families for at least a fortnight after the membrane has

disappeared, and that it is quite as important to wash out

the throat freely three or four times a day with disinfecting

lotions as that the clothes and bed linen should be disinfected.

In his excellent manual on "Bacteria and Their Products,"*

Woodhead furnishes corroborative evidence, sufficiently indi-

cated by the following quotations:

"The very favorable incubating chamber of the mouth is,

however, not monopolized by the organisms that so far have

been mentioned, and during epidemics, or when people come

in contact with persons suffering from various diseases are,

as might be anticipated, frequently taken into the mouth,

The Contemporary Science Series, Walter Scott, Loiidon.
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where they accumulate, multiply, and eventually set up any
of the various diseases with which they are associated in the

hitherto healthy person.

* -;!• * * -K- * *

"It will thus be seen that in certain cases injury of the

mouth, of the periosteum of the jaw, or the soft tissues of

the pharynx, may lead to infections of very different kinds;

but it may be laid down as a general rule that septic infec-

tion is frequently the result of invasion from these regions,

and very numerous are the cases recorded in which death

has resulted, even from the most trifling operations in the

mouth and naso-pharynx. I have seen several cases where
death has ensued, with all the symptoms of most acute septi-

caemia, or with symptoms of more chronic poisoning, as in

pycEmia, from the extraction of a tooth or the lancing of

the gums in patients with imperfectly cleansed mouths, or

in persons who have been engaged in attendance on patients

suffering from certain infectious diseases; the organisms in

such cases finding their way from positions in which they

were comparatively harmless into the wounds that were

unavoidably made, whence they invaded the lymphatics or

passed directly into the blood stream and set up septic or

other mischief.

" It is scarcely necessary here to enter into the different

forms of septic tooth disease, or to consider the points at

which the different kinds of poison may enter, but it should

be mentioned in the interests both of antiseptic purity and
suffering humanity, that a good, stout toothbrush, plenty

of water and some antiseptic dentifrice, applied morning
and night, afford a greater safeguard against many diseases

than most people are aware."

In conclusion, I trust enough has been said to make
every reader re-echo the words of Sir James Crichton

Browne in addressing the members of the British Dental

Association at a public conference of members of Cambridge
University, school teachers, and others interested in school

hygiene: " It is during childhood that tooth troubles orig-

inate, and it seems to me that you are performing a great
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public duty, in a manner worthy of an unselfish profession,

in calling attention to the alarming prevalence of dental

caries amongst school children, and in asking that steps be

taken to arrest its progress and prevent its spread. It seems

to me that you have an unanswerable case in favor of inter-

ference, and I cannot doubt that you will soon be successful

in securing it. You have shown the reality and the magni-

tude of the evil as it exists ; you have shown the practica-

bility of dealing with it remedially, and you are entitled to

insist that easily attainable protection should be given

against an evil distressing in itself, and both pernicious and
far reaching in its consequences."

I would therefore appeal, in the strongest manner pos-

sible, for greater public interest in this important question,

if only for the sake of the suffering children, for, unaided,

the dental profession can do but little. There is no man
•who cannot assist in this work by attending to his own
health, by inculcating good advice on those he can influ-

ence, and, if he possesses the power, by aiding in obtaining

early remedial treatment by the state for the poorer classes.

In the words of Parkes: " Such a work seems to me wholly

good ; a work free from the error and frailty that clings to

so much that we do, a work unselfish, devoid of wish of per-

sonal gain, and instinct with the love of man."
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE NO. 9 ON THE " HISTORY OF DEN-

TAL LEGISLATION IN THIS AND OTHER COUNTRIES "

Bv Wm. Carr, M.D., D.D.S., Chairman, New York, X. Y.

Committee No. 9 of the " World's Columbian Dental

Congress," has the honor to submit the following :

Letters addressed to the secretaries of dental societies in

every State of the Union, and also to officials of dental

societies in Europe, have elicited courteous replies, with

scarcely an exception, expressing the belief that dental leg-

islation is well enforced, and has resulted in an improvement

of dental education, and an advance in professional ethics.

The most notable exception to the statement is the reply

from Illinois, in which it is said that the effect of the den-

tal law has been " to drive aspirants for dental practice into

and through the colleges; and that of nearly one thousand

licenses granted since July i, 1881, probably less than ten

per cent have come in upon examination by the Board of

Examiners. Although the possession of a diploma from

a college, which the Board may, possibly from the mere

absence of adverse charges or evidence, recognize as ' repu-

table,' does not, by any means, imply proper fitness and

qualification on the part of the applicant, yet there can be

no question but that the effect of the law has been bene-

ficial. It has driven students to at least go through the

forms of a college course, and taught them something."

The suggestion made by several of those replying to the

circular, that all licenses should be issued only by Boards of

Examiners, after examination of those holding diplomas, is

worthy of consideration. Such is the requirement of Min-

nesota, Massachusetts and New Jersey, as we have seen.

It is, also, substantially the requirement of the medical law

of New York and other States. No fence is higher than

its lowest point ; and a diploma standard cannot be better
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than that of the poorest college recognized by examining

boards as reputable.

Uniformity, as well as excellence of standard, is most

desirable ; a uniformity, not only for this, but for all coun-

tries. It is clear that we are far from any common standard

even in the States. What work has been done is but pre-

liminary work. The ultimate aim of those interested in

dental, as well as in medical education and ethics, should be

to find some common standard of attainment for all the

world, or for all English-speaking races, or, at least, for all

the United States. It does not seem too much to hope, in

view of what has been achieved, that a central organization

may be formed in this country of delegates from all States,

who may unite on a statute and secure its enactment.

Legislation to this end is an exercise of the police po.wer

for the protection of the people, not for the benefit of the

profession, and can be justified on no other theory. This

principle is too often lost sight of. Many will assent to

laws preventing the ignorant from imposition and malprac-

tice upon the public, who would protest against any law

whose object should be to restrict competition. The bene-

fit to the profession is an incident, not the end. The pur-

pose of English and German law is to prevent fraudulent

assumption of titles. The American and Continental stat-

utes forbid the practice of the art to the unlicensed.

There is a wide difference in our statutes, and not one of

them is more than an approximation to what is desirable.

In nearly every State a diploma is a license to practice.

Where examining boards exist, they have, generally, power

to discriminate among these diplomas, and declare what col-

leges shall be esteemed " reputable;" but this power is not

absolute, and its exercise has been reviewed in several in-

stances by the courts on application for a writ of mandamus.

Very few statutes prescribe the qualifications of licen-

tiates, which vary, therefore, both in quality and quantity.

That prescribing the course of study, and the standard, has

been left so largely to the Board, is very fortunate. Uni-

formity and flexibility will be more easily attained in the
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Standard. The example set by the undergraduate depart-

ment of Harvard, and followed now by Yale, and, I believe,

by Princeton also, of holding examinations of candidates for

admission at the large cities—New York, San Francisco,

Chicago, etc., as well as at Cambridge, New Haven and

Princeton, shows how feasible it would be to maintain a

common standard if it could be decided upon ; but this

decision will be one of great difficulty. What has been

attained up to this time in legislation has been effected by
moderation in asking and willingness to compromise with

important interests. The value of existing legislation is

largely educational. It is teaching the public that dentistry

is not a mere mechanical art, but that it is, also, a branch of

medical science. As such, it requires for its proper study

preliminary education, which few, if any, States demand.

Conflicting interests are many. All to whom the expense

of collegiate training is of moment, all who care only to

begin bread-winning as early as possible, regardless of the

effect of their evil practice on their patients and the pro-

fession, all these, and many more, are opposed to any long

term of study. Colleges are anxious to swell the number of

students, and, as experience shows, are slow to reject candi-

dates so long as their diploma is a license. It is well known
that the standard of scholarship advances at once when
schools no longer hesitate to reject candidates because their

diplomas have ceased to be licenses.

The value of a central examining body would be, not

that it would be infallible or necessarily of the highest attain-

ment, though the latter it should be—but that its existence

would mean the death of mere " diploma mills," whose
" graduates " will not dare to submit to any examination.

If the result of this World's Columbian Dental Congress

is to bring about conferences of those interested, and, event-

ually, a draft of a law that will protect the public, set a stand-

ard at once high, and, yet, one that can be very generally

attained to, and so widely recognized that any practitioner

once admitted under it, might transfer his practice to any
other jurisdiction, it will have achieved very much and

solved a difficult problem.
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Any such law should also contain provision for its effec-

tive enforcement, and, also, for the purging of the profession

of those who cease to deserve license.

To sum up, a good law should establish :

—

1. A high, uniform and universal standard of qualifica-

tion for licentiates.

2. A system of examination under the supervision of a

Central Council, or councils, in accord with one another,

with an interchange of credentials or registrations.

3. A system of local registration by which the qualifica-

tions and antecedents of each practitioner should be known»

4. Procedure for depriving the unworthy of their license.

-

5. Procedure for enforcing the law effectively.

Whether the law should merely aim to suppress false

pretence of qualification, or to absolutely prohibit practice

to the unlicensed, is a question well worth discussion.

MEMORANDUM OF STATUTES REGULATING THE
PRACTICE OF DENTISTRY.

In the United States, the practice of dentistry is now
regulated in almost every State by statute. In every instance

where provisions have been made as to methods of license,

the right of those engaged in the practice of dentistry, prior

to the enactment of the law to continue such practice with-

out further qualifications, has been recognized; although, in

some instances, a limitation of time during which practice

must have continued, has been thought necessary.

The standard of qualification is in most of the States a

diploma from a dental college ; the tendency latterly has

been to require all candidates for license to pass examina-

tions before State boards, and, also, to require as preliminary

to such examinations, the attainment of a diploma from a

reputable dental college; this, however, is required in but

one or two States ; study under private preceptorship is still

recognized in the majority of States, as sufficient to

entitle a candidate to apply for examination and license.

The following brief synopsis of the rules adopted in dif-
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ferent States, so far as their laws have been forwarded to

your Chairman, for Hcensing practitioners of dentistry, shows

the condition of the existing law in that regard :

Alabama.—Alabama was the first State to require license

of dentists, thus anticipating the action of European coun-

tries. Under the present law, that of 1881, a Board of Den-

tal Examiners is constituted, consisting of five members,

licensed by a medical or dental Board, and belonging to the

Alabama Dental Association, who have practiced not less

than three years in the State. This Board is elected by the

Alabama Dental Association. Its duty is to give a license

to any applicant who shall present satisfactory evidence of

having graduated and received a diploma from an incorpo-

rated dental college, or a license from the medical board of

the State; to grant a license to all other applicants passing

satisfactory examinations, and to keep a registry of licenti-

ates. The Board is also empowered to prescribe the neces-

sary course of reading for those under private preceptorship.

Any violation of the act is punishable by a fine of not less

than fifty, nor more than three hundred dollars. Registra-

tion is also required with the judge of the probate court of

the county in which the practitioner resides. The act is not

construed to punish any person for merely extracting teeth.

Dr. S. W. Foster, Secretary of State Dental Association,

writes of this law, on April 24th, 1893: "It is, to a certain

extent, enforced. Not so rigidly as might be, but has had a

good effect on dental education and has a decided tendency

toward elevating the standard of our profession."

Arkansas.—A Board of five examiners, appointed by the

Governer, a majority being a quorum, is empowered to decide

upon the validity of such diplomas as may be submitted to

them, and to register licentiates.

Extracting teeth by medical men for fees, and by others

gratuitously, is not punishable. Otherwise the unlicensed

practice of dentistry is punishable by a fine of not less than

ten, nor more than one hundred dollars.

Dr. W. H. Buckley, Secretary of the State Dental Asso-

ciation, writes on April i8th, 1893, that this law "has had a
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good effect upon dental education and prevented, to some

extent, the influx from other States of non-graduates."

Connecticut.—The Act of March 31st, 1887, forbids any

one to practice dentistry who has not received a diploma

from the faculty of a chartered college of this or a foreign

country, wherein was annually delivered, at the time of the

diploma's conferment, a full course of lectures and dental

instruction ; or who has not attended one full course of lec-

tures at such a college after eighteen months' pupilage in a

dental ofifice ; or who has not received a certificate from a

lawful board of dental examiners, or had six years' regular

dental practice. Physicians and students are exempt from

the operation of the act. Violation of the statute is punish-

able by a fine of not less than fifty, and not more than two

hundred dollars.

Dr. George L. Parmele, Secretary of the State Dental

Association, writes on April 15th, 1893: "This law is prac-

tically useless, therefore it is useless for me to state its

effect."

Since the above was written, the Act of 1893 has been

passed, in which it provides that the " Governor shall appoint

five persons, to be known as dental commissioners, who shall

be empowered to grant licenses to any applicant who shall

have received a diploma or other suf^cient certificate from

some reputable dental or medical college having a depart-

ment of dentistry, and duly recognized as such by the laws

of the State or country wherein the same is situated
;
or

unless he shall have spent as pupil or assistant at least three

years under the instruction and direction of some reputable

dentist ; or unless he shall have had at least three years' con-

tinuous practice as a dentist."

The commissioners have power to revoke any license

that has been granted, for causes of cruelty, incapacity, un-

skilfulness, gross negligence, indecent conduct towards

patients, or professional misbehavior, etc.

Florida.—We were unable to obtain a copy of the dental

law of Florida, but Dr. John O. Ferine, former Secretary of

the State Dental Association, writes as follows : " We have
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a State law to regulate the practice of our profession, but it is

not strongly enforced, I am sorry to write. It does have the

effect, though, of keeping out a certain class of itinerants.

We have a State Examining Board which meets in May."

District of Columbia.—In the District of Columbia the

National Congress has created a dental board of five mem-
bers. All graduates of dental colleges requiring a three

years' course of study, are entitled to certificates from the

Board without examination. Other persons are required to

submit to examination by the Board, and all licentiates are

required to register with the Board of Health, certificates

from the board that they are licensed. To attempt to prac-

tice dentistry in violation of the act, is a misdemeanor pun-

ishable by a fine of not less than fifty, nor more than two

hundred dollars; or, in default of payment, by imprison-

ment for not less than thirty, nor more than ninety days.

Physicians and bona fide students of either a dental college,

or registered dentists, are exempt from the operation of

the statute.

Dr. J. Roland Walton, President Washington City Den-

tal Society, writes April 15, 1893 :
" This law is rigidly en-

forced and tends to elevate the standard of dental education.

If all the Boards of Dental Examiners were rigid, the colleges

would be more thorough in their teaching, for no college

would like its graduates to fail."

Georgia.—In Georgia a board of five examiners, members
of the State Dental Society, is elected by said society. Its

duties are to prescribe a course of study for students under

private instruction, to examine and license applicants, and

to keep a book of registration. The statute is silent as to

what shall be the qualifications required of applicants for

examination. Provision is made, as in some other States,

for a temporary license to be issued by a single member of

the Board while the latter is not in session. The act docs

not apply to licensed physicians in practice prior to the

passing of the act, or to dentists in practice prior to 1872,

nor does it prevent any person from extracting teeth. Reg-

istration is also required in the office of the clerk of the
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Superior Court of the county in which the Hcensee practices.

Violation of the act is a misdemeanor.

Dr. L. D. Carpenter says: " Our dental law has been of

great benefit to this State—a great protection—and has an

elevating tendency on practice."

Dr. John H. Coyle, Chairman State Dental Examining

Board, writes on June 4th, 1893, of the law: "The effect

has been simply incalculable. It forced a marvellous upward

lift in the curriculum of dental colleges in contiguous States,

or at least more faithful teaching of the same and, ergo, an

undoubted elevation of the profession. ^^ -sf * *

It is difficult to thoroughly enforce the law, but the Board

is, and has been, bending every energy toward its thorough

enforcement."

Illinois.—No law sent. Dr. C. Stoddard Smith, Secretary

of State Board of Dental Examiners, writes June 3d, 1893 :

" Earnest efforts to obtain needed amendments to our law

have failed and we are not trying to enforce what we have,

because we cannot."

Indiana.—^The State Board of Indiana consists of five

practicing dentists, one appointed by the Governor, one by

the State Board of Health, and three by the State Dental

Association. Any person proving to their satisfaction, that

he is a graduate of a duly incorporated and reputable dental

college, is entitled to a registration certificate; others must

be examined in prescribed branches. A majority of the

Board is a quorum ; three members may sign a certificate,

and one member may issue a temporary certificate. Regis-

tration is in the recorder's office of the county of residence.

The penalty for violating the act is a fine of not less than

twenty, nor more than one hundred dollars. Physicians and

surgeons acting in the line of their profession are exempt

from the operation of the statute.

Dr. M. H. Chappell, Secretary of Board, writes April 18,

1893: "We have prosecuted every case known. * * *

Our law was amended in 1887, with the registry clause. We
found, July, 1887, graduates 123, time dentists 316. Since

July 1887, graduates 197, applicants for examination 92;
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passed 6. We in Indiana believe that the law has greatly-

benefited the status of the profession."

Suggests that State Board should examine all applicants.

Kentucky.— The State Dental Association elects a

Board of three practitioners, with whom are associated,

apparently, the President and Secretary of the Association.

Licentiates are those having a diploma from any duly

incorporated dental college of the United States, or foreign

country, or a certificate from the Kentucky State Dental

Association. The validity of a diploma may be passed

upon by the Board of Examiners. No other qualifications

or course of study are prescribed. A violation of the act

is indictable and punishable by a fine of not less than fifty,

nor more than two hundred dollars. Physicians or surgeons

extracting teeth arc not within the prohibition of the

statute. Registration is made in the book kept by the

State Dental Association.

Dr. J. H. Baldwin, Secretary of the Board, writes: "I

am sorry to say that the law is not as rigidly enforced as we
should like to see it but, on the whole, it has been of great

benefit in elevating the standard of the profession in this

State."

Louisiana.— Dr. J. Bauer, President of Board of Dental

Examiners, writes : "I cannot furnish you with a copy of

the dental law, which is strictly enforced in cities and towns,

but often fails in country parishes. I believe that the law

has been instrumental in elevating the professional standard.

At least twenty per cent of the men who have entered the

profession since the passage of the law, have attended and

graduated from dental colleges. Efforts are now being

made to secure amendments to the present law."

Maine. — A Board of Dental Examiners, consisting of

five members, is appointed by the Governor, with the con-

sent of the Council, the majority being a quorum. The
Secretary keeps the registration of licentiates, which is

certified by the Secretary of State. All persons, except

those in practice when the act was passed, are required to

pass examinations before said Board in prescribed subjects;
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but no other qualification for applicants is required, neither

diploma nor term of study. Violation of the act is punish-

able by a fine of not less than twenty-five, nor more than

one hundred dollars.

Dr. E. C. Bryant writes: "Our law has been on the

statute books but two years, and consequently its results

cannot at present be fully apparent. I think the law is well

enforced, and already its elevating effect is beginning to be

felt."

Massachusetts.—A Board of five examiners is appointed by
the Governor and Council, providing that no examiner may be

pecuniarily connected with any dental school. The provision

for registration is singularly defective, apparently requiring

by oversight, of course, only those persons to register who
can do so within six months of the passage of the act, and

who are engaged in practice at the time of its practice. All

other persons are required to submit to oral examination by

the Board. No requirement as to qualification is specified.

Violation of the act is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine

of not less than fifty, nor more than one hundred dollars,

or by imprisonment for not more than three months in

county jail.

Dr. E. O. Kinsman, Secretary Massachusetts Dental

Society, writes :
" I believe the law is enforced as well as

any law of its kind can be. I believe it has elevated

the professional standing in the State, and is productive of

good."

Michigan.— The Board of Examiners, consisting of three

practical dentists, graduates of reputable dental colleges, is

appointed by the Governor. The Board is authorized to

license as well as to examine candidates. No qualifications

or terms of study are prescribed, but any person having a

diploma from a reputable dental college of the United

States, with a course of instruction equivalent to that of

the College of Dental Surgery of the University of Michi-

gan, is entitled to register and practice. Any member of

the Board may grant a temporary license when the full

Board is not in session. The Board is required to keep
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a registry of all licensed practitioners. Violation of the

act is a misdemeanor, punishable by the fine of not less

than twenty-five, nor more than one hundred dollars.

Foreign diplomas are not recognized. Students may
assist in dental operations under the immediate super-

vision of the instructors.

Mmnesota.—A State Board of five members is appointed

by the Governor, of whom three, at least, shall be mem-
bers of the State Dental Association. Only those are

eligible for examination who satisfy the Board that they

either rightfully hold diplomas from reputable dental col-

leges or were practicing dentistry ten years prior to the

passage of the act. The examination is required to be

elementary and practical, on prescribed subjects. Registra-

tion is required in the ofifice of the Clerk of the District

Court of the county wherein the licentiate resides. The
practice of dentistry is defined. An annual license fee is

required of practitioners. Violation of the act is a mis-

demeanor, punishable by fine of not less than twenty, nor

more than one hundred dollars, or imprisonment for not

less than one or more than three months. Provision is

made for revocation of license.

Missouri.—There is no Board of Examiners in this State.

A diploma of a reputable dental college, duly chartered

under the laws of any one of the United States, or a foreign

government, constitutes a license. Practitioners are re-

quired to file a verified copy of their diploma with the clerks

of the County Court of their residence. Violation of the

statute is a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of not less

than twenty-five, nor more than two hundred dollars. The
act does not apply to physicians or surgeons extracting

teeth.

Dr. James A. Price, Treasurer State Dental Association,

writes: "While the law is not all we could wish it to be,

yet it has been of incalculable benefit to the profession and

the citizens of this State by keeping out incompetent men and

scalawags. It has been and is still being as rigidly enforced

as possible, and has had a very salutary effect upon dental

education and elevating the standard of the profession."
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He suggests the creation of a board of examiners with

full power.

Mississippi.—A Board of five dental examiners is ap-

pointed by the Governor, who may examine any person ap-

pearing before them, whether possessed of a diploma or not,

and, after examination, grant a license. The violation of

the act is a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of not less

than ten dollars. Apparently the act does not apply to per-

sons extracting teeth, unless they come from other States,

and travel about from place to place, engaged in that em-

ployment for compensation, in which case they must take

out a license from the Board.

Dr. W. E. Walker, President State Board of Examiners,

says, "that the law in force from 1882 to 1892, though not

in all cases rigidly enforced, was very decidedly beneficial

in raising the standard of dental education and elevating

the status of the dental profession."

He expresses fear lest the new law may fail of its pur-

pose by reason of careless drafting.

New Hampshire.—A Board of three dentists is appointed

by the Governor. Within six months from the passage of

the act, April 2, 1891, all persons then practicing dentistry,

or with dental degrees, or licenses from the New Hampshire

Dental Society, are required to appear before the Board to

register. Thereafter, no persons entitled to register without

examination by said Board; but no provisions for examina-

tion as to the qualification of candidates is made. Viola-

tions of the act are misdemeanors, punishable by a fine of not

less than fifty, nor more than a hundred dollars. Physicians

are exempt from its operation.

Dr. Edward B. Davis, Secretary of Board, says of the law:

" It is respected to the satisfaction of the profession, as no

complaints of its violation come to the Board. Having been

upon the statute book two years its effect in elevating the

standard of the profession is, as yet, not apparent. Only six

licenses have been granted."

North Dakota.—A Board of Examiners is appointed by

the Governor. Practitioners are required to register annual-
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ly, and to paya fee of two dollars therefor. The Board may
examine persons who have studied for three years under

private preceptorship of a regular licensed dentist, and any

person possessing a diploma from a reputable college, shall

receive a license from the Board upon satisfying it of that

fact. Any member of the Board may issue a temporary

license, when the Board is not in session. The practice of

dentistry is defined, and unlicensed persons forbidden to hold

themselves out by signs or advertisements. Students may
operate under the supervision of preceptors. Physicians and

surgeons may extract teeth. Violations of the act are mis-

demeanors, punishable by fines of twenty-five to fifty dollars

for the first ofïense ; fifty to one hundred for the second;

one hundred to two hundred and fifty for the third ; said

fines to be sued for. Certain false pretences are punishable

by the same penalties.

Dr. R. B. Foster wa-ites :
" There is no doubt but what

the law has been instrumental in elevating the professional

standard. So far as I know the law is well enforced."

. New York.—The statute regulating the practice of den-

tistry in New York is the recent revision, chapter 661, of

the Laws of 1893.

The license required is either a diploma from the State

Dental Society, conferring the degree of M.D.S., or a di-

ploma from a chartered medical or dental school conferred

in compliance with the regulations of the statute and said

society.

Registration is required in the office of the clerk of the

county in which the practitioner resides. A term of four

years' study is required of those studying under private

preceptorship, the commencement of which must be evi-

denced by a certificate.

Illegal practice of dentistry is a misdemeanor, punishable

by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars.

Provision is also made for the punishment of certain

frauds in registration and practice.

Fines and forfeitures collected under the act are paid to

the State Society ; any excess over its legal expenses being

paid into the school fund.
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North Carolina.—The following was received from Dr.

J. E. Wyche, Secretary of the North Carolina State Dental

Society: "A law regulating the practice of dentistry was

passed in our State by the Legislature of 1879, ^^"^

amended in 1887 ; but we have not had it printed in pam-

phlet form. It is, however, about the same as in other

States.

"The law requires that every person who wishes to prac-

tice shall pass an examination before the Board of Dental

Examiners, as well as hold a diploma. It has never been

very rigidly enforced, but we are trying to enforce it when-

ever we find persons practicing illegally.

"The law has raised the standard of dental education,

and it has elevated the standard of the profession."

New Jersey.—The law of New Jersey prohibits any per-

son from practicing unless he has received a license from

the Examining Board. This Board is appointed by the

Governor, and all candidates for examination must be gradu-

ated from a dental college. The law is vigorously enforced.

OJiio.— The Governor appoints a Board of five examiners.

The examination in prescribed subjects is required to be of

an elementary and practical character. Diplomas from any

reputable college, on approval by Board of Examiners, con-

stitute a license. The Board gives to licentiates certificates

of registration; the practice of dentistry is defined. Viola-

tion of the act and certain false pretenses are punishable as

misdemeanors, by a fine of not less than twenty-five, nor

more than one hundred dollars, or imprisonment for not less

than ten days or more than one month.

Dr. Grant Mitchell, Secretary of Board, writes: "We
are endeavoring to rigidly enforce the law. The law is of

too recent passage, however, to note any special effect

upon dental education or even in elevating the professional

standard."

Oregon.— The Governor appoints a Board of four dental

examiners; a diploma of any reputable dental college, in

which an annual course of lectures in dentistry or dental

surgery is delivered, or a certificate of successful passing of
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examination before the Board, constitutes a license. Regis.

tration is kept by the Secretary of the Board and by the

clerks of the county of residence. Violations of the act are

punishable by a fine of not less than fifty, nor more than

two hundred dollars, or imprisonment for six months. Fees

paid may be recovered. The act does not apply to phy-

sicians extracting teeth.

Petmsyfvania.—Dr. C. V. Kratzer, Secretary State Dental

Society, sends no law. Writes that "the effect of the laws

has been to send many illegal practitioners to dental schools

for better education."

A new bill is pending in the Legislature, from which still

better results are hoped.

Rhode Islmid.— The Governor appoints a Board of

Registration, consisting of five members, who keep the

registration of the State and examine all candidates for

license, who are not possessed of diplomas. All diplomas

from reputable dental colleges entitle their holders to

receive certificates without examination. Violations of the

act are misdemeanors, punishable by a fine of not less than

fifty, nor more than one hundred dollars; failure to register

is evidence of violation of the act.

Dr. W. P. Church, Secretary State Dental Board, writes

that " the law is rigidly enforced. * - * It

has created a decided impulse in our young men toward the

dental colleges. * * * It also tends to elevate

by keeping itinerant quacks in check, by the requirement of

an examination."

South Carolina.—The Board of Dental Examiners is elect-

ed by the South Carolina State Dental Association, whose
duty it is to prescribe a course of reading for those studying

under private instruction ; to license applicants after under-

going satisfactory examination, and to license all practition-

ers. A majority may do business. One member may grant

a temporary license. No qualifications are required of candi-

dates for examination. All dentists are required to keep a

record of their cases in the form prescribed by the State

Dental Association. Violation of the act is punishable by a
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fine of not less than fifty, nor more than three hundred

dollars ; but any person may extract teeth.

Dr. Brooks Rutledge, Secretary State Dental Association,

writes :
" The law has not been rigidly enforced, but has

done much in uniting the profession and elevating the stand-

ard of dentistry."

South Dakota.—Dr. F. O. Sale writes that the act of 1885

is still in force ; that efforts are made to give it effect, and

also to secure the passage of a new law.

Tennessee.—Dr. P. D. Houston, Secretary State Dental

Association, writes :
" We have a law regulating the practice

in Tennessee, which I think is very elevating to the profes-

sion, and is rigidly enforced by the Board of Examiners."

Vermont.—The Governor appoints a Board of five exam-

iners to examine and license all persons offering themselves.

A diploma of incorporated dental college is a license if ap-

proved by the Board. Any member may grant a temporary

license. The practice of dentistry without a license is pun-

ishable by a fine of not less than twenty-five, nor more than

one hundred dollars; but no penalty attaches to merely

extracting teeth. All licentiates are required to register with

the Board within thirty days after license, under penalty of

forfeiture.

Virginia.—The Governor appoints a Board of six exam-

iners. Licentiates are those receiving four affirmative votes

after examination by the Board, and holders of diplomas of

reputable institutions teaching dentistry as a specialty, and

incorporated under the laws of one of the United States, or

a foreign government, and certified to by the Board. All

licentiates are required to register in a book kept by the

Board. Violations of the act are punishable by a fine of not

less than fifty, nor more than two hundred dollars, and fees

paid may be recovered. Physicians and surgeons may extract

teeth for any one " suffering from toothache," and students

may assist the preceptors.

Dr. J. Hall Moore, President State Board, writes: "The
law is enforced as rigidly as is possible in a State with a large

territory, much of which is sparsely settled. Many prosecu-
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tions have been successful, and, in addition, at least forty

illegal practitioners driven from the State. The effect upon

dental education has been good and the standard greatly-

elevated."

West Virgitiia.—Dr. George I. Keenan writes: "Our
' dental law ' is not good."

Wisconsin.—A Board of five examiners is appointed by
the Governor; three being members of the State Dental

Society. Candidates may be licensed by an examination by
the Board, or, on presentation of a diploma from a college

recognized by the Board as reputable. All practitioners are

required to register annually. The practice of dentistry with-

out license, or without annual registration, is a misdemeanor,

punishable by a fine of not less than ten, nor more than one

hundred dollars.

In Europe, the law of Great Britain and of Germany is

permissive and not prohibitive of the practice of dentistry
;

that is to say, any person may practice or perform dental

operations without fear of punishment, providing that he

does not make a false pretense of his qualifications, or as-

sume the title to which he has no legal right. The Dentist

Act of 1878, 41 and 42 Victoria, Chap, xxxiii, provides

that no person shall be entitled to take or use the name of

*'dentist" alone, or in combination with other words, or a

dental practitioner, or any name, title, addition or des-

cription implying that he is registered under this Act, or es-

pecially qualified to practice dentistry, unless he is so regis-

tered, under a penalty of twenty pounds. An unregistered

practitioner, unless he be a qualified medical practitioner,

cannot recover fees, or charges, under an action at law. The
persons who are registered are exempt from serving on ju-

ries, inquests, in the militia and from other civil burdens.

Those are entitled to register who pass examinations of the

"Medical Authorities,'' that is to say, the bodies and univer-

sities who choose members of the General Council of Medi-

cal Education and Registration of the United Kingdom,
established under the Medical Act of 1858. Provision is

made as to the holders of foreign diplomas, and, until the
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present year, the diplomas of the dental schools of Harvard

and Ann Arbor were recognized as entitling the holders to

register in Great Britain ; but the Baltimore College of

Dental Surgery having applied for similar privileges, com-

plained of the unfairness of the discrimination ; and it further

appearing that other dental schools of the United States were

approximating their standard to those of Harvard and >Ann

Arbor, and the latter being still inferior in their require-

ments to those of the English examiners, in the opinion of

the General Council, it was decided that, in fairness to the

English candidates for license, and, also, to the better

schools of the United States, it would be no longer just to

discriminate in favor of Harvard and Michigan, especially

as English diplomas are not always recognized in the

United States. Therefore, to-day, no American diploma

entitles its bearer to registration among the British dentists.

We present the following from Mr. J. Howard Mummery,
of London :

"Legislation with regard to the dental profession in

Great Britain may be said to date from the passing of the

Dentists' Act in 1878. This Act is described as one : 'To

make provision for the registration of persons specially

qualified to practice as dentists in the United Kingdom,

and that the laws relating to persons practicing as dentists

be otherwise amended.'

"Previous to the passing of this Act, it had been possible

for any one to practice dentistry, either as a separate spec-

ialty or in conjunction with general surgery or pharmacy.

"The new Act required every person in practice at the

date of passing of the Act to be registered as a dentist by

the General Medical Council.

"The General Medical Council is a body which has con-

trol over the registration of medical and dental practition-

ers throughout the United Kingdom, and without the

consent of this body no diploma is admitted for registration.

To it, also, is entrusted the formulating and administering

such by-laws as are permitted to be passed by the Medical

Act and the Dentists' Act, and it has the power to strike off
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the register any member of the profession who may have

been shown to have controvened the provisions of the said

Acts.

"Previous to the passing of the Dentists' Act, a separate

examination and diploma had been instituted by the Royal

College of Surgeons of England, which held the first exam-
ination for the diploma of Licentiate of Dental Surgery in

i860. All practitioners of dentistry who wished to take

any standing in the profession had taken this diploma or

the corresponding one of the College of Surgeons of Scot-

land or Ireland, and, frequently, also took in addition other

surgical and medical diplomas.

"The General Medical Council require every candidate

for registration to pass a preliminary examination in Arts

identical with that required of the general medical student,

an examination outside dentistry altogether : this examina-

tion now includes elementary mechanics. The importance

of this preliminary examination is much insisted on, as a

student without any sound preliminary mental training is

not considered to be in a position to undertake scientific

study with advantage.

"Subsequently to having passed the preliminary examina-

tion in general knowledge he is required to have devoted

four years to the acquirement of professional knowledge
before he can present himself for examination for the di-

ploma of Licentiate in Dental Surgery.

"The examination for the diploma of L.D.S. must be

conducted by these independent bodies, i. e., the licensing

colleges, and not by the student's own teachers.

"The examination, as required by the General Medical

Council must be partially written and partially oral and
practical, the practical examination now occupying a whole
day, and being held both in the surgical and mechanical

departments.

"The British Dental Association was founded in 1880,

'For the promotion of dental and the allied sciences, and the

maintenance of the honor and the interests of the dental

profession by

—
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"'The periodical meetings of the members of the Associ-

ation and of the dental profession generally in different

parts of the country.

"'The publication of a periodical journal, and by the

maintenance of the spirit and provisions of the Dentists'

Act, by such lawful means as may be necessary, etc., etc'
"

The Association institutes proceedings in the law courts

against those who infringe the provisions of the act.

One of the main purposes of the Association has been

the holding of an annual meeting to bring all its members
together and to encourage the scientific spirit in the profes-

sion.

These meetings are held at some important center in En-

gland, Scotland or Ireland, and are now very largely attended.

An annual museum is brought together at these meet-

ings, generally illustrative of some particular subject, and a

room is devoted to microscopical exhibits and demonstra-

tions.

To the dental profession the same stringent regulations

with regard to the prevention of " covering, '' apply, which

are already in force in the medical profession generally. It

is now made illegal for an unqualified man to shelter himself

under the qualification of his qualified employer'if removed

from the supervision of his employer. The General Medical

Council has recently been occupied in the consideration of

the question of the registration of foreign diplomas. " The
Council demand, in the interests of the public whom they

have to protect, and of the dentists for whose standard of

competency they are responsible, that foreigners seeking

registration in Great Britain shall produce trustworthy evi-

dence of having fulfilled such requirements as are demanded
with the utmost rigor in the case of British students."

" The Medical Council accords registration to no foreign

medical degree whatever, none coming up to our own require-

ments in curriculum and examination."

In the case of the dentists' register, the only foreign di-

plomas admitted were the dental diplomas of the Universi-

ties of Michigan and Harvard, and the Council have now
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decided to suspend for the present the registration of these

diplomas. This has simply been done as a matter of fair-

ness to British practitioners, and the entire question which

the Council has had to decide is "whether they shall allow

foreigners to obtain registration upon easier terms that Brit-

ish subjects."

A sub-committee was appointed by the General Medical

Council to inquire into the matter, and they have reported

that "these foreign diplomas do not meet the requirements

exacted from our own students, neither in the preliminary

nor subsequent examinations, nor in the length of the period

of study enforced. The Council therefore felt that there was
no other course open to them but to suspend for the present

the registration of foreign diplomas.

The effects of legislation on the dental profession in Great

Britain have already been very beneficial, but the full advan-

tages to be obtained from the Act are yet to come.

This Act could not be retrospective, and consequently

all those unqualified practitioners who were in practice at

the time of the passing of the Act were admitted to regis-

tration, provided that they applied to the General Medical

Council within a stated time.

When the practitioners so registered have died out the

profession will be purified of unqualified men, no one being

now admitted to the register who is not duly qualified by
one of the diploma-granting bodies of the United Kingdom.
A new law has been lately passed in France, which does

not take effect, however, until the ist of December, 1893.

Of this, M. P. Dubois writes from Paris, under date of

June 14, 1893 :

" This law has not as yet had opportunity to effect

instruction and professional practice. We shall not even

know for some weeks the regulation of the public adminis-

tration which will decide the conditions of instruction."

* * * " Hitherto the exercise of the practice of den-

tistry has not been regulated in France. I will notify my
friend Godon, Vice-President for France, of your request

for information, and I am sure that he will send you a cop\-
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of the book that he has just pubhshed, 'The Code for

the Surgeon-Dentist.'
"

In this very complete work, alluded to by M. Dubois,

which the author, M. Godon, co-elaborating with M. Roger,

Professor of the Medical Law in the Dental School of Paris,

has sent me, I find the following resume of legislation

abroad regulating dentistry. Under the new law in France

the practice of dentistry will be confined to those holding a

diploma of Doctor of Medicine, or of Surgeon Dentist, which

latter will be conferred by the French government after a

course of study to be promulgated by the Higher Council of

Public Instruction and Examinations, to which M. Dubois

has alluded. The illegal practice of dentistry will be

punished by a fine of fifty to one hundred francs, and for a

second offense one hundred to five hundred. Punishments

are also provided for use of title of dentist, the practice with-

out registration, and, also, for revocation of, or suspension

of, license of those convicted of second offenses.

In Germany, the dentists are divided into three classes,

Zahnarzt, or Medical Dentist ; Zahnkünstler, or Artistic

Dentist ; and Zahntechniker, or Technical Dentist ; the two

latter corresponding to our mechanical dentists. Those

desiring to enter the classes of recognized dentists with their

privileges, must show a certificate of two years study in a

university, a final certificate of the first-class of the Gym-
nasium, or from a profession school (Realschule) of the first

class and a certificate of two years practical work. The
examination is divided into four parts, the first comprising

an actual physical examination by the candidate of some

disease of the teeth, gums, palate, etc., and after making a

diagnosis, the candidate, without notes, must write a treatise

upon the nature, etiology and treatment of the malady he

has examined. Next, the candidate passes an examination

before a member of the Commission upon ten questions

drawn by lot out of at least forty, relating to anatomy,

etiology, pathology, general therapeutics, materia medica,

and surgical and odontological toxicology, pathology and

therapeutics. As the third step, the candidate must show
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his practical knowledge of making and fitting artificial teeth,

and of all sorts of dental work and the employment of instru-

ments, by operations upon the cadaver or skeleton. Finally,

he must pass, before at least three examiners, an oral exam-

ination in anatomy, physiology, dental hygiene, maladies of the

teeth and gums, the preparation and use of medicaments em-

ployed in dentistry, and the performance of indicated opera-

tions upon the teeth. There are three classes of dental

societies in Germany, the Zahnärzte, or dentists with diplo-

mas of the State; Zahnkünstler, or dentists without diplo-

mas, and the Society of American Dentists, or those with the

American diploma D. D. S.

In Austro-Hungary, since 1873, the diploma of Doctor

of Medicine has been required of dentists, except that the

manufacture and fitting of artificial teeth may be performed

by others, and all preliminary operations are forbidden to

those without diplomas.

In Switzerland, since 1886, no one can practice dentistry

without the Federal diploma, granted after examination

in natural science, anatomy and physiology, and professional

preparation as to each of which divisions. The law goes

into much detail.

In Belgium, the decree of 1884 prescribes examinations

requisite to obtain a certificate as a dentist ; his examina-

tions are very slight ; written examinations lasting about

two hours, the oral examinations some forty-five minutes.

The practical work is limited, when called for at all, to the

extraction of teeth from a cadaver.

In Holland, on and after January, 1894, all candidates

for the theoretical dental examinations must show a certifi-

cate that they have gone through the full (five years) course

of a professional school (German Real Schule first class) or a

high school (gymnasium or Latin school).

The theoretical examinations take place before the facul-

ties of the Universities. For the practical examinations a

committee is appointed each year and holds its report from

the 1st of August until 31st of July.

In Spain, there is a law requiring dentists to possess a
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diploma of Surgeon Dentist, conferred after examination by
the Royal Faculty of Medicine of Madrid ; the examina-

tion is held upon elementary branches of medicine relating

to dentistry. The only practical work required is the ex-

traction of a tooth.

Since the law of 1889, in Italy, the practice of dentistry

assimilated to that of medicine, and to practice it the de-

gree of Doctor of Medicine is required.

In order to appear for examination in Norway, one must

have a final certificate of study from the secondary school,

and show a course of three years study under a dentist with

a diploma of the University of Christiania. The examining

Board consists of two professors of the medical faculty and

two dentists.

In Sweden, since 1879, ^^^ bachelor's degree is required

of dental students, and since 1884, in a dental school of two

years study under the control of the State, which has charge

of dental instruction.

In Finland, besides the bachelor's degree, a course of

medical study is required and a course of eighteen months

under a dentist with a diploma, with proof of attendance for

one year in the medical school; two years surgical clinics,

and a month in the syphilitic clinic.

In Denmark, a study under a dentist of two years

attendance at a dental clinic is required. The diploma is

conferred by the University.

In Russia, also, the practice of dentistry is regulated, but

without special official instruction. There is, however, a

free dental school at St. Petersburg.

To sum up, in England and Germany, the special diploma

is required for those desiring to register and assume the title

of dentist, or any similar title, with its accompanying privi-

leges. In most of the continental countries, as in most of

the United States, a special diploma or license is required

of all persons, who, in fact, practice dentistry, and in

Austria and Italy a medical diploma is required.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE No. i8, ON "HISTORY OF
DENTISTRY IN THE UNITED STATES."

AN ABSTRACT OF THE HISTORY OF DENTISTRY IN THE UNITED STATES.

By Dk. J. Hayhurst, Chairman, Lambertville, New Jersey.

I feel honored to-day in thus standing before you as the

representative of the history of our young but growing

profession.

One great fact stands out in full relief, to the view of any

one who undertakes to perpetuate the record of the struggle

that has been made before the dental profession could attain

its present standing in the community.

When we turn back to find something upon which to lay

the foundation for a permanent record, we are met at once

by the difificulty that there nev^er has been established a

starting point. But few of the ancient struggling ones have

been so fortunate as to rise into prominence sufficiently to

have their names perpetuated in history, so they who came
after them could see the footprints by which they could

guide their steps upward and onward, in their efïorts for

professional success.

The originators of this Congress appear to have been

endowed with a prophetic view of the situation, and have

adopted a wise plan for the remedy of this deficiency; and it

is to be hoped that our successors will have an acknowledged

source to which they may turn in their investigation, in

their search after truth. To this end a committee has been

appointed, into whose charge has been placed the duty of

making such arrangements as will best carry out the design

contemplated; and local committees have assisted them in

gathering up the leaves which have fallen by the wayside,

and sent them to one common receptacle, so that they might

be woven into a wreath that will adorn the brows of those

worthy ancients to whom we owe so much, and to whose

labors we must attribute in a great measure our own standing

9«3
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in this generation. It is but a fitting and proper memorial
due to our brethren of the past.

The committee, known as No. 18, on the "History of

Dentistry in the United States," has designated your
"humble servant" as the one competent for that service,

and I have accepted the task— not foreseeing the difficulties

in the way; in fact, not looking for them, but only per-

ceiving that the labor might be in the direction of exalting

the standing of the profession, to which I have given nearly

fifty years of the best part of my life. In some respects it

has not been the most agreeable task that has come to me
in a long period of years ; but, on the whole, it has been a

labor of love— for everything is of that nature when we
work for that which we love ; and I have loved my profession

with an ardor which embraces all that comes within its

bounds, and all that grows out of its influence, with all its

surroundings and associations.

I do not deem the foregoing remarks out of order or

irrelevant, because they give you an idea of the condition

of the writer as he progresses in his work, showing the

interest which was urging him on to a satisfactory completion
of the volume, the result of so much labor. The manuscript,

from which may emanate a valuable history, is now in the

hands of the committee, who have to pass their judgment
upon it and say whether or not it is such a book as is

desired for publication. The result I now leave with the

proper authorities, hoping for the best.

The several State reports, which have been forwarded to

me from all parts of the country, are of varied and mixed
nature, containing points and matter in connection with

every branch of dentistry— and apparently in every possible

shape— so that they needed to be classified and arranged.

The result of this classification and arrangement is as follows:

I. General History.

II. Dental Colleges and Schools.

III. Inventions and Improvements.

IV. Biographical Sketches.

V. State Reports.

VI. Manufacture of Porcelain Teeth.
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Much of the former parts of the work is made up from

material gathered from various sources: from the pages of

the American Journal of Dental Science, Dental Nezvs Letter,

"Watson's Annals" and the Dental Cosmos, for the purpose

of preparing a series of papers on "Dental History," to be

read before the New Jersey State Dental Society during a

term of years. These had to be so altered and changed

from a local application, to be adapted to a more general

and wider scope, acceptable to our whole country.

I. The general History of Dentistry extends just so far

back as to touch upon the conjectural origin of that art,

more for the purpose of a starting point than for an at-

tempt to furnish anything new on the subject. From this

point we come to consider the condition of our profession

in France and England— how it was practiced in those two

countries. We also glance at the professional literature of

that age. We speak of the number of treatises on dental

subjects, and of the merit of some of them, which have

made their impress upon us in these our latter times. We
then trace it across the ocean, and, settling on our own

shores, and becoming an established institution in the

United States— in three of our largest cities— and from

there developing into a strong and flourishing profession,

until the whole land greets it as a benevolent institution,

and will have to acknowledge it as a great boon of

Providence for the relief of suffering humanity. Up to

this point the history of dentistry was the history of the

efforts of individuals, but now the practitioners had become

so numerous that some other means was to be adopted. So

dental colleges and schools were instituted.

n. The establishment of dental colleges in the order of

their founding is described, with the names of their first

faculties, under which they were organized and went into

operation. The medical schools and universities seemed to

catch the spirit of the age, and by their action assisted the

young and striving profession. Then came the demand for

suitable men to fill the educational exigencies of the occa-

sion, and lift the profession out of the hands of quacks and
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ignorant pretenders. State societies were formed, and their

influence was soon felt. An impulse was given toward a

higher education, so that dental colleges and schools were

benefited by this movement. To show what is now the

condition of these institutions, I have made a tabulated state-

ment of the condition of all the reputable colleges in the

United States, founded on the reports of 1891 and 1892.

The subsequent reports had not then come to hand, except

a small number. These latter were shown to have made an

advance in accordance with the national demand, increasing

the term of study from two to three years, and dividing the

course of instruction into three classes, the better to carry

out the idea of a more complete education in a better and

systematic manner.

INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.

III. The tools, implements and instruments in the begin-

ning were necessarily crude and inefficient in their character,

and were illy adapted to the purpose for which they were

designed. They were often made by the rural blacksmith,

who had no conception of the peculiar and difficult opera-

tion to be performed by them.

Perhaps there never was a wider field opened to the

inventive mind than the one before the earnest and

inquiring dental operator. On the receipt of the reports

from the different States I discovered that there are scarcely

any, but contained some account of the adaptation of some

new, or the invention of some labor-saving contrivance, by

which more work, and better work, could be done than by

the old way. The great improvement in artificial teeth, the

invention of the dental engine, the rubber dam, general and

local anaesthesia, the adaptation of the different motors to

the running of light dental machinery, the improvement in

the use of (adhesive or) cohesive gold foil, crown and bridge

work, and many other inventions— all go to show how the

profession is marching in the grand procession toward that

condition of things which gives life and energy to the pro-

gressive principle implanted in every earnest soul, causing
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him to seek the wisest and best that can in any way be

obtained.

There is a great improvement in the practice of dentistry

itself. Its observation is from a different point of view. It

has changed its principles entirely. Instead of its being, as

it was in the good old days of our great-grandfathers, a

destructive agency, tearing down, dragging out, mutilating

the patient, it seeks to build up and preserve. It strives to

restore to its natural harmony the "'face divine'' to keep

the same natural expression which the great Creator designed

that it should have.

BIOGRAPHICAL.

IV. In the preceding classification, the different divisions

have been kept strictly separate. But owing to the condi-

tion in which the two following classes have come into my
possession, it wall be perceived that there is a good deal of

an amalgamation. Out of this mixture I have selected a

few of the Biographical Sketches of those of a national and

world-wide reputation and have placed them at the beginning

of this department. In fact some of these histories came to

me as a separate contribution, not claiming to be accepted

as accredited to any State.

I have taken from these local reports the sketches that

they have contained, when they did not too much mutilate

the narrative, and placed them all together under the head

of Biographical. But when the State reports were so

involved, that to take these historical sketches from them

would mar or destroy them, I deemed it best to retain

them, and they will be published in connection with the State

report with which they came.

There has been no attempt to place these sketches in

any regular order—alphabetical or otherwise—supposing

that a copious index or table of contents would of necessity

accompany the volume when complete. These personal

reminiscences of the early practitioners in the different

States will be of great interest to our readers of a future

generation.
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While some of the States furnished a very full account,

apparently embracing all the early practitioners who settled

in the State from which the report comes, it is to be

regretted that some of the States made mention of very few

—and some have not a single biographical sketch in them.

This is especially true of the older States, owing probably to

the greater number of dentists in them, and the difficulty in

finding any reliable or documentary evidence that might
aid them in their researches. It would be very desirable to

have had the material at hand, that would have enabled the

historian to make a more general narration of the settlement

and establishment of our profession all over our country.

This department of the book might be almost indefinitely

increased if it were not for the extreme modesty of the

members of our profession, some of whom seem' to expe-

rience a kind of nervous sho'ck on seeing their names in print.

V. In the consideration of the reports from the several

States there is presented a varied and interesting view, and
will perhaps be considered as containing the very gist of the

whole matter. Great labor has been expended upon some
of them, and everything that in any wise appertains to

dentistry has been presented. Especially in the History of

Dental Societies and Institutions of Instruction, with the

laws enacted by the State Legislatures, for their benefit and
protection. The text of these laws I have omitted in the

volume under consideration : because there is another com-
mittee—known as Committee No. 9—whose province it is to

"collect the data relating to Dental Legislation in all coun-

tries of the world, from the beginning to the present time,

and present a full report to this Congress." To this commit-
tee there was assigned the full authority to deal with this

portion of the State reports, and I have no desire to interfere

with them.

I would like to call your attention to a matter which»

without explanation, might seem to conflict, or might be

construed into a discrepancy. I allude to the report from
two of our most important States—New York and Massa-

chusetts.
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In the general history, near the beginning of the book,

you will find that in giving an account of the establishment

of the practice of dentistry, the same persons, and in nearly

the same manner, are accorded the credit of that act. The
report of the two States mentioned substantially relate the

same facts, and I have no doubt that their information

was drawn from the same source. The narrative is not pre-

cisely in the same words, but the resemblance is so striking

as to arrest the attention of the critical reader.

The general history was written before the local reports

from these two States were received.

On considering the case carefully, I came to the conclusion

that as there was no conflict in the narratives, but on the

contrary there was a direct and explicit confirmation con-

tained therein, that the publication of both would not inter-

fere with the value of the book nor detract from its interest.

There is also another item in these reports that may call

forth adverse criticism. I cannot now call to mind a single

State report in which there is not a claim by some individual

of some important invention. And these claims are made

in such a general way, that even had I the power or authority

to investigate, or even the inclination to do so, I could not

settle the claim or pronounce it either valid or void. I took

this matter up, and in revolving it in my own mind, came to

the conclusion that these claims, as they are made, are the

mere expressed opinions of the individual who makes them.

With the determination of the justice of the same I had

nothing to. do.

For the above reason, they are presented to you in their

original form without comment, standing alone on the

authority of the expression or claim of the writer.

The last department, and that which closes the book, is a

consideration concerning the manufacture of porcelain teeth.

VI. The history of the beginning and developement of

this important branch of the dental art is most interesting.

The demand for a natural appearing substitute for the

natural teeth, which had been sacrificed, or become worn

out, or broken, or destroyed, was wide-spread. Persever-
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ance, energy, time and money were spent lavishly before the

great end was obtained, but at last it came in all its full-

ness. The greatest achievement to the dental practitioner

was eagerly welcomed, and now beautiful teeth (yes, too

beautiful they are) can be obtained in all parts of the world

where good dentistry is appreciated, and American teeth are

the highest development of the art, and the credit of this

successful achievement belongs to our own country, and it

comes in our own time.

The story of how it was done so successfully is told criti-

cally though plainly, and by one who was familiar with the

minutest portion of the complicated process. Step by step,

in Europe, in this country, the history is related in such a

manner, that the student who desires to verify the directions,

may do so, with a good prospect of success.

Now comes the close—the record of the deed is made
up—and I submit it to the judgment of the proper author-

ities. All I ask is a just and kindly criticism, remembering

of what the book is made, and the kind of material it is com-

posed of. In homely phrase, bear in mind that no tailor,

however skilful he may be, can make a French broad-cloth

coat out of coarse or uncombed wool.

The book has its faults, I have no doubt. I cannot say

that it is the work which many of you have anticipated ; and

it may be also that many of the shortcomings can be attrib-

uted to the writer, and that some one else might have done

better. But this I can say in all sincerity : That whoever

had undertaken the task, he could not have accomplished the

work with a more sincere desire that it should be right, in all

respects satisfactory to you who are interested to have it so.

Note by the Editor.—An exhaustive report of the Committee on

the History of Dentistry in the United States is in the hands of the Com-
mittee on PubUcation. The report is made up of individual reports from

the various States and Territories of the Union. It is to be regretted that

the bulkiness of the work makes it impossible that it should be published

as a part of the transactions, and it is the hope of the Committee on

Publication to see this report published on some similar suitable occasion,

when it can be brought down to the date of publication.



CLINICS.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE No. 14, ON CLINICS.

By C. F. W. BÖDECKER, M.D.S., D.D.S., Chairman, New York. N. Y.

Your committee beg leave to offer the following report:

Dr. W. G. a. Bonwill, of Philadelphia, prepared a

large cavity in upper six-year molar, comprising the grinding

surface and anterior proximal. Made four undercuts for

retention of gold. Then applied rubber dam, and began to

fill by using Abbey's No. 20 cohesive gold, filling undercuts

first. When cavity was half full, he used one leaf of No. 5

soft folded to No. 80; then used No. 40 cohesive, using

one and two-thirds books of gold and condensing the same
entirely with smooth points with the Bonwill mechanical

mallet. The actual time for the condensing of the gold was

twenty-nine minutes.

Dr. W. G. a. Bonwill also prepared large compound
cavity, including grinding and anterior and posterior proxi-

mal surfaces. After cavity was prepared he applied matrix

made by dressing pink gutta-percha on lingual and buccal sur-

faces of the tooth, also on the adjoining teeth, and held them
in position with clamp. Then filled with Bonwill's alloy, and

worked mercury out. Condensed amalgam by pressing bits

of bibulous paper in the filling, making a beautiful, artistic

and dense filling.

Dr. W. G. a. Bonwill filled a right upper central incisor,

in which the pulp was intact. The operation involved the

whole of the mesial surface, as well as a large portion of the

cutting edge. The enamel of the tooth, which was very thin,

showed several cracks. There were no retaining pits made,

but only a groove in the cervical portion of the cavity. The
gold employed was first No. 5 non-cohesive, and then No. 20

cohesive Abbey's foil. Only twenty minutes were consumed
in the introduction of one-eighth of one ounce of gold foil.

991
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Dr. Bonwill also gave a clinic from his own mouth of his

method of clasping teeth on all gold plates from one to

nearly full upper or lower sets, where but one tooth only-

remains. The object is to supersede and banish from den-

tal practice nearly all bridge work, either permanent or

removable, and rely entirely on this new method of attach-

ing clasps to gold plates and their perfect adjustment in the

mouth. He explained his practice in the use of pink gutta-

percha base plate for temporarily filling all cavities at first

excavation for obtaining greater width of separation between

the bicuspids and all the molars. Showed its use as a matrix

in filling with gold or amalgam. Also the use of paraffine

in being melted over and into all oxyphospliate fillings to

make them harder and longer lived. Also melts it over all

gold fillings to hermetically seal any space between gold and

tooth substance that might possibly occur. He explained

his new dental engine and mallet combined, with the hand-

piece and the engine as a surgical one as well as dental. The

other clinics on the programme he had not the time to give.

Dr. S. C. G. Watkins, of Montclair, N. J., demonstrated

the working of his new head-rest.

Dr. W. H. Marshall, Oxford, Miss. Alloy fillings with

his own matrix and very small burnishers.

The cavities filled were upon the mesial, distal and occlud-

ing surfaces of the left inferior second bicuspid and first

molar.

The matrix consists of several pieces of very thin German

silver, placed between the teeth, with some of the ends pro-

truding upon the labial and lingual sides bent forward, and

some of them backward in such manner that when the

wedge-shaped points of the appliance for holding the strips

in position are screwed together with a key, a very firm and

perfectly fitting matrix is provided for both proximal sur-

faces. Dr. Marshall used very small burnishers. In remov-

ing the matrix the screw appliance is first removed and one

or two of the middle strips are pulled out, without disturb-

ing those next to the filling; this removes all pressure, and

the rest of the strips thus loosened can be drawn out with-
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out disturbing the fillings, and without the necessity of wait-

ing for the alloy to harden.

M. CiiAS. GODON, of Paris, France, exhibited for Dr. C.

Martin, of Lyons, France, several apparatuses for immediate

prosthesis, which consists of replacing immediately after the

operation of the removal of the superior or inferior maxillary

or a section of either, with his apparatus, made previous to

the operation. This apparatus is made for temporary use

to prevent the contraction resulting from cicatrization ; he

also exhibited obturators, with artificial vela, tongue, etc.,

made of soft vulcanized rubber filled with water.

M. Chas. Godon also exhibited a very ingenious remova-

ble bridge, depending for its retention on an immovable gold

crown.

M. A. RONNET, of Paris, France, filled a right second

upper bicuspid with soft gold cylinders, called R. Chauvin's

method of filling with three positions of cylinders.

Dr. D. Caracatsanis, of Athens, Greece, demonstrated

the painless extraction of teeth by means of pure crystals of

cocaine, which were applied to the gum, and also introduced

under the gum at the neck of the tooth. In this manner he

was able to obtund the gums of six teeth at one time, and

extract them in succession without pain.

Dr. Emil Schreier, of Vienna, Austria, demonstrated

his method of treating putrescent pulp canals by means of

potassium and sodium, which was introduced into the pulp

canal by means of a barbed steel broach. The septic mat-

ter present in the pulp canal, upon the contact with the

above mentioned metals, becomes saponified, which is then

soluble in water. The method w^as demonstrated at the

four cHnics held, and all the cases reported favorably.

Dr. J. H. WOOLLEY, of Chicago. Root filling, showing

use of Woolley's root canal dryer. First superior right molar.

Root decayed to bifurcation. First, he volatilized alcohol

into canals with Dr. Small's hot air cavity dryer and pain

obtunder. The tubules were dried with Dr. Richmond's hot

air cavity dryer. Opened up roots with piano wire broaches

to foramen. Found difficulty in reaching foramen and used

glycerine as a lubricant.
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Used Dr. Richmond's root canal dryer again and volatil-

ized eucalyptus in canals. Then dryed out with Woolley's

root canal dryer, and flooded cavity with eucalyptol, ab-

sorbed with cotton, then filled roots with chloro-percha.

Used small broach for evacuating the air bubbles, and then

flooded with chloroform and filled with a cone point of

gutta-percha.

Dr. Geo. W. Weld, of New York, demonstrated the

non-irritant, non-acid action of his syrup of the chloride of

iron. This preparation is claimed to be equally efificient as

the ordinary tincture of the chloride of iron, while it does

not destroy the teeth.

Dr. Chas. E. Blake, Sr., of San Francisco, Cal., extracted

left superior first molar, using muriate of ether as a local

anaesthetic. It was not a complete success, as patient com-

plained of considerable pain.

Another patient, German, male, age 45. Applied

muriate of ether to tissue about upper right second molar

for two minutes. Lanced gums without pain. Made
another application, and removed the molar without pain.

Patient said he experienced no pain.

Dr. Thos. Fillebrown, Boston, Mass., showed his pro-

cess of ether anaesthesia by forcing the fumes of ether from

bottle by means of foot bellows, and by so doing can con-

tinue the anaesthesia for any length of time.

The case of a child, seven years old. Extracted two

lower first molars. Dr. Blake extracting. It was necessary

to make three attempts at anaesthesia, as first attempts were

unsuccessful in getting teeth out. Finally Dr. Fillebrown

extracted and was successful.

Dr. B. C. Russell, Keene, N. H., demonstrated a por-

celain inlay into the labial surface of a right upper central

incisor. The cavity was prepared as round as possible ; the

porcelain selected was a little larger than the cavity, and

placed into a mandrel of the engine, in which it was fitted

accurately to the cavity. The porcelain was then cut off a

little longer, fastened into the cavity by cement, then

ground even with the labial surface of the tooth and

polished.
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Dr. O. B. Love, San Antonio, Texas, demonstrated the

use of a mouth illuminator.

Dr. Louis Jack, Philadelphia, Pa., demonstrated upon

plaster casts, the application of his matrices.

Dr. J. A. Bishop, New York, N. Y., demonstrated the

taking of impressions from cleft palate.

Dr. C. W. Jones, St. Paul, Minn., demonstrated the use

of his root trimmer and facer in crown and bridge work.

Dr. J. W. Wick, St. Louis, Mo., filled a left lower

second bicuspid tooth with gold, the cavity being situated

in distal and grinding surface. A german silver matrix,

made after the Herbst system, was employed. Against the

cervical margin and the walls soft foil was used, while the

balance of the cavity was filled with cohesive foil. The

gold was introduced by means of a steel mallet.

Dr. W. H. Richards, of Knoxville, Tenn., demon-

strated the advantage of metallic fibre over any or all other

modes of filling roots of teeth. Robinson's metallic fibre for

filling is teased into several grades of fibre dust, suitable for

large or small roots. The advantage of this mode is, first, the

canals are not to be dry, but lubricated with any antiseptic

menstruum, in order that the walls may take from the instru-

ment the fibre, and retain it until it can be carried to apex

by repeatedly passing the instrument through to point for

lodgment; the instruments for filling roots are Donaldson's

broaches with hooks cut ofï; second, many have been lead

to conclude they have filled the apex while using chloro-

percha, cement and gutta-percha, when the patient shows

signs of pain; pain is proof of a column of air being con-

fined, which prevents the filling from reaching the apex— a

condition which cannot occur while filling with fibre. To
fill a root, shake the metal over white paper; collect the

finest dust; moisten the nerve-canal instrument in the same

medicament you have lubricated canal with, and lay it upon

the fibre, which will adhere to it until carried against the

lubricated canal.

Dr. C. C. Carroll, Chicago, filled a left lower second

bicuspid with aluminum amalgam, the cavity being in the
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mesial surface. The operator claims that aluminum amal-

gam neither shrinks nor discolors in the mouth.

Dr. T. W. Brophy, Chicago, removed a tumor for a lady

about forty years of age. The patient, who otherwise has

been healthy, has suffered from headaches for more than two

years. About one year ago she was advised to have all the

upper teeth removed, which was done, but did not produce

any relief in regard to the headache. After the extraction

of the teeth the patient noticed a frequent discharge from

the place where the right upper molars had been removed,

and gradually she became deaf with the right ear. The

patient was etherized and the operation was performed.

Dr. V. H. Jackson, of New York, gave three clinics,

demonstrating his system of constructing "crib" attach-

ments for anchorage, and "spring" appliances for the pur-

pose of correcting irregularities of the teeth.

He presented forty drawings of cases with the appliances

recommended, and one hundred and sixty-three (163) models

of cases with the appliances used.

The charts were made by sewing small brass rings, about

six inches apart, to one edge of black muslin, which were

strung on a strong cord to hang them. The drawings were

made with white and red paint on the muslin, illustrating

the appliances and models of practical cases presented,

which made a complete system.

His operative clinic consisted in showing the method of

making the "crib" portion of the appliance for anchorage,

also how to form the "base-wire" and the "springs" to

cause pressure on the irregular teeth, demonstrating how the

same appliance can be used in combination with a vulcanite

or metal plate for retaining the plate and for holding the

springs for correcting irregularities, and for retaining plates

of artificial teeth, with the "crib" for anchorage.

He showed a method of making a retaining appliance by

casting block tin or fusible alloy over a model so that the

metal would rest on the inner and outer sides of the arch,

with the sides connected with wires, which pass over the

grinding surface at intervals, at the junction of two teeth;
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also a method of anchoring a removable bridge with "crib"

attachments for anchorage.

Dr. L. C. Bryan, of Basle, Switzerland, demonstrated

"Immediate Regulating." The patient, a fifteen year old

girl, had a right superior lateral incisor locking in behind

the lower incisors and had space between the central and

cuspid for immediate regulation. Cocaine was injected, and

with a small circular saw a perpendicular incision was made
through the- gum and half through the alveolar septum on

both sides of the root of the lateral from the apex of the

root to the crowai of the tooth. The three-inch flat steel

guard lined on the gum side with rubber one-sixteenth inch

thick, was fitted to the curve of the gum and formed a rest

for the long, round, front beak of the forceps, and the other

beak rested against the distal wall of the lateral up to the

gum ; with slight pressure the connection of the tooth with

the distal alveolar wall was severed and the tooth came

easily forward to its place in the arch in front of the lower

teeth, bringing with it the front wall of the alveolus firmly

attached to the root and ready to heal quickly and reunite

with the neighboring borders of alveolus. The apex of

the root was not disturbed in its position and the nerve will

be found intact, as will always be the case if the operation

is correctly and carefully performed.

Cocaine is much better than a general anaesthetic, as pa-

tients arc very likely to move slightly under general anaes-

thetics, and accidents are liable to occur.

The patient was slightly swollen for a few hours from

the injection of the cocaine, but had no other pain than a

soreness in the tooth. As the tooth was somewhat short

and did not lock over the inferior incisors, and showed a

tendency to go back, it was ligated with silk the day after

the operation.

Dr. Bryan formerly lifted the front alveolar wall away

from the tooth before operating, but prefers to saw in as

above, as results are better than when breaking up the alve-

olar wall. The operation is also much simplified and less

inflammation supervenes.
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The witnesses of the operation congratulated the operator

on his success in doing painlessly what often takes many
days, or weeks, and puts the patient to much inconvenience

and pain.

Dr. Bryan's operation is described and illustrated in

Catching's Compendium for 1892.

Dr. Bryan also showed a number of very finely worked

pieces of prosthetic dentistry, including gold plates with

natural teeth and teeth of carved hippopotamus set on with

pivots ; tube teeth on gold plates, and obturator in rubber

with gold springs and cunningly devised parts—a beautiful

piece of workmanship ; a fixture to cure stuttering, and

other interesting cases which had been in actual use, all

made by Dr. P. A. Kölliker of Zürich, Switzerland ; also a

case of nineteen sizes of seamless gold crowns for molars

in pairs, one of which telescoped over the other fitting per-

fectly, for use as removable bridge anchors, made by Dr.

Bieber of Pfortzhim, in Baden, Germany.

Also, specimens of carved ivory sets, teeth and plates

carved of one piece, lent by Dr. Wellauer, of Basle (made in

pairs 60 years ago); also, a very curious old double set on gold,

held together by springs and holding blocks of carved ivory

badly decayed with use and showing the same process of

caries as in dentine; natural teeth mounted on pins—old

front teeth with a groove at the back and three short pins

bent over the wire backing which lay in the groove and

soldered to it.

Dr. T. W. Brophy operated for a lady, about forty-five

years of age, suffering from disease of the right antrum of

Highmore. The floor of the antrum was pressed down-

ward. The lateral walls were considerably distended, the

inner or nasal wall necrosed, and a discharge from the

antrum was passing out through the nostril. The patient

was etherized, and an incision made from just below the

articulation of the malar bone with the maxilla forward to a

point over the position of the first bicuspid ; then a second

incision, a little below and parallel to the first. With a

surgical bur, driven by the new surgical engine introduced
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to the profession at this meeting by Dr. Cryer, an opening

was made through the bony wall. It was found that a

mucoid tumor occupied the antrum, and, having absorbed

its inner wall, extended over into the nasal passage, at the

same time bulging the outward wall and forcing upward the

floor of the orbit, causing the eye to protrude slightly from

its socket. The tumor and implicated tissue were removed,

leaving the antrum and nasal passage as one cavity.

Note.—When patient was last seen, several months after

the operation, there was no indication of a reappearance of

the tumor.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE No. 3, ON EXHIBITS.

By Chas. p. Pruyn, M.D., D.D.S., Chairman, Chicago. III.

The Committee on Exhibits beg leave to present the fol-

lowing report of the exhibits, and names and addresses of

the exhibitors:

The Harvard Co., Canton, Ohio. Dental Chairs, Engine and Cabinet.

Dr. V. H. Jackson, New York. Casts, with regulating appliances in

position— a very interesting exhibit.

Dr. J. Austin Dunn, Chicago. The Dunn Syringe and Matrices.

Detroit Dental Manufacturing Co., Detroit. Porcelain Furnace
and low fusing, continuous gum body.

The Daly Gold-Lining Co., Washington, D. C. Gold Lining for rub-

ber plates.

J. W. Ivory. Philadelphia. Ivory set of Rubber Dam Clamps.

F. H. Berry, Milwaukee. Electric Engine, Cautery, Mouth Lamp, and
other electric appliances.

Dr. a. E. Matteson, Chicago. Porcelain Furnace.

Dr. B. H. Teague, Aiken, S. C. Teague's Modeling Compound, Com-
pressed Disks, and other dental specialties.

Dr. D. R. Wilder, Los Angeles, Cal. Regulating Appliance.

Dr. B. H. Catching, Atlanta. Catching's Compendium.
Independent Dental Mfg. Co., Chicago. Burs, and other dental

instruments.

Dr. R. H. Kimball. Chinese dental goods.

Ritter Dental Co. Columbian Dental Chair.

Wilmington Dental Mfg. Co., Chicago. Complete exhibit of dental

supplies.

Dr. E. Parmly Brown, New York. New Tooth Bracer.

Dr. Chas. E. Blake, Sr., San Franciso. A new set of Forceps, with

bifurcated beaks.

Carroll Aluminum Mfg. Co., Chicago. Carroll Aluminum Specialties.

Lee S. Smith & Co., Pittsburg. Carborundum Disks and Wheels.
Edison Mfg. Co., New York. Electric Engine.

Dr. L. E. Custer, Dayton, Ohio. Dental Cabinet and electric special-

ties.

Rufus G. Stanbrough. New Right Angle Attachment.
Dr. a. J. F. Buxbaum, Cincinnati, Ohio. Dentimeter.

Dr. M. F. Finley, Washington, I). C. Pathological Growths.

lOOI
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Dr. Sidney S. Stowell, Pittsfield, Mass. Diamond Drills.

Dr. a. Bleichsteiner, Germany. Hypodermic Syringe.

Dr. Anna Kersands, Germany. Ancient set of teeth.

Isaac Knapp Dental Coterie, P^ort Wayne, Ind. Pathological growths,

abnormal developments, etc.

Dr. E. M. S. Fernandez, Chicago. New Dental Ledger.

The S. S. White Dental Mfg. Co., Chicago. Exhibit showing the

evolution of the dental engine, from the first dental engine down to

the present improved dental engine.

M. BarriÉ, Paris, France. Electric Mouth Lamp, Cautery, Root

Dryer, and other appliances.

Dr. H. Newton Young, Wilkesbarre, Pa. Cast of jaws, showing a

very marked case of acromegaly.

Dr. T. J. Harcourt, Cincinnati. Electric Engine.

Dr. I. P. Wilson, Burlington, Iowa. Partial Gold Plate, with natural

crov/n riveted to it, made in England 50 years ago.

Dr. C. W. Jones, St. Paul, Minn. Root Trimmer.

Dr. J. J. Stedman, Laporte, Ind. Retaining Springs, for full upper and

lower plates.

Dr. S. C. G. Watkins, Montclair, N. J. Head-Rest.

Clark and Clark, Chicago. Gould Dental Chair.

Gideon Sibley, Chicago. Sibley's Teeth.

Dr. J.G. Hollingsworth, Kansas City, Mo. Hollingsworth system of

Crowns and Bridges, with crown appliances.

Dr. C. G. Junkermann, Milwaukee, Wis. Head-Rest,

Dr. a. W. McCandless, Chicago. A new method for attaching diatoric

or pinless teeth in crown and bridge work; invention of Dr. W. H.

Taggart, Chicago.

Dr. W. H. Taggart, Chicago. Exhibited Porcelain Crowns baked on

platinum.

Dr. A. Zeigler, Freiburg (Baden), Germany, Wax Casts, showing tooth

development.

Dr. M. L. Rhein, New York City, N. Y. Removable Bridge.
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MEMBERS OF THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN DENTAL
CONGRESS.

NAME. .ADDRESS.

Abbott, Frank 22 W. 40th st., New York, N. Y., U. S.

Abbott, J. T Manchester, Iowa, U. S.

Adams, F. J 325 College st., Toronto, Ont., Canada.

Adelberg, Oscar 124 Broad st., Elizabeth, N. J., U. S.

Addicks, Henry Hanover, Germany.

Aguilar, Florestan Cadiz, Spain.

AiNSVVORTH, H. s 4 E. Main st.. Van Wert, Ohio, U. S.

Allan, Geo. S 51 W, 37th st.. New York, N. Y., U. S.

Allen, E. H Freeport, 111., U. S.

Allen, Geo. S., Student South Englewood. 111., U. S.

Allen, N. H Tipton, Ind., U. S.

Allen, T. M Birmingham, Ala., U. S.

Allwine, H. W North Platte, Neb., U. S.

Alexander, C. L 8 S. Tryon st., Charlotte, N. C, U. S.

Ambler, Henry L 1088 E. Madison ave., Cleveland, O., U. S.

Ames, W. V. B 34 Washington st., Chicago, 111., U. S.

Anderson, E. W -iS/^ E.Washington st., Indianapolis, Ind.,

U. S.

Anderson, R. P Mocksville, N. C, U. S.
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Illinois, .



ORIGIN OF THE CONGRESS AND ITS HISTORY FROM THE
BEGINNING TO THE PRESENT TIME.

The beginning of the official life of the World's Colum-

bian Dental Congress was in July, 1890, by the action of

the Southern Dental Association at Atlanta, Georgia, when

the resolutions printed on page 6, volume I, were adopted.

This action was ratified by the American Dental Associa-,

tion, at Excelsior Springs, Missouri, in August of the same

year. A committee of fifteen had sole charge of the work

until the opening of the Congress, August 14, 1893.

The thanks of the whole profession in the United States

are due Dr. A. O. Hunt, the laborious Secretary of the

Executive Committee, from the first meeting until the last,

when the work of the undersigned, as editor of the Trans-

actions, began, and which, happily, has just drawn to a

close by the publication of these permanent records of this

memorable Congress, the first in America.

A. W. Harlan,
Secretary-General of the " World''s Columbian Dental Congress.'^

Chicago, December 5, 1894.
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SUMMARY OF THE WORK OF THE GENERAL EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE OF THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN

DENTAL CONGRESS.

By the Secretary, A. O. Hunt, D.D.S., Iowa City-, Iowa.

In accordance with the resolutions passed by the

Southern Dental Association and the American Dental

Association, the General Executive Committee was organ-

ized at Excelsior Springs, Missouri, in August, 1890.

The members appointed at that time and place, who
were in attendance on the meeting of the American Dental

Association, at once entered upon their duties.

After a full and exhaustive discussion of plans and

persons, the following cardinal principles were agreed upon,

that were calculated to insure success, so far as the responsi-

bility of the committee was concerned in that result :

First, that all personalities should be laid aside for the

general good.

Second, that all persons appointed to fill responsible

positions should be chosen on account of fitness alone, and

every effort of the committee should be to ascertain to the

fullest extent their qualifications.

Third, that the Congress, when assembled, should repre-

sent, in its membership and attendance, the very best ele-

ment, and only reputable members of the profession.

Upon the most critical examination, it cannot be said

that these principles have not been carried out, both in

letter and in spirit. Any departure from them could only

happen when it was impossible for the members of the

committee to obtain the necessary information. The work
accomplished was gigantic in its scope.

It required the full time from August, 1 890, until June,

1892, coupled with the most earnest and persistent labor on

the part of the members of the committee, together with

the services of a permanent stenographer, to complete the

1032
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organization in such a nnanner that the profession could be

publicly informed, through the journals, of the details of

the movement.

This will not seem strange to any one of experience in

such matters, when consideration is had of what was neces-

sary to organize twenty-four sub-committees in the appoint-

ments of individuals, waiting for acceptances, and conducting

a correspondence with more than five hundred persons so

appointed in all the States and Territories of the United

States, and that of fifty-seven countries and principalities

outside of America. To reach some of the latter and get a

reply required, when the utmost promptness was exercised,

from four to six weeks; and in many cases the correspond-

ence was duplicated two or three times.

There have been twenty-eight meetings of this committee

held, exclusive of those held daily during the session of the

Congress. Attendance of the members of this committee

upon the meetings has been compulsory under penalty of

being dropped from the committee and their places filled by

others.

In 1892, a little more than two years after the organiza-

tion, a very important meeting was held in Chicago to elect

the general officers of the Congress and the honorary officers

for the foreign countries.

At the January meeting also, there was held a confer-

ence with the officials of the World's Congress Auxiliary, a

body emanating from and forming a part of the World's

Fair organization, and arrangements made for places of meet-

ing; and in other ways the Dental Congress was identified

with the great World's Fair movement.

The only matter which caused any misunderstanding of

any importance during all the time of this vast undertaking

was the result of this combination of effort on the part of

the Dental Congress and the World's Congress Auxiliary.

The latter organization sent out a circular to the members
of the Conference Committee, which was unauthorized by

the Congress, and which contained unfortunate statements

that disturbed the excellent harmony which had existed
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before that time. The effect of this circular could not be

counteracted in time to reconcile all parties abroad before

the meeting of the Congress. Afterwards, through the

efïorts of those honorary ofificers who were in attendance at

the Congress, all misunderstanding was explained.

A beautiful commemorative medal in bronze was ordered

as a souvenir of the great movement.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MEDAL.

A wreath of oak, signifying strength and endurance
;

ribbon bow, unity; initials and Spanish emblem, Columbus;

laurel, merit ; bright star, for Chicago ; eagle and' flags, our

American emblem; 1839, the establishment of the first

dental college; 1893, meeting of the World's Columbian

Dental Congress.

Commemorative Medal.

Obverse.

BUTTONS AND BADGES.

A monogram button, "W. C. D. C," was worn by all

members. A special badge was gotten up for the reception

committee with a blue ribbon beneath it, and an officers'

badge, with Spanish-Columbian colors, was worn by the

President, Vice-Presidents and Executive Committee. A
ribbon for foreign members was also provided.

To give a better idea of the work of this committee,

it can be stated that the fifteen members composing

the committee have traveled in the aggregate 128,645
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miles, at an expense of $6,259, ^^^ ^^ which has been

donated for the success of the Congress, each member
complying with the rules and regulations of the Congress,

the same as every other member, in regard to the member-
ship fee.

This report would not be complete without mentioning

the number of circulars and addresses issued to the mem-
bers of the profession of the world. The number is not far

from 200,000 copies, including those sent out by the sub-

committees. These latter committees also met their own
personal expenses in performing their several duties, and if

the amount could be ascertained, would reach a large sum of

money.

The ofîficers and members feel, in presenting the pub-

lished proceedings of this great Congress, that its contents

and appearance will fully repay the labor and expense it

has cost.

The friendships and warm attachments formed through

the meeting of so many celebrated and worthy representa-

tives of our beloved profession will remain in the minds

and hearts of all, as one of the brightest experiences of a

busy life.
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Hattie E. Lawrence, Chairman.

Vida A. Latham, Vice-Chairman.
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Lucy Hobbs Taylor Lawrence, Kansas.
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Fannie E. Hoopes 902 Charles st . Baltimore, Md.

Alice Sherman Barber Lake Geneva, Wis.

Marie Holst Aarhuus, Denmark.
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Marie M. Schneegans Hofauerstrasse 80, Elberfeld, Germany.

Emma Lacey 28 Brixton Road. S. W., London, Eng.

C'LOTILDE Lenta Plazo Volta, Como, Italy.

Clara Kuhnast Elizabethstr. 26 Thorn, Germany.

J. H. W1EDE-F0CKING Schlüsselbuden 20, Lübeck, Germany.



FINANCIAL SUPPORTERS OF THE CONGRESS*

American Dental Association.

Southern Dental Association.

Illinois State Dental Society.

Iowa State Dental Society.

Washington City Dental Society.

Abbott, Frank New York, N. Y., U. S.

Andrews, R. R Boston, Mass., U. S.

Baird, H. M St. Louis, Mo , U. S.

Barrett, W. C Buffalo, N. Y., U. S.

Barton, W. J Paris, Texas, U. S.

BÖDECKER, C. F. W New York, N. Y., U. S.

Bonwill, W. G. a Philadelphia, Pa. , U. S.

Brophy, T. W Chicago, 111., U. S.

Brown, S. B Fort Wayne, Ind, , U. S.

Burne, Alfred Sidney, New South Wales, Australia.

Butler, Charles R Cleveland, Ohio, U. S.

Carpenter, L D Atlanta, Ga., U. S.

Carr, William New York, N. Y., U. S.

Chaim, M. L New York, N. Y., U. S.

Crawford, J. Y Nashville, Tenn., U. S.

Crouse, J. N .
.

, Chicago, 111., U. S.

Darby, E. T Philadelphia, Pa., U. S.

Davis, S. E New York, N. Y., U. S.

Dunbar, L. L San Francisco, Cal., U. S.

Fellows, D. W Portland, Me., U. S.

Field, Geo. L Detroit, Mich., U. S.

Foster, M. W Baltimore, Md. , U. S.

Freeman, A. B Chicago, 111., U. S.

Freeman, D. B Chicago, 111., U. S.

Fuller, A. H St. Louis, Mo., U. S.

Gardiner, F. H Chicago, 111., U. S.

Goddard, C. L San Francisco, Cal., U. S.

GrÜTER, D.J Besançon, France.
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Hunt, A. O Iowa City, Iowa, U. S.

Hunter, T. M Fayette, N. C, U. S.

* Foreign dentists were members of the Congress without the payment of any fee.

According to a resolution of the General Executive Committee, the names of all

persons who contributed $30 or more, were ordered jirintcd in a .separate list.
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Deceased.
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ADDRESSE DES DENTISTES DE FRANCE AUX ORGANISA-
TEURS ET AUX MEMBRES DU WORLD'S

COLUMBIAN DENTAL CONGRESS.

Les Membres du Bureau Honoraire pour la France et des

diverses Sections du " World's Columbian Dental Congress,"

et les Membres du Bureau et du Comité d'Organisation du

Congrès Dentaire International de Paris, 1889,

Réunis aujourd'hui, 30 juin 1893, dans une pensée

d'union nationale et professionelle, sans distinction de

groupes, de sociétés ou d'écoles, addressent aux Organisa

teurs et aux Membres du Bureau du World's Columbian

Dental Congress leur vives et sincères félicitations pour leur

heureuse initiative.

Convaincus des avantages qui résulteront pour les

intérêts généraux et le progrès de leur art de cette grande

réunion professionelle, ils applaudissent à son succès et

envoient à tous ceux qui y prennent part, leur salut con-

fraternel.

Emmanuel Lecaudey.
Médecin de la Faculté de Paris, Directeur Honoraire de

rÉcole, Président Honoraire du "World's Columbian

Dental Congress" (1893).

D'= Geo. Gaillard,

Président du Congrès Dentaire de Paris (1889).

D" Marchandé,
Ex-Président, de la' Société Odontologique de France.

A. C. HUGENSCHMIDT, M.D., D.D. S.

G. ViAU,

Professeur à l'Ecole Dentaire de Paris, Président de la

Société d'Otontologie de Paris.

L. Richard Chauvin,
Ex-vice-Président de la Société d'Odontologie de Paris.

A. RONNET,
Ex-vice-Président de la Société d'Odontologie de Paris.
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P. POINSOT,

Directeur-Président de l'École Dentaire de Paris, Vice-

Président du Congrès de Paris (1889).

V. Anjubault,
Professeur à l'École Odontotechnique.

E. Papot,

Ancien Secrétaire-Général de la Société d'Odontologie de

Paris.

M. Damain,

Directeur de l'École Odontotechnique, Président de la

Société Odontologique de France.

Ch. GonON,
Secrétaire du Congrès Dentaire de Paris (1889), Vice-Prési-

dent Honoraire du "World's Columbian Dental

Congress" (1893), Ex-Directeur de l'École Dentaire

de Paris.

P. Dubois,

Ex-Président de la Société d'Odontologie de Paris.

M. Heide,

Secrétaire au Bureau Honoraire du Congrès de Paris (1889),

Member of the Committee on Clinics in Operative

Dentistry and Oral Surgery at the World's Columbian

Dental Congress (1893).

G. Blocman,

Médecin de la Faculté de Paris, Ex-vice-Président de la

Société d'Odontologie de Paris, Ex-Professeur à

l'École Dentaire,

L. Saussine,

Vice-Président du Congrès Dentaire de Paris (1889).

M. M. Levett, D.D.S.,

Ex-Professeur de l'École Dentaire de Paris.

M. Oscar Amoedo,
Professeur à l'École Odontotechnique.

M. TOUCHARD,
Vice-Président Honoraire du "World's Columbian Dental

Congress."

O. Barrie,

Professeur à l'École Dentaire de Paris, Délégué et Accrédité

au " World's Columbian Dental Congress."
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Par autorisation:

Crignier,

Président de l'Association de l'École Odontotechnique.

D« Kuhn,
Trésorier du Congres Dentaire de Paris en 1889.

D" GuÉrard,
Vice-Président du Congrès Dentaire de Paris en 1889.

D« C. Martin,
Vice-Président du Congrès Dentaire de Paris en 1889,

Médecin-Dentiste de l'École du Service de Santé de

Lyon.



SOCIAL FUNCTIONS.

On Saturday evening, August I2th, a reception was ten-

dered to the members of the Congress at Kinsley's, on the

part of the profession of Chicago, by the following dental

societies : Chicago Dental Society, Chicago Dental Club,

Odontological Society of Chicago, Odontographic Society

of Chicago, Hayden Dental Society of Chicago, and the

Atkinsonian Dental Society of Chicago.

On Monday evening, August 14th, an informal reception

was tendered to the members of the Congress by the mem-

bers of the Columbia Dental Club, at their club-house, 300

Michigan avenue.

On Friday evening, August i8th, a banquet was tendered

to the foreign members and delegates, at the Chicago Beach

Hotel, on part of the American members of the Congress.

On Saturday afternoon, August 19th, the foreign mem-

bers and delegates, and the officers of the Congress, were

entertained at luncheon at the Terminal Station Building,

World's Fair Grounds, by the President of the Congress, Dr.

L. D. Shepard, of Boston, Mass. During the week, a num-

ber of pleasant dinners and minor entertainments were given.

On Saturday afternoon, August 19th, immediately after

final adjournment, the members of the Congress paid a visit

to the World's Columbian Exposition in Jackson Park.

The Delta Sigma Delta Fraternity maintained headquar-

ters for its members at the Brunswick Hotel.

A number of the dentists of Chicago, early in the year,

in anticipation of the visit of dentists to Chicago, both by

reason of the World's Columbian Exposition, and of the

World's Columbian Dental Congress, organized the Colum-

bia Dental Club and furnished a house for the entertain-

ment and free use of its guests, at 300 Michigan avenue,

within a short distance of the Memorial Art Palace, where

the meetings of the Congress were held. The club-house
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was placed at the disposition of all members of the Congress

as a rendezvous, for the reception of mail matter, as a bureau

of information, etc., etc. The dental journals from all over

the world were on file, having been sent to the club gratuit-

ously by the various publishers.

NOTES.

The editor gratefully acknowledges the unremitting and

faithful labors of Dr. Louis Ottofy in preparing these vol-

umes for publication, and the valued assistance of Dr. L. N.

Seymour in preparing the very complete table of contents

and index.

A limited number of the commemorative medals are still

on hand. These are priceless souvenirs, and will be fur-

nished until the supply is exhausted, on receipt of ten

dollars. Address Dr. John S. Marshall, Treasurer, 34

Washington street, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.

Copies of these transactions will be sold in sets (of two

volumes) only. They will be sent, post-paid, to any address

on receipt of ten dollars. Address Dr. John S. Marshall,

Treasurer, 34 Washington street, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.

During the meeting of the Congress, the following dental

journals published daily issues, and distributed them gratu-

itously to all who were present :

The Dental Cosmos, under the editorial management of Dr. E. C.

Kirk.

The Dental Review, under the editorial management of Dr. A. W.
Harlan.

The Dental Tribune, under the editorial management of Dr. Louis

Ottofy.

The Programme Committee issued a " General Pro-

gramme," a " Programme of Clinics." and a daily pro-

gramme.

A few unimportant errors will be found in these volumes,

but none are so flagrant as to change the sense of any paper

or the discussions following.



NECROLOGY.

Deaths of members (or those appointed on committees

prior to the meeting of the Congress), reported to the Com-
mittee on Publication, to December 5, 1894:

Allport, W. W., Chicago, lUinois, U. S.

Berggren, Franz, Stockholm, Sweden.

BiRCHMElER, F. H., Chicago, Illinois, U. S.

Fames, W. H., St. Louis, Missouri, U. S.

Grasse, J. C, Seattle, Washington, U. S.

Levy, Fred A., Orange, New Jersey, U. S.

McElhaney, Geo. W., Columbus, Georgia, U. S.

Rawls, a. O., Lexington, Kentucky, U. S.

Rehfuss, W. f., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U. S.

Wardlaw, W. C, Atlanta, Georgia, U. S.

Watt, Geo., Xenia, Ohio, U. S.

Winder, R. B., Baltimore, Maryland, U. S.
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